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The origins of this work go back to research on building systems for the automatic syn-
thesis of programs from specifications, extending the capabilities of existing ones, making
several systems cooperate, and integrating them into a larger programming environment.
The experiences were rather frustrating. Program synthesis systems tend to be ad hoc
implementations rather than being built systematically and well structured. It is not sur-
prising that they have the same problems as other software products: there are all kinds
of unexpected bugs, maintanance and modifications become increasingly difficult, and co-
operation with other synthesizers is nearly impossible despite of the fact that ideas behind
the synthesis strategies show many similarities if explained verbally.

Apart from human shortcomings the main reason for this problem lies in a lack of formality
in the steps from describing an idea on paper to its realization on a computer. Such formal-
ity, however, is difficult to achieve, extremely time consuming, and slows down the initial
progress of a synthesis system. This is a price which many scientists are not willing to pay.
On the other hand, the insufficiencies of current “ad hoc” systems are hardly acceptable —
and there are no exceptions — and there is a need for tools supporting the systematic and
formal development of program synthesis systems.

During the past years I have begun elaborating the theoretical foundations for such tools
by formalizing the meta-theory of program development. The goal was to provide a theory
which is both formally precise (to admit an immediate realization of concepts expressed
in the theory on a computer) and uses a sufficently high level of abstraction (to make it
humanly comprehensible and practically useful). I believe that such a theory will be a major
step towards closing the gap between formal and informal reasoning in program synthesis
and help overcoming problems like the ones mentioned above.

This paper presents the result of these investigations. It would not have become possible
without the encouragement I have received from many people. Wolfgang Bibel for intro-
duced me to the field of program synthesis and the LOPS system in particular. I like to
thank him, Gerd Neugebauer, and my collegues at the Technical University of Darmstadt
for the many challenging discussions during the past years. I thank Robert Constable and
the NuPRL group at the Cornell University for inspiring discussions about the advantages
and limitations of type theory and the NuPRL system for reasoning about programming.
I thank Tom Presburger, Douglas R. Smith, Mike Lowry, Lee Blaine, and the other re-
searchers of Kestrel Institute for introducing me to the KIDS system and discussions about
practical aspects of formal software design.

Last but not least I have to thank my wife for patience when I returned late from work.

Darmstadt, March 3, 1993
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Since more than twenty years commercial software production is in a state of endemic crisis.
The crisis is caused by the very property of software which makes it attractive: the complexity
of behavior that can be produced. It continues because the complexity of software grows faster
than the development of techniques dealing with it. Its effects manifest themselves in two ways.

The first is the cost of software over its lifecycle, which has been emphasized by the sharp fall
in the cost of hardware. Contrary to the latter the cost of software production is almost all in
the design, a task requiring creativity, expertise, intelligence, and discipline. Design is always
expensive but the situation with software is particularly bad, because software systems tend
to be built from the basic components of the programming language rather than from larger
modules. This is partly habit, but principally due to the fact that even small modules will have a
complex behavior which is not provided exactly by any existing piece of code. Further, a software
prototype is likely to fail to meet its designers’ intentions in a way that hardware prototypes
do not. This is because tools to guarantee the behavior of a program do not exist. The iterated
testing and fixing necessary to produce the final product adds to the cost.

After delivery, errors in implementation will continue to emerge, because testing can never be
complete. There is also the problem that the intentions of the designers are not necessarily those
of the users, because the original requirements were not stated completely and unambiguously.
These omissions and errors are resolved tacitly during the implementation process, in ways
that the users may not want. Fixing these problems, or accounting for subsequent changes in
requirements, is likely to require changes at relatively abstract levels of the design. Because
the development process is not well documented, propagating these changes to the level of the
implementation is as difficult as the original design. Indeed, maintenance of software often costs
more than its original production. All these corrections are ultimately paid for by the user, either
in the original cost of the program or in maintenance agreements and “upgrade” purchases.

The second effect of the crisis is lack of confidence in software. Very few computer users believe
that their software is correct. This affects particularly our perception of safety-critical systems.
The ease of producing complex behavior makes embedded digital control systems attractive in
systems from washing machines to aircraft and nuclear reactors. Hardware engineering, while
not infallible, provides techniques for determining the response of a physical system to its en-
vironment, and for giving stringent guarantees on its reliability. These techniques do not carry
over to software, because the behavior is too complex to test at every point and the assumptions
of continuity of behavior which allow accelerated testing of hardware do not hold for software.
The state of the art is to develop several independent implementations in the hope that they will
not exhibit common errors and then assume that the complete system is perfect. While no disas-
ter has yet been attributed unequivocally to software, few people believe that software-induced

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

disasters are ruled out by current practice, and extensive and damaging speculation has followed
recent disasters such as the loss of the Lauda Air Boeing 767 and the Air Inter French A320.
These concerns limit the extent to which digital control is adopted in safety-critical areas, and
more reliable techniques would immediately find application in developing these economically
important systems.

Attempts to elaborate such techniques [Dij68, Wir71, DDH72] have been undertaken since the
upcoming of the software crisis. Methodologists have written about the art [Knu68, Knu72,
Knu75], discipline [Dij76], craft [Rey81], and science [Gri81] of programming as means for the
production of better software. To a large extent programming has been identified as a reasoning
process on the basis of knowledge of various kinds. Since this is an activity in which people
typically do a lot of mistakes it is necessary to provide machine support for software development.

1.1 Program Synthesis: Automating Software Development

Commercially available tools for computer-aided software engineering (CASE) can be considered
a first step towards the automation of software production. Code generators can be used to
generate special purpose routine software by filling in templates, analysis and design aids help
checking the overall consistency of modular systems, and project management tools help to plan
a project in terms of dependencies and monitor its progress.

From a practical point of view CASE tools are growing to be more and more successful and
the technology is expected to mature soon. However, CASE tools rely only on low level knowl-
edge (facts about elementary programming structures), no reasoning is involved, and the design
knowledge used in the process cannot be documented. But it is precisely this knowledge that
is needed to maintain and update a software system and that can be reused when developing
new software. Thus CASE technology does not address the basic characteristic of software engi-
neering and much more needs to be done to provide real lifecycle support to software systems.
In principle one has to aim at the automation of the whole programming process and develop
tools for knowledge based software engineering [GLB+83, BCjG83]. Besides obtaining an accu-
rate statement of the informal requirements (which we shall not investigate here1) this means
synthesizing efficient computer code from formal specifications (which includes data type reifica-
tion and documentation of the design). Since this requires a formalization of all the knowledge
used in the programming process, research in program synthesis is active in two areas.

The first area is the investigation into logical calculi which support program synthesis. A pro-
gram derivation must, at least in principle, be expressible in a formal calculus with well-known
deductive rules to become trustworthy. Therefore the calculus must be sufficiently expressive to
reason about all kinds of specifications and programs.

There are many calculi developed for this purpose (see e.g. [Gir71, Bru80, ML82, ML84, CAB+86,
Gir86, GLT89, CH88, PM89, CH90a, NPS90]) which are known to be powerful enough to ex-
press all of mathematics and programming. Since research, however, has focused on theoretical
properties of these calculi there remains a problem of expressiveness in practical applications.
The inference steps in these logics are extremely small. As a result, program derivations in these
calculi are very long, full of superfluous details, and, while known to be correct, difficult for

1The reader should be aware that acquiring formal specifications is by no means trivial and that there is a

substantial body of work on this task (see [Hay87, JS90, KN91, JF91] and [LD89, Sections B and D] for a detailed

discussion). If we see the process of software development as the building of a bridge to span the gulf between

requirements and computer code, the formal specification acts as a pier dividing the bridge into two spans. By

addressing the construction of the second span, which is easier to formalize, we support building the first, since

verification and maintenance can then be done on the specification rather than the code.
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a human reader to comprehend. This makes it almost impossible for a human programmer to
guide formal derivations which cannot be found automatically. It is not surprising that only a
few completely formal derivations have been performed so far. Given such a lack of abstrac-
tion in the existing calculi, the gap between program development methods and their formal
representation appears to be too wide to admit complete formality in real programming systems.

As a result, less rigorous methods are being used in the second area of research which focuses on
strategies for constructing programs. During the last decades many approaches (see e.g. [Gre69,
BD77, MW79, MW80, Bib80, Gri81, Hog81, BH84, Der85a, BC85, Fra85b, Smi85b, Hei89,
NFK89, SL90, Gal90, Fri90, Bib91, FK91, Low91, Smi91a]) have been developed, implemented,
and tested successfully for a number of examples. The KIDS system [SL90, Smi91a] is even
believed to be close to the point where it can be used for routine programming.

While the theoretical foundations of these strategies are quite plausible when written on paper
their implementations on a computer have the same problems as conventional software. Lacking
a completely formal specification, program synthesis systems are built ad hoc rather than sys-
tematically. Consequently, it is not clear how the realizations reflect the theoretical foundation
and if or why they are correct at all. Hence a precise description of their behavior is impossible
and only the specialists who designed them are able to handle them properly. Furthermore they
become difficult to maintain and modify and after a while a complete re-implementation of the
system is easier than extending the existing one (c.f. experiences reported in [NFK89]).

1.2 Meta-Programming: Writing High-Level Design Strategies

So far the most fruitful approach to bridge the gap between formal deduction and complex appli-
cations has been that of tactics, first introduced in Edinburgh LCF [GMW79], and since adopted
in Cambridge LCF (for functional programs) [Pau87a], NuPRL (for type theory) [CKB85,
CAB+86], HOL (for higher order logics) [Gor85, Gor87a], λ-PROLOG (for Prolog extended
by λ-terms) [FM88, FM90], Oyster (a program synthesis planner) [Bun89, BvHHS90], IS-
ABELLE (a generic theorem prover) [Pau89, Pau90], KIV (a verifier for imperative programs)
[HRS88, HRS90], and DEVA (a meta-calculus for program development) [Laf90, Web90].

The idea common to these systems is that deductive methods are written as meta-programs
(“tactics”) guiding the application of inference rules in a formal calculus. These tactics combine
advantages of formality with those of high-level methods. On the first hand they are guaranteed
to produce only correct results (if they do produce results) because they operate on rules of
the calculus. On the other hand they are algorithms representing complex series of elementary
steps on the level of “ideas”. Since this is the usual level of human discourse when describing a
derivation, they enable users of deductive systems to experiment with their ideas interactively.
Therefore tactics support the cooperation between a computer system performing the tedious
details of a derivation and a human user who has to intervene whenever creative ideas are needed.

Although in real applications [Pau85, HRS91] interactive deduction systems combined with a
tactics mechanism have turned out to be more successful than automated systems incorporating
a fixed strategy, the tactics concept does not completely bridge the gap between formal reasoning
and reasoning which “real” programmers can understand. By representing derivation techniques
in terms of meta-algorithms much information about key ideas and programming concepts gets
lost: it is implicitly contained in the code which is a distillation of many design decisions.
Maintenance and modifications of program synthesizers realized by tactics is still very difficult
and reasoning about their behavior is as complicated as reasoning about conventional programs.
Hence further steps towards the formalization of all aspects of programming have to be taken.
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1.3 Meta-Synthesis: Formal Derivation of Design Strategies

We believe that a formalization of the meta-theory of programming is one of the most important
steps towards the development of program synthesizers which are flexible and reliable and whose
derivations are both formally correct and comprehensible for human programmers. Formal meta-
theorems have to make explicit all semantic knowledge about program derivation methods which
currently is hidden within the implementations of synthesis strategies. This helps separating
knowledge used in design strategies from purely syntactical methods, which are used to search
efficiently for information stored in a knowledge base, and reduces the need for writing tactics
to those searching for applicable theorems. It also admits formal reasoning about specifications,
programs, and methods manipulating them, particularly about the correctness of programs
realizing a design strategy and the range of specifications to which they can be applied.

By formalizing the meta-theory of programming design strategies themselves become subject to
our discipline of program development. It becomes possible not only to characterize the abstract
effect of a strategy on a program but also to describe techniques for deriving meta-programs
carrying out the strategy from its specification, or even for synthesizing them automatically. A
formal derivation of meta-programs ensures both flexibility and correctness and thus solves most
of the problems of current program synthesis systems. Furthermore, the gap between formal and
humanly comprehensible reasoning can be bridged by formulating the formal meta-theorems in
a programmer’s terminology (in contrast to one familiar to logicians only). Finally, a unified
formal framework makes it possible to combine the different advantages of existing approaches
to program synthesis which currently appear to be totally incomparable.

It is our intention to elaborate such a formalized theory of program development. We begin
from the position that domain knowledge, specifications, programs, deductive methods dealing
with them, and programming knowledge should be treated uniformly within a single formal
theory — only distinguished by different logical levels corresponding to the object- and meta-
level of programming. We believe it necessary to emphasize abstractions which are meaningful
to programmers, such as recursion, analysis by cases, auxiliary procedures, and so on. Each of
them must, of course, be expressed in terms of the atomic notions of the underlying logic. It is
equally important to represent all knowledge by formal theorems which can be verified in the
formal calculus. In particular, meta-theorems should be used to describe the essential behavior
of a deductive method.2

On the object level the formal theory will deal with particular domain theories about numbers,
sets, sequences, maps, etc., as well as with individual programs and specifications. Key elements
of the meta-theory will be formalizations of programming concepts, such as the correctness of
programs and the satisfiability of specifications, as well as of “high-level” program derivation
steps. Meta-theorems will describe how to overcome the dependency of an individual design
strategy on a particular synthesis paradigm in which it is formulated.

These concepts and theorems form the basis for a uniform representation of existing approaches
to program synthesis in terms of the high-level steps. The modular description of semantic
knowledge involved in each strategy and the abstraction from notational peculiarities will make

2This technique of representing deductive methods by meta-theorems does not only apply to algorithm design,

the original goal of the field of program synthesis, but also to other areas of knowledge-based software engineering

such as tools for algorithmic optimization, data type refinement, automated documentation, and very likely even

for the acquisition of formal specifications. Also methods in theorem proving, planning, and other fields involving

logical deduction can be represented this way. We believe that formalizing the corresponding meta-theories will

lead to deeper insights about applicable strategies and will help overcoming problems similar to those described

in section 1.1.
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a comparison possible. Once we have descriptions of the synthesis strategies, we can derive
implementations within the formal meta-theory and unify the strengths of different approaches
by combining their representations. The insights can then be used to formally prove general
theorems about possible solutions of program specifications and derive verified implementations
of synthesis methods for certain classes of problems from the meta-theorems.

1.4 Organization of this Document

A complete formalization of all the aspects of programming is obviously a long term task. In this
paper we shall develop the basis for such research by formalizing basic concepts and standard
programming knowledge, studying general principles, and investigating synthesis paradigms as
well as a few of the existing synthesis strategies.

In chapter 2 we elaborate the foundations of formal reasoning about programming on a suffi-
ciently high level. As formal calculus to underlie this foundation we selected intuitionistic type
theory. The properties of type theory as well as the essentials of the calculus and an interactive
proof development for it will be presented in section 2.1. The following two sections present
the frame for the object level of programming. In section 2.2 we discuss the differences between
specification language and programming language and provide the formal definitions which are
necessary to describe and distinguish them. Section 2.3 describes the development of formal do-
main knowledge. We provide theories about boolean expressions, tuples, natural numbers, finite
sets, finite sequences, and finite maps. Key elements of the meta-theory will be formalized in
section 2.4. In particular we shall provide definitions for program correctness, and satisfiability
of specifications which represent the intuitive understanding of these notions. Finally, in section
2.5 we shall explain how to represent deductive techniques by formal meta-theorems and all the
aspects of such a representation.

In chapter 3 we shall investigate global properties of synthesis paradigms used in approaches
so far by relating them to the general framework presented in chapter 2. In particular we shall
prove meta-theorems justifying the representation of the problem, the derivation method, and
the method of algorithm construction in syntheses via constructive proofs (section 3.1), trans-
formations (section 3.2), and algorithm schemata (section 3.3). All paradigms will be proven
to be complete — at least in theory. Besides justifying the paradigms mathematically these
meta-theorems provide the means to translate approaches to program synthesis into the com-
mon framework and to compare and combine them. In particular, the constructive completeness
theorem for the proofs-as-programs paradigm shows that every strategy developed for trans-
formational synthesis can be converted into a strategy proving “specification theorems”. Thus,
despite of entirely different backgrounds, there are no principal differences between transforma-
tional synthesis and synthesis by constructive proofs, a result which due to a lack of abstraction
could not be shown so far although it has been conjectured for quite some time.

The purpose of chapter 4 is to demonstrate that approaching program synthesis via a formaliza-
tion of the meta-theory of programming is practically useful. We shall formalize some of the key
strategies of existing approaches to program synthesis and prove meta-theorems about their be-
havior. Our investigations will deal particularly with the strategies used in LOPS [Bib80, BH84],
which has been the basis of much of our previous work (see section 4.1), and KIDS [SL90,
Smi91a], which is one of the most successful ad hoc synthesis systems (see section 4.2). Being
expressed in a unified framework these strategies can easily be compared with other program
synthesis methods. Due to the formality of our theory we will also be able to close the gap
between verbal descriptions of approaches on paper and their formal representation as com-
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puter code and to uncover and resolve (minor) weaknesses of approaches which have not been
discovered so far (see section 4.2.4). The formal meta-theorems provide both a faithful repre-
sentation of the approach in a comprehensible formal language and the means for a verifiably
correct implementation of derivation strategies in the spirit of the approaches. Such strategies
are described at the end of the sections 4.1 and 4.2.

In the final chapter 5 we shall discuss how make use of the formal theory presented in this work for
the construction of verifiably correct systems for knowledge based software engineering which are
acceptable for practical applications. After outlining research directions which should be followed
for formalizing all the aspects of program development in sections 5.1 (development of domain
theories), 5.2 (design strategies), and 5.3 (optimization techniques) we shall illustrate how to
derive strategies from higher-order specifications using such formalizations (section 5.4). We
conclude with a few remarks about the prospects of using the formal meta-theory of programming
as the foundation for the development of practically useful deductive systems.

All the definitions and theorems we shall present here are completely formalized which allows
to straightforwardly “implement” them with a proof system for the underlying calculus. Such
an implementation will help to uncover issues we may overlook when developing the theory on
paper, but we can also use it to actually derive verified implementations of program development
strategies and perform syntheses with them.

As a consequence, the number of definitions and theorems we have to provide will be very
large. Since most of these deal with a formalization of standard domain knowledge and do not
contribute to an understanding once the essential ideas have been explained and exemplified, we
have decided to move many technical details of our theory into a separate technical appendix
which can also be used as starting point for an implementation of our theory. The complete
domain knowledge can be found in appendix A while appendix B describes algorithmic knowledge
formalized so far. For similar reasons we have decided to reduce proofs in the regular text to
proof sketches. The formal proofs, which even under a high degree of abstraction are obviously
quite long, are elaborated in appendix C.

1.5 Major Achievements

The formal definitions, theorems, and proofs documented in this work are a major step towards a
complete formalization of the programming process. Although we are far from having formalized
all the existing domain knowledge and knowledge about programming methods, we have shown
that it is possible to express all relevant programming knowledge in a mathematical language
which is both formally precise and comprehensible for programmers and not only for logicians.

The value of such a representation is twofold. It can easily be recognized as faithful with respect
to an existing informal description. Complete formality, on the other hand, admits a direct real-
ization of definitions, theorems, and proofs with a proof development system for the underlying
calculus.3 Thus the step from presenting a theory on paper to its realization on a computer has
become very small. This is an obvious advantage over current work on formal calculi which ne-
glects comprehensibility of formal descriptions, and over research on program derivation methods
which is prone to errors when details need to be elaborated.

3Except for the placement of indices which currently cannot be put into subscripts the definition mechanism

of NuPRL [CAB+86] allows to type in the definitions and theorems given in this work without any modifications.

In principle the same holds for proofs whose description has been reduced to a comprehensible form which can

be achieved by applying NuPRL tactics. Not all of these tactics have been written yet. It may be the case that

the computerized proofs display more details than presented here.
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We have demonstrated this in section 4.2 by a formalization of the design strategy for global
search algorithms used in the KIDS system [Smi87c, Smi91a]. Although theorems verifying
a parameterized algorithm schema have served as a foundation for this strategy it remained
undiscovered that its procedural encoding does not check all the preconditions of the theorems
and therefore does not properly realize its description on paper. By our formalization which
purposefully follows [Smi87c] very closely this gap could be uncovered and closed .

This shows that formal investigations are practically useful for representing , improving , and
implementing existing strategies to program synthesis. A fourth aspect is demonstrated by our
investigation of LOPS [Bib80] in section 4.1: formalization can be used to faithfully refine a
rather vague description of a synthesis strategy. Theorems 4.1.25 and 4.1.26 show that the
LOPS-strategy essentially derives a few parameters which uniquely determine a verifiably correct
solution for a given specification. This result makes future implementations of LOPS much easier
than before and guarantees them to yield correct results.

The description of a synthesis strategy is usually influenced by the paradigm it follows. This
fact has led to the existence of many strategies which are similar but, due to strong differences
in their formulations, appear to be incomparable. In chapter 3 we made use of our abstract
formalizations of elementary programming concepts (given in section 2.4) to prove the three
main paradigms of program synthesis — proofs-as-programs, synthesis by transformations, and
synthesis by algorithm schemata — to be equivalent: a derivation found in either of the paradigms
can be converted into our general framework and vice versa. The practical value of these results,
which due to lack of abstraction could not be proven before, is that they open the door to a
comparison of different strategies and their integration into a unified system.

Besides presenting theoretical insights this document can also be viewed as a description of a
(partial!) implementation. Although we have started our work by elaborating all details on paper
we are aware of the fact that performing formal proofs by hand is always a source for mistakes.
Therefore many definitions and theorems have been “implemented” with the NuPRL system
[CAB+86]. In particular we have mechanically verified the crucial parts of important proofs
to make sure that skipping details does not lead to wrong conclusions. These implementations
have led to valuable insights about the necessity of certain parameters in the formalization
(e.g. indices for types in some operations, conversion functions in section 2.2) and in rare cases
they have helped discovering nontrivial gaps. However, we must regard our implementation as
partial since the proofs of many trivial lemmata about domain knowledge (see appendix A) have
not yet been elaborated. An implementation of all these details can be considered as student
work (c.f. footnote 3) but it will require many hours of labour to complete this task.

1.6 Related Work

Program Synthesis

Researchers who have developed program synthesis strategies on paper and tried to implement
them properly are painfully aware of the inadequacy of the current implementations and of
the problems with the procedural encoding of the strategies. The development of software for
program synthesis suffers from the same problems as other software products (c.f. section 1.1):
modifications, maintenance, and extensions are difficult and there are serious doubts about the
correctness of an implementation. Considering the fact that a program synthesizer shall be a
tool for overcoming these problems this situation is particularly bad.

However, the insight that synthesis strategies should be developed with the same care and at
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least as systematically as the software which is the very object of synthesis is accepted only in
theory. Taking into account the amount of work which is necessary before first practical results
show up, research in program synthesis has not yet attempted to formalize all the aspects
of programming (which includes the behavior of synthesis strategies). Thus there remains a
gap between high-level, but only semi-formal descriptions of program derivation methods and
completely formal, but low-level computer realizations (i.e. logical calculi or computer code).

This gap is being closed by our theory which considers approaches to program synthesis as objects
of formal studies. All semantic knowledge contained in a strategy, particularly reasons for the
correctness of algorithms constructed by it, can be formulated as meta-theorems assuring the
strategy to show this behavior. There is no need for a “by hand” encoding of strategies except for
the purpose of experimenting with new ideas controlling the application of these meta-theorems
and determining their parameters.

Research on program synthesis is obviously a great inspiration for building a formal foundation
for knowledge based software engineering and thus existing approaches to program synthesis
(see chapter 4 for an overview) will be the objects of many detailed investigations.

Software Engineering

Besides constructing executable algorithms from formal specifications research in program syn-
thesis has begun to attempt building tools for algorithmic optimization, data type refinement,
automated documentation, and for the acquisition of formal specifications. Thus the link be-
tween program synthesis and the field of software engineering is growing stronger and we expect
a mutual influence between these fields.

So far techniques used in software engineering, such as the Vienna Development Method VDM
[BJ82, Jon90, Bjo89, Bea87, BMJ88, BHL90], the formal language Z [Spi88, Kin90], and the
Refinement Calculus [Dij76, Bac88, Mor90, Kin90] are far less formal than methods aiming
at an automated derivation of software although they are, somewhat misleadingly, labelled as
formal methods. They are, however, directed at the development of “real” software systems and
thus it is a challenging task to make them objects of our formal studies as well.

It is interesting to note that the need to formalize these techniques within some constructive
calculus has already been recognized. Lewington [Lew90] explicitly represents a fragment of
VDM in a constructive formal theory TK [HT88] [LLS90] uses DEVA (see below) for the same.
This shows that formalizing software engineering techniques is possible and meaningful.

Calculi for Logic and Computation

Formal calculi are fundamental for all automated deduction systems. Even before the advent of
computers they have played an important role in the formalization of mathematical reasoning as
a means to ensure the reliability of mathematical proofs. Calculi for reasoning about mathematics
and programming incorporate not only a logical apparatus but also some kind of programming
language and the capability for reasoning about computation. Nearly all calculi developed for
this purpose have evolved from the typed λ-calculus [Chu40] but issues such as minimality,
polymorphism, strong normalization, proof efficiency, expressivity, and implementation of a proof
development system for the calculus have led to a great variety of formulations.

The most prominent ones are the AUTOMATH languages [Ned80, vD80, Bru80], Martin-Löf’s
Intuitionistic Type Theory [ML73, ML82, ML84] and its descendants [CAB+86, NPS90],
System F and Fω [Gir71, Gir86, GLT89], the Calculus of Constructions [CH85, CH88],
Andrews‘ higher-order logic HOL [And86, Gor87b], and Linear Logic [Gir87, GLT89, Gal91].
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All these calculi are known to be sufficiently expressive to represent all of mathematics and
programming. However, this holds true only in theory since the level of abstraction in these
calculi is extremely low (c.f. section 1.1). Therefore these calculi cannot be used for practical
applications as long as they are not being extended by concepts for reasoning on a higher level.

Raising the level of abstraction in formal reasoning (thus demonstrating the practical usefulness
of formal calculi) is exactly one of the goals of our research work. Since our theory has to be as
formal as a calculus we either had to elaborate our own calculus from scratch or to build the
theory on top of an existing one. The former would easily lead to getting stuck in theoretical
considerations while the latter admits aiming at comprehensibility of formal representations.

Our selection was in favor of calculi which already provide a large collection of predefined pro-
gramming constructs. Another criterion was the availability of a computerized environment for
constructing deductions within this calculus. We have therefore based our formalization on the
NuPRL-formulation of intuitionistic type theory (see section 2.1 for details). The dependencies
between our theory and NuPRL, however, are not greater than those between a software-system
and the programming language used for its implementation. In principle, we could use any other
of the above calculi as formal support.

Meta-Calculi for Programming and Planning

The use of tactics [GMW79] as a means to make formal calculi applicable for complex appli-
cations (c.f. section 1.2) has led to a couple of systems which represent deductive strategies
as meta-programs controlling derivations in a logical calculus. Although the representation is
procedural and not declarative the underlying formalizations have often been called meta-calculi.

The Karlsruhe Interactive Verifier KIV [HRS88, HRS89, HRS90, HRS91] is a shell for formal
specification, derivation, and verification of imperative programs where verification is the dom-
inant aspect. Specifications and programs are represented in dynamic logic [Gol82] while the
tactics mechanism allows a very flexible implementation of verification strategies. Prototypes
of KIV have already been used in teaching computer science and for the verification of several
(medium-size) industrial software-products.

DEVA [Laf90, Web90, LLS90] is a generic software development language based on a higher-
order typed λ-calculus in the style of AUTOMATH [Ned80, vD80, Bru80] which allows repre-
senting programs, specifications, and derivation methods within the uniform language. DEVA
aims at the representation, combination and execution of various software development meth-
ods within this flexible apparatus while reasoning about these methods is not an issue. Instead,
DEVA makes use of the fact that meta-programs controlling basic inferences cannot produce
false results and focuses on experiments.

Very recently the same principle has been applied to planning problems. The system MRG
[TCS92] represents individual actions and internal activities (like plan generation, monitor-
ing plans, and re-planning) as objects of planning. This feature allows introspective planning,
i.e. reasoning about the planning strategies themselves while building a plan, as well as combining
different planning paradigms and various planning strategies within a single formal approach.

From a practical point of view meta-calculi are very close to the spirit of our theory. First-
order concepts are represented in some underlying logic and also the methods for reasoning
about these concepts are expressed formally. The difference, however, lies in the algorithmic
representation of the meta-level. Meta-knowledge is thus represented implicitly and does not
allow reasoning about the properties of meta-level concepts. Nevertheless, these approaches (and
those for tactical theorem proving mentioned in section 1.2) show that the idea of representing
the meta-level can be extended beyond the area of programming.
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Synthesis Knowledge

The system ASK (Acquiring Synthesis Knowledge4) [Eus91, Eus92] is an integrated system for
the synthesis of programs from complete and incomplete specifications, automated acquisition
of knowledge about domains and synthesis methods, example generation and evaluation, and
inductive inference. ASK represents the object- and the meta-level of programming explicitly and
incorporates a strategy for automated theory formation by evaluating example syntheses. ASK
has been used to create a computer-supported solution for nontrivial mathematical problems.

Due to the fact that theories are formed “automatically” ASK does not aim at a comprehensible
representation. Current derivations are quite difficult to understand for non-mathematicians.
Furthermore, ASK uses algebraic concepts to represent knowledge and has to implement them
more or less “by hand”. Exchanging the formal basis of ASK by our theory might be an inter-
esting task and would help providing a clearer picture of the behavior of the system.

Meta-Reasoning and Reflection

Meta-reasoning aims at a declarative representation of meta-knowledge within a logical theory
which admits deductive reasoning about meta-level statements. It can drastically extend the
practical reasoning power of a system, particularly when being combined with reflection, i.e. an
embeding of reasoning about a deductive calculus into the object logic itself. Besides a lot of
fundamental studies (see e.g. [DS79, KC86, How88b, MN88, GS89, Coq90, CH90a, ACHA90,
BC91]) two systems incorporating meta-reasoning and reflection are worth mentioning.

FOL [Wey80, AW80, Wey82] is a proof checker embodying the mechanization of the ideas
of logicians about theories of reasoning in a sorted first-order logic with equality. It supports
building structures in which a theory interacts with its meta-theory and allows self-reflection.
Using this principle most of FOL could be represented as object theory within FOL. FOL is
however not a formal system in the popular sense but rather a “conversational machine” in
which the laws of reasoning are elaborated during a dialogue with the user.

The system GETFOL [GT91] is an extension of FOL which integrates declarative and proce-
dural meta-reasoning and also allows meta-theoretic theorem proving. GETFOL is based on a
declarative meta-theory MT which is defined such that there is a one-to-one relation between
(procedural) object level deductions and meta-theorems in MT. This allows reasoning about
methods and deriving implementations automatically from the meta-theorems. In particular,
the reflection rules of [GS89] can be shown to be a form of derived inference rules which opens
the door to self-modifying reasoning systems.

These systems and also the fundamental studies provide valuable insights on formal reasoning
about object-level deductions. An investigation of deductive strategies on a sufficiently high level
of abstraction, however, has not been done so far since research was mostly directed towards
theorem proving, theoretical aspects, and self-reflection. In our theory self-reflection is not an
issue since we represent both the object and the meta-level “from the outside”.

Logical Frameworks

The representation of the object level and the meta-level of a theory within a single formal
framework relates our theory to research on logical frameworks.

In 1987 the Edinburgh Logical Framework LF [HHP87, HST89] was introduced as a language for
defining formal systems LF is based on a three-level typed λ-calculus similar to the AUTOMATH

4Also an abbreviation for the German translation of “Automated Synthesis of Combinatorial Structures”
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language family [Bru80, vD80]. All the syntactic apparatus of an object theory, including proofs,
are represented as LF terms. While in principle LF is very expressive, research has mainly
focused on theoretical aspects and only recently implementations have begun to emerge. So far
applications are restricted to representing mathematical theories which have a very low level of
abstraction and there has not been any interest in reasoning about the effects of proof methods
despite of the fact that proofs are explicitly represented.

Closely related to LF but more practically oriented is the Isabelle system [Pau87b, Pau88,
Pau89, Pau90], a generic theorem prover designed for interactive reasoning in a variety of formal
theories such as set theory, various first-order logics, higher-order logic, and type theory. Isabelle
uses a fragment of HOL [And86, Gor87b] as a meta-language to represent formal theories. Proofs
are not represented explicitly but in the form of tactics, i.e. meta-programs controlling the
application of proof rules. Thus one cannot reason about proofs as in LF but it is very easy to
turn Isabelle into an automated theorem prover for each object logic that can be represented.
Obviously such a prover will be much slower than specialized theorem provers for first-order
logic but Isabelle is much more flexible and can be extended by formulating derived rules and
incorporating them into the proof tactic.

λ-Prolog [Nad86, MN86] is an environment for implementing arbitrary deductive systems. It
differs from other environments by using a logic programming language to represent deductive
strategies instead of a functional one. This allows to combine the declarative and the procedural
aspects of a program and to make use of features of the programming language such as search
and unification. For this purpose the language PROLOG has been extended by typed λ-terms,
higher-order unification, implication, and universal quantification. In [MN87] λ-Prolog has been
used to represent simple program transformations while Felty and Miller [FM88, FM90] have
used it to specify and implement theorem provers. Conceptually λ-Prolog is very similar to
Isabelle. It has the advantage of using a single language for representing object theories and
strategies manipulating it and is thus much more elegant (but less efficient).

Elf [Pfe89] unifies the strengths of LF and λ-Prolog. As LF it allows expressing object logics
and proofs in the formal language, reasoning about them, and (at least in principle) deriving
verified meta-programs through theorem proving. On the other hand it incorporates a proof
search procedure as in λ-Prolog to build proofs automatically instead of creating them by hand.

Logical frameworks are capable of representing all kinds of mathematical theories and could
be used as formal support for our research. The focus of interest, however, differs from ours in
the sense that research on logical frameworks aims at finding an optimal generic framework for
implementing formal theories while we are interested in using one for a specific purpose.

Summary

Research work in all the fields mentioned in this section yields extremely valuable insights
how to overcome the current weaknesses of deductive methods in software development and
provides virtually all the tools necessary for this purpose. These tools, however, have not yet
been used together. Closing this gap by combining the strengths of these fields, integrating
existing concepts, and making practical use of them to improve progress in software engineering
is the goal of the research work whose foundation is being laid down in this document.
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Chapter 2

Formalizing the Theory of

Programming

In this chapter we elaborate the foundation for formal reasoning about all aspects of program
development. To achieve a sufficiently high level of abstraction we must formalize both the object-
and the meta-theory of programming; i.e. basic domain knowledge and standard algorithms,
programming concepts, and the logics for reasoning about domains, programs, and program
development methods. To achieve complete formality we have to express our theory in terms of
an existing formal calculus.

We have selected (intuitionistic) type theory [ML82, ML84, CAB+86, NPS90] as formalism to
underlie our theory, since type theory is both a formulation of a constructive higher-order logic
and a calculus for reasoning about data types and computation. Nearly all objects of mathematics
and all low level constructs occurring in programming languages have immediate counterparts
in the formal language. Therefore, mathematical statements and statements about program
properties can be translated directly into type theory. Furthermore, there are already computer
systems (like NuPRL [CAB+86]) supporting the ‘implementation’ of formal theories in type
theory. These features admit focusing our attention on formalizing the theory of programming
itself, developing formal proofs with support of a system, and deriving verified implementations
of programming methods from the formal theorems.

2.1 Type Theory and Programming

Apart from its early roots [Rus08, Chu40], type theory is a comparably young formalism. There
are various formulations of it [Bru80, ML82, Smi84, And86, CAB+86, Gir86, CH88, GLT89,
BCM88a, BCM88b, Bac89, Hor88, PM89, Coq90, Gal90, NPS90] each using a different notation
and emphasizing different aspects like optimality of algorithms derivable from proofs, minimality
of the calculus, or maximal expressivity of the basic language. For our work we have adopted
the formulation of NuPRL [CAB+86], a descendant of Martin-Löf’s Extensional Type Theory
[ML82, ML84], because the language it provides is very rich and is supported by an interactive
environment for developing completely formal theories.1

1The reader should be aware that our theory does not really depend on NuPRL’s type theory. It could as

well be formulated in other logical formalisms like (higher-order) predicate logic. In this case, however, we would

have to reinvent formalizations of elementary programming constructs, data types, and computation mechanisms,

which would mean a lot of unnecessary double work. Another reason to select the specific formalism of NuPRL

is of practical nature: this choice allowed us to verify the proofs written on paper with a computer system and to

experiment with derivations using these mechanically proven theorems.

13
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canonical, if closed noncanonical, if closed
(types) (elements)

x (t)
Universes Ui — all canonical types —

Function space x:S→T S→T λx.t f(s)
Product types x:S×T S×T 〈〈s,t〉〉 spread(s; x,y.t)
Disjoint union S ++T inl(s) inr(t) decide(s; x.t; x′.t′)
Equality s=t in T axiom
Empty type void — no members — any(t)
Atomic strings atom "string" atom eq(s;t; t1;t2)
Integers int n ind(s; x,y.t; tb; x′,y′.t′)

int eq(s;t; t1;t2) less(s;t; t2)
-s s+t s-t s*t s/t s mod t

s<t axiom
Lists T list nil t.t′ list ind(s; tb; x,y,z.t)
Subtypes {x:S|T} {S|T} members of S satisfying T

Quotient types (x,y):S//T members of S, new equality

Recursive types rec(z,x.T;s) rec ind(s;x,y.t)
Partial functions x:S;T S;T fix(f,x.t) t[s] dom(t)

x, x′, y, y′, z, f range over variables, s, t, t′, t1, t2, tb, S, T over terms, n over integer constants, string over character strings.

Figure 2.1: Syntax of type theory

In the rest of this section we shall briefly summarize the essentials of NuPRL’s type theory as
far as they are necessary for an understanding of our formal theory. A complete description of
type theory and the NuPRL proof development system can be found in [CAB+86]. A reader
interested in additional aspects of the theory itself should consult [Con84, CM85, Men87, CS87,
All87, CS88, Con89, CH90b] for detailed discussions.

2.1.1 The Language of Type Theory

The basic objects of reasoning in type theory are types and members of types. Besides a few
atomic types (int, atom, void) the type system contains a large set of canonical type con-
structors: a space S→T of functions from the type S to the type T , a dependent functions space
x:S→T where the range type T may depend on the input value x of the function, product types
x:S×T and S×T , disjoint union (sum) S ++T , lists, subtypes, quotient types, recursive data
types, and partial recursive functions.

Associated with each atomic type and each type constructor are forms for constructing canonical
members (or values). For instance, λ-abstraction λx.t and fixed-point expressions fix(f,x.t)
(denoting the recursive function f defined by f(x)=t, where x and f may occur in t) are members
of function spaces, the pair 〈〈s,t〉〉 is a member of S×T whenever s is a member of S and t one
of T , the left “injection” inl(s) is a member of S ++T whenever s is a member of S, and the
term t.t′ is a member of T list whenever t is a member of T and t′ one of T list.

Associated with each type there are also noncanonical forms for making use of members — like
application t(s) for functions, projection spread(s;x,y.t) for pairs, an extended conditional
decide(s; x.t; x′.t′) for elements of a union type, and induction forms for integers and lists.
These forms give rise to a system of computation (figure 2.2) determining the value of each term.

Incorporating the so-called propositions-as-types principle type theory does not represent logic
separately. Instead, logical propositions are viewed as types corresponding to the set of all
their proofs. For instance, the notion of (extensional) equality between members of a type T

is represented by a predefined type s=t in T which has the term axiom as its only element if
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Redex Contractum
(λx.t)(s) t[s/x]
spread(〈〈a,b〉〉; x,y.t) t[a, b/x, y]
decide(inl(s); x.t; x′.t′) t[s/x]
decide(inr(s); x.t; x′.t′) t′[s/x′]
atom eq(s;t; t1;t2) t1 if s is t; t2 otherwise
ind(0; x,y.t; tb; x′,y′.t′) tb
ind(n; x,y.t; tb; x′,y′.t′) t′[n,ind(n-1; x,y.t; tb; x′,y′.t′)/x′, y′] if n is positive

t[n,ind(n+1; x,y.t; tb; x′,y′.t′)/x, y] if n is negative
int eq(s;t; t1;t2) t1 if s is t; t2 otherwise
less(s;t; t1;t2) t1 if s is less than t; t2 otherwise
-n m+n m-n m*n the negation of n; the sum, difference, product of m and n
m/n the floor of the obvious rational number (m/0 := 0)
m mod n the result of m-(m/n)*n (m mod 0 := 0)
list ind(nil; tb; x,y,z.t) tb
list ind(a.b; tb; x,y,z.t) t[a, b,list ind(b; tb; x,y,z.t)/x, y, z]
rec ind(s; x,y.t) t[λz.rec ind(z; x,y.t), s/x, y]
fix(z,x.t)[s] t[fix(z,x.t),s/z, x]

x, x′, y, y′, z, z′ range over variables, a, b, s, t, t′, ti, tb range over terms, n, m over integer constants.

Figure 2.2: Redices and Contracta

s and t are elements of T having the same value and is empty otherwise. Another predefined
type s<t represents the ordering relation on integers. It has axiom as its only element if s and t

denote integers and the value of s is smaller than the one of t. Logical connectives and quantifiers
need not to be defined explicitly since for each of them there is a type constructor showing the
same behavior.2 For instance, the set of all proofs for a conjunction P ∧Q is the product of the
proofs for P and those for Q. Therefore we can define connectives and quantifiers by the type
constructors corresponding to them (see definition 2.2.1).

Finally, a cumulative hierarchy of universes Ui of types, introduced to deal with well-formedness
problems, enables higher order reasoning in a very simple and natural way.

Figure 2.1 lists by rows the complete syntax of each type construct, its canonical members, and
noncanonical forms associated with it. The separation of canonical terms into types and elements
is, however, somewhat artificial since each canonical type is also an element of some universe Ui.
Thus element constructors and noncanonical forms such as λ-abstraction and function applica-
tion can also be applied to terms denoting types. The syntax allows to form meaningless terms
and “well-formedness” will only be checked during a formal proof (see section 2.1.2).

The computation system of type theory is basically an extension of the well-known λ-calculus (see
e.g. [Bar81]). Certain terms — noncanonical forms with canonical forms as principal arguments
— are designated as reducible which means that they can be reduced to a so-called contractum.
For instance, λx.t)(s) reduces to t[s/x], the term resulting from replacing every occurrence
of x in t by s; spreading a pair into components spread(〈〈a,b〉〉; x,y.t) reduces to t[a, b/x, y]
(every occurrence of x in t is replaced by a, every occurrence of y by b); deciding a left injection
decide(inl(s); x.t; x′.t′) reduces to t[s/x], the first term mentioned in the decide-form;
induction on integers ind(n; x,y.t; tb; x′,y′.t′) reduces to the “base” term tb if n is 0 and
to a “recursive call” of the terms for the negative or the positive case otherwise. A complete
table of reducible expressions (Redices) and their respective contracta is given in figure 2.2. The
rows of this table determine how to evaluate type-theoretical expressions and how to form rules
for reasoning about values of a computation.

2This correspondence between logic and type theory is known as Curry-Howard-Isomorphism [CFC58, Tai67].
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2.1.2 Formal Reasoning in Type Theory

Statements in type theory are expressed in the form of sequents. These are objects of the form

x1:T 1,...,xn:T n ` C [ext m]

which should be read as “Under the assumption that the xi are variables of type T i a member
m∈C of the type C can be constructed”. The notion [ext m] expresses the fact that m is
constructed during a proof, remains unknown up to its completion, and can be extracted once
the proof is finished. Thus sequents implicitly describe an algorithm constructing a member of
the conclusion C from the assumptions (or hypotheses) x1:T 1,...,xn:T n.3 The proof calculus
of NuPRL supports a top-down development of this algorithm. Proof rules refine a goal sequent,
obtaining subgoal sequents such that an algorithm for the main goal can be constructed from
partial algorithms for the subgoals.

For instance, the sequence x:int, pf:0<x+1 ` {y:int| y*y<x+1 ∧ x<(y+1)*(y+1)}, spec-
ifies an algorithm computing an integer square-root of an integer x which is known to be
non-negative (by the proof term pf). The exact algorithm, however, is not known before a
proof is given. To prove this sequence it is sufficient to apply induction and provide solu-
tions for the negative (“down”) induction case (1), the base case (2), and the positive (“up”)
induction case (3). In a formal proof this leads to the following three subgoal sequents.

1. xd:int, h:xd<0, pf:0<xd+1, zd:{y:int| y*y<xd+1+1 ∧ xd+1<(y+1)*(y+1)}
` {y:int| y*y<xd+1 ∧ xd<(y+1)*(y+1)}

2. pf:0<0+1 ` {y:int| y*y<0+1 ∧ 0<(y+1)*(y+1)}
3. xu:int, h:0<xu, pf:0<xu+1, zu:{y:int| y*y<xu-1+1 ∧ xu-1<(y+1)*(y+1)}

` {y:int| y*y<xu+1 ∧ xu<(y+1)*(y+1)}
The three subgoals will now be proven separately by applying further refinement rules until
there are no subgoals left. Besides proving the subgoals correct these proofs also yield “partial”
algorithms which compute the integer square-root for each case. In the base case this is an
algorithm returning zero, in the negative induction case it is a function fd(xd,zd) depending
on the induction variable xd and the solution for its successor (the induction assumption zd),
and in the positive induction case it is a function fu(xu,zu). Given these three algorithms
we know how to compute the solution for the original goal. If x is not zero then the algorithm
for either the positive or negative case is applied recursively until the solution for the input
zero can be taken, which is O. Formally, this algorithm is expressed by a compound term
or the original goal ind(x; xd,zd.fd(xd,zd); 0; xu,zu.fu(xu,zu)). Thus the refinement
rule not only says that the proof of the statement can be shown by proving the base case and
the inductive cases but also states how to construct a member of the conclusion from partial
solutions for the subgoals.

The refinement rules of the calculus are given by rule schemes which reflect the above behavior.
Rules are called by their rule-name and the scheme describes patterns for the goal sequent, the
resulting subgoal sequents, and a pattern for building the algorithm.

H ` C [ext m] BY rule-name

1. H1 ` C1 [ext m1]
...

n. Hn ` Cn [ext mn]

3In this context the assumptions can be viewed as data type declarations for the input variables x1,...,xn and

C as the result type of the algorithm.
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It expresses the fact that H ` T is provable if all the subgoals H i ` Ci can be proven and that
the member of C can be constructed from from partial algorithms mi for the subgoals according
to the description given by the term m. For instance, the induction rule applied in the above
example is described by a scheme eliminating x.

H, x:int, H ′ ` C [ext ind(x; xd,zd.fd; b; xu,zu.fu)] BY elim x

1. H, x:int, H ′, xd:int, h:xd<0, zd:C[xd+1/x] ` C[xd/x] [ext fd]

2. H, x:int, H ′ ` C[0/x] [ext b]

3. H, x:int, H ′, xu:int, h:0<xu, zu:C[xu-1/x] ` C[xu/x] [ext fu]

For each type construct there is a set of refinement rules describing how to build members of
it (introduction-rules operating on the conclusion), how to make use of them (elimination-rules
operating on the assumptions), how to reduce them (computation rules), and rules dealing with
well-formedness. These rules are doubled by those dealing with the corresponding equality type.

The proof calculus can be used in two ways. It allows to reason explicitly about the behavior of a
given algorithm, using the rules dealing with equality on the types involved. On the other hand,
one can specify algorithms in the form of mathematical propositions implicitly asserting their
existence and build a program guaranteed to meet the specification by proving the proposition
top-down. This program can then be extracted from the formal proof in a bottom-up process.
Type theory therefore supports both program verification and the synthesis of programs accord-
ing to the proofs-as-programs paradigm (see section 3.1). We shall make use of both features
when investigating program development methods.

2.1.3 System Support for Implementing Theories

Due to some features of the NuPRL proof development system formal reasoning in type theory
can be done at nearly the same level of abstraction as used by mathematicians.

The environment contains a highly visual proof-editor for interactive development of proofs
(in the form of proof trees) and extraction of their computational contents according to the
rules of type theory. A definition mechanism allows to introduce abbreviations via definitional
equality. Depending on the available character set arbitrary text patterns may be used to display
new notions while internally the given representation will be handled. Definitions can be used
to enhance the readability of formal statements4 and to extend type theory by defining new
concepts in terms of existing ones.

Definitions and theorems are stored in a library which leads to a few additional rules and one
special form term of(theorem-name) creating references to externally proven theorems. If eval-
uated by the systems evaluation mechanism, the term of operation extracts the constructive
meaning of the named theorem.

In addition to that the high-level programming language ML, originally developed for Edin-
burgh’s LCF System [GMW79], serves as the meta-language of NuPRL. It allows to write meta-
programs — called tactics — which guide the application of refinement rules. Tactics are used
to structure a formal proof by filling in details and hiding uninteresting parts. They may include
strategies searching for a proof or parts of it and thus provide the means to turn the interactive
environment into a partially automated one.

These components, together with the expressive power of type theory, support an ‘implementa-
tion’ of formal theories in a way similar to their informal description in a textbook. Experiments
with such an implementation are reported in [CAB+86, How86, Kre86, Cle87, How88a, Bas89].

4For this purpose we already exchanged the NuPRL symbols #, |, ->, and >> by ×, ++ , →, and `.
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2.1.4 Methodology and Notation

To ensure flexibility and largely an independence of type theory as underlying formalism we shall
follow the typical pattern of mathematical exposition. First, we shall give formal definitions of
basic concepts and prove lemmata about their essential properties. Further theorems then will
refer only to the lemmata but not to the particular representation chosen in the definition. This
also localizes the effect of possible later modifications.

Formal definitions have the following form:

textual representation of the new object ≡ formal representation in type theory

This defines a new object having the syntax of the left-hand side in terms of already existing
constructs which are given on the right hand side. The definition

let term=〈〈a,b〉〉 in exp ≡ spread(term; a,b.exp) ,

for instance, introduces a more familiar notation for the spread term by inserting pieces of text
like let, =, and in as keywords.

To highlight parameters in a definition we use the math-font while generally the typewriter font
is used to denote fixed formal expressions. Greek letters α, β, ..., making indices and special
characters like ∈ are considered an extension of the typewriter font. The following notations will
be used throughout the paper.

Definition 2.1.1 Notational Improvements of type theory
exp[term/x] ≡ (λx.exp)(term)
let x=term in exp ≡ exp[term/x]
let term=〈〈a,b〉〉 in exp ≡ spread(term; a,b.exp)
let term=〈〈a,b,c〉〉 in exp ≡ let term=〈〈a,t2〉〉 in (let t2=〈〈b,c〉〉 in exp)
let term=〈〈a,b,c,d〉〉 in exp ≡ let term=〈〈a,b,t3〉〉 in (let t3=〈〈c,d〉〉 in exp)
a,b ≡ 〈〈a,b〉〉
term.1 ≡ let term=〈〈t1,t2〉〉 in t1

term.2 ≡ let term=〈〈t1,t2〉〉 in t2

λx,y. exp ≡ λpair. let pair = 〈〈x,y〉〉 in exp

λx,y,z. exp ≡ λpair. let pair = 〈〈x,y,z〉〉 in exp

λx,y,z,t. exp ≡ λpair. let pair = 〈〈x,y,z,t〉〉 in exp

a bop b ≡ bop(a,b)
∞ ≡ any(0)

The definition of pairs without brackets is given to simplify the presentation of more complex
tuples. When making use of this definition we assume right associativity. For binary operations
(bop) we allow infix notation.

Formal proofs trees (see appendix C) will be displayed in a leftmost, depth-first reading, struc-
tured by combining several primitive steps into a single one as if a tactic had been applied.

2.2 Languages for Specification and Programming

For formal reasoning about program development both a program and its abstract specification
must have a description in some formal language. For this purpose we need two languages: the
specification language describing the extensional behavior of a program and the programming
language describing intensionally how this behavior is achieved.
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The programming language must be a totally constructive one such that all of its expressions can
directly be executed on some abstract machine. Operations must be computable and typeable
— at least in principle. Data types should be simple, i.e. expressible in the first universe. For
the sake of logical cleanliness a straightforward mathematical language is preferable to one that
fits a specific machine architecture.

When specifying a programming problem, however, we would like to have complete freedom.
The specification language should provide a natural expression of the “real” requirements, so
that the translation from informal notions to the formal text looks more like a transliteration,
and hence is “obviously correct”. It must include full predicate logic, higher order functionals,
5 abstractly defined data types, equations, extensional descriptions of problems, and — as pre-
defined notions — all constructs from the subject domains.

Since it is reasonable to admit all basic elements of the programming language to occur in
specifications as well, the essential difference between the two languages lies in the treatment
of expressions containing logical formulae. Propositions used in specifications may be totally
incomprehensible to a computer because they may contain (unlimited) quantifiers and need to
be proven true or false. On the other hand, formulae occurring in programs are algorithmic
expressions which can be evaluated to either true or false. Despite of a convention to use the
same notation these are entirely different concepts and our formalization must respect this.

Similarly we have to deal with equality. While for every domain α there is a clear notion when two
expressions a and b denote the same value with respect to α in programs we can only make use
of equality decision procedures. Equality, however, is the key to the meaning of many standard
operations. Therefore discrete data types, i.e. domains with a decidable notion of equality, will
play a special role in our theory.

Thus the formal frame for both specification language and programming language can be fixed by
defining the concepts of logical propositions, boolean expressions, domains, and discrete types.

2.2.1 Logical Connectives and the Curry Howard Isomorphism

According to the propositions-as-types principle a logical proposition can be identified with
the set of all its proofs. Therefore, logical connectives and quantifiers are not contained in the
basic theory but are to be defined in terms of type constructors. Due to the Curry-Howard-
Isomorphism between logic and type theory this is not very difficult since for each connective
there is a type constructor showing the same behavior.

For instance, the set of all proofs for a conjunction P ∧Q is the product of the proofs for P and
those for Q and thus P ∧Q can be defined as P×Q; to prove P ∨Q one has to prove either P

or Q; to prove P ⇒Q one has to provide a function mapping proofs for P into those for Q; to
prove ∀x:α.P(x) one has to provide a function computing a proof of P(x) for each x∈α; to
prove ∃x:α.P(x) one has to provide both x and a proof for P(x).

These considerations lead to the following definitions:

5Consider, for instance, the specification of most general unifiers: “A function σ on terms is a most general

unifier of two terms t1 and t2 if σ(t1)=σ(t2) and and σ is more general than any other function τ unifying these

two terms.” A formalization of this specification has to use quantification over function variables (i.e. quantification

over τ) and is therefore a higher order formula which is not necessarily decidable (i.e. a formula which cannot

be expressed in terms of computable operations). If we would restrict the specification language to a first order

language (or even to decidable predicates) it would not be possible to specify most general unifiers in a humanly

comprehensible way.
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Definition 2.2.1 Logical Connectives
P ∧ Q ≡ (P)×(Q)
P ∨ Q ≡ (P)++ (Q)
P ⇒ Q ≡ (P)→(Q)
P ⇐ Q ≡ Q ⇒ P

P ⇔ Q ≡ (P ⇒ Q) ∧ (P ⇐ Q)
¬P ≡ P ⇒ ⊥
∀x:α.P ≡ (x):(α)→(P)
∃x:α.P ≡ (x):(α)×(P)
6Q ≡ ¬Q

PROOFS(‘P’) ≡ P

pf proves ‘P’ ≡ pf in PROOFS(‘P’)

The above definitions introduce a constructive higher order logic with data types which shall be
the foundation of our theory of program development. Its first level (i.e. all formulae which do
not involve quantification over variables for predicates, datatypes, or functions on predicates or
datatypes6) shall serve as specification logic since in specifications of real programming problems
higher level objects do not occur. The higher levels shall be used for reasoning on the meta level
of programming, i.e. for reasoning about specifications, programs, and derivation methods.

We have chosen a constructive logic because it is more expressive than its “classical” counter-
part and much more meaningful in the context of programming. For instance, a proof for the
disjunction P ∨Q decides which of the two is true and does not simply say that not both of
them can be false. If in a specification the latter is meant, one should explicitly say so by using
¬(¬P ∧ ¬Q) instead. One might introduce abbreviations like P∨cQ for this purpose but so far
we have not found any application for these.

2.2.2 Object Level Propositions and Domains

Except for the restriction to the first level the specification language contains everything ex-
pressible in type theory. By DOMAINS we denote the class of first level domains and by PROP
the class of first level propositions. These classes are needed whenever we want to reason about
global properties of formulae, specifications, or programming methods.

Definition 2.2.2 Object Level Types
DOMAINS ≡ U1
α|P ≡ {x:α|P(x)}
α⊂β ≡ ∃P:PROP(β). α=β|P in DOMAINS
nonempty(α) ≡ α

Definition 2.2.3 Object Level Propositions
PROP ≡ U1
PROP(α) ≡ α → PROP
> ≡ {0 in int|0 in int}
⊥ ≡ void

As mentioned above we shall use the connectives defined in definition 2.2.1 to combine object
level propositions.7 Domains shall be formed via type constructors from basic type theory or
those to be introduced in section 2.3.

6Note that this does not exclude quantification over function variables.
7To simplify notation we also combine predicates by connectives:
¬p stands for λx.¬p(x), p ∧q for λx.p(x) ∧q(x), and p ∨q for λx.p(x) ∨q(x).
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2.2.3 Decidable Propositions and Discrete Types

Boolean expressions, though not predefined, can easily be simulated by the set {0,1} and arith-
metic operations corresponding to the connectives ¬, ∧ , ∨ , ⇒ , ⇐ , and ⇔ . This make the
evaluation of boolean expressions very easy. Boolean expressions can be embedded into logical
propositions by using the notion of equality on the type Bool. The resulting proposition bpc is
equivalent to > if and only if p evaluates to true, i.e. to 1. They also provide evidence for the
truth of this proposition: |p| evaluates to axiom if p evaluates to true and fails otherwise.

In the definitions below we provide the essential notions. Further definitions about boolean oper-
ations and lemmata about their properties can be found in the discussion of domain knowledge
in appendix A.3.

Definition 2.2.4
Bool ≡ {p:int| (p=1 in int) ∨ (p=0 in int)}
true ≡ 1
false ≡ 0

bpc ≡ p=true in Bool

|p| ≡ int eq(p;true;axiom;∞)

To avoid notational complications we shall usually omit the special indicator bc showing that
there has been a conversion of boolean terms into propositions.
8Decision procedures uniformly decide whether a predicate P is true on a given input a of
type α. A boolean function p decides P if p(a) evaluates to true if and only if P(a) is true.
Correspondingly, a predicate is decidable if there is a decision procedure for it.

Definition 2.2.5
p decides P on α ≡ ∀a:α. bp(a)c⇔P(a)
decidable(P,α) ≡ ∃p:α→Bool. p decides P on α

Decidability is a higher order proposition which corresponds to the property that for every a∈α
either P(a) or ¬P(a) can be proven.

Lemma 2.2.6

∀α:DOMAINS.∀P:PROP(α). decidable(P,α) ⇔ ∀a:α. P(a) ∨ ¬P(a)
Among all predicates equality deserves a special treatment. Equality is a notion whose mean-
ing strongly depends on the domain. For instance, the objects 1.2.3.nil and 3.2.1.nil are
different if considered as sequences but become identical if they are considered as finite sets. In
informal languages or formal languages with a very simple type system there is a tendency to
ignore this dependency but we must not do so in a formal theory. Therefore we shall indicate
by an index the domain involved whenever we use an equality.

This appears to be an unnecessary burden for our theory since in simple cases it would be
possible to use the equality sign only and derive the domain from syntactical information and the
context. Such a derivation mechanism, however, operates on the meta-level of formal expressions
and must not be mixed with the theory itself. It is rather a typical component of a user interface
supporting the formal theory.

8In NuPRL this can be handled by providing a definition of bpc which uses as display p without explicit brackets

and keeps only an internal reference to the conversion. This reference can then be made visible on demand.

For a human reader or a grammar parser it is easy to determine which of the two forms is used: within a formula

p refers to bpc, within a term or a program it refers to the boolean expression p itself.
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DOMAINS Class of object level types
α|P, α⊂β Subtype {x:α|P(x)}, Subtype relation
PROP, PROP(α) Class of object level propositions, predicates over type α
>, ⊥ Proposition: True, False
¬, ∧, ∨, ⇒ , ⇐ , ⇔ Negation, Conjunction, Disjunction, Implication, Condition, Equivalence
∀x:α.P, ∃x:α.P Universal and Existential quantifier with types
Bool, true, false Type of boolean expressions, boolean values: True, False
bpc Embedding boolean expressions into propositions (invisible)
p decides P on α p decides the predicate P on α

TYPES Class of (discrete) object level data types
=
α

Equality decision procedure for type α

Figure 2.3: Basic Notions for Logic and Data Types

A domain is discrete if its equality notion is decidable. Most domains occurring in real program-
ming languages are simple enough to be discrete. We therefore reserve the name data types for
discrete domains and denote the corresponding class of all data types by TYPES. One should,
however, keep in mind that there are domains like function spaces or infinite sequences which
are not discrete.

It is obvious that the equality decision procedure cannot be derived from the domain unless
we restrict the type system to simple constructs and use meta-information like the syntactical
structure of a type. Therefore we define a data type to consist of both a domain and its equality
decision procedure and use projection functions to access the component we need.

Definition 2.2.7
TYPES ≡ α:DOMAINS× {eq:α2→Bool|∀a,a’:α. beq(a,a’)c ⇔ a=a’ inα}
α ≡ α.1
=
α

≡ α.2

The indicator “ ” for the projection of the domain component of a data type will usually be
omitted in order to simplify the presentation. As in the case of embedding boolean expressions
into propositions this can be handled by an ‘invisible’ definition.9

This concludes our discussion of the formal frame for specifications and programs. Figure 2.3
summarizes all the important notions introduced so far.

2.3 Implementing Domain Theories

In order to represent knowledge about standard domains and operations occurring in program-
ming we have extended the language of type theory by a collection of definitions for boolean
expressions, tuples, natural numbers, finite sets, finite sequences, and finite maps. Figures 2.4
and 2.5 list and explain the complete vocabulary which will be used in this paper.

We have made use of the fact that — depending on the available character set — the definition
mechanism of NuPRL can handle arbitrary text patterns to display new notions. Therefore,
assuming that future programming languages can handle extended character sets as well, we
denote many operations by their familiar mathematical names. For instance, the union of two
finite sets receives the symbol ∪ instead of a keyword like union.

9For a human reader or a grammar parser typing information in the context uniquely determines which of the

two forms is to be used. Every occurrence of α on the right hand side of a declaration ( x:...α...) or a typing

( x in ...α...) refers to the domain α while otherwise (e.g. in ∀α:TYPES) the pair 〈〈α,=α〉〉 is meant.
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int, IN, IN+, 0,1,-1,... Number types, explicit numbers
ind(i; md,fd.td; tb; mu,fu.tu) Operator for inductive definition on integers
natind(i; tb; mu,fu.tu) Operator for inductive definition on natural numbers
+, -, *, /, mod, max, min Arithmetic operations
=, 6=, ≤, <, ≥, > Arithmetic comparisons
Set(α) Data type of finite sets over members of α
empty?, =

Set(α)
, ∈

α, ⊆
α Decision procedures: emptyness, equality, membership, subset

setind(S; t; a,S’,F.t’) Operator for inductive definition on sets
if S=∅ then t else t’ Conditional testing for emptyness
let S=S’+a in expression Local assignment of projections to S’ and a
let S={a1...an

} in expression Local assignment of projections to a1...an

λ{a1...an
}.expression Local assignment of projections in a λ-abstraction

∅, {a}, {i..j} Empty set, singleton set, integer subset {x|i≤x≤j}
{a1...an}, {f(x)|x∈S ∧p(x)} Literal set former, general set former
|S|α, S+a, S-αa Number of elements in S, element addition, element deletion
S∪T, S∩

α
T, S \

α
T Union, intersection, set difference⋃

FAMILY,
⋂
α
FAMILY Union, intersection of a family of sets

arb(S) Selection of an arbitrary element of S
map(f,S) Application of function f to the set S
reduceα(bop,S) Reduction of S by a binary operation bop
T =
Set(α)

S]S’ Decision procedure: T is the disjoint union of S and S’

dSeα The type {x:α|x∈S}
S=̂{x:α|P(x)} S has the same elements as the type {x:α|P(x)}
Seq(α) Data type of finite sequences over members of α
Seq+(α), Seqn(α) Nonempty sequences over α, sequences of length n
null?, =

Seq(α)
,∈α, v

α Decision procedures: emptyness, equality, membership, prefix
seqind(L; t; a,L’,F.t’) Operator for inductive definition on sequences
let L=a.L’ in expression Local assignment of projections to L’ and a
if L=[] then t else t’ Conditional testing for emptyness
let L=[a1...an] in expression Local assignment of projections to a1...an

λ[a1...an].expression Local assignment of projections in a λ-abstraction
[], [a], [i..j] Empty sequence, singleton sequence, integer subrange
[a1...an], [f(x)|x∈L ∧p(x)] Literal sequence former, general sequence former
first(L), rest(L), arb(L) first element, all but the first, an arbitrary element of L
|L|, Li, last(L) Length of L, i-th element, last element of L
a.L, L•a, ins(L,i,a) Prepend a, append a, insert a before position i
L◦L’, rev(L), del(L,i) Concatenation, reversal, remove i-th element
L[i..j] Subsequence [Li|i∈[i..j]]
domain(L), range(L) The sets {1..|L|} and {Li|i∈domain(L)}
map(f,L) Application of function f to L
reduce(bop,L) Reduction of L by a binary operation bop
injectiveα(L) Decision procedure: all the Li are distinct
permutationα(L,S) Decision procedure: L is a permutation of the set S
permutesα(L,L’) Decision procedure: L is a permutation of the sequence L’
Map(α,β) Data type of finite maps from α to β

=
Map(α,β)

, v
α,β Decision procedures: equality, submap

mapind(M; t; a,b,M’,F.t’) Operator for inductive definition on maps
let M=extend(M’,a,b) in exp Local assignment of projections to M’, a and b
{||}, {|a17→b1...an7→bn|} Empty map, literal map former
{|f(x) 7→g(x)|x∈S ∧p(x)|} General map former over finite sets
extend(M,a,b), M(x)α Extend map M by {|a 7→b|}, Map application
domain(M), rangeα(M) Set of values where M is defined, values returned by M
M ◦

α,β
M’, |M|α Map composition, size of the domain of M

Figure 2.4: Domain Vocabulary
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α×β, ×∆, αn Product type declarations
=

α×β
, tup<

∆ tup’, tupv∆ tup’ Decision procedures: equality, sub-tuple
〈〈a,b〉〉, 〈tup⊕

n
a〉 Pair, extending an n-tuple

a.1, a.2, fst, snd first and second projection in pairs
tupi , tup*n i-th projection, last element of an n-tuple
tup〈〈*..j〉〉 , tup〈〈i..*〉〉 , tup〈〈i..j〉〉 projecting subtuples
let p=〈〈a,b〉〉 in expression Local assignment of projections to a and b
λa,b. expression Local assignment of projections in a λ-abstraction
Bool, true, false Data type of boolean expressions, explicit truth values
¬, ∧, ∨, ⇒ , ⇐ , ⇔ Boolean connectives
∀x∈S.p, ∃x∈S.p Limited boolean quantifiers
if p then a else b Conditional

Figure 2.5: Domain Vocabulary (continued)

Some operations — like ∪ — can be defined polymorphically while operations like ∈
α depend

strongly on an equality decision procedure on the underlying data type α and cannot be properly
defined as computable operations if α is not a discrete data type. They receive α as formal
parameter in an index. For convenience an index int will be omitted, assuming an ‘invisible’
definition to make the reference.10

According to our methodology discussed in section 2.1.4 all knowledge about a particular domain
is formulated as a mathematical theory about that domain. That is, we first define the elementary
operations which constitute the domain and prove lemmata about their properties. Further
definitions are given in terms of these elementary operations and their basic properties will also
be stated as lemmata. Since this sums up to a few hundred lemmata we have postponed a
complete description of the domain knowledge base to the appendix A. It has to be consulted
only by readers interested in details of formal proofs and example syntheses.

For numbers, tuples, and booleans we could adopt many notions already predefined in type
theory and only had to provide equality decision procedures and a few notational extensions. All
other data types have been introduced as formal parameterized theories. Following the literature
on algebraic specification of abstract data types (see e.g. [GT79, Ehr82, GH86, Gog90]) such
a theory is presented axiomatically by providing a list of type variables, a list of names for
data types, a set of operation names together with their signatures, and a collection of axiom
schemata for the theory which may include schemata for structural induction. Examples for
theory presentations in this style are given in figures 2.6 (for the theory of finite sets), 2.7 (for
finite sequences), and 2.8 (for finite maps).

A formalization of such a theory means to provide definitions for the data types and operators
involved and to prove that these do in fact satisfy the axioms. By this we essentially give a type-
theoretical model of the theory and formally prove the consistency of the axioms. Sometimes
this is also called theory-implementation.11 Further theory-development will depend solely on the
theory itself, that is on the operations and the axioms, but not on the specific model given in
the formal definitions.

10The reader may note that some operation symbols are used as display form in more than one definition. For

instance ∈ expresses membership in both sets and sequences. In NuPRL the definition mechanism deals with the

distinction directly. Other systems might use a context dependent parser to disambiguate a symbol.
11It should be noted that the abstract definition allows to give several implementations of a given data type. For

instance, finite sets may be implemented by lists or by bitmaps. Logically, all implementations are identical but

they may differ greatly as far as efficiency is concerned. Since this, however, depends on the specific application

there is usually no “best” implementation. The ones we provide here are usually the simplest ones.
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TYPE variables: α
TYPES: Set(α)
OPERATIONS: ∅: Set(α)

+: Set(α)×α → Set(α)
∈: α×Set(α) → Bool

AXIOMS: ∀a:α. a 6∈∅
∀S:Set(α).∀x,a:α. x∈(S+a) ⇔ (x=a ∨ x∈S)
∀S:Set(α).∀x,a:α. (S+a)+x = (S+x)+a
∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. (S+a)+a = S+a
∀β:TYPES. ∀g:β. ∀h:(β×Set(α)×α)→β. ∃f:Set(α)→β.
f(∅)=g ∧ ∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. a 6∈S ⇒ f(S+a)=h(f(S),S,a)

∀P:PROP(Set(α)).
(P(∅) ∧ ∀S:Set(α).∀a:α.P(S)⇒ P(S+a)) ⇒ ∀S:Set(α).P(S)

Figure 2.6: Axiomatic definition of the theory of finite sets

2.3.1 Finite Sets over Arbitrary Types

The theory of finite sets over elements of a type α is a parameterized first-order theory based on
Set, =, ∅, +, and ∈. All other set-theoretic notions are defined, usually by induction (setind)
over ∅ and +. Figure 2.6 presents an axiomatic definition of the theory of finite sets in the style
described above.

Since type theory already knows a type constructor for finite lists the obvious implementation of
this theory is to represent sets by lists modulo a new notion of equality. Thus the empty list nil
represents the empty set ∅, the prepend operation a.S represents set-addition S+a, induction on
sets is the same as on lists, and a∈S is defined by searching for the first occurrence of a value x
in the list S which is equal to a. Membership on finite sets depends on the notion of equality on
α and for this reason a definition must have α as an additional parameter. Two sets are defined
to be equal if they have the same members which is in fact an equivalence relation. The quotient
type of lists modulo set-equality is a proper representation of Set(α).

Finite sets allow to extend the boolean operators by a finite version of quantification. The
boolean expression ∀x∈S.p(x) decides whether p(x) is true for all elements x∈S, ∃x∈S.p(x)
decides whether p(x) is true for at least one element x∈S.

Definition 2.3.1 Limited boolean quantification
setind(S; tb; a,S′,FS′.tind) ≡ list ind(S; tb; a,S′,FS′.tind)
∀x∈S.px ≡ setind(S; true; a, ,pS’.pS’ ∧px[a/x])
∃x∈S.px ≡ setind(S; false; a, ,pS’.pS’ ∨px[a/x])

Boolean quantification over finite sets can be used to simplify the definitions of the membership
relation and equality of finite sets.

Definition 2.3.2 Theory Implementation of Finite Sets
∅ ≡ nil
+ ≡ λa,S. a.S
∈

α ≡ λa,S. ∃x∈S.x=
α
a

=
Set(α)

≡ λS,T. (∀a∈S. a∈αT) ∧ (∀a’∈T. a’∈αS)

Set(α) ≡ 〈〈(S,T):α list//S =
Set(α)

T, =
Set(α)

〉〉
The following lemma shows that the above definitions are correctly typed and satisfy the axioms
of the theory of finite sets.
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Lemma 2.3.3 Axioms of Finite Sets

1. ∀α:TYPES. Set(α) in TYPES
2. ∀α:TYPES. ∅ in Set(α)
3. ∀α:TYPES. + in Set(α)×α → Set(α)
4. ∀α:TYPES. ∈

α in α×Set(α) → Bool
5. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. a6∈α∅
6. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀x,a:α. x∈α(S+a) ⇔ (x=

α
a ∨ x∈αS)

7. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀x,a:α. (S+a)+x =
Set(α)

(S+x)+a
8. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. (S+a)+a =

Set(α)
S+a

9. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀g:β.∀h:(β×Set(α)×α)→β.∃f:Set(α)→β.
f(∅)=

β
g ∧ ∀S:Set(α).∀a:α.a6∈αS ⇒ f(S+a)=

β
h(f(S),S,a)

10. ∀α:TYPES.∀P:PROP(Set(α)).
(P(∅) ∧ ∀S:Set(α).∀a:α.P(S)⇒ P(S+a)) ⇒ ∀S:Set(α).P(S)

Proof:
The first 8 sublemmata can be shown by straightforward calculations using the proof rules
for lists, quotients and list-induction. By definition =

Set(α)
decides equality on Set(α)

The induction axiom 9. is the specification of the setind constructor. Given g and h the
function f can be defined as λS. setind(S; g; a,S’,f-of-S’. h(f-of-S’,S’,a)) . The
rest of the proof now follows from the rules for list-induction.
Due to the propositions-as-types principle the proof of the induction scheme 10. for proposi-
tions is nearly identical to the one for 9.:

Let p be a proof for P(∅) and λpf-PS. step(S,a,pf-PS) be one for P(S)⇒ P(S+a),
that is step(S,a,pf-PS) is a proof for P(S+a) whenever pf-P-S proves P(S). Then
the expression setind(S; p; a,S’,pf-PS’.step(S,a,pf-PS)) proves P(S) for all S. 2

Corollary 2.3.4 The theory of finite sets has a type-theoretical model.

The following lemma describes some properties of the ground operators which can be derived
from the axioms (only) via induction proofs. The first states that every set can be written in the
form ∅+a1+...+an where all the ai are distinct (finite constructability), the second asserts that
two sets are equal if and only if they have the same members (extensionality).

Lemma 2.3.5 Finite Constructability and Extensionality

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α). S =
Set(α)

∅ ∨ ∃a:α.∃S’:Set(α).(a6∈αS’ ∧ S =
Set(α)

S’+a)
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α). S =

Set(α)
S’ ⇔ ∀a:α.(a∈αS ⇔ a∈αS’)

Due to the law of extensionality finite sets behave similarly to types although they are not types
by themselves. By “lifting” a set S to the type {a:α|a∈αS} we can compare an intensionally
defined finite set with a subset of a given type α which is extensionally described by a proposition
P . This will become particularly interesting for our investigations on program correctness.

Definition 2.3.6 Lifting Finite Sets to Types
dSeα ≡ {a:α|a∈αS}
S=̂{x:α |Px} ≡ ∀x:α. x∈αS ⇔ Px

Lemma 2.3.7 Lifting

∀α:TYPES.∀P:PROP(α).∀S:Set(α). S=̂{x:α|P(x)} ⇔ dSeα = {x:α|P(x)} in DOMAINS

Further vocabulary as listed in figure 2.4 can be defined completely in terms of the above
operations. The corresponding definitions and lemmata stating their properties are elaborated
in section A.4 in the appendix.
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TYPE variables: α
TYPES: Seq(α)
OPERATIONS: []: Seq(α)

cons: α×Seq(α) → Seq(α)
first: Seq(α) ; α
rest: Seq(α) → Seq(α)

AXIOMS: ∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. [] 6=cons(a,L)
∀L,L’:Seq(α).∀a,a’:α. cons(a,L)=cons(a’,L’) ⇔ (a=a’ ∧ L=L’)
∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. first(cons(a,L))=a
∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. rest(cons(a,L))=L

∀β:TYPES. ∀g:β. ∀h:(β×Seq(α)×α)→β. ∃f:Seq(α)→β.
f([])=g ∧ ∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α.f(cons(a,L))=h(f(L),L,a)

∀P:PROP(Seq(α)).
(P([]) ∧ ∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α.P(L)⇒ P(cons(a,L))) ⇒ ∀L:Seq(α).P(L)

Figure 2.7: Axiomatic definition of the theory of finite sequences

2.3.2 Finite Sequences over Arbitrary Types

The theory of finite sequences over elements of a type α is a parameterized first-order theory
based on Seq, =, [], cons, first, and rest. All other notions are defined, usually by in-
duction (seqind) over [] and cons. Figure 2.7 presents an axiomatic definition of the theory of
finite sequences. Since type theory already incorporates a type-constructor for finite lists most
definitions simply give a new notation to an existing construct. The equality decision procedure
=

Seq(α)
needs double recursion.

Definition 2.3.8 Theory Implementation of Finite Sequences
[] ≡ nil
cons ≡ λa,L. (a.L)
seqind(L; tb; a,L′,FL′.tind) ≡ list ind(L; tb; a,L′,FL′.tind)
first ≡ λL.seqind(L;∞; a, , . a)
rest ≡ λL.seqind(L; []; ,L’, . L’)
=

Seq(α)
≡ λL,L’. seqind(L;λL.seqind(L; true; , , . false);

a, ,EQ.λL1.a=
α
first(L1) ∧ EQ(rest(L1))) (L’)

Seq(α) ≡ 〈〈α list, =
Seq(α)

〉〉
In the rest of this paper the expression “cons(a,L)” will also be abbreviated by the more
common (and predefined) “a.L”.

Lemma 2.3.9 Axioms of Finite Sequences

1. ∀α:TYPES. Seq(α) in TYPES
2. ∀α:TYPES. [] in Seq(α)
3. ∀α:TYPES. cons in α×Seq(α) → Seq(α)
4. ∀α:TYPES. first in Seq(α) ; α

5. ∀α:TYPES. rest in Seq(α) → Seq(α)
6. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. [] 6=

Seq(α)
a.L

7. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α).∀a,a’:α. a.L =
Seq(α)

a’.L’ ⇔ (a=
α
a’ ∧ L =

Seq(α)
L’ )

8. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. first(a.L)=
α
a

9. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. rest(a.L) =
Seq(α)

L in Seq(α)
10. ∀α,β:TYPES. ∀g:β.∀h:(β×Seq(α)×α)→β.∃f:Seq(α)→β.

f([])=
β
g ∧ ∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. f(a.L)=

β
h(f(L),L,a)

continued on the next page
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11. ∀α:TYPES.∀P:PROP(Seq(α)).
(P([]) ∧ ∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α.P(L)⇒ P(a.L)) ⇒ ∀L:Seq(α).P(L)

Proof:
Similar to the proof of lemma 2.3.3 1.-9. can be shown by straightforward calculations using
the proof rules for lists and list-induction and the two induction axioms 10., 11. are proven
using seqind-expressions. 2

As a corollary we get

Corollary 2.3.10 The theory of finite sequences has a type-theoretical model.

The following lemma shows that finite sequences — as finite sets — are finitely constructible
and that two sequences are equal if and only if their heads and tails agree.

Lemma 2.3.11 Finite Constructability and Sequence Equality

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). L =
Seq(α)

[] ∨ ∃a:α.∃L’:Seq(α). L =
Seq(α)

a.L’
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α). L =

Seq(α)
L’ ⇔ first(L)=

α
first(L’) ∧ rest(L) =

Seq(α)
rest(L’)

Further vocabulary as listed in figure 2.4 can be defined completely in terms of the above
operations. The corresponding definitions and lemmata stating their properties are elaborated
in section A.5 in the appendix.

2.3.3 Finite Maps over Arbitrary Types

The data type Map(α,β) denotes the type of finite (partial) functions from α to β. The cor-
responding theory of finite maps is a parameterized first-order theory based on Map, =, {||},
extend, apply, and domain. All other notions are defined, usually by induction (mapind) over
{||} and extend. We use the conventional M(a) to abbreviate apply(M,a). Figure 2.8 presents
an axiomatic definition of the theory of finite maps.

Since maps are finite they can be represented by sequences of pairs where each pair consists
of a domain element and the corresponding range value. apply(M,x) is defined by locating the
first pair 〈〈a,b〉〉 in M — which depends on the equality on α — and returning b. extend(M,a,b)
is simply prepending 〈〈a,b〉〉 to M which may result in overwriting a previous value of M(a).
domain(M) is the set of all the first elements of M. Two maps are counted equal if they have the
same domain and the same behavior on the domain.

Definition 2.3.12 Theory Implementation of Finite Maps
{||} ≡ []
a7→b ≡ 〈〈a,b〉〉
extend ≡ λM,a,b. (a7→b.M)
mapind(M; tb; a,b,M ′,FM ′.tind) ≡ seqind(M; tb; ab,M

′,FM ′. let ab=〈〈a,b〉〉 in tind)
applyα ≡ λM,y. mapind(M;∞; a,b,M’,appM’.

λx.if x=
α
a then b else appM’(x)) (y)

M(a)α ≡ applyα(M,a)
domain ≡ λM. {x.1|x∈range(M)}

=
Map(α,β)

≡ λM,M’. domain(M) =
Set(α)

domain(M’)

∧ ∀x∈domain(M). M(x)α=β M’(x)α

Map(α,β) ≡ 〈〈M,M’:Seq(α×β) // M =
Map(α,β)

M’, =
Map(α,β)

〉〉
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TYPE variables: α,β
TYPES: Map(α,β)
OPERATIONS: {||}: Map(α,β)

extend: Map(α,β)×α×β → Map(α,β)
apply: Map(α,β)×α ; β
domain: Map(α,β) → Set(α)

AXIOMS: ∀M:Map(α,β).∀a:α.∀b:β. apply(extend(M,a,b),a)=b
∀M:Map(α,β).∀a,x:α.∀b:β. x 6=a ⇒ apply(extend(M,a,b),x)=apply(M,x)

domain({||})=∅
∀M:Map(α,β).∀a:α.∀b:β. domain(extend(M,a,b)) = domain(M)+a
∀M,M’:Map(α,β). M=M’ ⇔
domain(M)=domain(M’) ∧ ∀x∈domain(M).apply(M,x)=apply(M’,x)

∀γ:TYPES. ∀g:γ. ∀h:(γ×Map(α,β)×α)→β. ∃f:Map(α,β)→β.
f({||})=g ∧ ∀M:Map(α,β).∀a:α.∀b:β.

a 6∈domain(M) ⇒ f(extend(M,a,b))=h(f(M),M,a,b)
∀P:PROP(Map(α,β)).
(P({||}) ∧ ∀M:Map(α,β).∀a:α.∀b:β. P(M)⇒ P(extend(M,a,b)))
⇒ ∀M:Map(α,β).P(M)

Figure 2.8: Axiomatic definition of the theory of finite maps

Lemma 2.3.13 Axioms of Finite Maps

1. ∀α,β:TYPES. Map(α,β) in TYPES
2. ∀α,β:TYPES. {||} in Map(α,β)
3. ∀α,β:TYPES. applyα in Map(α,β)×α ; β

4. ∀α,β:TYPES. extend in Map(α,β)×α×β → Map(α,β)
5. ∀α,β:TYPES. domain in Map(α,β) → Set(α)
6. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β).∀a:α.∀b:β. extend(M,a,b)(a)α=β b

7. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β).∀a,a’:α.∀b:β.a’6=
α
a ⇒ extend(M,a,b)(a’)α=β M(a’)α

8. ∀α:TYPES. domain({||}) =
Set(α)

∅
9. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β).∀a:α.∀b:β. domain(extend(M,a,b)) =

Set(α)
domain(M)+a

10. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀M,M’:Map(α,β).
M =

Map(α,β)
M’ ⇔ (domain(M) =

Set(α)
domain(M’) ∧ ∀x∈domain(M).M(x)α=β M’(x)α)

11. ∀α,β,γ:TYPES.∀g:γ.∀h:(γ×Map(α,β)×α)→β.∃f:Map(α,β)→β.
f({||}) =

γ
g ∧

∀M:Map(α,β).∀a:α.∀b:β. a6∈αdomain(M) ⇒ f(extend(M,a,b)) =
γ
h(f(M),M,a,b)

12. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀P:PROP(Map(α,β)).
P({||}) ∧ ∀M:Map(α,β).∀a:α.∀b:β.P(M)⇒ P(extend(M,a,b))
⇒ ∀M:Map(α,β).P(M)

Proof: Similar to the proof of lemma 2.3.3 by straightforward calculations using the proof rules
for lists, pairs, list-induction, and mapind-expressions. 2

Corollary 2.3.14 The theory of finite maps has a type-theoretical model.

Lemma 2.3.15 Finite Constructability

∀α,β:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β).
M =

Map(α,β)
{||} ∨ ∃a:α.∃b:β.∃M’:Map(α,β). a6∈αdomain(M) ∧ M =

Map(α,β)
extend(M,a,b)

Further vocabulary as listed in figure 2.4 can be defined completely in terms of the above
operations. The corresponding definitions and lemmata stating their properties are elaborated
in section A.6 in the appendix.
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SPECIFICATIONS Class of all specifications (including domain and range types)
BOOL-SPEC Class of decidable specifications (having discrete domain and range types)
PROGRAMS Class of all programs (consisting of specification and program body)
p is consistent The program p is correct
body satisfies spec The algorithm body satisfies specification spec
satisfiable(spec) An algorithm satisfying specification spec can be constructed

Figure 2.9: Formal Programming Concepts

2.3.4 More Complex Domains

Similar to the construction of finite sets, sequence, and maps we could introduce other finitely
constructible domains like graphs, trees, and bags. We could also define a data type or rational
numbers via pairs of integers and real numbers via converging sequences of rationals and use
this to study constructive analysis and numerical algorithms.

Using the function space constructor we could also extend all finite notions to denumerable ones,
i.e. provide implementations for infinite sets, sequences, maps, graphs, trees, etc. These domains,
however, are not discrete anymore since equality on infinite objects is not decidable in general.
The same holds, of course, for real numbers.

Although it is quite clear how to implement these domains there has not been any need for them
yet. We therefore postponed their implementation to the future.

2.4 Programming Concepts

Formal reasoning about programs and program development methods requires a formalization
of concepts of the meta level of programming. We shall do so by providing formal definitions
of specifications, programs, program correctness, and satisfiability of specifications in terms of
appropriate higher order types and propositions. Figure 2.9 lists the key notions which will be
discussed in this section.

2.4.1 Specifications and Programs

A (requirement) specification of a programming problem provides a declarative description what
a program should do. Its essential component is the characterization of the relation between the
input values of the program and the output it produces. It should also include a description of
the types where these values are allowed to come from, i.e. the domain and the range of the
program. In addition to that it should provide a possibility to exclude input values where the
program is not properly defined as in the case of division by zero.

Consequently, a formal specification contains a domain type DD, a range type RR, a predicate I
restricting DD to a set of legal input values, and a predicate O relating input and feasible output.
Our formalization defines the class of all specifications — denoted by SPECIFICATIONS — to be
a higher order type whose members are quadruples 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 where DD and RR are object level
types (members of DOMAINS), I a predicate over DD (a member of PROP(DD)), and O a predicate
over DD×RR. Most general insights about specifications will be formulated using this class.

In nearly all practical applications we find specifications whose types are discrete and whose input
condition and relation between input and output can be expressed in terms of boolean functions.
Since these “boolean specifications” are much simpler than others the task of developing a
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program for them should be less difficult. We therefore define a subclass BOOL-SPEC of boolean
specifications and investigate their particular properties as well.

In the literature on formal program development there is a great variety of notations for
specifications.12 We have adopted the notation used by Smith [Smi85b, SL90] and write

FUNCTION f(x:DD):RR WHERE I(x) RETURNS z SUCH THAT O(x,z)

instead of the less verbose quadruple whenever the additional syntactic sugar makes a specifi-
cation easier to comprehend.

Definition 2.4.1 Specifications
SPECIFICATIONS ≡ DD:DOMAINS × RR:DOMAINS × PROP(DD) × PROP(DD×RR)
BOOL-SPEC ≡ DD:TYPES × RR:TYPES × DD→Bool × DD×RR→Bool
dbspece ≡ let bspec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in 〈〈DD, RR,λx.bI(x)c,λx,y.bO(x,y)c〉〉
DOM(spec) ≡ let spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in {x:DD|I(x)}
RR(spec) ≡ let spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in RR
FUNCTION f(x:D):R WHERE Ix RETURNS z SUCH THAT Oxz

≡ 〈〈D,R,λx. Ix,λx,z.Oxz〉〉
FUNCTION f(x:D):R RETURNS z SUCH THAT Oxz

≡ FUNCTION f(x:D):R WHERE > RETURNS z SUCH THAT Oxz

∀spec = 〈〈D,R, I,O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS.goal

≡ ∀spec:SPECIFICATIONS. let spec=〈〈D,R, I,O〉〉 in goal

∀spec = 〈〈D,R, I,O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC.goal

≡ ∀spec:BOOL-SPEC. let spec=〈〈D,R, I,O〉〉 in goal

As in the case of the other conversion functions for data types and boolean expressions we shall
omit the d e indicating an embedding of boolean specifications into the more general concept.
The projections DOM(spec) and RR(spec) are used in many definitions and lemmata to access
the set of all legal input values and the range of the program and have therefore been defined
separately.

In addition to its specification a program contains a program body which operationally describes
how a certain behavior is accomplished. Since the main purpose of the body is to compute
some output value from a given input we represent it by (computable) functions from the set of
legal inputs to the range. For individual programs we again provide a more convenient verbose
notation separating the components by keywords.

Definition 2.4.2 Programs
PROGRAMS ≡ spec:SPECIFICATIONS × DOM(spec)→RR(spec)
FUNCTION f(x:D):R WHERE Ix RETURNS z SUCH THAT Oxz = body

≡ 〈〈〈〈D,R, λx. Ix, λx,z.Oxz〉〉, fix(f,x. body)〉〉
FUNCTION f(x:D):R RETURNS z SUCH THAT Oxz = body

≡ FUNCTION f(x:D):R WHERE > RETURNS z SUCH THAT Oxz = body

In the verbose form we have used fix(f,x. body) to permit functions defined by arbitrary
recursion — not just by induction. If f does not occur in body this term is the same as λx.body.

12Green [Gre69] writes ‘∀x. DD(x) ∧ I(x) ⇒ ∃y.RR(y) ∧ O(x,y)’. RR and DD are dropped if they are implicitly

contained in the rest. This notation has been adopted by many other approaches particularly by those using the

proofs as programs paradigm (section 3.1). Manna and Waldinger [MW80, MW79] use programming syntax and

a name for the algorithm to be generated: ‘f(x) ⇐ compute some y:RR(y) ∧ O(x,y) where DD(x) ∧ I(x)’. The

specification language also permits expressions like all or max instead of some. Clark and Darlington [Dar78, CD80]

describe DD and RR externally by a collection of definitions and axioms, hide the input condition within O(x,y), and

simply specify ‘f(x) ⇐ y such that O(x,y)’.
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2.4.2 Correctness and Satisfiability

A program p is consistent if the declarative specification and the operational program body
describe the same. That is, for a given legal input x the body computes an output value z such
that the relation O(x,z) holds. We also say that the body satisfies the specification and use
both notions interchangeably.

Definition 2.4.3 Program Correctness
p is consistent ≡ let p=〈〈〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉, body〉〉 in ∀x:DD. I(x)⇒ O(x,body(x)) 13

body satisfies spec ≡ 〈〈spec, body〉〉 is consistent

We give two examples of consistent programs operating of finite sets over an arbitrary data type
α (see lemma A.4.22 in the appendix for details).

FUNCTION DELETE(S,a:Set(α)×α):Set(α) WHERE ¬empty?(S)
RETURNS T SUCH THAT S=̂{x:α|x∈αS ∧ x6=

α
a} = S-αa

FUNCTION UNION(FAMILY:Set(Set(α))):Set(α)
RETURNS T SUCH THAT T=̂{x:α|∃S∈FAMILY. x∈αS} =

⋃
FAMILY

A specification is satisfiable if there is a program body which satisfies it.

Definition 2.4.4 Satisfiability of Specifications
spec is satisfiable ≡ ∃body:DOM(spec)→RR(spec).body satisfies spec

satisfiable(spec) ≡ spec is satisfiable

The definition of satisfiable specifications provides the key predicate for reasoning about program
synthesis. Due to the constructivity of the logic we are using (c.f. definition 2.2.1) a specification
is satisfiable if a program body satisfying it can be constructed. Therefore

verifying satisfiability of a specification is the same as the deriving a program for it.

Consequently, our investigations of synthesis methods and paradigms will focus on their relation
to consistency and satisfiability.

2.4.3 Embedding Alternative Correctness Criteria

In definition 2.4.4 we have implicitly declared the task of program synthesizers to be the con-
struction of algorithms computing one solution for a given problem. We believe this view to be
the most intuitive one; a specification should not define more than the necessary properties of a
program to leave room for design decisions. Nevertheless, in the literature we also find other cri-
teria for program correctness. One may require an algorithm to compute all solutions for a given
problem, to compute one or all optimal solutions with respect to some optimality condition, or
to perform their computations within a certain amount of steps bound by a cost function, etc.

In our opinion, these additional requirements should be a part of the program specification
instead of being added separately as meta-requirements. Most of them can be embedded quite
naturally into the above concepts. We shall demonstrate this for the case of multi-valued programs
computing all, but finitely many14 solutions for a specified problem since these are the targets
of many synthesis strategies.

13It should be noted that the input condition I is mentioned explicitly. This reflects the fact that a proof for

O(x,body(x)) may have to make use of evidence for I(x). If we had written ‘∀x:DOM(p).O(x,body(x))’ instead,

we would still know I(x) but would not be able to make use of this knowledge unless I is boolean.
14The case of infinitely many solutions seldomly occurs in reality since it involves programs which do not termi-

nate. In a formalization we would have to make use of a constructor for infinite sets or use finite approximations

of them and time as an additional input.
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A multi-valued program computes a set of output values for a given input. It “M-satisfies” its
specification, if this set is has the same members as the extensionally defined set of all feasible
solutions. We can formalize this using the constructor for finite sets and lifting sets to types.

Definition 2.4.5
body M-satisfies spec ≡ let spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in

∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ body(x)=̂{z:RR|O(x,z)}
M-satisfiable(spec) ≡ ∃body:DOM(spec)→Set(RR(spec)). body M-satisfies spec

The following lemma shows that we can embed the concept of multi-valued satisfiability into
the standard interpretation by moving the essential differences into the specification.

Lemma 2.4.6

1. ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀body:D|I→Set(RR)
body M-satisfies spec
⇔ body satisfies

FUNCTION F(x:DD):Set(RR) WHERE I(x) RETURNS S SUCH THAT S=̂{z:RR|O(x,z)}
2. ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS.

M-satisfiable(spec)
⇔ FUNCTION F(x:DD):Set(RR) WHERE I(x) RETURNS S SUCH THAT S=̂{z:RR|O(x,z)}

is satisfiable

Proof: Take apart the definitions and assemble them in a slightly different order. 2

Lemma 2.4.6 justifies the following abbreviations denoting set-valued programs.

Definition 2.4.7
FUNCTION f(x:DD) WHERE Ix RETURNS {z:RR|Oxz}

≡ FUNCTION f(x:DD):Set(RR) WHERE Ix RETURNS S SUCH THAT S=̂{z:RR|Oxz}
FUNCTION f(x:DD) WHERE Ix RETURNS {z:RR|Oxz} = body

≡ FUNCTION f(x:DD):Set(RR) WHERE Ix RETURNS S SUCH THAT S=̂{z:RR|Oxz}
= body

In a similar way we can embed optimization problems into the concepts defined so far. A program
computing an optimal solutions has to select a feasible output value which is extremal with
respect to a given predicate P. Extremality can be defined as follows.

Definition 2.4.8

extremal(z,P,α) ≡ z in α ∧ ∀t:α.P(t,z)

Given this formal definition an optimization problem can be reduced to finding a solution for
the following (conventional) specification.

FUNCTION OPT(x:DD):RR WHERE I RETURNS z SUCH THAT extremal(z,P,{t:RR|O(x,t)})
Besides alternative correctness criteria we can even embed the notion of decidability of logical
propositions (c.f. section 2.2.3) into the concept of satisfiability.

Lemma 2.4.9

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀P:PROP(α).∀p:α→Bool.
p decides P on α

⇔ p satisfies FUNCTION DEC-P(x:α):Bool RETURNS z SUCH THAT bzc⇔ P

continued on the next page
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2. ∀α:TYPES.∀P:PROP(α).
decidable(P,α)
⇔ FUNCTION DEC-P(x:α):Bool RETURNS z SUCH THAT bzc⇔ P is satisfiable

These results show that our definition of satisfiability is strong enough to capture all common
notions of correctness and therefore sufficient to serve as the key predicate for investigating
program synthesis.

2.5 Representing Deductive Techniques by Metatheorems

When deriving a program we have to make use of formal deduction steps to guarantee its
correctness. For this we may apply elementary rules of the calculus or lemmata about domain
knowledge. Besides these “low-level steps” we want to make use of steps expressing programming
concepts or synthesis methods as a whole on a level a programmer can understand. For this
purpose we formulate and prove formal metatheorems about a method or principle. To keep a
resemblance to derivation rules in formal (backward) reasoning they usually will be of a form
saying that a given problem can be solved provided we have solutions for certain subgoals:

∀ variables involved in the context.
Main goal
⇐ Subgoal 1

...
∧ Subgoal n

The formalization of derivation methods as metatheorems has (at least) four important aspects.

1. A completely formal representation of the derivation method is given by its formulation as
a metatheorem.

Consider, for instance, the following theorem (4.2.4) which we use in section 4.2 to represent
a strategy designing global search algorithms.

∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC.
FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)} is satisfiable
⇐ ∃G:GS. G is a well-founded GS-Theory ∧ G extends spec

This theorem reads “to prove the satisfiability of the specification spec it is sufficient to
find a well-founded global search theory which extends spec” and makes formally precise
how the strategy proceeds.

2. A justification of the derivation method is provided by the proof of a metatheorem which
shows that it is in fact sufficient to solve the given subgoals in order to find a solution for
the main goal.

3. A verified implementation of the derivation method can be given by realizing the for-
mal proof within a computerized inference system like NuPRL. To execute the derivation
method we simply have to find instantiations of the quantified variables such that the main
goal matches the current situation and then — applying modus ponens — to replace it by
the corresponding subgoals. Thus the theorem can be viewed as a high level inference rule
scheme for goal oriented reasoning.

By this technique we can make explicit all “semantic” knowledge implicitly contained
in derivation strategies and drastically reduce the need for heuristics in them. The only
heuristics that will remain are those using syntactical tricks (like naming conventions) in
order to search for applicable theorems efficiently.
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4. In the same way also the proof of a metatheorem has a computational meaning. While the
theorem says how a method has to proceed, the proof gives us detailed information about
the background of the method which becomes particularly important for metatheorems
about program derivation methods. Since these theorems contain existential quantifiers
(or the satisfiability predicate) their proofs describe how to assemble a solution for the
main goal from those of the subgoals. Thus the realization of the formal proof also gives
us a (verified) program for algorithm design corresponding to the derivation method.

In the above example, this program takes G=〈〈〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉, SS, J, s0, sat, split, ext〉〉, a well-
founded global search theory extending spec=〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 and constructs the algorithm

λx.Faux(x,s0(x))

where the function Faux is recursively defined by

Faux(x,s) = {z|z∈ext(s) ∧O(x,z)} ∪ ⋃{ Faux(x,t) | t∈split(x,s)} .

Thus the theorem not only tells us how to decompose the synthesis problem in a top down
proof but also tells us how to compose answers to the subproblem into a (verified) solution
for the synthesis problem.

Since usually the algorithm design program corresponding to a derivation method is implicitly
contained in a metatheorem representing the method we shall also formulate “explicit” versions
of them where we reason about the correctness of a particular solution. For the above example
it is shown in lemma 4.2.3 that the given solution does in fact satisfy the specification.

Thus we distinguish two kinds of metatheorems.

• Explicit theorems validate a given method of algorithm construction. They are useful for
program verification and particularly the verification of a given algorithm design method.

• Implicit theorems describe how a derivation method proceeds in order to find its solution.
They are applied top down to analyze the synthesis problem and state what remains to be
done after the derivation method has been applied.

The algorithm design programs implicitly contained in them (which we often formulate
explicitly as well) describe how to assemble an algorithm in a bottom up process once the
analysis of the problem has been completed.

Thus implicit theorems can be used for the synthesis of programs. First a derivation tree
is built by decomposing the problem into smaller ones until the subproblems are directly
solvable. Then the implicit components of the theorems applied are used to compose a
solution for the original problem from the leaves.

The above aspects show that by formulating and proving metatheorems we can turn a low level
general inference system into a high level reasoning system specialized in the area of program-
ming. The length of proofs and syntheses can thus be reduced drastically and formal derivations
are closer to a programmer’s way of reasoning. One might, at a first glance, expect a blow up
of the search space due to the number of theorems available but the strong type restrictions in
the variable list will keep the number of theorems applicable to a specific situation low enough
to allow automation of the reasoning process.

It should be noted that our method of representing deductive techniques by metatheorems
is not restricted to program derivation. It also applies to algorithmic optimization, data type
refinement, theorem proving strategies, planning methods, and all other techniques which can
be understood as logical deduction.
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Chapter 3

Synthesis Paradigms

In this chapter we shall study global properties of program derivation methods by investigating
the various paradigms that have been used in design strategies so far. These investigations
provide a means to abstract from notational peculiarities of the individual approaches and to
represent them in a single common framework.

Essentially, there are two broad paradigms for program synthesis: “proofs as programs” [BC85]
where an algorithm is expressed in the syntax of proofs, and “synthesis by transformations”
[B+88] where the algorithm is represented by a formula derived from the specification.

• In the proofs as programs paradigm a specification is expressed by the statement that
a realization of the specification exists. To synthesize an algorithm, a constructive proof
of the existence statement is produced. Because the proof is constructive, it embodies a
method for realizing the specification which can be extracted from it.

• In contrast, transformational synthesis produces the algorithm as a formula derived from
the specification by forward reasoning, usually based on a set of correctness preserving
inference rules called transformations.

The former has always emphasized synthesis from declarative specifications, while the latter has
grown from transformation of programs and algorithms [BD77].

In either of the two paradigms a derivation typically consists of many low level inferences. Thus
the different representations of specifications, design strategies, and resulting algorithms make
it difficult to compare or combine existing strategies. On the other hand, the same program
construction techniques should obviously apply to both paradigms. Proofs justify certain pro-
gramming tricks, and so their construction reflects knowledge about the use of those tricks. This
knowledge is currently incorporated in proof tactics controlling basic inferences [GMW79, Bun89]
or in complex transformation rules assembled from simple ones [B+88].

In fact, there are no essential differences between the two paradigms. By relating them to general
programming as formalized in section 2.4 we shall provide the means for translating them into
each other, making use of the same — explicitly formulated — programming knowledge in both
paradigms, and thus avoiding a lot of double work.

The classical AI-idea of capturing and deploying programming knowledge also underlies the ap-
proach of knowledge engineering. Here, a derivation relies on expertise about certain classes of
algorithms. Algorithm design is considered a high level inference rule instantiating one of the
algorithm schemata explicitly present in a system. Besides the high-level formulation of pro-
gramming knowledge the advantage of knowledge engineering lies in a possibility to perform
algorithm design, algorithmic optimizations, automatic data structure selection, and target lan-
guage compilation in a single framework. However, it lacks proper formal support so far and only
recently [SL90] the paradigm of algorithm schemata could be justified at least semi-formally.

37
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We shall study these paradigms separately, focussing on three major aspects:

1. The representation of a programming problem: how does the paradigm state the goal of
a formal program derivation (for instance: “find a proof for a specification theorem”) and
how does this representation relate to our satisfiability predicate (definition 2.4.4)?

2. The derivation method: what are the basic inference steps producing a formal derivation
in this paradigm (e.g. elementary proof rules or transformations) and how can they be
justified? By this we ensure that derivations built in terms of these basic inferences always
produce correct results. We shall, however, not discuss how to find a derivation.

3. The construction of an algorithm from a derivation: once a derivation has been produced,
how is the algorithm built from this derivation (for instance, by extraction from a proof)?

By formulating and proving meta-theorems about these aspects we shall provide a justification
of a paradigm, a verified implementation of its basic derivation steps, and a verified implemen-
tation of the corresponding algorithm construction method. These meta-theorems also are the
prerequisites for later comparisons of existing approaches to program synthesis.

It should be noted that there are entirely different approaches to program synthesis [Bie72,
BK76, Bie78, Bau79, BS79, Wa84, Hag90], which do not depend on the pre-existence of a
complete specification. This work has been based on the use of examples to construct particular
instances of program schemata. Examples are interpreted as a form of partial specification and
the objective is to synthesize an algorithm for some “natural” completion which takes the form
of generalization from the examples. Since in these approaches a derivation depends on inductive
inference rather than on deductive techniques and include a possibility of failure we shall not
study the paradigm of synthesis from examples within this paper.

3.1 Proofs as Programs

The idea to use formal proofs as a method to construct programs from formal specifications arose
from the observation that developing a program and proving it correct are just two aspects of
one problem [Flo67]. When verifying a given program one has to formalize the same ideas that
originally have been used in the construction of the program. As a consequence, verification
essentially repeats the entire programming process except for a different degree of formality.

To avoid such double work when designing software guaranteed to be correct the proofs-as-
programs paradigm has focused on developing a program and the proof of its correctness at the
same time. A specification 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 is represented by a theorem stating that it can be realized:

∀x:DD.∃y:RR. I(x) ⇒ O(x,y).

To synthesize an algorithm, a constructive proof of the specification theorem is generated. The
basic idea is that each step in a constructive proof corresponds to a step in a computation [Con72]
(for instance, case analysis corresponds to a conditional and induction to recursion). Therefore a
complete proof must correspond to a (functional) program satisfying the specification described
by the theorem. This program is extracted from the proof in a final step.

The identification of algorithms with proofs has been suggested very early in the history of
constructive mathematics [Kol32]. Accordingly the proofs-as-programs paradigm has a very
solid theoretical foundation. Research has mostly focused on developing appropriate logical
calculi in which a proof representation can directly be interpreted as a program (see e.g.
[ML82, Con83, Con84, Bac85, BC85, CAB+86, BMMO86, CH88, Coq90, Gal90, NPS90]) and on
methods extracting from constructive proofs (efficient) programs of some given target language
[Hay86, HN88, PM89, BSW90, Lei90, Fri90].
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Unfortunately, except for a few examples demonstrating the principal capabilities of the proofs-
as-programs paradigm, there has not been much progress in finding constructive proofs for
programming problems. Classical theorem proving methods like resolution [Rob65] or the con-
nection method [Bib83] do not always result in proofs which can be understood constructively.
Furthermore, it has turned out that these methods are not strong enough for the theorems
representing real programming problems. In nearly all cases these problems involve equality,
arithmetic, and induction – areas where general purpose theorem provers are not at their best:
brute force applications of low-level inference rules lead to a combinatorial explosion in the com-
putational resources required by the theorem provers. Even systems supported by interaction
with a user have not been very successful in developing programs via the proofs-as-programs
paradigm since the low level of abstraction in the logical calculi makes it hard to recognize a
programming idea in the midst of a formal proof.

Thus, despite of more than 20 years of research [Gre69, Wal69, WL69, LCW74, MW75, MW80,
Fra85b, Chi87, FK91] there still is little practical experience in expressing programming method-
ologies in the form of proofs which may be due to the fact that theorem provers are not special-
ized enough for the area of programming. Only recently there has been research on inductive
techniques and guiding program synthesis proofs [Bun89, BvHSI90, BvHS91] by proof plans
which represent the essential idea on a higher level. This approach appears to be very promising
since there is in fact a correspondence between proof methods and programming techniques, as
illustrated by the following example taken from [BC85].

Example 3.1.1 Maximal segment sum
Consider the following simple but real programming problem.

Given a integer sequence L find the sum
∑p+q

i=pLi of a subsegment [Lp,Lp+1,...,Lp+q]
that is maximal among all the sums of subsegments [Li,Li+1. . . , Li+k].

The problem, known as maximal segment sum problem, could be solved by brute force, for
instance by listing all possible segments, computing their sums, and taking the largest. Such a
solution, however, is neither elegant nor efficient (it requires O(|L|3) steps). More appropriate
is an inductive solution based on mathematical considerations: the problem can be solved
trivially for sequences of length one (it is undefined for empty sequences) and it seems likely
that we can decide uniformly how to solve it after adding a single new element to the sequence.

Suppose we have found a solution mn for a sequence L of length n and suppose that we prepend
a new element a to L. Then the new maximal sum mn+1 either is the sum of a segment including
a or it does not include a. In the latter case mn+1 is simply mn while in the first it is the largest
possible sum of segments containing a, which might have nothing to do with mn at all. If we
call this sum ln+1 then mn+1 is the maximum of mn and ln+1.

To compute ln+1 we make use of the fact that ln is known from the previous step in our
induction (l1 will be m1). If ln is negative then the maximum segment including a is simply
[a] and ln+1 is a. In the other case ln+1 will be ln+a.

This argument tells us precisely how to compute a solution and prove it correct.

The argument that there must be a correspondence between programs satisfying a given specifi-
cation and proofs of the specification theorem can be understood as a specific re-interpretation
of the Curry-Howard Isomorphism [CFC58, Tai67] between proofs and terms of an extended
λ-calculus. For instance, proofs for an all-quantified formula ∀x:α.P(x) correspond to functions
taking an element x of the domain α and returning a proof for P(x); proofs of an existentially-
quantified formula ∃x:α.P(x) correspond to pairs consisting of an element a of the domain α

and a proof for P(a) (c.f. our discussion in sections 2.1.1 and 2.2.1).
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H ` P ∧Q [[〈〈p,q〉〉]] BY ∧-i
· H ` P [[p]]
· H ` Q [[q]]

H, l:P ∧Q,H ′ ` C [[spread(l;cl,cr.t)]] BY ∧-e l cl cr
· H,H ′, cl:P, cr:Q ` C [[t]]

H ` P ∨Q [[inl(p)]] BY ∨-i1
· H ` P [[p]]

H, l:P ∨Q,H ′ ` C [[decide(l;dl.s;dr.t)]] BY ∨-e l dl dr
· H,H ′, dl:P ` C [[s]]
· H,H ′, dr:Q ` C [[t]]H ` P ∨Q [[inr(q)]] BY ∨-i2

· H ` Q [[q]]

H ` P ⇒Q [[λil.t]] BY ⇒ -i il
· H, il:P ` Q [[t]]

H, l:P ⇒Q,H ′ ` C [[(λir.t)(l(p))]] BY ⇒ -e l ir
· H, l:P ⇒Q,H ′ ` P [[p]]
· H,H ′, ir:Q ` C [[t]]

H, l:⊥,H ′ ` C [[any(l)]] BY ⊥-e l

H ` ∀x:α.P [[λx.t]] BY ∀-i
· H, x:α ` P [[t]]

H, l:∀x:α.P,H ′ ` C [[t[l(a)/ar]]] BY ∀-e l a ar
· H ` a in α [[axiom]]
· H, l:∀x:α.P,H ′, ar:P [a/x] ` C [[t]]

H ` ∃x:α.P [[〈〈a,q〉〉]] BY ∃-i a
· H ` a in α [[axiom]]
· H ` P [a/x] [[q]]

H, l:∃x.P,H ′ ` C [[spread(l;x,er.t)]] BY ∃-e l er
· H,H ′, x:α, er:P ` C [[t]]

H, l:P,H ′ ` P [[l]] BY hyp l

Figure 3.1: The Sequent Calculus and the Curry-Howard Representation

This correspondence becomes particularly interesting when considering proofs for specification
theorems. A proof for a statement of the form

∀x:DD.∃y:RR. I(x) ⇒ O(x,y)

must contain both a function f which on every input x computes a value y and a subproof
for the goal I(x) ⇒ O(x,y). If we skip the subproof and project the y we have an algorithm
which satisfies the specification 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉. Furthermore, skipping the value y while keeping the
subproof yields a verification for this algorithm.

Thus the Curry-Howard Isomorphism, regardless of the particular logic underlying a formal
derivation, is the key for understanding and justifying the proofs-as-programs paradigm. To
construct an algorithm in this paradigm one essentially has to convert a proof of the specification
theorem into the corresponding “Curry-Howard”-term. From this term the algorithm is extracted
by skipping superfluous information.

Figure 3.1 shows how to construct a Curry-Howard representation from a given proof in the
sequent calculus. To build a representation for a proof of the main goal one only has to apply the
term-constructors corresponding to the refinement rule (given in brackets1 after the conclusion
of a goal) to the term-representations of the subgoal proofs.

Since we have made use of the Curry-Howard Isomorphism in our definition 2.2.3 of logical
connectives, proofs in our theory are already represented by Curry-Howard terms and there is
no need for further conversions when investigating the proofs-as-programs paradigm. As defined
in definition 2.2.3, a proposition P is identified with the set proofs(P) of all its proofs and a term
pf proves P if it is a member of P . As a consequence, a proposition P is provable if P, interpreted
as a type, is not empty. These correspondences are a vital part of our formal investigations.

The following lemma formalizes the argument that given a proof for a specification theorem
we only have to eliminate superfluous information to get either an algorithm satisfying the
specification or a verification of it. Its proofs are a straightforward exercise in applying the
Curry-Howard Isomorphism when verifying the membership of a given term.

1This notation corresponds to the extract terms in the sequents for proofs in type theory (c.f. section 2.1.2).
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Lemma 3.1.2

1. ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀proof:PROOFS(‘∀x:DD.∃y:RR. I(x)⇒ O(x,y)’).
FUNCTION Fproof(x:DD):RR WHERE I(x) RETURNS z SUCH THAT O(x,z) = proof(x).1
is consistent

2. ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀proof:PROOFS(‘∀x:DD.∃y:RR. I(x)⇒ O(x,y)’).
λx.(proof(x).2) proves ‘λx.(proof(x).1) satisfies spec’

An immediate consequence of lemma 3.1.2 is that an algorithm satisfying a given specification
can be synthesized if there is a (constructive) proof for the corresponding specification theorem.

Theorem 3.1.3 Justifying the proofs-as-programs paradigm

∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS.
satisfiable(spec) ⇐ ∀x:DD. ∃y:RR. I(x) ⇒ O(x,y)

Theorem 3.1.3 represents and justifies the first step of a derivation method following the proofs-
as-programs paradigm which is conversion into a specification theorem. As discussed in section
2.5 this conversion is also implemented by theorem 3.1.3 in the form of a verified derivation step.
Applying the theorem to the main goal of a synthesis problem means executing the conversion,
leaving the specification theorem as subgoal to be proven. Furthermore, it implicitly contains
the algorithm design step described in lemma 3.1.2 as validation of the derivation step. This
validation is a function extracting an algorithm satisfying the given specification from a proof
of the specification theorem. Thus theorem 3.1.3, together with lemma 3.1.2, provides a formal
justification of the proofs-as-programs paradigm for program development.

1. The representation of a programming problem by a specification theorem is justified by the
fact that a specification is satisfiable if the corresponding theorem is provable.

2. The derivation method itself needs no further justification. Any proof of a specification
theorem consisting of basic inference rules of an established proof calculus (like the one
of type theory of the sequent calculus shown in figure 3.1) is correct and produces —
either directly or by a conversion function — a Curry-Howard representation from which
an algorithm can be extracted.

3. The construction of an algorithm from a given proof for the specification theorem by
removing the non-algorithmic components of the proof term is justified by lemma 3.1.2.1
which describes the implicit validation contained in theorem 3.1.3.

So far we have related proofs and programs only in one direction. Theorem 3.1.3 shows that
provability of a specification theorem induces the satisfiability of the corresponding specification.
The reverse is not always true: a proof for a theorem of the form ∀x:DD.∃y:RR. I(x) ⇒ O(x,y)
always generates functions which are total on the domain DD while the satisfiability predicate
admits algorithms which are undefined on some illegal input values. To convert such a function
and its verification into a proof of a specification we have to extend it by values for illegal inputs
which is possible only if I is decidable and RR is not empty. As a consequence, only programming
problems with decidable input conditions can be solved using the proofs-as-programs paradigm.2

The following lemma shows how to construct a proof for the specification theorem from an
algorithm body satisfying the specification and a proof pf verifying it. It requires boolean spec-
ifications and a known element z of the range RR.

2This situation does not change if we vary the position of the input condition in the specification theorem and

has to do with the information to be provided in a proof. Putting I(x) before the existential quantifier (theorem

3.1.6) requires the algorithm to provide evidence for I(x) before computing its value. Putting I(x) inside the

domain (theorem 3.1.7) hides the evidence for I(x) and thus causes other problems.
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Lemma 3.1.4

∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC. ∀body:DD|I→RR.∀z:RR.
∀pf:PROOFS(‘body satisfies spec’).

λx.if I(x) then 〈〈body(x),pf(x)〉〉 else 〈〈z,λp.axiom〉〉
proves ‘∀x:DD.∃y:RR. I(x)⇒ O(x,y)’

Again, the proof is a straightforward exercise in applying the Curry-Howard Isomorphism when
verifying the membership of a given term.

As a consequence the proofs-as-programs paradigm is complete for the class of boolean speci-
fications: all programming problems with decidable input conditions can be solved using the
proofs-as-programs paradigm, provided the data type RR is not empty.

Theorem 3.1.5

∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC. nonempty(RR) ⇒
satisfiable(spec) ⇔ ∀x:DD. ∃y:RR. I(x) ⇒ O(x,y)

Besides proving correctness and completeness of the proofs-as-programs paradigm for the class
of boolean specifications theorem 3.1.5 provides a verified implementation of derivation steps
switching back and forth between representations. It also contains implicitly a mechanism ex-
tracting programs from proofs (described in lemma 3.1.2.1) and a method for constructing a
proof for a specification theorem from an algorithm and its verification (given in lemma 3.1.4).

Approaches to program synthesis following the proofs-as-programs paradigm vary in their for-
mulation of the specification theorem as far as the position of the input condition is concerned.
It may occur after the existential quantifier, as in the form discussed so far, before it, or as part
of the domain. While this does not change correctness and completeness of the paradigm for
boolean specifications it does have an influence on the methods of algorithm extraction and proof
construction and correspondingly on correctness and completeness for arbitrary specifications,
as the following theorems will show.

If I(x) is put before the existential quantifier then the proof of the specification theorem may
make use of the evidence for I(x) to compute the output value y and the extracted algorithm
has to respect that: it must provide evidence for I(x) before computing its value, which is not
possible if I(x) is undecidable. On the other hand, we do not need decidable input conditions
for constructing a proof of the specification theorem from the algorithm and its verification.

Theorem 3.1.6

1. ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS.
satisfiable(spec) ⇒ ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ ∃y:RR.O(x,y)

2. ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC.
satisfiable(spec) ⇔ ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ ∃y:RR.O(x,y)

To prove this theorem we have formulated and proven variations of lemmata 3.1.2 and 3.1.4
which describe the different methods for algorithm extraction and proof construction according
to the above argument. Details can be found in appendix C.1.

If the input condition is put inside the domain then all evidence for I(x) remains hidden in
a proof for the specification theorem: illegal inputs are filtered implicitly by the data type
description. This modification does not affect the method of algorithm construction described
in lemma 3.1.2.1 but slightly changes the method building its verification from the proof of the
specification theorem. For the reverse direction we again need boolean specifications, although
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for different reasons: to make the verification applicable when constructing a proof for the
specification theorem we have to provide evidence for I(x) explicitly since it is not given as
precondition anymore. Formalizing these arguments leads to proofs of the following theorem.

Theorem 3.1.7

1. ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS.
satisfiable(spec) ⇐ ∀x:DOM(spec).∃y:RR.O(x,y)

2. ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC.
satisfiable(spec) ⇔ ∀x:DOM(spec).∃y:RR.O(x,y)

Summarizing the above results we can state that the proofs-as-programs paradigm is correct and
complete for the class of boolean specification regardless of its individual formulation. In all cases
we can effectively translate a programming problem into a specification theorem and vice versa.
Furthermore we have means to translate proofs for the specification theorem into algorithms
and their verifications and vice versa.

When considering arbitrary specifications either correctness or completeness gets lost — de-
pending on the formulation of the proofs-as-programs paradigm. It should be noted that the
differences between the proofs-as-programs paradigm and the concept of program correctness
have to do with our formulation of program correctness and the satisfiability predicate (defi-
nitions 2.4.3 and 2.4.4). It would be possible to define satisfiability in a way that it becomes
absolutely equivalent to the last formulation of the proofs-as-programs paradigm — which is
not possible for the first two. In this formulation, however, proving an algorithm correct would
require proving the output condition without having access to evidence for the input condition
which appears unnatural to us (c.f. our discussion in section 2.4).

We conclude this section with a formal derivation of an algorithm for the maximal segment sum
problem, basing this derivation on our theorems about the proofs-as-programs paradigm and
the analysis of the problem presented in example 3.1.1.

Example 3.1.8 Formal derivation of the maximal segment sum algorithm
To prepare a proper formalization of the maximal segment sum problem we have to provide
definitions for the sum

∑p+q
i=pLi of an integer segment and for the notion of the maximum of

a set of integers. We also introduce a shorthand definition for a set former with two indices.
∑q

i=pLi ≡ reduce(+,[Li|i∈[p..q]])
{fpq|q∈S ∧ p∈Sq} ≡ ⋃{ {fpq|p∈Sq} | q∈S}
m = MAX(S) ≡ m∈S ∧ ∀x∈S. x≤m

Given these definitions a formal specification of the maximal segment sum algorithm reads:

FUNCTION maxseg(L:Seq(int)):int WHERE ¬null?(L)
RETURNS m SUCH THAT m = MAX({∑q

i=pLi | q∈{1..|L|} ∧ p∈{1..q}})
The first step of our formal derivation consists of converting the specification into a specifi-
cation theorem. We perform this conversion by applying theorem 3.1.6:

∀L:Seq(int). ¬null?(L) ⇒ ∃m:int. m=MAX({∑q
i=pLi |q∈{1..|L|} ∧ p∈{1..q}})

The analysis discussed in example 3.1.1 suggests proving this theorem by generalization.
Instead of constructing just the maximal segment sum we should at the same time construct
the maximal sum of segments containing the first element of the input sequence.

∀L:Seq(int). ¬null?(L) ⇒ ∃l:int.∃m:int.
l=MAX({∑q

i=1Li |q∈{1..|L|} }) ∧ m=MAX({∑q
i=pLi |q∈{1..|L|} ∧ p∈{1..q}})
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` ∀L:Seq(int). ¬null?(L) ⇒ ∃l:int.∃m:int. l=MAX-BEG(L) ∧ m=MAX-SEG(L)
BY induction on L (lemma 2.3.9.11.)
` ¬null?([]) ⇒ ∃l:int.∃m:int. l=MAX-BEG([]) ∧ m=MAX-SEG([])
* BY ¬null?([]) evaluates to false , making the conclusion trivially true
1.- 3. L:Seq(int), a:int, ¬null?(L) ⇒ ∃l:int.∃m:int. l=MAX-BEG(L) ∧ m=MAX-SEG(L)
` ¬null?(a.L) ⇒ ∃l:int.∃m:int. l=MAX-BEG(a.L) ∧ m=MAX-SEG(a.L)

BY introduce the assumption ¬null?(a.L) and do a case analysis null?(L) ∨¬null?(L)
4.- 5. null?(L), ¬null?(a.L)
` ∃l:int.∃m:int. l=MAX-BEG(a.L) ∧ m=MAX-SEG(a.L)

BY substitute a.L by [a], unfold definitions, and substitute |a.L| by 1
` ∃l:int.∃m:int.

l=MAX({∑q
i=1[a]i | q∈{1..1} }) ∧ m=MAX({∑q

i=p[a]i |q∈{1..1} ∧ p∈{1..q}})
BY simplify the arguments of MAX
` ∃l:int.∃m:int. l=a ∧ m=a
* BY introduce the obvious solutions

4.- 5. ¬null?(L), ¬null?(a.L)
` ∃l:int.∃m:int. l=MAX-BEG(a.L) ∧ m=MAX-SEG(a.L)

BY apply induction hypothesis 3., eliminate existential quantifiers, and unfold definitions
6.- 7. l n:int, l n=MAX({∑q

i=1Li | q∈{1..|L|} })
8.- 9. m n:int, m n=MAX({∑q

i=pLi |q∈{1..|L|} ∧ p∈{1..q}})
` ∃l:int.∃m:int.

l=MAX({∑q
i=1a.Li | q∈{1..|a.L|}}) ∧ m=MAX({∑q

i=pa.Li |q∈{1..|a.L|} ∧p∈{1..q}})
BY simplify the arguments of MAX: using hypotheses 7. and 9.
` ∃l:int.∃m:int. l=max(l n+a,a) ∧ m=max(m n,l)
* BY introduce the obvious solutions

Figure 3.2: Formal proof of the specification theorem for the maximal segment sum problem 3

The formal proof will proceed inductively following the argument presented previously. Since
the two equations will occur quite often, we introduce abstractions to simplify the presentation
of the formal proof. The final specification theorem thus reads:

∀L:Seq(int). ¬null?(L) ⇒ ∃l:int.∃m:int. l=MAX-BEG(L) ∧ m=MAX-SEG(L)

Figure 3.2 shows a formal proof for this theorem. Due to the use of tactics, which we describe
by their effects rather than their names, the proof could be abstracted to a form close to the
original argument.

This completes the analysis of the problem, showing that the problem has in fact a solution.
This solution can be extracted from the derivation tree by a bottom-up process (a mechanism
provided by the NuPRL system). From the proof tree for the specification theorem it extracts
a (Curry-Howard) term representing the proof. The generalization corresponds to calling an
auxiliary procedure and the algorithm conversion procedure implicitly contained in theorem
3.1.6 removes the verification part of the proof term (see the discussion after theorem 3.1.3)

The algorithm resulting from this extraction process is shown in figure 3.3. Its complexity is
linear in the length of the input list which shows that deriving algorithms by first investigating
the mathematical properties of a specification is in fact meaningful.

3The proof tree is displayed in a leftmost, depth-first reading starting with the original goal as root. Each line

represents either a hypothesis or the conclusion of a local goal (marked with `), or the refinement rule applied to

this goal (marked with BY). The result of a refinement rule is a list of subgoals which appear indented below the

goal. The amount of indentation indicates the depth in the proof tree. We only display changes in the hypotheses

and use a numbering of hypotheses for that purpose.

A * before a BY indicates that the named refinement proves the goal completely.

The simplifications mentioned in the proof consist of a series of equality substitutions which depend on the theory

of segments presented in section A.8. A detailed version of the proof can be found in appendix C.1.
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FUNCTION maxseg(L:Seq(int)):int WHERE ¬null?(L) RETURNS m
SUCH THAT m=MAX({∑q

i=pLi |q∈{1..|L|} ∧ p∈{1..q}})
= let maxsegaux(L)=〈〈max-seg,l〉〉 in max-seg

FUNCTION maxsegaux(L:Seq(int)):int2 WHERE ¬null?(L) RETURNS l,m
SUCH THAT l=MAX({∑q

i=1Li |q∈{1..|L|} }) ∧ m=MAX({∑q
i=pLi |q∈{1..|L|} ∧ p∈{1..q}})

= let L=a.L’ in
if null?(L’) then 〈〈a,a〉〉
else let maxsegaux(L’)=〈〈l’,m’〉〉 in

let new-l = if l’<0 then a else l’+a in 〈〈new-l,max(m’,new-l)〉〉

Figure 3.3: Algorithm solving the maximal segment sum problem

3.2 Transformational Synthesis

While the proofs-as-programs paradigm has mostly been led by the quest for formally verified
programs, efficiency considerations have been the original driving force behind the program
development by transformations. For many specifications one may easily produce and verify a
prototype implementation in a lucid, mathematical and abstract style. Correctness, comprehen-
sibility, and easy modifications are the advantages of such a programming style but there may
be a heavy penalty in running time which makes it unacceptable for practical programming.

To overcome this problem program development by transformations [Dar75, BD77, CS77] ini-
tially emphasized the question how to transform programs into more intricate but efficient
ones in a systematic way. This idea has also been adopted to the field of program synthesis
[MW75, Dar75, MW79] as a technique for transforming specifications which are not necessarily
executable into expressions which can immediately be handled by a computer.

Research has mostly been concerned with developing efficient rewrite techniques and heuristics
producing satisfactory practical results. Technically there are many similarities between both
directions since program transformations can be turned into specification transformations. Dif-
ferences, however, show up when the starting point and the goal of a derivation are considered.

Program transformation systems [BD77, BP81, PR83, KBHG+86, B+88, KB89] start with “ex-
ecutable specifications” (i.e. programs) and apply transformations in order to improve them.
Reasoning goes into a forward direction without a precisely formulated goal and a heuristic (or
a user) has to determine when the derivation shall be finished. Systems based on this principle
are therefore interactive systems with a few strategies supporting the user and it is not surprising
that such systems have been the most successful ones in computer aided program development
(see [BBD+81, PR83, B+88, SA89] for examples). Using the term “synthesis” for research on
program transformations, however, is somewhat misleading since that would blur the conceptual
differences between program optimization and algorithm design.

Transformational synthesis [MW75, Hog78, MW79, Bar79, Bib80, Hog81, KB81, Der85a, Bal85,
ST89, LP90] starts with a specification which may contain non-executable expressions and tries
to transform it into an expression composed entirely of elements of a target programming lan-
guage, a goal which admits an automation of the derivation process.

Concerning practical results, synthesis of programs via transformations has not turned out to be
more successful than approaches based on the proofs-as-programs paradigm, although rewrite
techniques originally appeared to be much more efficient than theorem proving methods. This is
due to the fact that the two paradigms behave very similarly despite of the different formalisms.
Individual inference steps (transformations or proof rules) perform only little changes and it
requires a lengthy chain of deductions to achieve what a programmer would view as one step
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of a synthesis. Furthermore, most approaches proceed in a quite empirical manner and do not
have a strong theoretical support as the embedding into a logical calculus. Therefore the range
of problems to which they can be applied safely is often very small.

Typically approaches to transformational synthesis justify the correctness of their results by the
fact that only equivalence- or at least correctness-preserving transformations have been used in
a derivation. This, however, is not a proper description of the synthesis process since besides
specification transformations also program formation rules [MW79] are being applied which
create programming constructs from a derivation tree — not just from a leaf. For instance, the
introduction of recursion which is used in all approaches requires a termination proof which is
omitted in many systems, particularly if it is introduced implicitly via fold operations [BD77].

When formalizing the essentials of the paradigm of transformational synthesis we shall therefore
separate specification transformations and program formation rules. The former constitute the
basic inferences while the latter describe the method of algorithm construction from a derivation.

Thus the goal of a synthesis can be described as making program formation rules applicable,
i.e. as deriving a specification whose components are already known to be satisfiable (or have
been treated as a separate subproblem) and only have to be assembled by formation rules.

With the exception of recursion formation all program formation rules can directly be derived
from the logical connectives used to build the final specification from its components. They even
become superfluous if the target language is a logic programming language since here a formula
can be interpreted both in a declarative and an operational way4. This shows that transfor-
mational synthesis is ideal for the development of logic programs [CS77, Hog78, Hog81] (while
the proofs-as-programs paradigm fits functional languages better) and that the introduction of
recursive calls is the only formation rule that needs an algorithmic justification.

Abstracting from individual formalisms, a transformational synthesis of a program satisfying a
specification 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 can be described as follows:

As a starting point a new predicate F over DD×RR, representing a declarative description of the
program to be created, is introduced by defining

∀x:DD.∀y:RR. I(x) ⇒ (F(x,y) ⇔ O(x,y)).

In the context of the above formula O(x,y) will be transformed until a formula

∀x:DD.∀y:RR. I(x) ⇒ (F(x,y) ⇔ Of(x,y))

has been inferred such that Of(x,y) is composed entirely of satisfiable predicates except for
possible occurrences of O. Then a program is generated by comparing the initial output condi-
tion with the final one and drawing a recursive conclusion: folding back the initial definition of
F leads to a recursive expression F(x,y) ⇔ Ofinal(x,y) which is either evaluated as a logic
program or converted into other target languages via additional program formation rules.

Let us illustrate the paradigm by an example synthesis of the maximal segment sum problem.

Example 3.2.1 Maximal Segment Sum (c.f. example 3.1.1)

The synthesis begins with a definition of a new predicate maxseg:

∀L:Seq(int).∀m:int. ¬null?(L) ⇒
maxseg(L,m) ⇔ m = MAX({∑q

i=pLi | q∈{1..|L|} ∧ p∈{1..q}})
4It should, however, be noted that the order of clauses and literals in a formula is extremely important if the

formula shall be executable as a logic program. In existing logic programming languages the purely declarative

interpretation of a formula does not always match the operational one. Therefore it is important to consider the

algorithmic aspects of formulae as we shall do in our investigation of program formation (section 3.2.2)
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A case analysis shows how to compute m. If L is a singleton sequence then the solution is the
only element of L. Otherwise we can split the set of segments those starting from index 1 and
those starting with an index greater than 1. m is then the maximum of the respective maximal
segment sums. The equivalence is described by the following lemma:

∀L:Seq(int).∀m:int.¬null?(L) ⇒ m = MAX({∑q
i=pLi | q∈{1..|L|} ∧ p∈{1..q}})

⇔ |L|=1 ∧ m=L1
∨ |L|>1 ∧ ∃m’,l:int. l = MAX({∑q

i=1Li | q∈{1..|L|}})
∧ m’ = MAX({∑q

i=pLi | q∈{2..|L|} ∧ p∈{2..q}}) ∧ m=max(l,m’)

While m’ already describes a recursive call of the maximal segment sum algorithm the compu-
tation of l requires another problem to be solved. This could be done separately but according
the following lemma l can be computed using the same recursion as in the computation of m.

∀L:Seq(int).∀m:int.¬null?(L) ⇒ l = MAX({∑q
i=1Li |q∈{1..|L|} })

⇔ |L|=1 ∧ l=L1
∨ |L|>1 ∧ ∃l’:int. l’ = MAX({∑q

i=2Li | q∈{2..|L|}}) ∧ l=max(L1,l’+L1)

This suggests computing l and m in parallel and projecting m from the computation. Thus in
a first step we introduce a subproblem maxseg beg which is defined below.

∀L:Seq(int).∀m:int.¬null?(L) ⇒ maxseg(L,m) ⇔ ∃l:int. max aux(L,m,l)

∀L:Seq(int).∀m:int.¬null?(L) ⇒ max aux(L,m,l)
⇔ m = MAX({∑q

i=pLi | q∈{1..|L|} ∧ p∈{1..q}}) ∧ l = MAX({∑q
i=1Li |q∈{1..|L|} })

The equations for m and l are now transformed according to the above lemmata. Since in the
recursive case all indices are greater than 1 we can rewrite Li for i∈{2..|L|} into rest(L)i
where i∈{1..|rest(L)|}. As a result of all these transformations we get:

∀L:Seq(int).∀l:int.¬null?(L) ⇒ max aux(L,m,l)
⇔ |L|=1 ∧ m=L1 ∧ l=L1
∨ ¬null?(rest(L)) ∧ ∃m’,l’:int. l’ = MAX({∑q

i=1rest(L)i | q∈{1..|rest(L)|}})
∧ m’ = MAX({∑q

i=prest(L)i|q∈{1..|rest(L)|} ∧ p∈{1..q}})
∧ l=max(L1,l’+L1) ∧ m=max(l,m’)

Expressing a problem about sequences in terms of the rest of the sequence always leads to
a terminating recursive program. Since also the input conditions are satisfied we may safely
apply the recursion formation rule by folding back the definition of max aux:

∀L:Seq(int).∀m:int.¬null?(L) ⇒ max aux(L,m,l)
⇔ |L|=1 ∧ m=L1 ∧ l=L1
∨ ¬null?(rest(L)) ∧ ∃m’,l’:int. max aux(rest(L),m’,l’)

∧ l=max(L1,l’+L1) ∧ m=max(l,m’)

This recursive expression uniquely describes how to compute m and l. It can immediately be
converted into a PROLOG-like program by skipping the existential quantifiers.

maxseg(L,m) :- max aux(L,l,m).
max aux([a],a,a).
max aux(a.L’,l,m) :- max aux(L,m’,l’) ∧ max(a,l’+a,l) ∧ max(l,m’,m).
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3.2.1 Specification Transformations

The basic inference rules of a synthesis by transformations are operations which transform the
output condition of a specification into an equivalent one and leave the other components un-
changed. Equivalence must hold only for legal input values. Beside such “equivalence preserving”
transformations we can define correctness preserving or “refining” ones. These are transforma-
tions which may weaken the input condition and strengthen the output condition and thus lead
to more specific solutions.

Definition 3.2.2 Transformations
TRANSFORMATIONS ≡ SPECIFICATIONS→SPECIFICATIONS
τ preserves equivalence ≡ ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS.

let τ(spec)=〈〈DD’, RR’, I’, O’〉〉 in
DD = DD’ in DOMAINS ∧ RR = RR’ in DOMAINS

∧ I=I’ in PROP(DD)
∧ ∀x:DD.∀y:RR. I(x) ⇒ (O(x,y)⇔ O’(x,y))

τ refines ≡ ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS.
let τ(spec)=〈〈DD’, RR’, I’, O’〉〉 in
DD = DD’ in DOMAINS ∧ RR = RR’ in DOMAINS

∧ ∀x:DD.I(x)⇒ I’(x)
∧ ∀x:DD.∀y:RR. I(x) ⇒ (O(x,y)⇐ O’(x,y))

Typically, equivalence preserving transformations are constructed [BD77, MW79, Hog81] as
substitution rules on the basis of conditional equivalences of the form

P(z) ⇒ ( Q(z) ⇔ Q’(z) )

where Q’(z) may contain additional (quantified) variables. The equivalences are taken either
from a small set of elementary tautologies built into the derivation strategy or from a knowledge
base containing lemmata about the domain of discourse. The corresponding transformation
replaces every occurrence of Q(z) in the output condition by Q’(z) provided P(z) can be
verified. Otherwise nothing will be changed.

Refining transformations are constructed similarly. Also the combination of equivalence preserv-
ing or refining transformations can be used to form new ones.

Lemma 3.2.3

1. ∀τ,τ ′:TRANSFORMATIONS. τ preserves equivalence ∧ τ ′ preserves equivalence
⇒ λspec. τ(τ ′(spec)) preserves equivalence

2. ∀τ,τ ′:TRANSFORMATIONS. τ refines ∧ τ ′ refines
⇒ λspec. τ(τ ′(spec)) refines

3. ∀τ:TRANSFORMATIONS. τ preserves equivalence
⇒ τ refines

Transformations can be used to rewrite a specification into a form which is computationally
more convenient than the original one and makes the construction of an algorithm easier. On
the other hand, only the syntactical form has changed while semantically nothing has happened.
Thus the property “correctness preserving” or “equivalence preserving” guarantees that every
program satisfying the transformed problem does also satisfy the original one.
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Lemma 3.2.4
1. ∀τ:TRANSFORMATIONS. τ preserves equivalence ⇒

∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS.∀f:DD|I→RR.
f satisfies τ(spec) ⇔ f satisfies spec

2. ∀τ:TRANSFORMATIONS. τ preserves equivalence ⇒
∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS.∀f:DD|I→Set(RR).
f M-satisfies τ(spec) ⇔ f M-satisfies spec

3. ∀τ:TRANSFORMATIONS. τ refines ⇒
∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS.∀f:DD|I→RR.
f satisfies τ(spec) ⇒ f satisfies spec

Thus algorithms computing all feasible solutions can be created only via equivalence preserving
transformations while refinements are sufficient for the standard interpretation of satisfiability.

Theorem 3.2.5
1. ∀spec:SPECIFICATIONS. spec is satisfiable

⇐ ∃τ:TRANSFORMATIONS. τ refines ∧ τ(spec) is satisfiable
2. ∀spec:SPECIFICATIONS. M-satisfiable(spec)

⇐ ∃τ:TRANSFORMATIONS. τ preserves equivalence ∧ M-satisfiable(τ(spec))

Theorem 3.2.5 is the basis for a very simple strategy for deriving programs via transformations:
“just apply specification transformations until the problem is expressed in terms of already
solved ones and a direct solution can be constructed”.

3.2.2 Program Formation

Theorem 3.2.5 justifies the use of transformations as derivation method. Solving a problem solely
on the basis of the above theorem, however, applies only to a few situations. In most syntheses
the derivation will require a recursive conclusion to be drawn since the problem can only be
rewritten into a formula which does depend on the original output condition.

In such cases we have to apply a program formation rule which will create a recursive program by
analyzing the full derivation tree.5 This rule, besides generating recursive calls must verify that
the corresponding input values are legal and that the resulting program does in fact terminate.
Despite of the fact that only equivalence preserving transformations have been applied in a
derivation the latter may not always be the case. It would be dangerous to create a program
if only the equivalence between the initial and the final formula is proven while there is still a
possibility that a recursive call would never lead to an end.

Recursion formation can be considered the heart of transformational synthesis. In nearly all
cases the goal of applying transformations is to make recursion formation applicable (all other
formation rules are comparably simple) and the method of algorithm construction essentially is
forming recursion. Thus justifying this rule will also justify the whole synthesis paradigm.

As mentioned previously, recursion formation can be applied if transforming the specification
〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 has led to an output condition Of which is composed entirely of satisfiable predicates
except for possible occurrences of O. In principle Of can be arbitrarily complex and it would be
impossible to reason about the algorithmic aspects of recursion formation if we could not put
any restrictions on it. Fortunately, a brief argument shows that all recursive algorithms can be
expressed by recursive formulae which have a certain normal form.

5Despite of the fact that it is often implemented by a simple “fold”-operation the formation of recursive

programs is not an ordinary transformation rule since it makes use of the root of the derivation tree where the

problem has bee defined. It should rather be considered a meta-rule which rewrites the whole derivation tree.
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Any algorithm computing a function f on input x uses at most finitely many recursive calls
to some f(xi). All the xi are computed from the input x and must be smaller than x with
respect to some well-founded ordering. Separating the computation of the xi and the f(xi)
from the rest of the algorithm shows that it can be described as

(λx1,..,xn. (λy1,..,yn.body(x,x1,..,xn,y1,..,yn)) (f(x1),..,f(xn))) (fdec(x))

where fdec satisfies some “decomposition condition” OD(x,x1,..,xn) and body satisfies some
“composition condition” OC(x,x1,..,xn,y1,..,yn,y). Thus every recursive algorithm can be
characterized by an output condition of the form

OD(x,x1,..,xn) ∧ O(x1,y1) ... ∧ O(xn,yn) ∧ OC(x,x1,..,xn,y1,..,yn,y)

where OD and OC are satisfiable and all the xi are smaller than x whenever OD(x,x1,..,xn)
holds. The latter condition ensures termination of the program derived from this formula
while the former expresses the fact that the final formula is evaluable except for finitely many
occurrences of O.

The above normal form can be created automatically from the results of a transformation by
applying syntactic normalization procedures and the I/O-graph method of [Neu92, chapter 4]
for determining “local” input and output variables. OC collects all the predicates dealing with
x and those variables which occur as “inputs” in a call of O while the rest will be part of OD.
Therefore it can be used to characterize the goal formula of a synthesis by transformations. Two
small problems, however, require a slight refinement when formalizing the above description.

Firstly, some values xi may not be defined during a computation of f(x). This is possible if for
certain inputs the expression computing xi will not be executed. For instance, in the function
f defined by f(x) = if x<2 then 4 else f(2/x)+1 the term 2/x will not be evaluated
for x=0 and it is not defined in this case.
Secondly, some of the xi may not be legal inputs for f even if they are defined. Again, this is
possible only if there is no call to such f(xi)

Both problems can be solved by replacing the n-tuples x1,..,xn and y1,..,yn by sequences Xr

and Yr which may contain less than n entries. OD will only be required to relate legal input values
to sequences over DD whose entries are legal inputs. All exceptions will have to be captured by OC ,
i.e. the description of the main body of the algorithm. 6Thus for reasoning about transformational
synthesis it is sufficient to consider goal formulae Of having the structure

OD(x,Xr) ∧ O*(Xr,Yr) ∧ OC(x,Xr,Yr,y)

where O* denotes the extension of O to sequences of input and output values as defined below
and OD and OC are required to lead to satisfiable specifications. Furthermore OD(x,Xr) must
imply I(x’) and x’≺x for all x’∈Xr where ≺ is some well-founded ordering.

Definition 3.2.6
O*(X,Y ) ≡ |X|=|Y | ∧ ∀i∈domain(X).O(Xi,Y i)
I*(X) ≡ ∀x’∈X.I(x’)
f*(X) ≡ [f(x’)|x’∈X]

6It should be noted that in “real programming” the situation is much less complicated than the most complex

form fitting the above description. Usually an algorithm performs a case analysis on the input and recursively

calls a single f(xi) (or at most two in the case of binary methods) in each case or computes a base case without

recursion. Thus, despite of the fact that syntactically there may be many occurrences of some f(xi) in the

algorithm’s body, the length of Yr and Xr is either a fixed length depending only on the structure of the recursion

involved or 0 for the base case of recursion. Nevertheless, the use of arbitrary sequences makes a formalization

more flexible and simplifies formal reasoning.
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The ordering relation x≺y represents the order of recursive calls in a computation and can be
computed from OD as the transitive closure of λx,x’. ∃Xr:Seq(DD). OD(x,Xr) ∧ x’∈

DD
Xr . If this

relation is well-founded, i.e. if there are no infinite chains which are decreasing with respect to ≺,
we can be sure that the overall program terminates; there are no infinite chains of recursive calls.
In other words, iterating a “decreasing” function satisfying OD must end up in input values which
cannot be decreased anymore (and have to be treated by a solution for OC directly). To formalize
well-foundedness we define the iteration fdec

k of a decreasing function fdec:DD|I→Seq(DD) as the
union of all the values computed after applying fdec k-times.

fdec
0(x) = {x} and fdec

k+1(x) =
⋃{fdec

k(x’)|x’∈ range(fdec(x))}

Definition 3.2.7
fdec

k ≡ natind(k; λx.{x}; n,f n.λx.
⋃{f n(x’)|x’∈ range(fdec(x))})

OD is well-founded on DD
≡ ∀fdec:DD→Seq(DD).∀x:DD.OD(x,fdec(x)) ⇒ ∀x:DD.∃k:IN.null?( fdec

k(x) )

Given the above definitions we can formally show how to create a consistent recursive program
from the final result of transformational synthesis.

Lemma 3.2.8

∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀OD:PROP(DD×Seq(DD)). ∀fdec:DD|I→Seq(DD).
∀OC:PROP(DD×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR)××RR). ∀body:DD|I×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR)→ RR.

OD is well-founded on DD|I
∧ ∀x:DD|I.∀Xr:Seq(DD). OD(x,Xr) ⇒ I*(Xr)
∧ ∀x:DD.∀y:RR. I(x) ⇒

O(x,y) ⇐ ∃Xr:Seq(DD).∃Yr:Seq(RR). OD(x,Xr) ∧O*(Xr,Yr) ∧OC(x,Xr,Yr,y)
∧ fdec satisfies 〈〈DD, Seq(DD), I, OD〉〉
∧ body satisfies 〈〈DD×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR), RR,λx,Xr,Yr.I(x), OC〉〉
⇒ fix(f,x. body(x, fdec(x), f*(fdec(x)))) satisfies spec

Proof: Inductively reason about the effects of a computation which terminates after k recur-
sive calls (fdec

k(x) is empty). Well-foundedness of OD guarantees that for all legal inputs a
computation must eventually terminate. 2

As a consequence, a specification can be synthesized whenever we can transform it into a recur-
sive goal formula which can be separated into formulae OD and OC fulfilling the requirements of
lemma 3.2.8. All these requirements are summarized by the following definition.

Definition 3.2.9
spec is recursively separable into OD and OC

≡ let spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in
OD is well-founded on DD|I

∧ ∀x:DD|I.∀Xr:Seq(DD). OD(x,Xr) ⇒ I*(Xr)
∧ ∀x:DD.∀y:RR. I(x) ⇒

O(x,y) ⇐ ∃Xr:Seq(DD).∃Yr:Seq(RR).OD(x,Xr) ∧O*(Xr,Yr) ∧OC(x,Xr,Yr,y)
∧ 〈〈DD, Seq(DD), I,OD〉〉 is satisfiable
∧ 〈〈DD×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR), RR,λx,Xr,Yr.I(x),OC〉〉 is satisfiable

Note that it is sufficient to find a final output condition which refines the original one. Equiv-
alence preserving transformations are necessary only for dealing with multi-valued solutions for
a specification.
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Theorem 3.2.10 Justifying Transformational Synthesis

∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS.
spec is satisfiable
⇐ ∃OD:PROP(DD×Seq(DD)). ∃OC:PROP(DD×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR)××RR)

spec is recursively separable into OD and OC

Theorem 3.2.10, theorem 3.2.5, and lemma 3.2.8 formally justify the paradigm of transforma-
tional synthesis by describing its goal, the derivation method, and the construction of an algo-
rithm as meta-theorems in our formal theory. Completeness of the paradigm can also be shown
very easily.

Theorem 3.2.11

∀spec:SPECIFICATIONS.
satisfiable(spec)
⇒ ∃OD:PROP(DD×Seq(DD)). ∃OC:PROP(DD×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR)××RR)

spec is recursively separable into OD and OC

Completeness, however, is a purely theoretical property since it can be shown without knowing
the recursive decomposition of an algorithm satisfying spec. As a consequence, an algorithm
cannot always be converted into a meaningful transformation. The reason for that is that recur-
sion is not always the outermost structure of an algorithm. Instead, a simpler program formation
rule might have been applied to create the main algorithm from the solutions for subproblems.
In example 3.2.1, for instance, the algorithm is created by projecting from a generalization.

Thus, as there are terms corresponding to all the proof rules applied in a proofs-as-programs
synthesis, we have to provide program formation rules corresponding not only to recursion but
also to simpler logical constructs as conjunction, disjunction and the existential quantifier. There
are no direct rules for dealing with negation, implication, and the universal quantifier.

Lemma 3.2.12 Conditional

∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC.∀spec’ = 〈〈DD, RR, I’, O’〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS.
∀f:DD|I→RR. ∀f’:DD|I’→RR. f satisfies spec ∧ f’ satisfies spec’
⇒ FUNCTION F(x:DD):RR WHERE I(x) ∨I’(x) RETURNS y SUCH THAT O(x,y) ∨O’(x,y)

= if I(x) then f(x) else f’(x)
is consistent

Lemma 3.2.13 Restriction

∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC.∀p:DD××RR→ Bool.
∀f:DD|I→RR. f satisfies spec
⇒ FUNCTION F(x:DD):RR WHERE I(x) ∧p(x,f(x)) RETURNS y SUCH THAT O(x,y) ∧p(x,y)

= f(x)
is consistent

Lemma 3.2.14 Generalization

∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS.∀spec’ = 〈〈RR, RR’, J, O’〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS.
∀f:DD|I→RR. ∀f’:RR|J→RR’. f satisfies spec ∧ f’ satisfies spec’
⇒ FUNCTION F(x:DD):RR’ WHERE I(x) ∧J(f(x))

RETURNS y SUCH THAT ∃z:RR.O(x,z) ∧O’(z,y)
= f’(f(x))

is consistent
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These lemmata and theorems are the key for creating verified programs from transformations
which are constructed by heuristics of existing approaches to transformational synthesis.

For multi-valued programs the situation is even simpler since it can be handled by set operations:
conjunction corresponds to forming the intersection f(x)∩

RR
f’(x) of feasible outputs, disjunction

to the union f(x)∪f’(x), and the existential quantifier to forming the set
⋃{f’(y)|y∈f(x)}.

3.3 Algorithm Schemata

In contrast to the proofs-as-programs paradigm and transformational synthesis the concept of
synthesis by algorithm schemata aims at high-level derivations which a human programmer can
easily comprehend and control. Rather than building derivations from scratch via elementary
inference rules it is strongly oriented towards the deployment of global programming knowledge
which has to be captured and built into a system prior to starting the synthesis process.

Fundamental to this approach is the observation that programmers during program design nearly
always make use of well-known algorithmic structures such as divide-and-conquer, global search,
and backtrack, while it is almost never the case that the programming problem requires entirely
new kinds of algorithms for solving them. It therefore appears only natural to formulate and
elaborate knowledge about these structures explicitly and to make extensive use of such pro-
gramming knowledge while synthesizing algorithms.

A synthesis according to this principle allows a user to select the principal algorithmic structure
for the program he intends to develop7 and then proceeds by deriving a formal object extending
the given specification by additional data types and operations satisfying certain conditions.
Once the extension has been found, a fixed algorithmic scheme is instantiated resulting in a
verifiably correct algorithm for the given problem.

Besides strongly AI-oriented approaches like the “Programmer’s Apprentice” [RW88, RW90]
there have been many semi-formal investigations of particular algorithmic structures such as
divide-and-conquer [Smi83, Smi85a, Smi87a], local search [Low88, Low87, Low89, Low91], global
search [Smi87c], dynamic programming [Smi91b], and problem reduction generators [Smi91c].
Algorithm design tactics based on these investigations have been incorporated into the program
development system KIDS [Smi91a] and used to derive dozens of algorithms. Thus, although
in principle the paradigm of algorithm schemata appears to be less flexible than the other
paradigms, it has already proven quite successful from a practical point of view.

In [SL90] the principle common to the individual design tactics has been explained in the context
of algebraic theories.

Viewing specifications as problem theories the goal of a derivation is to find an algorithm
theory extending the problem theory by additional data types and operations satisfying certain
axioms of the selected principal structure.

Separately from the derivation process abstract algorithms (schemes) are derived once and
for all as theorems in the abstract theory (i.e. from the axioms of the selected algorithmic
structure). In the final step these are applied to the concrete problem by means of theory
interpretations [Low87, Vel88] (i.e. parameter instantiations), resulting in a verified solution
for the given specification.
7In general the optimal algorithmic structure solving a given problem depends on the particular range of

application. If, for instance, a sorting algorithm shall be applied only to list of length smaller than 10 then it is

hardly recommendable to use quicksort. Therefore the system should not by itself select the algorithmic structure

unless it incorporates sufficient additional expertise.
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Specialized design tactics constructing an algorithm theory for a given problem are supported
by a knowledge base of predefined theories which — due to free parameters — are applicable
to a wider class of problems. Techniques reducing a theory to another one of similar structure
(for instance one about integers to one about sequences) provide further extensions of the
range of applicability of key theories and thus allow keeping the knowledge base small.

Thus a synthesis via algorithm schemata combines two levels of abstraction and it is this com-
bination which makes it so simple and intuitively correct. So far, however, only the “concrete”
level has been properly formalized while the level of abstract theories is only investigated on
paper. In a system it is represented by algorithm design tactics (i.e. programs which may contain
bugs) but not as explicit programming knowledge.

This may be due to the fact that describing abstract algorithm theories as formal objects to be
handled by a computer proves to be quite difficult and requires higher-order objects. We shall
therefore focus on a proper formalization of algorithm theories and concepts from the algebraic
specification literature. Once a formalization has been found a completely formal justification
of the paradigm of algorithm schemata will be nearly as simple as the intuitive argument.

3.3.1 Structures and Theories

We begin with a formalization of algebraic theories in general and shall later specialize these
notions to algorithm theories in particular.

According to the algebraic specification literature (see e.g. [ST87, ST88]) a formal theory T
consists of a signature Σ giving the vocabulary of the theory and a set of axioms for the theory.
A signature is a pair (S, Ω) where S is a set of names for data types and Ω is a family of sets
{Ω

dom,rg
| dom∈S∗ ∧ rg∈ S+∪Bool} of operation names (for functions, relations, or constants)

indexed by arity and result type. A structure for a theory T consists of a collection of non-
empty domains together with operations corresponding to the names and of the theory. A
model of a theory T is a structure in which all of the axioms are true.

An abstract formal theory is thus a representation of a class of structures which consist of a set of
data types and operations modelling the given axioms. While mathematically the order of data
types and operations is rather unimportant (due to the use of names) it does matter in formal
reasoning. We must be able to access the individual components of a structure. We also must be
able to prove that it does model a given theory, i.e. that it does belong to the class specified by
the signature and that it does satisfy all the axioms. For this reason our formalization replaces
sets and families of sets by finite sequences or finite products whenever this is necessary.

Considering that abstract names are best represented by λ-abstractions we formalize signatures
as functions from a sequence of data types into a sequence of operation types denoting (partial)
functions, (boolean) relations, or constants over the named data types.8 Since the number of
data types involved is also specified by a signature, the input will be restricted to sequences of a
fixed length. Theories may depend on data type parameters (like the theory of finite sets) or on
existing data types (like the theory of finite maps). This is reflected by a definition of signatures
with types imported from a list ∆, denoted by SIG(∆). The definition of the type StructΣ of
structures defined by the signature Σ is straightforward: it is the type of pairs consisting of a
list of data types and a finite product of operations over types defined by Σ.

8Note that the formalization requires constructs for nondiscrete and higher-order types (see appendix A.9).

Note also, that considering only boolean relations in our formalization of theories restricts the application of the

paradigm of algorithm schemata to boolean specifications. This reflects the use of algorithm schemata in practical

systems which sometimes do depend on relations to be boolean operations. Formalizing algebraic theories using

PROP instead of Bool would lead to about the same results but cause unnecessary complications.
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Definition 3.3.1 Signatures and Structures
OP-TYPES(Γ) ≡ {α:DOMAINS | ∃DOM,RG:Seq+({γ:TYPES|γ∈

TYPES
range(Γ)})

α = ⊗⊗DOM;⊗⊗RG in DOMAINS
∨ α = ⊗⊗DOM→Bool in DOMAINS ∨ α = ⊗⊗RG in TYPES}

SIG(∆) ≡ n:IN × Γ:Seqn(TYPES)→Seq( OP-TYPES(Γ◦∆) )
SIGNATURES ≡ SIG([])
DOMΣ ≡ SeqΣ.1(TYPES)
ΩΣ ≡ Σ.2
StructΣ ≡ Γ:DOMΣ×⊗⊗ΩΣ(Γ)

An abstract theory consists of a signature Σ and a set of propositions over the type of structures
defined by Σ. Like signatures, abstract theories may depend on imported types. |T | describes
the number of data types, ‖T ‖ the number of operations involved in T .

Definition 3.3.2 Abstract Theories
THEORIES(∆) ≡ Σ:SIG(∆) × Set( PROP(StructΣ) )
THEORIES ≡ THEORIES([])
ΣT ≡ T .1
axiomsT ≡ T .2
|T | ≡ ΣT.1
DOMT ≡ DOMΣT
ΩT ≡ ΩΣT
‖T ‖ ≡ |ΩT([IN|i∈[1..|T |]])|
StructT ≡ StructΣT

All the domain theories presented in section 2.3 can be expressed as formal theories in the above
sense. For instance, the theory of finite sets over the type α can be turned into a member of
THEORIES([α]) by a slight syntactical rearrangement.

Example 3.3.3
The abstract theory SETα of finite sets over the type α is defined by the following components:
|SETα| := 1
ΩSETα

:= λ[Set]. [Set, Set×α→ Set, α×Set→ Bool]
axiomsSETα

:= {λSETproj: ∀a:α. a6∈∅,
λSETproj: ∀S:Set.∀x,a:α. x∈(S+a) ⇔ (x=

α
a ∨ x∈S)

λSETproj: ∀S:Set.∀x,a:α. (S+a)+x =
Set

(S+x)+a
λSETproj: ∀S:Set.∀a:α. (S+a)+a =

Set
S+a

λSETproj: ∀β:TYPES. ∀g:β. ∀h:(β×Set(α)×α)→β. ∃f:Set(α)→β.
f(∅)=

β
g ∧ ∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. a6∈S ⇒ f(S+a)=

β
h(f(S),S,a)

λSETproj: ∀P:PROP(Set(α)).
(P(∅) ∧ ∀S:Set(α).∀a:α.P(S)⇒ P(S+a)) ⇒ ∀S:Set(α).P(S) }

where λSETproj:exp abbreviates λΓ,∅,+,∈. let Γ=[Set] in exp.

It is obvious that for displaying concrete theory presentations in a practically useful system
the above form has to be modified by keywords and an assignment of names to the typings of
operations to become comprehensible for a human reader. The conversion into a form like the
one used in figure 2.6 and vice versa is straightforward and one might even attempt to give a
formal definition for the more verbose form but we shall not do so here.

A structure 〈〈Γ, op1,...,opn〉〉 is a model for an abstract theory T if it satisfies all the axioms of
T and fits the signature of T . Such structures are also called T -theories, a term which has been
chosen in view of our investigation of algorithmic theories.
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Definition 3.3.4 Models for a Theory
A is a T -theory ≡ A in StructT ∧ ∀ax∈axiomsT. ax(A)
MODELS(T ) ≡ {T:StructT| T is a T -theory}
consistent(T ) ≡ ∃T:StructT. T is a T -theory
typesA ≡ A1

opsA ≡ A〈〈2..*〉〉

Example 3.3.5
The structure 〈〈 [Set(α)], ∅,+,∈α 〉〉 (c.f. definition 2.3.2) is a model for the theory SETα.

The concept of theory extension plays an important role in syntheses using algorithm schemata.
A theory extends another one if all data types, operations and axioms of the second also occur
in the first. Extension makes sense both for abstract theories and for concrete T -theories. In
the case of abstract theories the number of data types, the list of operation types, and the set
of axioms must have grown (which due to possibly changing arguments of the corresponding
functions is somewhat complex to formulate). In the case of T -structures, which we denote by
ÂT , the list of types and the tuple of operations must have increased. A pure growth of the list
of types will not be considered a proper extension.

Definition 3.3.6 Theory extension
A′ ÂT A ≡ typesAvTYPES

typesA′ ∧ opsA <
ΩT (typesA)

opsA′

A′ ºT A ≡ A′ = A in StructT ∨ A′ ÂT A

T ′ extends T ≡ |T |≤|T ′|
∧ ∀Γ:DOMT.∀Γ′:DOMT ′. Γv

TYPES
Γ′ ⇒ ΩT(Γ)vTYPES

ΩT ′(Γ
′)

∧ ∀A:StructT.∀A’:StructT ′.
A’ºTA ⇒ {ax(A)|ax∈axiomsT}⊆PROP

{ax’(A’)|ax’∈axiomsT ’
}

Within a program derivation system abstract theories and their models serve two purposes.
Firstly, they can be used to introduce domain theories axiomatically and build verified imple-
mentations for them. The main interest in this case lies in drawing conclusions from the axioms
while, except for aspects of efficient implementation and data type refinement ([BG90]), models
are important only for showing that the theory is consistent. The situation is somewhat reversed
if we consider algorithmic theories. Here we take the abstract theory (only) to derive global prop-
erties of classes of algorithms having the same structure while for an individual synthesis the
combination of both the abstract theory and the concrete model is important.

3.3.2 Algorithmic Theories

In the algebraic specification literature specifications and programs are considered as instances
of structures modelling the general theory of specifications and correct programs. To capture
this we have to convert our definitions of section 2.4 into the fixed format of formal theories.

Definition 3.3.7
T

SPEC
≡ 〈〈〈〈2, λ[DD,RR].[DD→Bool, DD×RR→Bool]〉〉, ∅〉〉

T
PROG

≡ 〈〈〈〈2, λ[DD,RR].[DD→Bool, DD×RR→Bool, DD;RR]〉〉,
{λΓ,I,O,F. let Γ=[DD,RR] in F in DD|I→RR,
λΓ,I,O,F. let Γ=[DD,RR] in ∀x:DD. I(x)⇒ O(x,F(x)) } 〉〉

Aspec ≡ let spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in 〈〈[DD,RR], I,O〉〉
Ap ≡ let p=〈〈〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉, body〉〉 in 〈〈[DD,RR], I,O,body〉〉
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These theories and structures are the starting point for a program derivation and are called
problem theories in [SL90]. From the viewpoint of algebraic theories, designing an algorithm
for a given problem means finding an extension of the problem theory which is a model of the
program theory T

PROG
.

Lemma 3.3.8

1. ∀spec:BOOL-SPEC.∀body:DOM(spec)→RR(spec)
body satisfies spec ⇔ A〈〈spec,body〉〉 is a T

PROG
-theory

2. ∀spec:BOOL-SPEC.
spec is satisfiable ⇔ ∃P:StructT PROG

. P is a T
PROG

-theory ∧ PÂT SPEC
A
spec

Synthesis via algorithm schemata aims at splitting the problem into two subtasks by construct-
ing an algorithm theory from which a solution can be inferred directly. On the abstract level this
means extending T

SPEC
into an abstract algorithm theory A whose signature and axioms guar-

antee the existence of a correct algorithm for each A-theory. On the concrete level this means
finding a structure A which extends the problem theory A

spec
and is also a theory interpretation

(model) of A. The key to an understanding of the paradigm is therefore a formalization of ab-
stract algorithm theories. Representing the essential structure of a certain class of algorithms an
abstract algorithm theory A must be both an (extended) problem theory (an extension of T

SPEC
)

and a theory whose axioms allow to infer an abstract program Body whose consistency can be
established for all possible A-theories.9

Definition 3.3.9 Problem and Algorithm Theories
T is a problem theory ≡ T extends T

SPEC

DDA ≡ (typesA)1
RRA ≡ (typesA)2
IA ≡ (opsA)1
OA ≡ (opsA)2
DOMA ≡ {x:DDA|IA(x)}
specA ≡ 〈〈DDA,RRA,IA,OA〉〉
A is an algorithm theory ≡ A is a problem theory ∧ ∃Body:A:StructA→ DDA;RRA.

∀A:StructA. A is a A-theory ⇒
Body(A) in DOMA→RRA ∧ Body(A) satisfies spec

A

9In the terminology of algebraic theories this means that A-theories can be uniformly extended by the abstract

program into models of a program theory P. A program theory represents a class of executable programs and their

properties. That is, its signature introduces symbols for various functions and its axioms describe properties such

as invariants, termination, and correctness with respect to a problem theory.

The concept of program theories is very useful for illustrating how a synthesis by algorithm schemata ties

together both the abstract and the concrete level of theories, as the following commutative diagram (adopted

from [SL90, page 313]) shows:
T SPEC

m−→ Aspecye

ye∗

A m′−→ Aye′
ye∗′

P m′′−→ P

where e, e′, e∗, and e∗′ are theory extensions and m and m′ are theory morphisms (or interpretations).

A formalization of the notion of program theories, however, would make our theory unnecessarily complicated

without giving insights beyond the formulation of another algebraic concept in our theory. A more direct definition

of algorithm theories without the concept of program theories is simpler and closer to intuition.
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We shall now give two examples of algorithm theories. The first describes the general structure
of global search algorithms and will be discussed in detail in section 4.2. In the second the
structure of divide-and-conquer algorithms is formalized as an algorithm theory. It is based on
[Smi85a, Theorem 6.1] and will be investigated in the future.

Example 3.3.10 Global search

The abstract algorithm theory GS describes the structure of well-founded global search al-
gorithms (c.f. [Smi87c]). It is designed to yield algorithms computing all the solutions for a
given specification 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉. Therefore it must be a theory whose models are always exten-
sions of “multi-valued” specifications of the form FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS
{z:RR|O(x,z)}. Formally this is expressed by introducing two additional parameters R̄R and Ō
and leads to a theory consisting of the following signature and axioms.
|GS| := 5
ΩGS := λ[DD,R̄R,RR,SS,S̄S]. [DD→Bool, DD××R̄R→Bool, DD××RR→Bool, DD××SS→Bool, DD;SS,

RR××SS→Bool, DD××SS;S̄S, SS→R̄R]
axiomsGS := { λGSproj: R̄R= Set(RR) in TYPES,

λGSproj: S̄S= Set(SS) in TYPES,
λGSproj: s0 in DD|I→SS,
λGSproj: split in DD|I××SS→Set(SS),
λGSproj: ∀x:DD.∀Z:R̄R. Ō(x,Z) ⇔ Z=̂{z:RR|O(x,z)}
λGSproj: ∀x:DD|I. J(x,s0(x)),
λGSproj: ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∀t∈split(x,s).J(x,t),
λGSproj: ∀x:DD|I.∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒ sat(z,s0(x)),
λGSproj: ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒

sat(z,s) ⇔ ∃k:IN.∃t∈splitk(x,s). z∈
RR
ext(t),

λGSproj: ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∃k:IN.empty?(splitk(x,s)) }
(λGSproj:e abbreviates λΓ, I, Ō, O, J, s0, sat, split, ext. let Γ=[DD,R̄R,RR,SS,S̄S] in e)

This theory10 is indeed an algorithm theory since the above axioms imply that for all GS-
theories of the form 〈〈[DD,R̄R,RR,SS,S̄S], I, SetO, O, J, s0, sat, split, ext〉〉 the following ab-
stract program satisfies the specification 〈〈DD,R̄R,I,Ō〉〉:
λx. fix(Faux,x,s. {z|z∈ext(s) ∧O(x,z)}∪ ⋃{ Faux(x,t) | t∈split(x,s)} ) (x,s0(x))

Example 3.3.11 Divide-and-conquer

The general structure of divide-and-conquer algorithms is investigated in detail in [Smi85a].
Theorem 6.1, which describes all the necessary components which are required to build divide-
and-conquer algorithms and the axioms necessary to verify them, leads to an abstract algo-
rithm theory involving a specification, another specification and a function satisfying it, a
well-founded ordering, functions for decomposing the input and composing the output as well
as their specification, and a function solving a primitive case and the corresponding predicate.

Let λDCproj:exp abbreviate the following abstraction over all necessary components:

λΓ, I, O, I’, O’, OC, OD,Â, Primitive, Directly-solve, Decompose, Compose, G.

let γ=[DD,RR,DD’,RR’] in exp

Then the algorithm theory DC, describing the class of all divide-and-conquer algorithms, can
be described as follows.

10Note, that the parameters R̄R, Ō, S̄S, and their axioms had to be introduced only to make the theory GS fit the

format of definition 3.3.2. In a specialized investigation of global search theories outside the fixed framework of

formal theories they can be omitted.
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|DC| := 4
ΩDC := λ[DD,RR,DD’,RR’]. [DD→Bool, DD××RR→Bool, DD’→Bool, DD’××RR’→Bool,

(RR’××RR)××RR→Bool, DD××(DD’××DD)→Bool, DD××DD→Bool
DD→Bool, DD→RR, DD→(DD’×DD), RR’××RR→RR, DD→RR]

axiomsDC:= {λDCproj: Â is a well-founded ordering on DD
λDCproj: Directly-solve satisfies

〈〈DD, RR, λx. I(x) ∧Primitive(x), O〉〉
λDCproj: Decompose satisfies

〈〈DD, DD’×DD, λx. I(x) ∧¬Primitive(x),
λx,(y’,y). I’(y’) ∧I(y) ∧xÂy ∧OD(x,y’,y) 〉〉

λDCproj: Compose satisfies 〈〈RR’×RR, RR, λz’,z.true, OC〉〉
λDCproj: G satisfies 〈〈DD’,RR’,I’,O’〉〉
λDCproj: ∀x,y:DD.∀y’:DD’.∀z,t:RR.∀z’:RR’.

(OD(x,y’,y) ∧O(y,z) ∧O’(y’,z’) ∧OC(z’,z,t))⇒ O(x,t)}
The axioms of the abstract theory DC imply that for all DC-theories of the form

〈〈[DD,RR,DD’,RR’], I,O, I’,O’, OC,OD,Â, Primitive, Directly-solve, Decompose, Compose, G〉〉
the following abstract program satisfies the specification 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:
fix(F,x. if primitive(x) then Directly-solve(x)

else Compose( (λy’,y.〈〈G(y’),F(y)〉〉)(Decompose(x)) ) )

Given the above definition of algorithm theories it is not very difficult to justify the general
principle behind synthesis by algorithm schemata. If we can prove a theory to be an abstract
algorithm theory then every model must lead to an algorithm satisfying its specification part.
Therefore the method of extending a specification into a model of some abstract algorithm theory
does in fact lead to an algorithm satisfying it.

Theorem 3.3.12 Justifying Synthesis by Algorithm Schemata

∀spec:BOOL-SPEC.
spec is satisfiable
⇐ ∃A:THEORIES.∃A:StructA.

A is an algorithm theory ∧ A is a A-theory ∧ AÂT SPEC
A
spec

Proof: Instantiate the abstract program provided by the algorithm theory. 2

Theorem 3.3.12 formally justifies the representation of a programming problem by the goal “find
an algorithm theory which extends the given specification”. Its proof also justifies the final step
in algorithm construction “instantiate the scheme once the algorithm theory has been found”.

Due to the fact that T
PROG

, the theory corresponding to the class of programs including the
correctness axioms, is also an algorithm theory, synthesis by algorithm schemata is also complete
for the class of boolean specifications. Completeness is, however, a purely theoretical property
since selecting T

PROG
as abstract algorithm theory leaves the synthesis problem unchanged.

Theorem 3.3.13

∀spec:BOOL-SPEC.
spec is satisfiable
⇒ ∃A:THEORIES.∃A:StructA.

A is an algorithm theory ∧ A is a A-theory ∧ AÂT SPEC
A
spec

Proof: Select T
PROG

as algorithm theory and apply lemma 3.3.8. 2
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3.3.3 Knowledge Based Construction of Algorithm Theories

At a first glance, nothing is gained by applying theorem 3.3.12 to a synthesis problem. Instead
of deriving a single algorithm for a specific problem one now has to face a much more difficult
problem which is finding a global method for solving specifications.

The true advantage of algorithm schemata over a direct derivation is that the abstract theory will
be selected from a small knowledge base instead of being derived during the synthesis process.
Therefore the main labour lies in the construction of particular abstract algorithm theories
before the synthesis process is started and an once-and-for-all investigation of their properties.
The practical completeness of the paradigm depends on these properties.

Similarly, the derivation of concrete A-theories is replaced at least in part by a selection from
a knowledge base. To keep this knowledge base manageable there are various techniques for
extending the range of specifications to which a particular A-theory can be applied. Some of
these techniques such as filters for global search (see section 4.2) or partial theories for divide-
and-conquer algorithms (see [Smi85a, Section 7]) occur only in design tactics specialized to a
particular algorithm theory. Nevertheless, there are principles common to all algorithm theories:

• Free type variables in an A-theory turn an individual A-theory into a scheme. A concrete
A-theory is derived by instantiation.

• Operator match can be used to apply an A-theory to a more largely grained problem on
domains of similar structure.

• For set-valued problems, a notion of reduction between specifications can be used to spe-
cialize a known A-theory to a more specific problem.

These techniques enable single A-theories to describe a rather large class of A-algorithms and
as a consequence, the knowledge base of A-theories can be kept small. By making explicit the
knowledge incorporated in these techniques we shall prove variants of theorem 3.3.12 whose
preconditions are weaker and allow the derivation of a large class algorithms with a simple
match-and-verify-conditions strategy and a small knowledge base of concrete structures.

Operator Match is a technique for making a solution to one problem applicable to a similar
one. The types involved may be different but they must have some structural similarity. To be
applicable, the first problem must be at least as finely grained as the second one. We formalize
this by introducing a reduction relation £ between specifications.

Definition 3.3.14 Matching reduction
spec£spec′ ≡ let spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in let spec′=〈〈DD’, RR’, I’, O’〉〉 in

∀x:DD.I(x) ⇒ ∃x’:DD’.I’(x’) ∧ ∀z’:RR’.O’(x’,z’).⇒∃z:RR.O(x,z)

The condition mentioned in the above definition is comparably easy to check. According to the
proofs-as-programs paradigm a proof for spec£spec’ implicitly contains two transformations θ

and σ which compute the input values for specification spec’ from those of specification spec
and the corresponding output values for spec from those of spec’. Thus verifying spec£spec’
leads to a transformation of algorithms satisfying spec’ into algorithms satisfying spec.

Lemma 3.3.15

1. ∀spec,spec’:BOOL-SPEC. let spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in let spec’=〈〈DD’, RR’, I’, O’〉〉 in
spec£spec’ ⇒ ∃θ:DD|I→DD’.∃σ:DD|I×RR’→RR.

∀x:DD.I(x) ⇒ (I’(θ(x)) ∧ ∀z’:RR’.O’(θ(x),z’)⇒ O(x,σ(x,z’)))

continued on the next page
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2. ∀spec,spec’:BOOL-SPEC. let spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in let spec’=〈〈DD’, RR’, I’, O’〉〉 in
∀body’:DD’|I’→RR’. body’ satisfies spec’ ∧ spec£spec’

⇒ ∃θ:DD|I→DD’.∃σ:DD|I×RR’→RR. λx.σ(x,body’(θ(x))) satisfies spec
3. ∀spec,spec’:BOOL-SPEC.

spec’ is satisfiable ∧ spec£spec’ ⇒ spec is satisfiable

Example 3.3.16 Addition on natural numbers can be reduced to concatenation of lists. Let

spec= FUNCTION Add(n,n’:IN×IN):IN RETURNS m SUCH THAT m=n+n’ and
spec’= FUNCTION Conc(L,L’:Seq(α)×Seq(α)):Seq(α) RETURNS z’ SUCH THAT z’=L◦L’
Verifying spec£spec’ leads to θ:=λn,n’.〈〈[1..n],[1..n’]〉〉 and σ:=λz’.|z’|. As a result,
any algorithm body’ computing the concatenation of two lists can be turned into one adding
two numbers n and n’ by evaluating the length of body([1..n],[1..n’]).

As a consequence, an algorithm for a specification can be derived by finding an algorithm theory
to whose specification part the original problem can be reduced.

Theorem 3.3.17

∀spec:BOOL-SPEC.
spec is satisfiable
⇐ ∃A:THEORIES.∃A:StructA.

A is an algorithm theory ∧ A is a A-theory ∧ spec£spec
A

A different notion of reducibility can be defined for set-valued problems. A specification spec’
generalizes specification spec if (after transforming input values) the set of feasible solutions for
spec’ is a superset of those for spec.

Definition 3.3.18 Generalization
spec¿spec′ ≡ let spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in let spec′=〈〈DD’, RR’, I’, O’〉〉 in RR⊂RR’

∧ ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ ∃x’:DD’. I’(x’) ∧ ∀z:RR. O(x,z)⇒ O’(x’,z) 11

Again, the proofs-as-program paradigm can be used to extract from a proof of spec¿spec′ a
transformation θ which computes the input values for specification spec’ from those of spec-
ification spec. By applying θ the set of all solutions for spec can be computed from those of
spec’ as described in lemma 3.3.19.2 below.

Lemma 3.3.19

1. ∀spec,spec’:BOOL-SPEC. let spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in let spec’=〈〈DD’, RR’, I’, O’〉〉 in
spec¿spec’
⇒ ∃θ:DD|I→DD’. ∀x:DD.I(x) ⇒ (I’(θ(x)) ∧ ∀z:RR.O(x,z)⇒ O’(θ(x),z))

2. ∀spec,spec’:BOOL-SPEC. let spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in let spec’=〈〈DD’, RR’, I’, O’〉〉 in
∀body’:DD’|I’→Set(RR’).

spec¿spec’
∧ FUNCTION F’(x’:DD’) WHERE I’(x’) RETURNS {z’:RR’|O’(x’,z’)} = body’(x’)
is consistent

⇒ ∃θ:DD|I→DD’. FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)}
= {y|y∈body’(θ(x)) ∧O(x,y)}
is consistent continued on the next page

11Allowing a mapping σ of the range as in the case of £ does not make very much sense. To express the superset

property we would have to state ∀z:RR.∃z’RR’. O(x,z)⇒ O’(x’,z’) which would require σ to map RR into RR’. On

the other hand, for making use of the {z’|O’(x’,z’)} we would have to be able to compute {y|O’(x’,σ(y))}.
This means that σ must be invertible which cannot be expressed by a simple formula anymore.
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3. ∀spec,spec’:BOOL-SPEC. let spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in let spec’=〈〈DD’, RR’, I’, O’〉〉 in
spec¿spec’ ∧
FUNCTION F’(x’:DD’) WHERE I’(x’) RETURNS {z’:RR’|O’(x’,z’)} is satisfiable
⇒ FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)} is satisfiable

As a consequence, generalization can make an A-theory applicable to a wider range of specifi-
cations, provided its specification part corresponds to a multi-valued specification. To formalize
this, we introduce the notion of generalization between A-theories and specifications.

Definition 3.3.20
A generalizes spec ≡ ∃RR’:TYPES. ∃O’:DDA×RR’→Bool.

RRA = Set(RR’) in TYPES
∧ OA = λx,z.z=̂{y:RR’|O’(x,y)} in DDA×RRA→Bool
∧ spec¿〈〈DDA,Rg’,IA,O’〉〉 12

Theorem 3.3.21

∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC.
FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)} is satisfiable
⇐ ∃A:THEORIES.∃A:StructA.

A is an algorithm theory ∧ A is a A-theory ∧ A generalizes spec

Note, that the technique of generalization can only be applied to modify algorithms computing
all the feasible output values for a given input. Transforming algorithms computing one feasible
solution may fail since — due to the superset property in the definition of ¿ — an individual
transformed result is not guaranteed to be a feasible output.

Theorems 3.3.12, 3.3.17, and 3.3.21 together with a small knowledge base of abstract and concrete
algorithm theories are the key to a very simple derivation strategy for a large class of problems:

Depending on an initially selected abstract algorithm theory A one has to search among the
stored A-theories to find one that extends the given specification, generalizes it (in case of
multi-valued specifications), or to whose specification part a reduction is possible. Applying
the corresponding theorem to the synthesis problem then leads to a subgoal whose solution
has already been found by the search process. Providing this solution completes the derivation
and the corresponding A-algorithm can directly be extracted.

Taking into account the peculiarities of a particular algorithm theory one may obviously improve
the efficiency of the above strategy by adding further features (see e.g. the effects of generalization
or the use of filters in section 4.2. One may also try to find syntactical requirements which
can be used to disprove extension, reduction, or generalization and thus speed up the search
process. Nevertheless, the derivation method remains founded on the theorems 3.3.12, 3.3.17,
and 3.3.21 which give a justification of the paradigm of algorithm schemata and provide a verified
implementation of synthesizers following this paradigm.

12As in the case of the theory GS this definition is a little more complex than it would have been without

the framework of algebraic theories. Since we have not introduced a separate definition of algorithm theories for

multi-valued programs we have to express that the specification part of the A-theory A is a multi-valued version

of a generalization of spec. Due to the use of equalities the condition is as easy to check as ¿.
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3.4 A Comparison

All three synthesis paradigms — proofs-as-programs, transformational synthesis, and algorithm
schemata — have been embedded into our formal theory by meta-theorems justifying their ap-
plication (3.1.3, 3.2.5, 3.2.10, 3.3.12). These meta-theorems, besides their mathematical aspects,
can be used to convert derivations created in either of the paradigms into our general framework.

Consequently, they provide a means to investigate all existing approaches to program synthesis
within a single formal framework. This allows to abstract from the peculiarities of a specific
representation, to extract semantic knowledge contained in derivation strategies and heuristics,
to compare various approaches, uncover similarities, and to combine their strengths.

Furthermore, realizing the proofs given in appendix C with a general computerized inference
system allows to implement every approach within a single derivation system without having to
change notations.

For instance, applying (the implementation of) theorem 3.1.3 to the main goal of program
synthesis “show: spec is satisfiable” creates as a new goal “show that the specification
theorem can be proved”. Any derivation strategy following the proofs-as-programs paradigm
can now be applied directly; it can be implemented as a proof tactic of the computerized
inference system. Once the proof is finished, the final step — algorithm construction — will
be executed automatically by the implicit computational meaning of theorem 3.1.3 (which is
explicitly described in lemma 3.1.2).

Similarly strategies for transformational synthesis can be implemented as derivation tactics ex-
ecuting the corresponding specification transformations while program formation is replaced by
the formation of lemmata and theorems. Finally, applying theorem 3.3.12 converts the synthesis
problem into a quest for an appropriate algorithm schema and again any derivation strategy can
be implemented as a tactic of the general inference system.

In the same way the completeness theorems (3.1.5, 3.2.11, 3.3.13) show how to convert deriva-
tions from the general framework into a particular paradigm. Completeness of transformational
synthesis and synthesis via algorithm schemes, however, is only a theoretical property. Only the
theorem about the proofs-as-programs has a meaningful computational content: every algorithm
together with its correctness proof can effectively be transformed into a constructive proof of the
specification theorem. Although there is a restriction to boolean specifications, this shows that
every derivation strategy in one of the other paradigms can also be simulated as proof strategy.

This has already been done by Manna and Waldinger [MW80] who converted the transformation
rules of their earlier system DEDALUS [MW79] to allow their use within the framework of
theorem proving. While this conversion has been done “by hand” combining theorems 3.1.3,
3.2.5, 3.2.10, and 3.1.5 shows how to do it automatically. Specification transformations will be
changed into conditional substitution rules which change the specification theorems or subgoals
of it without modifying the algorithmic content. Recursion formation, a rule operating on a
derivation tree, can be realized as a proof transformation tactic which inserts a specific induction
theorem at the root after the recursion has been discovered and re-executes the transformations
so far. Thus the choice of the induction rule can be postponed until all the relevant information
has been found. This technique strongly resembles a guidance of program synthesis proofs by
proof plans [Bun89, BvHSI90, BvHS91].

Therefore even in practice there are no real differences between derivations in the paradigms of
proofs-as-programs and transformational synthesis. It is rather the choice of the target language
which gives preference to either of the paradigms. Transformational synthesis is well suited
for the development of logic programs while the proofs-as-programs paradigm fits the view of
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functional languages, although there are exceptions in both cases [MW79, BSW90].

Compared to the paradigm of algorithm schemata, however, both paradigms show practical
disadvantages. Derivations consist of many low level inferences which have little to do with
programming concepts and are incomprehensible for a human programmer. Thus, lacking suffi-
cient understanding, a user will hardly be able to support a derivation process in either of the
two paradigms. This requires a synthesizer to run completely automated, a requirement which
cannot be met in the near future.

To overcome this difficulty, attempts have been made to assemble small steps into larger rules by
means of tactics. These tactics implicitly represent programming knowledge and thus a particular
structure of algorithms which can be developed by them. This is similar to the idea of using
algorithm schemata except for the fact that programming knowledge is hidden in the code of a
derivation tactic.

Therefore the paradigm of algorithm schemata which formulates knowledge about the essential
structure of algorithms explicitly should be considered the most promising one. Its derivations
are expressed on the level of a programmer rather than on the level of mathematicians and can
therefore be guided by “real programmers”. Under the assumption that practical programming
uses only a small number of different concepts, this paradigm is even the one most suited for
automation. Given a programming problem most algorithm schemata found in the knowledge
base can be ruled out by simple criteria. The choice between the remaining schemata should
be left to a user since it strongly depends on the kind of algorithm he wants to create for his
particular application. In a derivation of a sorting algorithm, for instance, a user would avoid
binary methods leading to algorithms like quicksort if the sequences to be sorted are expected
to be small. Thus the user will aid in design decisions while the remaining derivation steps can
be reduced to showing that the selected schema does in fact apply.

We believe that explicitly capturing as much knowledge about programs and program develop-
ment as possible while reducing the need for heuristics to “syntactical” methods is a promising
idea towards real progress in program synthesis. The paradigm of algorithm schemata realizes
the first part of that idea and the KIDS system [Smi91a] has demonstrated that it does in fact
lead to practical success.



Chapter 4

Representing Existing Approaches

In this chapter we shall demonstrate that approaching program synthesis by formalizing both
knowledge about programs and about program development is in fact a means to overcome the
difficulties of existing approaches to program synthesis.

During the past 25 years there have been many different approaches to program synthesis each
following different heuristics. Most of the early systems have been abandoned or totally rewritten,
sometimes including even a switch of the synthesis paradigm. Practical success of the more
recent synthesis systems is due mostly to features which come in addition to the pure algorithm
design such as more sophisticated interfaces for user interaction, techniques for creating formal
specifications from partial and informal information, techniques for program optimization. Last
but not least improvements in hardware technology and techniques for efficient management of
large knowledge bases (such as indexing and knowledge compilation [Mos91, Ton91]) have led
to a significant speedup of the search process involved in automated derivations.

However, as far as intelligent synthesis of algorithms is concerned a major breakthrough has not
been reached yet; the development and implementation of new strategies for program synthesis
is still a vivid area of research. It is certainly out of the scope of this paper to give a complete
survey of program synthesis methods and systems and we have to restrict ourselves to mentioning
important streams and their representatives. A reader interested in an overview of the field will
find plenty of additional information in surveys like [BF82, BGK84, Bal85, Fea86, RW86, Gol86,
Lin88, SA89, LD89, LM91] and the literature mentioned below.

Systems following the proofs-as-programs paradigm had to develop methods for looking beyond
the existential quantifier in the specification theorem in order to determine a feasible solution.
Early approaches used skolemization and resolution techniques [Gre69, MW71, MW75] which
were later extended by incorporating transformation rules into the proof calculus [MW80]. Since
finding the right form of induction turned out to be crucial for the synthesis process, later
approaches have dealt mainly with this question. Most successful are currently “constructive
matching” [Fra84, Fra85a, Fra85b, FK91, FK92], and rippling techniques for planning proofs
before executing them [Bun88, Bun89, BvHSI90, BSW90, BvHS91].

Approaches to transformational synthesis have developed strategies controlling and directing
the application of rewrite rules towards the applicability of a program formation rule. Systems
based on (mostly interactively) folding and unfolding a fixed set of equivalences or equations
[Dar75, BD77, Dar78, CD80, Dar81b, Dar81a], a modification of the Knuth-Bendix completion
procedure [Der85a, Der85b, FF86, DP90], and on refinements according to given transformation
and program formation rules [MW77, MW79] are closely related to each other. Specifically
directed towards the development of logic programs are approaches described in [CS77, Cla77,
Hog78, Hog81, ST89, LP90]. The LOPS-approach [Bib80, BH84], which we shall investigate in
the next section, provides a small set of strategies for a goal-oriented derivation of programs.

65
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The use of explicit program synthesis knowledge for improving the efficiency of algorithm design
has already been approached in [GB78, BCjG83]. Later research has focused on the develop-
ment of particular algorithm schemata such as simple problem reduction (reducing a specifica-
tion to a library routine) [Smi85b], divide-and-conquer [Smi83, Smi85b, Smi85a, Smi87a], local
search (hill-climbing) [Low88, Low87, Low89, Low91], global search (binary search, backtrack,
branch-and-bound) [Smi87c], dynamic programming [Smi91b], and problem reduction genera-
tors [Smi91c]. Algorithm design strategies based on these schemata have been incorporated into
the KIDS system [Smi91a], which has become the most successful ad hoc synthesis systems..

All these approaches, even those following the same paradigm, appear incomparable because
a lot of semantic knowledge is hidden in the code of heuristics controlling a derivation. By
formalizing such knowledge explicitly we will become able to reason about the behavior of a
synthesis strategy and to compare and integrate various approaches. The formalization will also
help to uncover and overcome weaknesses1 of particular approaches which remained undiscovered
when being presented on paper. Furthermore, as described in the previous section, the formal
meta-theorems provide the means for a verified implementation of derivation strategies in the
spirit of the approaches. Such strategies will be described at the end of sections 4.1 and 4.2.

Within this paper we shall focus on investigating strategies of the LOPS approach, which has
been the basis of much of our previous work, and on the strategy for designing global search
algorithms used by KIDS.

4.1 LOPS - Transformational Synthesis

LOPS – abbreviation for LOgic Program Synthesis – is an approach to program synthesis based
on strategies first presented in [BFS78, Bib80]. Starting from a logical formula specifying a
programming problem LOPS proceeds by rewriting logical formulae in a stepwise fashion. In
each of these rewrite steps the algorithmic content of the formula is increased until it can be
converted into a program in a final and simple transformational step. These steps are guided by
a few basic strategies which may require some user interaction.

A LOPS synthesis is centered around two key strategies called GUESS-DOMAIN and GET-REC.
GUESS-DOMAIN tries to find an appropriate portion of the specification which can be used to
split the input into smaller pieces and compute the desired output from these pieces. Depending
on the results of guessing the strategy GET-REC tries to introduce recursion. GUESS-DOMAIN
and GET-REC are supported by a few additional strategies for pre- and postprocessing as well
as for simplifying formulae. In the final step the formula resulting from this process is read in a
way such that its algorithmic contents are made explicit, which is roughly the same as control
generation in a logic program.

LOPS strategies have originally been formulated using the terminology of the proofs-as-programs
paradigm [Bib78, BFS78, Bib80, BH84]. Nevertheless LOPS does not synthesize programs by
extracting them from constructive proofs. Instead its derivation method consists of equivalence
preserving transformations and a comparison between the initial formula and the final result.
Thus it can be considered as a typical representative of the paradigm of transformational syn-
thesis, a fact which is also reflected in more recent publications [NFK89, Bib91, Neu92] and
implementations of LOPS.

1For instance, the KIDS system discussed in section 4.2 allows to make use of algorithm schemata which do

not always lead to terminating algorithms but does not contain an “a posteriori” termination check. This problem

can be solved by introducing the notion of well-foundedness filters in section 4.2.3.
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To illustrate the basic strategies we shall use as a simple running example the synthesis of an
algorithm computing the maximum of a nonempty set of integers.

Example 4.1.1

As a transformation-based approach to program synthesis LOPS specifies the maximum prob-
lem by the following formula defining the predicate max.

∀S:Set(int).∀m:int. ¬empty?(S) ⇒ max(S,m) ⇔ (m∈S ∧ ∀x∈S. x≤m)
S is being marked as input-variable and m as output-variable. Since the right hand side of
the equivalence does not already provide a way how to determine m from S it has to be
rewritten into an algorithmically “better” formula. For this purpose LOPS applies certain
transformations preserving the above equivalence.

It should be mentioned that the formulation of most LOPS-strategies (except for the trans-
formation used by GUESS-DOMAIN) in the literature so far [BFS78, Bib80, BH84, Bib84,
Fro84, Fro85, NFK89, Bib91, Neu92] leaves much room for interpretation and that attempts to
implement LOPS in a flexible way got stuck several times for various circumstantial reasons.

The main achievement of formalizing the key components of these strategies as meta-theorems
of our formal theory is therefore giving a precise description of strategies for which currently
only a few guidelines are known and verifying the correctness of the method as a whole. By this
we will gain enough insights into the nature of LOPS to make it comparable to other approaches
and to support a successful implementation of a flexible system based on the original strategies.

4.1.1 GUESS-DOMAIN

As a starting point, some trial-and-error method is being used from which further conclusions
can be drawn. Thus the first step of a LOPS synthesis is to make a guess about a possible output
value — or at least parts of it if the output is a complex object. Since such an attempt has to
be restricted somehow a “domain”-condition on the value to be guessed is being introduced.
Obviously, the domain-condition should be closely related to the original output-condition but
not as strict and it must be possible to compute values satisfying it. It is being determined by
a heuristic DOMAIN which takes into account several cardinality arguments.

Example 4.1.2

For the max-algorithm LOPS makes a guess about the complete output by introducing a new
variable g. The fact that g is either a successful guess or not, is expressed by the tautology
g6=m ∨ g=m and as domain condition g∈S, a part of the original output-condition, is selected.

Knowing that by the function arb it is possible to compute at least one value g with g∈S the
transformation GUESS rewrites the original formula into

∀S:Set(int).∀m:int. ¬empty?(S) ⇒
max(S,m) ⇔ ∃g:int. g∈S ∧ (m∈S ∧ ∀x∈S. x≤m ∧ g6=m ∨ g=m)

For problems which involve more complex data types than in the above example one can only
guess partial information about the output, for instance the first element of an output list. In
general, therefore, the distinction between a successful guess and a failure is expressed by a
tautology t(g,y) ∨ ¬t(g,y) where t is an arbitrary (boolean) predicate relating the guess-
variable g and the output y.
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The essential part of guessing is a purely syntactical transformation controlled by several pa-
rameters: the data type G of the guess-variable, the predicate t, and the domain condition DC
relating input and guess-variable. This transformation takes a formula of the form

∀x:DD.∀y:RR. I(x) ⇒ P(x,y) ⇔ O(x,y)

and transforms it into

∀x:DD.∀y:RR. I(x) ⇒ P(x,y) ⇔ ∃g:G. DC(x,g) ∧ (O(x,y) ∧ t(g,y) ∨¬t(g,y))
The transformation is justified by the following lemma which shows that guessing does in fact
preserve equivalence — provided DC represents a satisfiable specification.

Lemma 4.1.3 Guessing as equivalence transformation

∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀DC:PROP(DD×G). ∀t:G×RR→ Bool.
FUNCTION FDC(x:DD):G WHERE I(x) RETURNS g SUCH THAT DC(x,g) is satisfiable
⇒
∀x:DD.∀y:RR. I(x) ⇒ O(x,y) ⇔ ∃g:G. DC(x,g) ∧ (O(x,y) ∧ t(g,y) ∨¬t(g,y))

Besides the logical equivalence the guess-transformation has a strong algorithmic effect. The
introduction of a new variable g satisfying DC(x,g) for use in the rest of the derivation means
decomposing the original problem into two smaller ones. The first, expressed by the existential
quantifier, is computing an arbitrary value g satisfying DC(x,g) and the second using this value
as additional information when computing the desired output.

Since the algorithmic aspect remains hidden in a purely logical formula where neither input nor
output are specified, we have studied guessing in the context of specifications2 to make it explicit.
According to the above, guessing transforms a specification into two “sub”-specifications (lemma
4.1.5.2) and an algorithm for the original specification will be composed from those satisfying
the subproblems (lemma 4.1.5.1). To simplify notation we shall introduce abbreviations for the
sub-specifications created by guessing.

Definition 4.1.4
specDC(spec,G,DC) ≡ let spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in

FUNCTION FDC(x:DD):G WHERE I(x)
RETURNS g SUCH THAT DC(x,g)

specG(spec,G,DC,t) ≡ let spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in
FUNCTION Fg(x,g:DD×G):RR WHERE I(x) ∧ DC(x,g)
RETURNS y SUCH THAT O(x,y) ∧ t(g,y) ∨ ¬t(g,y)

Lemma 4.1.5 Algorithmic aspects of guessing

1. ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀DC:PROP(DD×G). ∀t:G×RR→ Bool.
∀fdc:DD|I→G. ∀fg:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×G | I(x) ∧DC(x,g)}→RR

fdc satisfies specDC(spec,G,DC)
∧ fg satisfies specG(spec,G,DC,t)
⇒ λx. fg(x,fdc(x)) satisfies spec

2. ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀DC:PROP(DD×G). ∀t:G×RR→ Bool
spec is satisfiable
⇐ specDC(spec,G,DC) is satisfiable
∧ specG(spec,G,DC,t) is satisfiable

2Recall that our representation of specifications, except for explicitly indicating input and output, differs from

the one used in transformational synthesis only syntactically.
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As we shall see later, the LOPS approach is tailored towards the development of logic programs,
i.e. programs which return all the solutions to a given specification if there are finitely many. For
such programs the method of decomposing the problem into subproblems and composing the
solutions turns out to be the same. Note that the function computing the guess-value remains
single-valued since backtracking and trying another value is both superfluous and a violation of
the spirit of guessing (which does consider unsuccessful guesses).

Lemma 4.1.6 Algorithmic aspects of guessing for multi-valued problems

1. ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀DC:PROP(DD×G). ∀t:G×RR→ Bool.
∀fdc:DD|I→G. ∀fG:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×G | I(x) ∧DC(x,g)}→Set(RR)
fdc satisfies specDC(spec,G,DC) ∧ fG M-satisfies specG(spec,G,DC,t)
⇒ λx. fG(x,fdc(x)) M-satisfies spec

2. ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀DC:PROP(DD×G). ∀t:G×RR→ Bool
M-satisfiable(spec)
⇐ satisfiable( specDC(spec,G,DC) ) ∧ M-satisfiable( specG(spec,G,DC,t) )

It is important to say that the above lemmata only verify the correctness of guessing with
respect to arbitrary parameters G, DC, and t. They do not say anything about improvements
after guessing. In particular, the right choice of DC is crucial to the success of the synthesis and
the efficiency of the result (see [Neu92] for examples).

Following the spirit of [Bib80, page 251] we can put certain restrictions on the choice of G, DC,
and t. The data type G represents those parts of the output that are displayable at a time and
t relates an output value with its displayable part. The purpose of DC is to restrict the search
for those displayable parts of output values such that guess values can be efficiently computed
and all displayable parts of feasible solutions are among those accessible by guessing.

Since G and t depend only on the structure of RR but not on the particular specification they will
be selected from a small knowledge base of “GUESS-schemes”3 which are constructed according
to the following criteria. Obviously, G must be an atomic type. If RR is atomic as well then G is
RR and t is equality. If RR is a structured data type like Seq(α) then G should be the underlying
simple type α or an “index” type like IN and t will relate a structured value with its “element”.
For instance, t(g,y) may be g∈αy, g=G first(y), g∈[1..|y|], etc.

The predicate DC must be derived heuristically once G and t are selected. Since all displayable
parts of feasible solutions have to be accessible by guessing the set {g:G|∃y:RR.O(x,y) ∧t(g,y)}
must be a subset of {g:G|DC(x,g)} which leads to the following axiom for DC:

∀x:DD.∀y:RR.∀g:G. I(x) ∧ O(x,y) ∧ t(g,y) ⇒ DC(x,g)

Thus O must imply DC if t is equality, which usually is ensured by choosing DC from among the
conjuncts in O as proposed in [Bib80, pages 246–247]. A second restriction on DC comes from
the requirement that it must lead to a satisfiable specification. Otherwise applying the GUESS
transformation would lead into a dead end in the synthesis process. Therefore domain predicates
which can easily be checked to be satisfiable will be preferred.

If there are several possibilities, efficiency considerations should be taken into account. Com-
puting one g satisfying DC should be possible a small number of computation steps and the
set {g:G|DC(x,g)} should have only few members. This reduces the chance for guessing values
that do not directly contribute to a solution (i.e. elements of the set {g:G|DC(x,g) ∧¬t(g,y)})
while guessing itself does not waste computation time. These informations, however, cannot be
derived logically and must be computed heuristically or provided by a user of LOPS.

3Following our discussion in section 4.1.4 these schemes will contain a predicate displayable characterizing

the prerequisites for using t and are thus represented by quadruples 〈〈RR, G, displayable, t〉〉.
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4.1.2 Postprocessing after GUESS-DOMAIN

Immediately after applying the GUESS-transformation a postprocessing step is applied to sep-
arate a successful guess from an unsuccessful one. This strategy, which is called GET-DNF in
[Bib80], takes the result of GUESS, distributes the tautology over the conjunction, and intro-
duces subproblems for further consideration.

Example 4.1.7

In our example postprocessing results in the following three formulae

∀S:Set(int).∀m:int. ¬empty?(S) ⇒
max(S,m) ⇔ ∃g:int. g∈S ∧ (max1(S,g,m) ∨ max2(S,g,m))

∀S:Set(int).∀g,m:int. ¬empty?(S) ∧ g∈S ⇒
max1(S,g,m) ⇔ m∈S ∧ ∀x∈S. x≤m ∧ g6=m

∀S:Set(int).∀g,m:int. ¬empty?(S) ∧ g∈S ⇒
max2(S,g,m) ⇔ m∈S ∧ ∀x∈S. x≤m ∧ g=m

where g is an input variable for the second and third formula. These three formulae are now
treated separately. The solution for the first only depends on those for the other two. A
solution for the third can easily be determined after substituting g for m and dropping g∈S:
∀S:Set(int).∀g,m:int. ¬empty?(S) ∧ g∈S ⇒

max2(S,g,m) ⇔ ∀x∈S. x≤g ∧ g=m

Thus only the second formula needs further transformations.

Formally, this postprocessing step is tightly connected to guessing and should not be considered
isolated. Taking the result of GUESS it introduces two new predicate names (Sub1, Sub2) and
produces the following three formulae.

∀x:DD.∀y:RR. I(x) ⇒ P(x,y) ⇔ ∃g:G. DC(x,g) ∧ (Sub1(x,g,y) ∨ Sub2(x,g,y))

∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀y:RR. I(x) ∧ DC(x,g) ⇒ Sub1(x,g,y) ⇔ O(x,y) ∧ t(g,y)

∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀y:RR. I(x) ∧ DC(x,g) ⇒ Sub2(x,g,y) ⇔ O(x,y) ∧ ¬t(g,y)
This postprocessing step makes clear that the true nature of guessing is in fact a decomposition
into sub-specifications.4 Postprocessing is obviously an equivalence since it describes properties
of substitution and normalization while introducing additional subproblems.

Lemma 4.1.8 GUESS-Postprocessing as equivalence transformation

∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀DC:PROP(DD×G). ∀t:G×RR→ Bool.
∀Sub1,Sub2:PROP(DD×G×RR).

∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀y:RR. I(x) ∧DC(x,g) ⇒ Sub1(x,g,y) ⇔ O(x,y) ∧t(g,y)
∧ ∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀y:RR. I(x) ∧DC(x,g) ⇒ Sub2(x,g,y) ⇔ O(x,y) ∧¬t(g,y)
⇒ ∀x:DD.∀y:RR. I(x) ⇒ ∃g:G. DC(x,g) ∧ (O(x,y) ∧ t(g,y) ∨ ¬t(g,y))

⇔ ∃g:G. DC(x,g) ∧ (Sub1(x,g,y) ∨ Sub2(x,g,y))

Algorithmically, the separation of the success and failure case involves reading the formula as if
it were a logic program. Given algorithms for Sub1 and Sub2 the disjunction allows one of them
to fail for a given input provided the other does yield a feasible output. The exact conditions on
the input remain unspecified. This clearly indicates that, except for particular situations which
we shall investigate below, the LOPS approach is tailored to the peculiarities of logic programs

4Thus LOPS subsumes the divide-and-conquer paradigm (c.f. the algorithms presented in lemmata 4.1.22 and

4.1.24) but is strictly more general.
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computing the set of all solutions to a given problem (with a chance of returning no solution at
all). Thus LOPS must be studied by considering set-valued specifications. Again we introduce
abbreviations to denote the specification for the success and the failure case.

Definition 4.1.9
specsub(spec,G,DC,t) ≡ let spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in

FUNCTION Fs(x,g:DD×G):RR WHERE I(x) ∧ DC(x,g)
RETURNS y SUCH THAT O(x,y) ∧ t(g,y)

Lemma 4.1.10 Algorithmic aspects of normalization after guessing

1. ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀DC:PROP(DD×G). ∀t:G×RR→ Bool.
∀fs,ff:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×G | I(x) ∧DC(x,g)}→Set(RR)

fs M-satisfies specsub(spec,G,DC,t)
∧ ff M-satisfies specsub(spec,G,DC,¬t)
⇒ λx,g. fs(x,g)∪ff(x,g) M-satisfies specG(spec,G,DC,t)

2. ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀DC:PROP(DD×G). ∀t:G×RR→ Bool
M-satisfiable( specG(spec,G,DC,t) )
⇐ M-satisfiable( specsub(spec,G,DC,t) )
∧ M-satisfiable( specsub(spec,G,DC,¬t) )

Lemma 4.1.10 together with lemma 4.1.6 completely describes how to decompose a (set-valued)
synthesis problem by guessing (simply apply the second parts of the lemmata) and how to
compose solutions for the subproblems into one for the original problem.

For single-valued specifications, postprocessing can only be justified (algorithmically) if success
and failure case can be separated by a boolean predicate. In many examples such a predicate
can easily be constructed. If the predicate t involved in the tautology is equality as in example
4.1.7 then the separation can be done by testing whether the guess-value g is feasible. If this
is the case then g is obviously the solution for the success case. For all other values we have
to compute the solution via the algorithm for the failure case but we may use as additional
information about the input values that g is not a feasible output.

Lemma 4.1.11

1. ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC. ∀DC:DD×RR→Bool.
∀ff:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×RR|I(x) ∧DC(x,g) ∧¬O(x,g)}→RR

ff satisfies specsub(spec,RR, DC ∧¬O, 6=RR )
⇒ λx,g. if O(x,g) then g else ff(x,g) satisfies specG(spec,RR,DC,=RR )

2. ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC. ∀DC:DD×RR→ Bool.
specG(spec,RR,DC,=RR ) is satisfiable
⇐ specsub(spec,RR, DC ∧¬O, 6=RR ) is satisfiable

If one of the two subproblems resulting from postprocessing can be shown to be completely
unsatisfiable it can be excluded from further consideration. Since excluding a successful guess
would mean that all feasible solutions do not have displayable parts it only makes sense to drop
the failure case. If one can prove

∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀y:RR. I(x) ∧ DC(x,g) ∧ O(x,y) ⇒ t(g,y)

then specsub(spec,G,DC,t) provides the complete solution for the problem and may safely
apply the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.1.12

1. ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀DC:PROP(DD×G). ∀t:G×RR→ Bool.
∀fs:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×G | I(x) ∧DC(x,g)}→RR

fs satisfies specsub(spec,G,DC,t)
⇒ fs satisfies specG(spec,G,DC,t)

2. ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀DC:PROP(DD×G). ∀t:G×RR→ Bool.
specG(spec,G,DC,t) is satisfiable
⇐ specsub(spec,G,DC,t) is satisfiable

Note that lemma 4.1.12 is trivially true in all cases but applying it leads into a wrong direction
if the above implication cannot be shown.

4.1.3 The Strategy GET-REC

After guessing the strategy GET-REC looks for some kind of recursion. Taking from a knowledge-
base information about possible kinds of recursion for the objects involved the strategy instan-
tiates a recursion scheme on the original specification and then attempts to rewrite the results
of guessing into a formula whose main component is the instantiated scheme. The latter is done
by eliminating the differences between the two formulae step by step, using equivalences taken
from the domain knowledge base or derived by a specialized theorem prover.

Example 4.1.13
The remaining subproblem of the maximum problem involves an integer set S and an integer
g. This suggest choosing the set-difference S-g as “decreasing function” for recursion and to
attempt rewriting the formula m∈S ∧ ∀x∈S. x≤m ∧ g 6=m in the context of the given input
conditions into a formula whose essential component is m∈S-g ∧ ∀x∈S-g. x≤m . Similarly the
input condition has to be rewritten. The differences between these formulae can be eliminated
using the following equivalences:

¬empty?(S) ⇔ ¬empty?(S-g) ∨ S =
Set(int)

{g} (lemma A.4.6.8)
g∈S ⇒ (g6=m ∧ m∈S ⇔ g 6=m ∧ m∈S-g) (lemma A.4.5.5)
g∈S ⇒ (∀x∈S. x≤m ⇔ g≤m ∧ ∀x∈S-g. x≤m) (lemmata A.4.7.3, A.4.4.4)

Applying these equivalences to the second formula created in example 4.1.7 and distributing
the resulting alternatives in the input condition leads to two partial specifications of max1.
The first handles input values which cannot be used for recursion and the second those which
are fit for a recursive computation.

∀S:Set(int).∀g,m:int. S =
Set(int)

{g} ∧ g∈S ⇒
max1(S,g,m) ⇔ m∈S ∧ ∀x∈S. x≤m ∧ g6=m

∀S:Set(int).∀g,m:int. ¬empty?(S-g) ∧ g∈S ⇒
max1(S,g,m) ⇔ m∈S-g ∧ ∀x∈S-g. x≤m ∧ g 6=m ∧ g≤m

The first specification can easily be shown to be unsatisfiable since m∈{g} and g6=m contra-
dict each other (computing the maximum of {g} is handled by max2). Thus only the recursive
case will contribute to the overall algorithm.

Contrary to GUESS-DOMAIN the strategy GET-REC does not contain a clearly defined trans-
formation. Instead it is a Goal-Oriented-Transformation — a strategy which tries to achieve a
certain goal (recursion) by means of equivalence-preserving transformations which are created
during a derivation. Unfortunately, an exact formulation of GET-REC’s goal is missing in the
literature written on LOPS so far [BFS78, Bib80, Fro84, Neu92]. Also the meaning of “infor-
mation about possible kinds of recursion” is nowhere being made precise. In order to close this
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gap we have to abandon complete faithfulness to the original LOPS-literature and shall attempt
to fill in details which follow the spirit of LOPS. Remarks in [Bib80, pages 247–248] and the
example syntheses described so far suggest the following:

A scheme for introducing recursion must contain as essential component a decreasing function
which operates on the domain of the specification and the type of the guess-variable and de-
pends only on the structure of the data types involved. “Decreasing” means that the function’s
results must be smaller than its arguments with respect to some well-founded ordering. Simple
decreasing functions may return a single input value for each argument but for describing more
complex recursions (like binary search) they have to return sequences of input values.

We shall represent recursion schemes by triples consisting of two data types DD and G and a
function in DD×G→ Seq(DD) which is decreasing with respect to some well-founded ordering. As
mentioned in section 3.2.2, the ordering can be computed from the decreasing function (denoted
by “↘”). It is the transitive closure of λx,x’. ∃g:G.x’∈

DD
x↘g . This ordering is well-founded

if every chain induced by ↘ (via selecting guess values) eventually leads to input values which
cannot be decreased anymore.

Definition 4.1.14 Recursion schemes
REC-SCHEMES ≡ DD:DOMAINS× G:DOMAINS× DD×G→ Seq(DD)
Chains(RS) ≡ let RS = 〈〈DD,G,↘〉〉 in

{ch:DD→Seq(DD)| ∀x:DD.∃g:G. ch(x) = x↘g in Seq(DD)}
RS is well-founded ≡ let RS = 〈〈DD,G,↘〉〉 in

∀ch:Chains(RS).∀x:DD.∃k:IN.empty?( chk(x) )

Let us give a few examples of recursion schemes for the most frequently used data types.

Example 4.1.15
The following three schemes describe head/tail-recursion on sequences, partitioning according
to some value, and recursion by removing a single element from a set.

〈〈 Seq(α) , α , λL,g. if g=
α
first(L) then [rest(L)] else [] 〉〉

〈〈 Seq(int), int , λL,g. if g∈L then [ [x|x∈L ∧x<g], [x|x∈L ∧x≥g] ] else [] 〉〉
〈〈 Set(α) , α , λS,g. if g∈αS then [S-αg] else [] 〉〉

All these schemes are well-founded since they reduce the number of elements of the input list.
Further examples can be found in appendix B.1.

The key component of the goal formula of GET-REC is achieved by substituting the input values
in the original output condition by their images under the decreasing function. In principle, this
formula might be arbitrarily complex and it could not be automatically derived if there were no
restrictions on it. Fortunately we can require the goal formulae of GET-REC to follow a certain
pattern without losing generality.

In section 3.2.2 we have argued that all recursive algorithms can be represented by recursive
formulae of the form

OD(x,Xr) ∧ O*(Xr,Yr) ∧ OC(x,Xr,Yr,y)
where O* denotes the extension of the original output condition O to sequences of input and output
values (c.f. definition 3.2.6), OD describes the recursive decomposition of x, and OC describes the
main body of the algorithm.

In LOPS the predicate OD is replaced by the decreasing function ↘ which will be selected from
the knowledge base. This function guarantees well-foundedness but does not necessarily map
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legal inputs into legal inputs. Therefore also the input-condition I(x) shall be split into two
alternatives: one (I*(x↘g)) characterizing input values which allow a recursive computation
as described by the above formula and the other (Ibase(x,g)) describing those where a direct
solution has to be found.

Thus we can describe the goal of GET-REC as finding two predicates Ibase and Orec in order to
verify the following equivalences

I(x) ⇔ Ibase(x,g) ∨ I*(x↘g)

IC(x,g) ∧ p(g,y) ⇒ O(x,y) ⇔ ∃Yr:Seq(RR). O*(x↘g,Yr) ∧ Orec(x,g,Yr,y)

where p stands for either t or its negation, and IC for the actual input condition on g when
GET-REC is called. GET-REC applies these equivalences to a formula resulting from guessing
and distributes the input-condition. This leads to the following two subproblems, one describing
a direct solution where no recursion is possible and the other describing a recursive call.

∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀y:RR. Ibase(x,g) ∧ IC(x,g) ⇒
Sub1(x,g,y) ⇔ O(x,y) ∧ p(g,y)

∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀y:RR. I(x↘g) ∧ IC(x,g) ⇒
Sub2(x,g,y) ⇔ ∃Yr:Seq(RR). O*(x↘g,Yr) ∧ p(g,y) ∧ Orec(x,g,Yr,y)

As in the case of guessing the introduction of a new variables Yr as input for Orec means that
GET-REC decomposes the results of guessing into several subproblems. Firstly, one has to
compute values yi satisfying O(xi,yi) for all xi

∈x↘g which is the same as computing solutions for
the original specification. Secondly, one has to satisfy Orec where the yi are available as additional
inputs, summarized in Yr. Finally, one has to compute a direct solution for all those inputs which
are not fit for a recursive computation.

Again we introduce abbreviations for the sub-specifications created by the strategy.

Definition 4.1.16
specbase(spec,G,IC,p,Ibase) ≡ let spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in

FUNCTION Fbase(x,g:DD×G):RR
WHERE Ibase(x,g) ∧ IC(x,g)
RETURNS y SUCH THAT O(x,y) ∧ p(g,y)

specrec(spec,G,IC,p,↘,Orec) ≡ let spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in
FUNCTION Frec(x,g,Yr:DD×G×Seq(RR)):RR
WHERE I*(x↘g) ∧ IC(x,g) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr)
RETURNS y SUCH THAT p(g,y) ∧ Orec(x,g,Yr,y)

Lemma 4.1.17 Algorithmic aspects of GET-REC

∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀IC:PROP(DD×G). ∀p:G×RR→ Bool.
∀↘:DD×G→ Seq(DD). ∀Ibase:DD×G→ Bool. ∀Orec:PROP(DD×G×Seq(RR)×RR)
∀f:DD|I→RR. ∀fbase:(DD×G|Ibase ∧IC)→RR.
∀frec:{〈〈x,g,Yr〉〉:DD×G×Seq(RR)| I*(x↘g) ∧ IC(x,g) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr)} →RR

∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀Yr:Seq(RR).∀y:RR.
IC(x,g) ∧ p(g,y) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr) ⇒ O(x,y) ⇔ Orec(x,g,Yr,y)

∧ ∀x:DD.∀g:G. I(x) ⇔ Ibase(x,g) ∨ I*(x↘g)
∧ f satisfies spec
∧ fbase satisfies specbase(spec,G,IC,p,Ibase)
∧ frec satisfies specrec(spec,G,IC,p,↘,Orec)

⇒ λx,g. if Ibase(x,g) then fbase(x,g) else frec(x,g,f*(x↘g))
satisfies specsub(spec,G,IC,p)
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Similarly, solutions for the corresponding set-valued problem can be composed. In this case,
however, the composition of frec and f* has a very complex representation, since it is the union
of all the sets frec(x,g,Yr) where Yr is a sequence with elements from the sets in f*(x↘g). We
skip a formalization at this point since it would not lead to new insights.

4.1.4 Further Strategies

Besides guessing and the introduction of recursion there is a number of strategies which are
helpful for preparing the execution of either of the two main strategy or for postprocessing
and simplifying their results. Most of them are already mentioned in [Bib80] and have received
names while other steps came up during the implementation of LOPS. In this section we shall
briefly describe these steps. Since they are, however, not necessary for understanding the overall
behavior of LOPS we shall postpone a complete formalization of them to future work.

4.1.4.1 Separating Outputs Without Displayable Parts

If the output type is structured and contains elements like the empty sequence which do not
have any displayable parts, guessing cannot be applied directly to a problem if these elements
are feasible output values. In such cases, a preprocessing step has to separate input values for
which guessing is impossible from the other legal input values and provide a direct solution for
the former. The step is not necessary for simple guessing which tries to guess the full output.

Example 4.1.18 Sorting Sequences
Sorting sequences over a data type α will map the empty sequence into the empty sequence.
Thus the set {g:α|∃y:Seq(α). SORT([],y) ∧t(g,y)} of displayable parts of feasible solu-
tions is empty despite of the fact that there are feasible solutions. Given the conditions on
the choice of DC it is impossible to compute a value g which satisfies DC([],g). Consequently,
guessing cannot be applied to the unrestricted problem and we have to split the problem into
sorting the empty sequence and sorting nonempty sequences.

Although the preprocessing step has not been formalized in the LOPS literature so far (it only
occurs in example syntheses given in [Neu92]) it is easy to do so. One has to derive a boolean
predicate primitive such that all input values leading to feasible outputs without displayable
parts are primitive and for all primitive legal inputs a direct solution can (easily) be computed.

∀x:DD.∀y:RR. I(x) ∧ O(x,y) ∧ ¬(∃g:G.t(g,y)) ⇒ primitive(x)

∀x:DD. I(x) ∧ primitive(x) ⇒ ∃y:RR. O(x,y)

The requirement ∃g:G.t(g,y), a prerequisite for guessing, depends only on our choice of G
and t and will therefore be characterized by a predicate displayable included in a GUESS-
scheme. Using this information primitive can usually be derived by simplifying the formula
∃y:RR. I(x) ∧ ¬displayable(y) ∧ O(x,y) which also shows how to compute feasible solutions
for primitive inputs. Once primitive has been determined the problem is decomposed into two
subproblems which describe the original one for the case of primitive and non-primitive inputs.
Again we use an abbreviation to describe the modifications.

Definition 4.1.19

specpart(spec,primitive) ≡ let spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in 〈〈DD, RR, I ∧primitive, O〉〉

The lemma describing the preprocessing step is fairly general and easy to prove.
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Lemma 4.1.20

1. ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS.. ∀primitive:DD→Bool.
∀fp:(DD|I ∧primitive)→RR. ∀f0:(DD|I ∧¬primitive)→RR.

fp satisfies specpart(spec,primitive)
∧ f0 satisfies specpart(spec,¬primitive)
⇒ λx. if primitive(x) then fp(x) else f0(x) satisfies spec

2. ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS.. ∀primitive:DD→Bool.
spec is satisfiable
⇐ specpart(spec,primitive) is satisfiable
∧ specpart(spec,¬primitive) is satisfiable

4.1.4.2 GET-RNV: Reduce the Number of Output Variables

Another strategy to be executed before guessing attempts to simplify the synthesis of problems
which involve pairs of output values, i.e several outputs at once. GET-RNV tries to reduce the
number of output variables which are necessary to be dealt with by finding immediate depen-
dencies and expressing some output values in terms of the other ones. Like all “GET” strategies
GET-RNV is goal-oriented and not a precisely defined transformation. Its formalization will
involve finding a clear description of the goal to be achieve by GET-RNV.

4.1.4.3 GET-SOC: Separate Output Conditions

If GET-RNV does not succeed in finding dependencies between the output variables it is very
likely that they are independent and can be treated separately. GET-SOC tries to split an output
condition O(x,〈〈y,y’〉〉) into two independent conditions O1(x,y) ∧ O1(x,y’). LOPS will then
deal with both subproblems individually and fuse their solutions in a final step.

4.1.4.4 CHVAR: Choose an Output-Variable for Guessing

If after applying both GET-RNV and GET-SOC the problem still contains more than one output
variable then LOPS will attempt to solve the problem hierarchically. That is the computation
of one output value will be considered a subproblem during the computation of the other for
which a guess will be made first.

For this purpose the heuristic DOMAIN is extended by another heuristic CHVAR which chooses
the output-variable for which guessing will be executed first. Cardinality arguments (see [Bib80,
page 255]) play an important role in the process.

4.1.4.5 DEPEND

Immediately after CHVAR has decided which part of the output should be guessed first the
strategy DEPEND (see [BFS78]) will explore the dependencies between the first guess and the
remaining output values. It attempts to find the maximal requirements on an output variable
in question (usually the maximal subset of conjuncts containing it) which are satisfiable also for
a failing guess of the higher problem.

The corresponding subproblem which takes the original input and the variable chosen by CHVAR
as inputs will then be synthesized independently. Afterwards we can replace the output variable
by the result of the corresponding sub-algorithm and thus reduce the number of output variables.
Compared to the simple GET-RNV, this strategy is very costly.
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4.1.4.6 GET-EP: Rewrite into Evaluable Predicates

The strategy GET-EP tries to simplify a specification formula by replacing ineffective compo-
nents by equivalent predicates which are known to be evaluable. This is particularly important
if the result of a synthesis shall be directly interpreted as a logic program where each predicate
is treated individually. In example 4.1.13, for instance, the predicate g≤m is not evaluable if m is
not already known and it would be fatal if this clause would appear before m is being computed.
According to [Neu92, section 5.7] this strategy essentially consists of appropriate rearrangements
in the order of conjuncts occurring in the formula. This step, however, is necessary only if the
target language of a synthesis is a logic programming language. For other target languages it
may be helpful because it simplifies the task of syntactically controlled mechanisms.

4.1.5 Program Construction

After executing GUESS, GET-REC and possibly a few simplifications the final step of a LOPS
synthesis consists of deriving a recursive formula for the originally specified problem from which
a recursive program can directly be determined. For this purpose, every instance of the original
problem definition is being folded back and all the subproblems generated during the synthesis
process are replaced by the formulae derived for them.

Example 4.1.21
Simplifying g 6=m ∧ g≤m to g<m and folding back the original definition of max in the formula
resulting from GET-REC yields the formula

∀S:Set(int).∀g,m:int. ¬empty?(S-g) ∧ g∈S ⇒
max1(S,g,m) ⇔ max(S-g,m) ∧ g<m

This formula and all the others derived so far are summarized which leads to the following
recursive description for the maximum problem.

∀S:Set(int).∀m:int. ¬empty?(S) ⇒
max(S,m) ⇔ ∃g:int. g∈S ∧ (max(S-g,m) ∧ g<m) ∨ (∀x∈S. x≤g ∧ g=m)

Given the standard semantics of logic programs this formula can directly be converted into a
logic program by dropping the existential quantifier, expressing the disjunction by two con-
secutive clauses, replacing g∈S, g<m, ∀x∈S. x≤g, and S-g by the corresponding subprograms
(-predicates), and moving the equality into the head of the second clause:

max(S,M) :- member(G,S), max-aux(S,G,M).
max-aux(S,G,M) :- setminus(S,G,SminusG), max(SminusG,M), less(G,M),!.
max-aux(S,M,M) :- setless(S,M).

This completes the LOPS synthesis of max.

Logically the final step is justified by the fact that the initial formula and the formula created by
the LOPS transformations are equivalent. Thus a program created by an algorithmic interpre-
tation of the recursive formula will yield only correct answers. Considering these logical aspects,
however, is not enough. For proving the overall correctness of the program one also has to show
that it does yield answers at all — i.e. that it terminates on all legal input. This cannot be shown
without considering the algorithmic aspects of the transformations involved. In particular one
has to make use of the well-foundedness property to prove termination of the recursive program.

For all the LOPS transformations discussed in this sections we have already provided functionals
combining the algorithms which satisfy the sub-specifications created by the transformation
into a solution for the original specification. Thus a complete LOPS synthesis corresponds to
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a combination F of these functionals such that F(f,fdc,fbase,frec,...) satisfies the initial
specification whenever its arguments satisfy their respective sub-specifications. Since one of the
sub-specifications created by GET-REC is the initial one, the algorithmic aspect of the final
step in a LOPS synthesis is the creation of the recursive algorithm

fix(f,x.F(f,fdc,fbase,frec,...)(x))

The principal structure of this algorithm depends only on the strategies which have been applied.
Since a LOPS synthesis is always centered around GUESS and GET-REC it can be described
completely as an abstract program depending on parameters DC,Ibase,fdc,fbase,frec, etc. where
some of these parameters can be dropped if the corresponding transformation was omitted. Such
an abstract algorithm is described in the lemmata below.

We begin by describing the results of a LOPS synthesis for specifications with simple output
types. For these we can attempt to guess the full output and the resulting algorithm is much
simpler than the general form.

Lemma 4.1.22 LOPS syntheses for unstructured data types

∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC. ∀DC:PROP(DD×RR). ∀fdc:DD|I→RR. ∀↘:DD×RR→ Seq(DD).
∀Ibase:DD×RR→ Bool. ∀Orec:PROP(DD×RR×Seq(RR)×RR). ∀fbase:(DD×RR|Ibase ∧DC ∧¬O)→RR.
∀frec:{〈〈x,g,Yr〉〉:DD×RR×Seq(RR)| I*(x↘g) ∧ DC(x,g) ∧¬O(x,g) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr)}→RR.

∀x:DD.∀g,y:RR.∀Yr:Seq(RR).
DC(x,g) ∧¬O(x,g) ∧ g6=

RR
y ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr) ⇒ O(x,y) ⇔ Orec(x,g,Yr,y)

∧ ∀x:DD.∀g:RR. I(x) ⇔ Ibase(x,g) ∨ I*(x↘g)
∧ 〈〈DD,RR,↘〉〉 is well-founded
∧ fdc satisfies specDC(spec,RR,DC)
∧ fbase satisfies specbase(spec,RR,DC ∧¬O,6=RR ,Ibase)
∧ frec satisfies specrec(spec,RR,DC ∧¬O,6=RR ,↘,Orec)

⇒ let φ = fix(f,x. let g=fdc(x) in if O(x,g) then g
else if Ibase(x,g) then fbase(x,g)

else frec(x,g,f*(x↘g)) )
in φ satisfies spec

Example 4.1.23 Constructing the algorithm for the maximum problem
In the synthesis of the maximum algorithm LOPS has determined the following parameters:
GUESS-DOMAIN led to DC(S,g) := g∈S and thus to fdc(S) := arb(S). GET-REC chose
S↘g := [S-g] and derived Ibase(S,g):= S={g} and Orec(S,g,Yr,m):= g≤Yr ∧Yr=m. Consider-
ing the input conditions given by lemma 4.1.17 one can immediately derive frec(S,g,Yr) := Yr

and fbase(S,g) := g as solutions for the corresponding specifications. As mentioned previ-
ously, Ibase(S,g) is not true in the failure case of guessing and fbase will never be called.
Instantiating lemma 4.1.22 on these parameters and removing the superfluous call of fbase

shows that the following recursive program is consistent:

FUNCTION max(S:Set(int)):int WHERE ¬empty?(S)
RETURNS m SUCH THAT m∈S ∧ ∀x∈S. x≤m

= let g=arb(S) in if ∀x∈S.x≤g then g else max(S-g)

The algorithm is the same as the one described by the logic program in example 4.1.21.

The following lemma describes a LOPS-solution for specifications with structured output types.
It requires guessing a part of a feasible output value correctly which is possible for nearly all
situations. (Otherwise it will be extremely difficult to collect information about feasible output
values at all which makes a synthesis nearly impossible.)
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Lemma 4.1.24

∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀primitive:DD→Bool. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀t:G×RR→Bool.
∀DC:PROP(DD×G). ∀↘:DD×G→Seq(DD). ∀Ibase:DD×G→Bool. ∀Orec:PROP(DD×G×Seq(RR)×RR).
∀fp:(DD|I ∧primitive)→RR. ∀fdc:DD|I ∧¬primitive→G. ∀fbase:(DD×G|Ibase ∧DC)→RR.
∀frec:{〈〈x,g,Yr〉〉:DD×G×Seq(RR)| I*(x↘g) ∧ DC(x,g) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr)}→RR.

∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀Yr:Seq(RR).∀y:RR.
DC(x,g) ∧ t(g,y) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr) ⇒ O(x,y) ⇔ Orec(x,g,Yr,y)

∧ ∀x:DD.∀g:G. ¬primitive(x) ⇒ I(x) ⇔ Ibase(x,g) ∨ I*(x↘g)
∧ 〈〈DD,RR,↘〉〉 is well-founded
∧ fp satisfies specpart(spec,primitive)
∧ fdc satisfies specDC(specpart(spec,¬primitive),G,DC)
∧ fbase satisfies specbase(specpart(spec,¬primitive),G,DC,t,Ibase)
∧ frec satisfies specrec(specpart(spec,¬primitive),G,DC,t,↘,Orec)

⇒ let φ = fix(f,x. if primitive(x) then fp(x)
else let g=fdc(x) in if Ibase(x,g) then fbase(x,g)

else frec(x,g,f*(x↘g)) )
in φ satisfies spec

These two lemmata describe the results of a LOPS synthesis whenever the standard interpreta-
tion of specifications is considered. We have refrained from formalizing the effects of the same
transformations on the multi-valued interpretation since the resulting expression will become
quite complex without leading to new insights.5 There are also lots of optimized versions for
special situations but we shall not discuss these here.

4.1.6 Justifying the LOPS Strategy

Lemmata 4.1.22 and 4.1.24 show how an algorithm can be constructed once all the necessary
parameters have been derived. They give rise to the following two meta-theorems which are the
basis for implementing verified program derivation strategies in the spirit of LOPS.

Theorem 4.1.25 LOPS synthesis for simple output types

∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC.
FUNCTION F(x:DD):RR WHERE I(x) RETURNS y SUCH THAT O(x,y) is satisfiable
⇐
∃DC:PROP(DD×RR). ∃↘:DD×RR→Seq(DD). ∃Ibase:DD×RR→Bool. ∃∀Orec:PROP(DD×RR×Seq(RR)×RR).
∀x:DD.∀g,y:RR.∀Yr:Seq(RR).

DC(x,g) ∧¬O(x,g) ∧ g 6=
RR
y ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr) ⇒ O(x,y) ⇔ Orec(x,g,Yr,y)

∧ ∀x:DD.∀g:RR. I(x) ⇔ Ibase(x,g) ∨ I*(x↘g)
∧ 〈〈DD,RR,↘〉〉 is well-founded
∧ FUNCTION Fdc(x:DD):RR WHERE I(x) RETURNS g SUCH THAT DC(x,g) is satisfiable
∧ FUNCTION Fbase(x,g:DD×RR):RR WHERE Ibase(x,g) ∧ DC(x,g) ∧¬O(x,g)

RETURNS y SUCH THAT O(x,y) ∧ g 6=
RR
y is satisfiable

∧ FUNCTION Frec(x,g,Yr:DD×RR×Seq(RR)):RR
WHERE I*(x↘g) ∧ DC(x,g) ∧¬O(x,g) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr)
RETURNS y SUCH THAT g6=

RR
y ∧ Orec(x,g,Yr,y) is satisfiable

5Recall that the concept of multi-valued programs can be embedded into the standard concept by modifying

the specification as described in section 2.4.3. This will, however, lead to different parameters DC, Orec and a

LOPS synthesis using the modified specification will differ slightly from the one using the original specification

and a multi-valued interpretation of it.
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Theorem 4.1.26 LOPS synthesis for complex types

∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS.
FUNCTION F(x:DD):RR WHERE I(x) RETURNS y SUCH THAT O(x,y) is satisfiable
⇐
∃primitive:DD→Bool. ∃G:DOMAINS. ∃DC:PROP(DD×G). ∃t:G×RR→ Bool.
∃↘:DD×G→ Seq(DD). ∃Ibase:DD×G→ Bool. ∃Orec:PROP(DD×G×Seq(RR)×RR).
∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀Yr:Seq(RR).∀y:RR.

DC(x,g) ∧ t(g,y) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr) ⇒ O(x,y) ⇔ Orec(x,g,Yr,y)
∧ ∀x:DD.∀g:G. ¬primitive(x) ⇒ I(x) ⇔ Ibase(x,g) ∨ I*(x↘g)
∧ FUNCTION Fp(x:DD):RR WHERE I(x) ∧ primitive(x) RETURNS y SUCH THAT O(x,y)

is satisfiable
∧ FUNCTION Fdc(x:DD):G WHERE I(x) ∧¬primitive(x) RETURNS g SUCH THAT DC(x,g)

is satisfiable
∧ FUNCTION Fbase(x,g:DD×G):RR WHERE Ibase(x,g) ∧ DC(x,g) ∧¬primitive(x)

RETURNS y SUCH THAT O(x,y) ∧ t(g,y) is satisfiable
∧ FUNCTION Frec(x,g,Yr:DD×G×Seq(RR)):RR

WHERE I*(x↘g) ∧ DC(x,g) ∧¬primitive(x) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr)
RETURNS y SUCH THAT t(g,y) ∧ Orec(x,g,Yr,y) is satisfiable

According to these theorems a program can be derived if values for the parameters can be pro-
vided which satisfy the given conditions. Thus the main purpose of the heuristics used by LOPS
is determining these parameters and proving the conditions alongside. Using the framework of
transformational synthesis (or the proofs-as-programs paradigm as in the early papers) is not
really necessary for this purpose but rather a syntactical burden hiding the essentials of LOPS.
It is rather advisable to implement LOPS as an approach based on the algorithm theories implic-
itly contained in the theorems. Viewing LOPS as a strategy deriving the parameters required by
theorems 4.1.25 and 4.1.26 leads to the following verified LOPS-strategy for program synthesis.

Preparation:
Given the specification spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 determine whether RR is simple or structured.
Apply theorem 4.1.25 to the problem in the first case and theorem 4.1.26 in the other.
The strategy for determining the required parameters proceeds similarly in both cases.

GUESS-DOMAIN:
Select a GUESS-scheme 〈〈RR, G, displayable, t〉〉 from the knowledge base. If RR is an atomic
type select G:=RR and t as equality.
By simplifying the formula ∃y:RR. I(x) ∧ ¬displayable(y) ∧ O(x,y) derive a predicate
primitive characterizing input values leading to non-displayable feasible outputs and an
algorithm computing feasible outputs for primitive inputs.
Derive DC according to the requirements and recommendations mentioned at the end of
section 4.1.1. (This is largely the heuristic DOMAIN and may require user interaction). In
particular show that guess-values can be computed.

GET-REC:
Select from the knowledge base a well-founded recursion scheme 〈〈DD,G,↘〉〉.
Using lemmata from the base of domain knowledge derive Ibase as “difference” between
I(x) and I*(x↘g) and Orec as “difference” between O(x,y) and O*(x↘g,Yr) in the context
of the requirements of the theorem.
Synthesize algorithms for the base case and the recursive case if they are not already
contained in the knowledge base.
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Program Construction:
Providing all the above parameters to prove the conditions of the theorem applied in
the first step completes the synthesis. Extracting the algorithm implicitly contained the
theorem (i.e. the one provided by lemma 4.1.22 or 4.1.24) yields the desired solution.

Note that due to the application of formal meta-theorems in the first step this strategy cannot
produce any false results. It should also be mentioned that the situation described in the theorems
is the most general one and that most real cases are much simpler. Often the equivalences for Ibase

and Orec hold true unconditionally, the functions fp,fdc,fbase,frec satisfy their specification on a
larger and less complex domain and do not depend on all input variables, and many conjunctions
turn out to contain redundant conjuncts which can be removed.

We will conclude this section with an example demonstrating a LOPS synthesis of several sorting
algorithms. The example shall illustrate the effects of the domain-condition and the recursion
scheme on the algorithm generated during a synthesis. Details how the heuristics of LOPS have
found these parameters are elaborated in [Neu92, Section 6.3] and shall not be repeated here.

Example 4.1.27 Synthesizing Sorting Algorithms

For the sake of simplicity we consider sorting sequences of integer values. A sequence S is a
sorted version of a sequence L if it ordered (i.e. ∀i∈{1..|S|-1}.Si≤Si+1) and a permutation
of L. The formal specification of the sorting problem reads as follows.

FUNCTION SORT(L:Seq(int)):Seq(int) RETURNS S
SUCH THAT permutes(L,S) ∧ ∀i∈{1..|S|-1}.Si≤Si+1

All GUESS-schemes dealing with sequences require the output sequence to be nonempty since
it would not have any displayable parts otherwise. Therefore the predicate primitive will be
derived by simplifying the formula

∃S:Seq(int). null?(S) ∧ permutes(L,S) ∧ ∀i∈{1..|S|-1}.Si≤Si+1
Substituting S by [] and evaluating permutes(L,[]) leads to the following parameters for
preprocessing the sorting problem before guessing.

primitive :=λL.null?(L), fp :=λL.[]

Since all input sequences are legal the base case of the recursion can always be dropped:

Ibase :=λL.false, fbase :=λL.[]

All sorting algorithms which we synthesize using theorem 4.1.26 have these parameters in
common. Variations will be due to different schemes for guessing and recursion.

1. Guessing the first element of the output sequence

The scheme 〈〈Seq(α),α,λL.¬null?(L),λg,L.g=
α
first(L)〉〉 for guessing the first element

of the output sequence almost uniquely determines the domain condition. The axiom

¬null?(L) ∧ sorts(L,S) ∧ g= first(S) ⇒ DC(L,g)

(where sorts(L,S) abbreviates the sorting condition) means that g must be the minimum of
the input sequence L. Thus we have

G := int, t :=λg,S.g= first(S), DC :=λL,g. g∈L ∧ ∀x∈L.g≤x, fdc :=λL.min(L)

There are several recursion schemes dealing with sequences and their elements. Among those
only the scheme 〈〈Seq(α),α, λS,g. if g∈αL then [L-αg] else []〉〉, where L-αg means re-
moving the first occurrence of g from L, makes sense if we know g to be the minimum of L.
Others waste the information about minimality and lead to algorithms described below.
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Using this scheme the recursive solution will be derived from the formula

g∈L ∧ ∀x∈L.g≤x ∧ g= first(S) ∧ sorts(L-g,Sr) ⇒ sorts(L,S) ⇔ Orec(L,g,Sr,S)

Permuting L-g into Sr where g= first(S) implies that Sr is the rest of S. This suggests

Orec :=λL,g,Sr,S. S =
Seq(int)

g.Sr, frec :=λL,g,Sr. g.Sr

The condition about S being ordered is easily checked to be true.

This completes the synthesis. The algorithm constructed via lemma 4.1.24 is selection sort.

FUNCTION SORT(L:Seq(int)):Seq(int) RETURNS S SUCH THAT sorts(L,S)
= if null?(L) then [] else let g=min(L) in g.SORT(L-g)

2. Guessing an arbitrary element of the output sequence

Instead of guessing a specific element of the output sequence we may guess an arbitrary
element. This leaves more freedom in selecting meaningful recursions. The GUESS scheme
〈〈Seq(α),α, λL.¬null?(L),λg,L.g∈αL〉〉 together with the axiom for DC implies that the
guess value must be an element of the input sequence L (but nothing more). Thus we have

G := int, t :=λg,S.g∈S, DC :=λL,g. g∈L, fdc :=λL.arb(L)

These parameters are the starting point for several algorithms whose differences are created
by the recursion schemes selected by GET-REC. Three recursion schemes can be applied.

2.1. Recursion by removing g from the input sequence L:

The same recursion scheme as used in the derivation of selection sort leads to the equivalence

g∈L ∧ g∈S ∧ sorts(L-g,Sr) ⇒ sorts(L,S) ⇔ Orec(L,g,Sr,S)

Permuting L-g into Sr where g is an arbitrary element of S means that Sr is S-g. Since both S
and Sr are ordered we can conclude that partitioning Sr into a sequence Sr<g containing only
values smaller than g and a sequence Sr≥g

leads to S =
Seq(int)

Sr<g ◦ g.Sr≥g
as output condition for

the recursive case. Thus in the recursive case we have to “insert” g into Sr:

Orec :=λL,g,Sr,S. S =
Seq(int)

Sr<g ◦ g.Sr≥g
, frec :=λL,g,Sr. insert(Sr, g)

Using lemma 4.1.24 these parameters lead to the insertion sort algorithm:

FUNCTION SORT(L:Seq(int)):Seq(int) RETURNS S SUCH THAT sorts(L,S)
= if null?(L) then [] else let g=arb(L) in insert(SORT(L-g), g)

For this algorithm the function arb, which computes an arbitrary element of L, is most effi-
ciently implemented as selecting the first element of L.

2.2. Recursion by partitioning L at the first occurrence of g:

The scheme λL,g. if g∈αL then let k=findα(g,L) in [L[1..k-1],L[k+1..|L|] ] else [],
where findα(g,L) denotes the first occurrence of g in L leads to the equivalence

g∈L ∧ g∈S ∧ sorts(L[1..k-1],S1) ∧ sorts(L[k+1..|L|],S2)
⇒ sorts(L,S) ⇔ Orec(L,g,[S1,S2],S)

From the permutation property we conclude that S1 and S2 must be disjoint “subsequences”
of S-g. Since all three sets are ordered, S must be created by merging S1 with S2 and inserting
g into the result. (This derivation is quite lengthy and requires a formal definition of merge.)

Orec :=λL,g,[S1,S2],S. S-g =
Seq(int)

merge(S1,S2),
frec :=λL,g,[S1,S2]. insert(merge(S1,S2),g)

The resulting algorithm contains some redundancy since first an arbitrary element of L is
created and then its position within L is being determined. This can be simplified to guessing
an arbitrary index k∈domain(L) and replacing g by Lk. After performing this simplification
we get the mergesort algorithm.
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FUNCTION SORT(L:Seq(int)):Seq(int) RETURNS S SUCH THAT sorts(L,S)
= if null?(L) then []

else let k=arb(domain(L)) in
insert( merge(SORT(L[1..k-1]),SORT(L[k+1..|L|])), Lk )

For mergesort the function arb should be implemented as selecting L|L|/2.

2.3. Recursion by partitioning L according to the value g:

The scheme 〈〈Seq(int), int, λL,g. if g∈L then [ L
<g
, L-g≥g

] else []〉〉 leads to

g∈L ∧ g∈S ∧ sorts(L
<g
,S1) ∧ sorts(L-g≥g

,S2)
⇒ sorts(L,S) ⇔ Orec(L,g,[S1,S2],S)

Using the permutation property and the fact that S1,S2, and S are ordered we can conclude
S1=S<g, S2=S-g≥g

and S can be constructed by concatenating S1 and g.S2.

Orec :=λL,g,[S1,S2],S. S =
Seq(int)

S1◦ g.S2, frec :=λL,g,[S1,S2]. S1◦ g.S2

The result of selecting theses parameters is a synthesis of the quicksort algorithm.

FUNCTION SORT(L:Seq(int)):Seq(int) RETURNS S SUCH THAT sorts(L,S)
= if null?(L) then [] else let g=arb(L) in SORT(L

<g
) ◦ g. SORT(L-g≥g

)

The optimal choice for arb(L) would be computing some mean value of L. 2

4.2 KIDS - Synthesis Based on Algorithm Schemata

KIDS — the Kestrel Interactive Development System — [Smi91a] is a highly automated environ-
ment for deriving correct and efficient programs from formal specifications integrating various
kinds of domain and programming knowledge. The system provides tools for performing deduc-
tive inference, algorithm design, expression simplification, finite differencing, partial evaluation,
data type refinement, and other program transformations. KIDS emphasizes the application of
complex high-level transformations that perform significant and meaningful actions and allows
the user to make high-level design decisions like, “design a global search algorithm for that
specification” or “simplify that expression in context”. It is expected that decisions at this level
are both intuitive to the user and high-level enough that useful programs can be derived within
a reasonable number of interactively controlled steps.

Besides various algorithm design tactics for simple problem reduction, divide-and-conquer, global
search, and local search the system incorporates tools for the development of domain theories
before creating a specification, algorithmic optimization, data type refinement, and compilation
of the mathematically described algorithm into an existing programming language. It is this
combination together with the orientation towards knowledge based program development which
has made KIDS the most successful synthesis system so far.

In this section we shall formalize the semantic knowledge guiding the KIDS strategy designing
global search algorithms. Our formalization follows [Smi87c, Smi91a] to ensure the faithfulness
of our representation which, due to the formulation as formal meta-theorems, also provides the
basis for a verified implementation of the design tactic. Thus we can avoid the typical errors
occurring when encoding a tactic by hand in the spirit of the description on paper.6

Further design tactics for other algorithmic structures will be investigated in the future.
6Actually, there is a small mistake in the KIDS implementation of the design tactic based on [Smi87c] which may

lead to a nonterminating program if the user is not careful enough (See our remarks in section 4.2.4 immediately

before example 4.2.17). Thus implementation and documentation are not the same.
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4.2.1 Formalizing the Theory of Global Search Algorithms

Solving a problem by enumerating a space of candidate solutions is a well-known concept in
computer science. Global search is a common enumeration method which generalizes binary
search, backtracking, branch-and-bound, constraint satisfaction, heuristic search, and others,
and applies, at least in theory, to any partial recursive function.

The basic idea of global search is to represent and manipulate sets of candidate solutions. Starting
from an initial set which contains all solutions to the given problem, a global search algorithm
repeatedly extracts candidate solutions from a set, splits sets into subsets, and eliminates sets
containing no feasible solutions via filters until no sets remain to be split. The process is often
described as a tree search in which a node represents a set of candidates and an arc represents
the split relationship between set and subset. The filters serve to prune off branches of the tree
that cannot lead to solutions. Solutions can be extracted from all nodes of the tree.

The sets of candidate solutions rarely represented extensionally since they may be infinite.
Thus global search algorithms are based on intensional representations called descriptors and a
satisfaction predicate determines when a candidate solution is in the set denoted by a descriptor.
For the sake of simplicity we will use the term space (or subspace) to denote both the descriptor
and the set that it denotes. It should be clear from context which meaning is intended.

In our formalization the structure common to global search algorithms will be represented by an
object called global search theory. Such an object consists of a specification spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉
together with a global search extension of spec which has the following components.

1. A type SS of all space descriptors for sets of candidate solutions and a (boolean) predicate
J on DD××SS describing the meaningful (or legal) ones,

2. a function s0:DD|I→SS describing an initial set of candidate solutions for each input x,

3. a predicate sat on RR×SS where sat(z,s) means that z is in the set denoted by s,

4. a function split:DD|I×SS→Set(SS) computing subspace descriptors of a given space descrip-
tor with respect to an input value, and

5. a function ext:SS→Set(RR) extracting output values from a space descriptor.

The components of a global search theory have to satisfy the following axioms:

1. For all legal inputs x:DD|I the initial space descriptor s0(x) must be meaningful,

2. splitting with respect to a legal input x:DD|I must map a meaningful space descriptor s:SS
into a set of meaningful ones,

3. all feasible solutions must be contained in the initial space described by s0(x),

4. an output object z:RR is in the set denoted by the descriptor s:SS if and only if z can be
extracted after finitely many applications of split to s where a k-fold iteration of split
is defined by

split0(x,s) = {s} and splitk+1(x,s) =
⋃{splitk(x,t)|t∈split(x,s)}

A global search theory is well-founded if meaningful space descriptors can be split only finitely
many times with respect to legal inputs.
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Our representation described above and formalized below follows closely the one given in [Smi87c]
except for a few modifications which we found to be more appropriate.7 To simplify notation we
define Gproj: exp to introduce standard names for components not mentioned explicitly.

Definition 4.2.1
GS ≡ (DD:TYPES × RR:TYPES × I:DD→Bool × DD××RR→Bool)

× SS:TYPES × DD××SS→Bool × DD|I→SS
× RR××SS→Bool × DD|I××SS→Set(SS) × SS→Set(RR)

Gproj: exp ≡ let G=〈〈〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉, SS, J, s0, sat, split, ext〉〉 in exp

splitk ≡ natind(k; λx,s.{s}; n,sp.λx,s.
⋃{sp(x,t)|t∈split(x,s)})

G is a GS-theory ≡ Gproj: ∀x:DD|I. J(x,s0(x))
∧ ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∀t∈split(x,s).J(x,t)
∧ ∀x:DD|I.∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒ sat(z,s0(x))
∧ ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒

sat(z,s) ⇔ ∃k:IN.∃t∈splitk(x,s). z∈
RR
ext(t)

G is a well-founded GS-theory
≡ Gproj: ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∃k:IN.empty?(splitk(x,s))

∧ G is a GS-theory
specG ≡ Gproj: 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉
G extends spec ≡ spec=specG in BOOL-SPEC

Example 4.2.2
The global search theory gs sequences over finite set(α) enumerates all sequences over
a given finite set S. A set of sequences is represented by their greatest common prefix V.
Splitting is performed by appending an element from S onto the end of V. Extracting selects
the greatest common prefix V itself. We display the GS-theory by assigning values to the
individual components which is more intuitive than using the form of a 10-tuple:

DD 7→ Set(α)
RR 7→ Seq(α)
I 7→ λS. true
O 7→ λS, L. range(L)⊆αS
SS 7→ Seq(α)
J 7→ λS, V. range(V)⊆αS
s0 7→ λS. []
sat 7→ λL, V. VvαL
split 7→ λS, V. {V•i|i∈S}
ext 7→ λV. {V}

It is not very difficult to verify the four axioms for GS-theories. The first three axioms are
trivial and the fourth is shown by induction. However, the theory is not well-founded since the
split-operation is not bounded. It requires additional conditions (see example 4.2.9) to make
the operation terminate.

Well-founded GS-theories, as we shall show, lead to provably correct algorithms for a given
problem since they contain all the information necessary to construct one according to the
description given at the beginning of this section. An auxiliary function, defined on legal input

7Representing split and ext as functions is computationally more convenient than the predicates used in

[Smi87c, SL90, Smi91a]; functions operating on the input domain and their corresponding axioms are allowed to

be undefined on illegal input values; and the fourth axiom has been weakened to feasible output objects z which

was necessary for the proof of lemma 4.2.12.
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and meaningful space descriptors, extracts at each step feasible output values via ext and O
and repeats this operation on each subspace generated by split. Its initial value is determined
by s0. Formally this algorithm can be described by λx.Faux(x,s0(x)) where the (set-valued)
function Faux is recursively defined by

Faux(x,s) = {z|z∈ext(s) ∧O(x,z)} ∪ ⋃{ Faux(x,t) | t∈split(x,s)}.
The following lemma shows that the above algorithm does in fact satisfy a given specification
spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉, provided the GS-theory is an extension of spec.

Lemma 4.2.3 Consistent Global Search Programs

1. ∀G:GS.Gproj: G is a GS-theory ⇒ ∀Faux:{x,s:DD×SS | I(x) ∧J(x,s)}→Set(RR).
Faux satisfies
FUNCTION Aux(x,s:DD×SS) WHERE I(x) ∧J(x,s) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)}
⇒ FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)} = Faux(x,s0(x))

is consistent
2. ∀G:GS.Gproj: G is a well-founded GS-theory ⇒

FUNCTION Faux(x,s:DD×SS) WHERE I(x) ∧J(x,s) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)}
= {z|z∈ext(s) ∧O(x,z)} ∪ ⋃{Faux(x,t)| t∈split(x,s)}

is consistent

Proof: The first part essentially follows from the first and third axiom.
The second requires inductive reasoning about the result of a computation in relation to the
number of split operations involved. Since the computation of the auxiliary function terminates
after i steps if spliti(x,s) is empty this result can be described as the collection of all the
solutions directly extractable from space descriptors belonging to one of the sets splitj(x,s)
where j∈{0..i-1}. Formally, this is the set

⋃{ {z|z∈ext(t) ∧ O(x,z)} | t∈
⋃{splitj(x,s)|j∈{0..i-1} } }.

In the induction the second axiom guarantees that I(x) ∧J(x,s) is true in each of the recursive
calls, and the fourth guarantees sat(z,s). The well-foundedness condition ensures that the
algorithm terminates at all. The detailed proof can be found in appendix C.5. 2

An immediate consequence of this lemma is that an algorithm satisfying a specification spec
can be synthesized if a well-founded global search theory G can be found which extends it.

Theorem 4.2.4 Synthesis from Global Search Theories

∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC.
satisfiable( FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)} )
⇐ ∃G:GS. G is a well-founded GS-Theory ∧ G extends spec

Theorem 4.2.4 gives rise to a very simple derivation strategy:

From the knowledge base select a well-founded GS-theory which extends the given specification
and instantiate lemma 4.2.3 to create a global search algorithm for it.

This strategy, however, is too simple to be of any practical use. A knowledge base should contain
only a comparably small set of GS-theories. Thus we cannot expect to find a direct global search
extension for more than a few specifications. Secondly, a GS-theory is not always well-founded
even if it describes a structure common to many algorithms (as gs sequences over finite set)
and theorem 4.2.4 would not be applicable at all.
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We therefore have to investigate mechanisms making one GS-theory applicable for a wider
range of specifications. By substitutions we may specialize a known GS-theory to fit a given
specification. Filters, besides optimizing an algorithm, can be used to turn a GS-theory into a
well-founded one. The following two sections discuss these concepts.

4.2.2 Specializing a known Global Search Theory

A global search theory G provides a solution not only for the specification immediately contained
in it but also for all those whose output conditions are more restrictive even if their domains
differ from that of G. If we can reduce a specification spec to specG then we can also derive a
global search algorithm for spec from G.

Reduction between specifications (spec¿spec’) has been defined in section 3.3.3 where we
also discussed the immediate effects of reduction on the algorithms. According to lemma 3.3.19
verifying spec¿spec’ provides a transformation θ between the domains of spec and spec’
which can be used to convert an algorithm satisfying spec’ into one which satisfies spec.

Such a transformation can also be used to specialize a global search theory G into one that
extends spec, provided spec reduces to the specification part of G. This theory, which we call
G(θ,spec), is obtained by applying θ to every component of G placing θ(x) wherever an input
value is expected.

Definition 4.2.5
spec¿θspec′ ≡ let spec=〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 and spec′=〈〈DD’,RR’,I’,O’〉〉 in

RR⊂RR’
∧ ∀x:DD|I.(I’(θ(x)) ∧ ∀z:RR. O(x,z)⇒ O’(θ(x),z) )

G(θ,spec) ≡ Gproj: 〈〈spec, SS, λx,s.J(θ(x),s), λx.s0(θ(x)),
sat, λx,s.split(θ(x),s), ext 〉〉

G generalizes spec ≡ spec¿specG

G generalizes spec with θ ≡ spec¿θspecG

The following lemma shows that specializing GS-theories leads to GS-theories which extend the
specification used. The property of well-foundedness remains.

Lemma 4.2.6 Specializing Global Search Theories

1. ∀spec:BOOL-SPEC.∀G:GS.∀θ:DOM(spec)→DOM(specG). G(θ,spec) extends spec
2. ∀spec:BOOL-SPEC.∀G:GS.∀θ:DOM(spec)→DOM(specG).

spec¿θspecG ∧ G is a GS-theory ⇒ G(θ,spec) is a GS-Theory
3. ∀spec:BOOL-SPEC.∀G:GS.∀θ:DOM(spec)→DOM(specG).

spec¿θspecG ∧ G is a well-founded GS-theory
⇒ G(θ,spec) is a well-founded GS-Theory

Lemma 4.2.6 allows us to weaken the conditions of theorem 4.2.4 from global search extensions
to generalizations which leads to a much stronger synthesis strategy.

Corollary 4.2.7 Synthesis by Specializing Global Search Theories

∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC.
satisfiable( FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)} )
⇐ ∃G:GS. G is a well-founded GS-Theory ∧ G generalizes spec

Corollary 4.2.7 extends the range of applicability of an individual GS-theory to a large set of
examples. Therefore we may reduce a knowledge base of GS-theories to one containing only the
most general well-founded representatives.
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4.2.3 Filters

Filters are predicates that are used to eliminate space descriptors generated by splitting from
further consideration. They can improve the efficiency of the algorithm by eliminating candidates
not leading to solutions and they can make a GS-theory well-founded. Filters, together with
specialization lead to a design strategy which can successfully synthesize many global search
algorithms with a knowledge base containing less than 10 GS-theories.

A filter Φ is necessary for a theory G if it does not eliminate space descriptors containing feasible
solutions and it is a wf-filter if it turns the split operation into a well-founded one. Wf-filters
may not be necessary filters but this may change in the process of specialization.

We shall explore four aspect of filters

1. Necessary wf-filters turn a global search theory into a well-founded one (lemma 4.2.10) and
therefore allow using non-well-founded GS-theories in a synthesis.

2. Specializing filters only improves their properties (lemma 4.2.12).

3. Filters can be refined (lemma 4.2.14).

4. Necessary filters can be used to improve global search algorithms (lemma 4.2.16).

Definition 4.2.8
Filters(G) ≡ Gproj: DD××SS → Bool
Φ necessary filter for G ≡ Gproj: ∀x:DD.∀s:SS.Φ(x,s) ⇐ ∃z:RR. sat(z,s) ∧O(x,z)
splitΦ ≡ λx,s.{t|t∈split(x,s) ∧Φ(x,t)}
Φ wf-filter for G ≡ Gproj: ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s)

⇒ ∃k:IN. empty?(splitΦ
k(x,s))

GΦ ≡ Gproj: 〈〈〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉, SS, J, s0, sat, splitΦ, ext〉〉

Example 4.2.9 Filters for gs sequences over finite set (c.f. example 4.2.2)
The split operation λS,V. {V•i|i∈S} can be turned into a well-founded one by adding filters
which put a limit on appending elements from S. This can be done by putting an upper bound
to the length of V•i, either by a constant k or a multiple of the size of S. Other possibilities
are to eliminate sequences which contain repeated elements.

Therefore λS,W.|W|≤k, λS,W.|W|≤k*|S|α, and λS,W.injectiveα(W) are wf-filters for
gs sequences over finite set. None of them is a necessary filter for the unspecialized the-
ory. They must be chosen depending on the problem the theory shall be applied to.

The following lemma is the key to the use of GS-theories which are not well-founded by them-
selves. If we can find a wf-filter Φ that is also a necessary one then the ‘dynamic’ modification
of the split-operation by Φ makes the theory well-founded.

Lemma 4.2.10 Filters and Well-foundedness

∀G:GS.∀Φ:Filters(G).
G is a GS-Theory ∧ Φ wf-filter for G ∧ Φ necessary filter for G
⇒ GΦ is a well-founded GS-Theory

Proof: Show by induction over k: “If Φ is a necessary feasibility filter for G then splitk and
splitΦ

k behave identical as far as relevant elements are concerned” (An element of the search
space is relevant if a feasible output can be extracted from it.) Well-foundedness then follows
from Φ being a wf-filter. 2
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As a consequence, instead of searching for a well-founded global search theory in the knowledge
base we may select an arbitrary one that generalizes the specification and then derive a necessary
filter that makes it well-founded. Proving that a filter is a wf-filter for a given GS-theory seems
to put a high burden on the inference mechanism of a synthesizer. It is, however, sufficient to
provide a small set of wf-filters for each non-well-founded GS-theory in the knowledge base and
specialize a filter together with the theory. The specialized filter will have the well-foundedness
property as well and we only have to prove that it has become a necessary one.

Definition 4.2.11

Φθ ≡ λx,s.Φ(θ(x),s)

The following lemma shows that specializing filters does not affect their properties.

Lemma 4.2.12 Specializing Filters

1. ∀spec:BOOL-SPEC ∀G:GS. ∀Φ:Filters(G).∀θ:DOM(spec)→DOM(specG).
Φ necessary filter for G ∧ spec¿θspecG
⇒ Φθ necessary filter for G(θ,spec)

2. ∀spec:BOOL-SPEC ∀G:GS. ∀Φ:Filters(G).∀θ:DOM(spec)→DOM(specG).
Φ wf-filter for G ∧ spec¿θspecG ⇒ Φθ wf-filter for G(θ,spec)

After specializing a filter we may refine it by adding further conditions. Refining a filter does
not affect its well-foundedness property but it cannot turn a filter into a necessary one. Thus a
wf-filter selected from a knowledge base must be necessary after specialization but may still be
refined into a more efficient one afterwards.

Definition 4.2.13

Ψ¹GΦ ≡ Gproj: ∀x:DD.∀s:SS. Ψ(x,s) ⇒ Φ(x,s)

Lemma 4.2.14 Refining Filters

1. ∀G:GS.∀Φ,Ψ:Filters(G).
Ψ¹GΦ ∧ Φ wf-filter for G ⇒ Ψ wf-filter for G

2. ∀G:GS.∀Φ,Ψ:Filters(G).
Ψ¹GΦ ∧ Ψ necessary filter for G ⇒ Φ necessary filter for G

Let us summarize the above insights in a single theorem from which we will derive our strategy
designing global search algorithms.

Theorem 4.2.15 Synthesis of Global Search Algorithms

∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC.
satisfiable( FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)} )
⇐
∃G:GS.∃Φ:Filters(G).∃θ:DOM(spec)→DOM(specG).∃Ψ:Filters(G(θ,spec)).
G is a GS-Theory ∧ Φ wf-filter for G ∧ G generalizes spec with θ

∧ Ψ necessary filter for G(θ,spec) ∧ Ψ¹G(θ,spec)Φθ

Before we formulate the design strategy we will discuss a slight improvement of global search
algorithms using filters. If Φ is a necessary filter for the GS-theory G then by lemma 4.2.10 and
4.2.3 we have the following consistent program.
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FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)} = Faux(x,s0(x))

FUNCTION Faux(x,s:DD××SS) WHERE I(x) ∧J(x,s) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)}
= {z|z∈ext(s) ∧O(x,z)} ∪ ⋃{Faux(x,t)| t∈split(x,s) ∧ Φ(x,t)}

Before each recursive call of the auxiliary function the filter Φ(x,t) is executed. We may there-
fore add Φ to the input conditions of Faux. This additional information will strongly support
later optimizations but requires the initial call to apply the filter as well.

Now for each z∈Faux(x,s0(x)) we know that O(x,z) and sat(z,s0(x)) must be true (according
to the specification and the third GS-axiom). Thus by definition of necessity Φ(x,s0(x)) must
hold which allows us to add this condition to the initial call.

Lemma 4.2.16 Improving Global Search Algorithms by Filters

1. ∀G:GS.∀Φ:Filters(G).Gproj: G is a GS-theory ∧ Φ necessary filter for G
⇒ ∀Faux:{x,s:DD××SS|I(x) ∧J(x,s) ∧Φ(x,s)}→Set(RR).
Faux satisfies FUNCTION Aux(x,s:DD××SS) WHERE I(x) ∧J(x,s) ∧Φ(x,s)

RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)}
⇒ FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)}

= if Φ(x,s0(x)) then Faux(x,s0(x)) else ∅
is consistent

2. ∀G:GS.∀Φ:Filters(G).Gproj:
G is a GS-theory ∧ Φ necessary filter for G ∧ Φ wf-filter for G ⇒
FUNCTION Faux(x,s:DD××SS) WHERE I(x) ∧J(x,s) ∧Φ(x,s)

RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)}
= {z|z∈ext(s) ∧O(x,z)} ∪ ⋃{Faux(x,t)|t∈split(x,s) ∧Φ(x,t)}

is consistent

Proof: Modify the proof of lemma 4.2.3 according to the above argument. 2

4.2.4 A Strategy for the Design of Global Search Algorithms

The formulation of theorem 4.2.15 as a completely formal one has several aspects for program
synthesis. First of all it proves that a global search extension of a given specification together with
a specializing substitution and a necessary wf-filter does in fact lead to an algorithm satisfying
a given specification. Secondly, it can be considered as a high-level inference rule of a program
synthesizer – implemented in a proof system for the underlying calculus – which transforms the
synthesis problem into one looking for appropriate G,Φ,θ and Ψ. And thirdly, its proof contains
lemma 4.2.16 and thus a method to construct the global search algorithm once the parameters
G,Φ,θ and Ψ have been determined.

Theorem 4.2.15 therefore gives rise to a verified implementation of a simple synthesis strategy
designing a global search algorithm for a given specification spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉. This strategy
refines and improves the one given in [Smi87c] and consists of four heuristic steps determining
the required parameters and a final step instantiating lemma 4.2.16 to create the algorithm.

1. From the library select a global search theory G = 〈〈spec’, SS,J,s0,sat,split,ext〉〉 whose
range type is RR or a supertype of it. If G contains type variables instantiate them accordingly.

2. Verify that G generalizes spec and extract a substitution θ according to lemma 3.3.19.

3. Select a wf-filter Φ for G such that Φθ is a necessary filter for G(θ,spec). If G is already
well-founded then a trivial filter may be chosen.
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4. Derive a necessary filter Ψ for G(θ,spec) by refining Φθ. This can be done by adding
further conjuncts inferred from sat(z,s) ∧O(x,z) and is mostly an abductive step which
must be controlled heuristically.

5. Apply lemma 4.2.16 to create the programs:

FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)}
= if Ψ(x,s0(θ(x))) then Faux(x,s0(θ(x))) else ∅

FUNCTION Faux(x,s:DD××SS) WHERE I(x) ∧J(θ(x),s) ∧Ψ(x,s)
RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)}

= {z|z∈ext(s) ∧O(x,z)} ∪ ⋃{Faux(x,t)|t∈split(θ(x),s) ∧Ψ(x,t)}
We shall illustrate our strategy by a real programming problem which has been used in [Smi91a]
to demonstrate the capabilities of the KIDS system. The derivation given there selects the non-
well-founded GS-theory gs sequences over finite set and — lacking the concept of wf-filters
— does not properly justify the correctness of the resulting algorithm.8 The example below shows
how to derive the same algorithm in a framework that does guarantee correctness.

Example 4.2.17 Synthesis of an Algorithm enumerating Costas Arrays

In [Cos84], Costas introduced a class of permutations that can be used to generate radar and
sonar signals with ideal ambiguity functions. Since then, many publications have investigated
combinatorial properties of these permutations, now known as Costas arrays. So far, no general
construction has been found and the problem of enumerating Costas arrays has been explored
by computer search [SVM88].

A Costas array is defined as a permutation of the set {1..n} such that there are no repeated
elements in any row of its difference table which in its first row gives the difference of adjacent
elements of the permutation, in the second the difference of every other element, and so on.

To state the problem we have to extend our basic vocabulary by defining rows in the difference
table of a sequence A.

dtrow(A,j) ≡ [Ai-Ai+j|i∈[1..|A|-j] ]

A program constructing all the Costas arrays of order n can now be specified as follows.

FUNCTION Costas(n:int) WHERE n≥1
RETURNS {A:Seq(int)| permutation(A,{1..n})

∧ ∀j∈domain(A).injective(dtrow(A,j))}
1. The range Seq(int) suggests looking for GS-theories about sequences among which we

choose gs sequences over finite set from example 4.2.2 (instantiating the α with int).
2. To verify spec¿spec(G) we have to show

∀n:{m:int|n≥1}. ∃S:Set(int). ∀A:Seq(int).
permutation(A,{1..n}) ∧ ∀j∈domain(A).injective(dtrow(A,j)) ⇒ range(A)⊆S

Instantiating the definition of permutation(A,{1..n}) and applying the lemma

range(A) =
Set(int)

{1..n} ⇔ range(A)⊆{1..n} ∧ {1..n}⊆range(A)
leads to choosing S:={1..n} and the substitution θ=λn.{1..n}.

8Lacking complete formality in the steps from developing the theory on paper towards implementing the

corresponding design tactic it has remained unnoticed that theorem 1 of [Smi91a] – the key to a KIDS deriva-

tion – is wrong since it omits well-foundedness of the GS-theory as prerequisite for termination. Its earlier ver-

sion [Smi87c, Proposition 3.1.] (which has been proven correct) cannot be applied since the selected GS-theory

gs sequences over finite set is not well-founded. Since neither the KIDS system nor the derivation on pa-

per prove termination separately, the KIDS-derivation of the algorithm enumerating Costas arrays contains no

guarantee that the resulting algorithm is correct (although it is).
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FUNCTION Costas (n:int)
WHERE n≥1
RETURNS {A:Seq(int)| permutation(A,{1..n}) ∧ ∀j∈domain(A).injective(dtrow(A,j))}

= if injective([]) ∧ ∀j∈domain([]).injective(dtrow([],j))
then Costasaux(n,[]) else ∅

FUNCTION Costasaux (n,V:int×Seq(int))
WHERE n≥1 ∧ range(V)⊆{1..n} ∧ injective(V) ∧ ∀j∈domain(V).injective(dtrow(V,j))
RETURNS {A:Seq(int)| permutation(A,{1..n})

∧ ∀j∈domain(A).injective(dtrow(A,j)) ∧ VvA}
= {A | A∈{V} ∧ permutation(A,{1..n}) ∧ ∀j∈domain(A).injective(dtrow(A,j))}

∪ ⋃{ Costasaux(n,W) | W∈{V•i|i∈{1..n}} ∧ injective(W)
∧ ∀j∈domain(W).injective(dtrow(W,j))}

Figure 4.1: Global search algorithms solving the Costas-Arrays problem

3. Since in gs sequences over finite set a space descriptor V describes the set of all se-
quences whose prefix is V any feasible output is in a space described by an injective sequence
V. Thus Φθ=λn,W.injective(W) would be a necessary filter for the specialized GS theory.
This suggests selecting the wf-filter Φ:=λS,W.injective(W) (c.f. example 4.2.9) to make
the GS-theory well-founded.

4. From the output-condition ∀j∈domain(A).injective(dtrow(A,j)) we can infer that ev-
ery row in the difference table of a prefix of A must be injective as well. We refine Φθ

by adding this condition and get as necessary wf-filter for the specialized GS theory:
Ψ:=λn,W. injective(W) ∧ ∀j∈domain(W).injective(dtrow(W,j))

The requirements on the parameters of lemmata 4.2.16.1. and 2. are now fulfilled and we may
apply them. This leads to the consistent global search algorithm shown in figure 4.1.

4.2.5 Optimizations

The algorithm given in figure 4.1 is not the most efficient solution to the problem. But it is
well-structured and can be optimized systematically. Let us illustrate some simple possibilities.

• Both expressions injective([]) and ∀j∈domain([]).injective(dtrow([],j)) evaluate
to true. This allows simplifying the conditional in the body of Costas to a simple call
of Costasaux(n,[]) while leaving the filter in the input condition of Costasaux.

• The first part of the body of Costasaux can be replaced by a conditional according to the
law {f(x)|x∈{y} ∧p(x)} ⇔ if p(y) then {f(y)} else ∅. In the context of the
input conditions on V conditions which are already mentioned can be dropped. As a result
this part simplifies to if {1..n}⊆range(V) then {V} else ∅

• In the other part of the body of Costasaux the variable W can be replaced by V•i and
afterwards the operations injective and dtrow are distributed over the append operation
“ • ” using laws like:

injective(V•i) ⇔ injective(V) ∧ i 6∈V
dtrow(V•i,|V|+1) =

Set(int)
[]

dtrow(V•i,j) =
Set(int)

dtrow(V,j)•(V|V|+1-j-i)
∀j∈domain(V•i). P(j) ⇔ ∀j∈domain(V) .P(j) ∧ P(|V|+1)

Again the context of the input conditions on V is used to drop superfluous conditions.
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FUNCTION Costas (n:int)
WHERE n≥1
RETURNS {A:Seq(int)| permutation(A,{1..n}) ∧ ∀j∈domain(A).injective(dtrow(A,j))}

= Costasaux(n,[])

FUNCTION Costasaux (n,V:int×Seq(int))
WHERE n≥1 ∧ range(V)⊆{1..n} ∧ injective(V) ∧ ∀j∈domain(V).injective(dtrow(V,j))
RETURNS {A:Seq(int)| permutation(A,{1..n})

∧ ∀j∈domain(A).injective(dtrow(A,j)) ∧ VvA}
= if {1..n}⊆range(V) then {V} else ∅

∪ ⋃{ Costasaux(n,V•i) |i∈{1..n} ∧ i 6∈V ∧ ∀j∈domain(V). (V|V|+1-j-i) 6∈dtrow(V,j)}

Figure 4.2: Costas-Arrays algorithm after simplifications

Figure 4.2 shows the result of the simplifications. Further possibilities for optimizations include
partial evaluation, finite differencing, and data type refinement [Smi91a]. These techniques shall
be formalized in the future.
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Chapter 5

Towards Meta-Synthesis

In the previous chapters we have elaborated the foundations of a formal theory of programming.
This theory is based on three fundamental ideas. Firstly, both the object-level of programming
(domain knowledge and individual specifications and programs) and the meta-level (methods
manipulating knowledge, specifications, and programs) are represented within a single formal
language which admits reasoning about all the concepts represented in it. Secondly, it raises the
level of formal reasoning from low-level inferences (i.e. basic rules of a calculus) to steps which
are meaningful to programmers and not only to logicians. Thirdly, it is completely formal, which
means that all the definitions and theorems presented here can directly be realized on a proof
development system for the underlying calculus.

We have built our formal theory by extending an existing formal calculus (the type theory of
NuPRL [CAB+86]) by concepts for reasoning on a higher level of abstraction. We have formal-
ized knowledge about several domains of application as well as the fundamental programming
concepts such as specifications, programs, and their correctness.

We have investigated the paradigms of proofs-as-programs, synthesis by transformations, and
synthesis by algorithm schemata and proven them to be equivalent. The proofs have been com-
pletely formal and therefore provide a method to translate derivations found in either of the
paradigms into our formal framework and vice versa. This supports both theoretical compar-
isons of different approaches to program synthesis and the construction of a unified programming
environment integrating various strategies which so far appeared to be entirely different.

We have formalized semantic knowledge contained in existing strategies and shown that such a
formalization is useful for representing, refining, improving, and implementing deductive meth-
ods. In particular we have represented the kernel of the LOPS-approach to program synthesis
[Bib80] which so far has been described rather vaguely. In the process of formalizing the design
strategy for global search algorithms used in the KIDS system [Smi87c, Smi91a] we have dis-
covered a small gap and shown how to close it. This shows a particular advantage of complete
formality over encodings which skip details which appear to be unimportant.

The key to the investigation of synthesis strategies is the formulation of formally verified meta-
theorems declaratively describing their behavior. Such a meta-theorem makes explicit the se-
mantic knowledge contained in a strategy and admits theoretical investigations and comparisons.
Furthermore, its realization on a computer can be considered as a high-level inference rule exe-
cuting the essential part of the strategy (c.f. our discussion in section 2.5): it is only necessary
to find instantiations of the parameters of the meta-theorem by a match-and-search process and
to apply the instantiated version of the theorem like a rule executing modus ponens. Therefore
our formal theory provides the basis for a formally precise investigation of software development
methods and shows a simple and fast way to create verifiably correct implementations for them.
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As a consequence, a computer realization of our formal theory can serve as the fundamen-
tal component of the inference engine used in an environment for knowledge based software
engineering. All inferences should be based on calling verified theorems of the formal theory
while search procedures are restricted to an efficient management of the theorems stored in the
knowledge base. This guarantees the derivations to be correct and comprehensible and allows
a programmer using the system to re-execute the derivation and modify the design decisions if
this is desired.

Obviously additional notational improvements and an even more free syntax would make such
a system more acceptable in practice. For instance, indices for data types could be omitted if
they can be derived from the context. We believe, however, that this should not be done by
changing the formal theory but rather by building an intelligent interface on top of our theory
which hides formal details from a user as long as this is possible.

In the rest of this chapter we shall briefly discuss further research that should be added to our
work in order to admit a construction of verified and practically useful systems for knowledge
based software engineering. The principal goal of such research should be meta-synthesis. This
means formalizing as much semantic knowledge about programming as possible and using the
corresponding meta-theorems in a derivation of synthesis systems in the same way as standard
domain knowledge is used in a derivation of “conventional programs”.

The formalization of programming knowledge can be divided into three major subtasks: a system-
atic acquisition of verified knowledge about individual domains, a formalization and integration
of algorithm design strategies, and a formalization of program optimization techniques. Each of
these tasks requires a lot of detailed work to be done and we shall restrict ourselves to providing
a few guidelines before we shall illustrate in greater detail how to make use of such knowledge
to derive deductive methods from higher-order specifications.

5.1 Automating Theory Development

A formal specification of a programming problem must satisfy two requirements. It must be
expressed in terms of constructs known to the reasoning system and it must be humanly com-
prehensible to admit a validation. Even with a large knowledge base of domain theories these
requirements cannot always be fulfilled at the same time. It may become necessary for a user
to build up additional domain theories by defining appropriate types, functions, and laws (c.f.
examples 3.1.8, 4.2.17) before specifying the problem and there should be tools supporting the
development of domain theories.

Often the additional types and operations can easily be expressed in terms of existing con-
structs and are rather abbreviations which allow a more abstract reasoning. In such a case the
user will have to provide the definitions explicitly and the system should help in stating and
proving elementary laws about the newly defined objects. Experience shows that distributive and
monotonicity laws provide most of the laws that are needed to support design and optimization.

It would be interesting to investigate principles for deriving such laws automatically. For in-
stance, information about the domain and range of an operation will be helpful to decide which
distributive laws should be stated at all and partial evaluation may help to state them. Also
an efficient organization of such knowledge will become necessary to find the laws which are
applicable to simplify a certain problem. Experience shows that indexing distributive laws by
the two outermost operations (“distribute op1 over op2”) is very efficient but such knowledge has
not been made explicit yet.
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In some situations the types and operations involved in the problem are known by their properties
only while it is unclear how to express them in terms of existing constructs. In this case it would
be desirable to have the user state these axioms, derive a representation with support of the
system, and then state and prove additional laws as above.

The derivation of formal representations for an axiomatically defined domain theory can formally
be expressed using the notions of abstract theories and their models as defined in section 3.3.1:
the user will specify an abstract domain theory T and derive a T -theory with support of the
system. This task is essentially the same as program synthesis except that an abstract data type, a
module consisting of several operations and types, will be synthesized instead of a single program.
It becomes more complex due to the higher degrees of freedom and internal dependencies but
usually a solution is much easier to find than for “real” specifications.

Investigating the extension of synthesis strategies towards the automated creation of modules is
therefore another important direction that should be followed, especially because some program
transformation systems based on algebraic methods (see e.g. [KBHG+86, KB89]) already work
at developing program packages from specifications. It should also be noted that implementing
abstractly defined theories is closely related to research about data type refinement which we
shall discuss in section 5.3.

5.2 Formalizing and Integrating Algorithm Design Strategies

Investigating knowledge contained in existing strategies for the design of algorithms from formal
specifications is very likely the most important direction for future research. Many different
approaches have been presented during the past 25 years and there are many similarities between
them despite of vast differences in the formalisms. Extracting the knowledge implicitly contained
in these approaches will make us able to discover the similarities and knowledge which is used by
some but not all approaches. Such a comparison provides the means for combining the strengths
of different approaches while avoiding double work.

In chapter 4 we have already represented two approaches to program synthesis and we shall
continue to represent and investigate further approaches such as design tactics for divide-and-
conquer algorithms [Smi85b, Smi85a, Smi87a], local search algorithms [Low89, Low91], dynamic
programming [Smi91b], and other algorithm schemata; constructive matching [Fra85b, FK92],
proof planning methods [Bun89, BSW90], and the additional strategies of LOPS [Bib80]. In this
context methods from automated theorem proving and plan generation should also be investi-
gated and integrated into our theory. Further programming knowledge worth being studied is
contained in research on methodologies [Dij76, Gri81, Wir71] which has not yet been automated.

The method for formalizing these approaches is always the same: one has to identify the key
operations and the parameters they depend on and prove formal meta-theorems about them.
Afterwards heuristics determining these parameters should be investigated and all semantic
knowledge contained in them should be formalized similarly until only search procedures remain.
A comparison will then be possible on the basis of these meta-theorems.

We believe that there are strong relations between LOPS and the constructive matching strategy,
proof planning and the use of transformations in general (c.f. section 3.4), and the choice of
certain parameters in either of these approaches and particular algorithm schemata. For instance
the domain condition DC for guessing in LOPS (section 4.1.1) has some resemblance to the
predicate J describing the meaningful space descriptors for global search (section 4.2.1) and it
would be interesting to elaborate simple conditions on the parameters for LOPS which make
LOPS derive global search algorithms or divide-and-conquer algorithms.
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5.3 Formalizing Program Optimization and Implementation

Once an algorithm has been designed there are many methods to make it more efficient. One
may improve the structure of the algorithm and simplify expressions contained in it, a certain
implementation of the data structures involved may be more efficient than the standard rep-
resentation, and knowledge about peculiarities of the target language may be used as well. To
avoid a combinatorial explosion most optimization techniques will have to be applied interac-
tively under control of a user. The techniques themselves are program transformations which
should operate fully automatic. Their application, of course, has to be justified.

Algorithmic Optimization includes techniques such as simplification, partial evaluation, finite
differencing, and other transformations.

• Simplification means substituting a subexpression by another one which is easier to com-
pute. The context, that is the input condition in the specification and the immediate
context of the expression in the program body may be taken into account. Simplification
can be arbitrarily hard since all the laws of the domain knowledge base may be used and
the process stops only if no law is applicable anymore.

While substituting (conditionally) equal or equivalent expressions according to given laws
can easily be justified (only make sure that in every step the precondition for applying the
substitution is checked) automating the simplification procedure requires the laws to be
directed and a very efficient organization of the knowledge base.

• Partial evaluation [BEN88] or specialization [Sch81] means evaluating subexpressions whose
arguments are in a fixed form such as the empty sequence, singleton sequences, or fixed
numbers. Logically this corresponds to unfolding definitions in the expression and then
simplifying it by distributive laws.

• If recursive calls within an algorithm change the input variables in a regular way, then
some complex subexpressions can be replaced by additional parameters which are updated
incrementally in the recursive call. For instance, if an algorithm depending on an input
sequence L contains a subexpression computing the length of L and the recursive call
removes an element of L, then the length of the new value can be computed by reducing
the old length by 1 which is much more efficient than recomputing the length.

Introducing a new variable for a subexpression and replacing its evaluation by an incre-
mental computation of the new variable is a program (module) transformation which is
known as finite differencing [PK82] and can result in a significant speedup. Furthermore it
supports parallel computations since depth is being replaced by breadth. Mathematically it
can be expressed as an abstraction which is followed by simplifications and a formalization
will have to reflect this.

• Further strategies towards an efficient development of efficient programs are discussed in
[Kan79, Kan83, Kan85, Kan91] and need to be investigated as well.

While specifications and the design of algorithms must be based on an abstract view of the
data to be manipulated, programs have to operate with concrete representations of the data.
For simple data structures standard implementations provided by compilers are very efficient.
However, when it comes to high-level or abstract data types, standard solutions cease being
satisfactory. Syntheses thus involve not only control decisions, but also data structure selection
[Bar79, SSS81].
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The difficulty is that complex data types can be implemented in many different ways. Sets, for
instance, may be represented by lists, arrays, trees, bit-patterns, etc. Depending on the mix of
operations occurring in an algorithm one representation may be more efficient than another and
no single default implementation will give good performance for all occurrences of an abstract
type. Thus it is necessary to provide tools for verifiably correct data type refinement [BG90]. As
formal foundation for such tools we may use the concept of abstract theories and their models
which we have formalized in section 3.3.1.

The final step of a synthesis is a translation of a mathematically described algorithm (including
data structure selections) into a given target language. Besides improving efficiency this step
will make the program compatible with other software products and increase the portability of
automatically generated programs.

Depending on the programming language this step may be more than a simple compilation
since it provides an opportunity for further optimizations. For instance, if an imperative lan-
guage is being used, then replacing recursion by iteration is advisable; if the language allows
parallelization one should make use of that feature; if complex expressions correspond to ele-
mentary operations in the language (as in data base languages) these should be used. Using
knowledge about the peculiarities of the target language provides many opportunities to im-
prove the efficiency of a program while performing target language compilation. Much research
has been undertaken already and it is worth including these insights in a program synthesis
system by modelling a specific programming language in our formal theory.

5.4 Deriving Strategies from Higher-Order Specifications

Once sufficient knowledge about program development techniques has been represented as formal
meta-theorems we can create verifiably correct program synthesis systems in two ways.

Firstly, one may write tactics which heuristically derive the parameters required by a meta-
theorem and apply this theorem in a final step. The advantages of this method are the same
as those of meta-programming described in section 1.2: applying verified theorems guarantees
correctness while the freedom to experiment with ideas which are not yet fully explored (i.e. for-
mulated as a meta-theorem) is relatively high. On the other hand, the level of abstraction will be
higher than in ordinary meta-programming since the key inferences are high-level meta-theorems.

Writing tactics should, however, only be an intermediate step to gather experiences until suf-
ficient knowledge can be formulated to derive program synthesis systems from formal spec-
ifications. Such a derivation can proceed using the same techniques as for the derivation of
conventional programs — except for a lesser degree of automation and a higher logical level.
Program development systems created by formal derivations will be very flexible, easy to modify
and extend, and have clearly specified and verified properties — an obvious advantage over ad
hoc implementations of program synthesizers.

Specifying program synthesis systems is not very difficult. Keeping in mind that it is impossible
to write a program synthesizer which, given an arbitrary specification always creates a correct
program1 for it, the goal must be described as finding a program Synth which given a specifica-
tion spec belonging to some class⊂SPECIFICATIONS creates a program body which satisfies the
specification. A higher-order specification SYNTH(class) of program synthesizers for a given class
of problems can be given in the same formalism as used for the specification of other programs
— except for higher order constructs and many non-decidable components.

1It is not decidable whether a specification is satisfiable or not.
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Definition 5.4.1 Specification of Program Synthesizers
SYNTH(class) ≡ FUNCTION Synth(spec:class):DOM(spec)→RR(spec)

RETURNS body SUCH THAT body satisfies spec
SYNTHESIZABLE(class) ≡ ∃Synth:(spec:class→ DOM(spec)→RR(spec))

∀spec:class. Synth(spec) satisfies spec

Showing SYNTHESIZABLE(class), an instantiation of the higher-order version of the satisfiability
predicate, is the formal goal of the derivation of synthesis systems. Crucial to this goal is the
restriction to a certain class of specifications and providing a simple description of a sufficiently
large class of problems will be an interesting research topic.

There is, of course, a brute force solution to this problem.

Example 5.4.2 Synthesis by Complete Search

In most specifications of real programming problems the range type is enumerable and input-
and output conditions are decidable. In such cases an algorithm satisfying the specification
spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 can be created by simply applying brute force search:

On input x begin enumerating RR and return the first y where O(x,y) evaluates to true.

A solution as given in the above example cannot be considered an answer to the synthesis prob-
lem. Although we know that the created algorithm is correct whenever the input specification
is satisfiable at all it is extremely inefficient and not acceptable for practical use. Furthermore
it is impossible to provide a simple description of the class of problems to which such a solution
applies successfully.

A more meaningful way to proceed is to take the preconditions of a theorem about a specific
derivation method as a description of the class and trying to simplify this description.

Example 5.4.3 If we define classGS as

classGS = {spec:SPECIFICATIONS|∃G:GS. G is a GS-Theory ∧
∃Φ:Filters(G). Φ wf-filter for G ∧
∃θ:DOM(spec)→DOM(specG). G generalizes spec with θ ∧
∃Ψ:Filters(G(θ,spec)). Ψ¹G(θ,spec)Φθ ∧

Ψ necessary filter for G(θ,spec)}
then we can prove SYNTHESIZABLE(class) by describing how to find G, Φ, θ, and Ψ and
applying theorem 4.2.15 (c.f. section 4.2.4). The program derived this way will be a verified
strategy for the design of global search algorithms.

Similarly we could take the requirements of theorems 4.1.25 or 4.1.26 as class description
which would lead to a synthesizer in the style of LOPS.

There are two problems with the above view: the description of the class of problems is very
complex and nearly as difficult to prove as executing the synthesis and it may not be possible to
describe a method finding the parameters in all cases. Therefore research in deriving synthesis
systems must focus on trying to find additional theorems which provide both a simple char-
acterization of a class of specifications which satisfy the requirements of a meta-theorem and
a method which succeeds in finding the parameters necessary to apply a meta-theorem for all
specifications contained in this class.
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5.5 Conclusion

We have presented a unified formal framework for reasoning about all the aspects of programming
and demonstrated how to make use of such a framework to create verified strategies for the
synthesis of programs from their specifications.

The theory has turned out to be extremely expressive and admits representing concepts in a
highly abstracted and humanly comprehensible form. We have shown how to express logics,
data types, domain knowledge, programs, specifications, algorithmic knowledge, and deductive
methods for reasoning about these objects — particularly abstract synthesis paradigms and
concrete algorithm design strategies — within a single framework. This allows to investigate
and compare methods which due to a lack of abstraction could not be compared before. It
allows to extract the semantic knowledge about programming contained in these approaches,
to represent it explicitly, and thus to combine the strengths of various approaches within an
integrated system. Such theoretical studies will also yield deeper insights into the very nature
of program construction itself.

Despite of its expressivity the theory is also completely formal. We have demonstrated that
this helps detecting and eliminating errors in the description of strategies which would remain
unnoticed otherwise. Formality, however, is valuable not only for ensuring correctness. All the
concepts expressed in our theory can directly be implemented within a proof system — without
any changes or additions. As a consequence, the formal investigations give rise to verified im-
plementations of synthesis strategies which, at least in theory, can be derived from higher order
specifications using the same methods as for the derivation of conventional programs.

Our formal theory can be used as a formal foundation for many areas of research in the field of
systematic program development. It can be used to express the development of domain theories,
the design of algorithms, the optimization of programs, data type refinement, and to justify and
implement all the methods which have been formally investigated. It is even possible to extend
the spirit of our formal theory to other fields involving logical deduction such as planning and
theorem proving and proceed in the same way to overcome today’s difficulties.

Among the existing synthesis paradigms the use of algorithm schemata most closely realizes
the spirit of our formal theory. The practical success of systems following this paradigm shows
that the theory is on the right way: formulating explicitly as much knowledge about programs
and program development as possible and systematically developing synthesizers on the basis of
such knowledge is the most promising approach towards implementing trustworthy and efficient
synthesis systems.
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Appendix A

Domain Theories

A.1 Integers and Natural Numbers

A type of integers, explicit numbers like 0,1,-1,... and the operations +, -, *, /, mod are
already predefined concepts of NuPRL’s type theory (c.f. section 2.1.1). Furthermore there is an
operator for inductive definition on integers ind(i; md,fd.td; tb; mu,fu.tu) and conditionals
int eq(i;j;t+,t−) (returning t+ if i=j and t− otherwise) and less(i;j;t+,t−). We can
use the latter ones to define decision procedures for arithmetic comparisons and embed the rest
directly into our formal theory. The data type of natural numbers will be a simple restriction of
integers to positive numbers which is done via the subset constructor.

Definition A.1.1 Theory Implementation of Numbers
= ≡ λi,j. int eq(i;j;true;false)
< ≡ λi,j. less(i;j;true;false)
> ≡ λi,j. j<i
≤ ≡ λi,j.¬(j<i)
≥ ≡ λi,j.¬(i<j)
max ≡ λi,j. if i<j then j else i
min ≡ λi,j. if i<j then i else j
natind(i; tb;mu,fu.tu) ≡ ind(i; , , ; tb;mu,fu.tu)
int ≡ 〈〈int, =〉〉
IN ≡ 〈〈{n:int|0≤n}, =〉〉
IN+ ≡ 〈〈{n:int|0<n}, =〉〉

Recall that we have introduced the convention to define the equality decision procedure on
integers without an index.

A procedure deciding elementary arithmetic statements like i*(j+k)=i*j+i*k, i<i+2, and
i<j ∧k<l ⇒ i+k<j+l is already provided by the NuPRL system. This spares us having to
formulate a few hundred lemmata explicitly and admits calling the procedure ‘arith’ instead.
A reader interested in details should lookup [CJE82, pages 66–74].

A.2 Tuples

Tuples are the basic construct underlying arrays and record structures. Their construction is
very simple since we only need an operation for pairing values and projecting from pairs. Again
we can use a predefined type theoretical construct (c.f. section 2.1.1 and definition 2.1.1).
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THEORY IMPLEMENTATION

Definition A.2.1 Theory Implementation of Tuples
=

α×β
≡ λp,p’. p.1=

α
p’.1 ∧ p.2=

β
p’.2

α×β ≡ 〈〈α×β, =
α×β

〉〉

The only laws about pairing state that pairing and projections are inverse operations.

Lemma A.2.2 Elementary Laws about Tuples

1. ∀α,β:TYPES. α×β in TYPES
2. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀a:α.∀b:β. 〈〈a,b〉〉 in α×β
3. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀p:α×β. p.1 in α
4. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀p:α×β. p.2 in β
5. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀a:α.∀b:β. 〈〈a,b〉〉.1=

α
a

6. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀a:α.∀b:β. 〈〈a,b〉〉.2=
β
b

7. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀p:α×β. 〈〈p.1,p.2〉〉 =
α×β

p

THEORY DEVELOPMENT

Additional operations describe how to create n-ary tuples and record structures as well as their
projection functions. Most operations resemble those of sequences but the types of the elements
of a record may be different from each other. Also, there is no terminating element as the nil
for sequences. Therefore some operations must be given the the size of the record as parameter
and others are defined only on indices smaller than the record’s size.

Definition A.2.3 Operations on Tuples
⊗⊗∆ ≡ seqind(∆; void; α,Γ,PROD. if null?(Γ) then α else α×PROD)
record(type− list) ≡ ⊗⊗[type− list]
αn ≡ ⊗⊗[α|i∈[1..n] ]
array[1..n] of α ≡ αn

〈tup⊕
n
el〉 ≡ if n=0 then el else

natind(n-1; λp. 〈〈p,el〉〉; k,add-k. λp.〈〈p.1, add-k(p.2)〉〉) (tup)
fst ≡ λtup. p.1
snd ≡ λtup. p.2
tupi ≡ natind(i-1; fst; k,sel-k. λp.sel-k(p.2)) (tup)
tup*n ≡ natind(n-1; λp. p; k,last-k. λp.last-k(p.2)) (tup)
tup〈〈*..j〉〉 ≡ natind(j-1; fst; k,beg-k. λp.〈〈p.1, beg-k(p.2)〉〉) (tup)

beg*n(tup) ≡ tup〈〈*..n-1〉〉
tup〈〈i..*〉〉 ≡ natind(n-1; tup; k,end-k. snd(end-k))

tup〈〈i..j〉〉 ≡ tup〈〈*..j〉〉 〈〈i..*〉〉
tup <

∆ tup′ ≡ tup =×∆
tup′〈〈*..|∆|〉〉

tupv∆ tup′ ≡ tup =×∆
tup′ ∨ tup <

∆ tup′

Lemma A.2.4 Signatures of Tuple Operations

1. ∀∆:Seq(TYPES). ⊗⊗∆ in TYPES
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀n:IN. αn in TYPES
3. ∀α:TYPES.∀∆:Seq(TYPES). λtup,a.〈tup ⊕

|∆|
a〉 in ⊗⊗∆×α→⊗⊗(∆•α)

4. ∀α,β:TYPES. fst in α×β→α
5. ∀α,β:TYPES. snd in α×β→ β
6. ∀∆:Seq(TYPES).∀i:IN+.i<|∆| ⇒ λtup.tupi in ⊗⊗∆→∆i

7. ∀∆:Seq(TYPES). λtup.tup*|∆| in ⊗⊗∆→ last(∆)
8. ∀∆:Seq(TYPES).∀j:IN+.j<|∆| ⇒ λtup.tup〈〈*..j〉〉 in ⊗⊗∆→⊗⊗∆[1..j]

continued on the next page
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9. ∀∆:Seq(TYPES). λtup.beg*|∆|-1(tup) in ⊗⊗∆→⊗⊗∆[1..|∆|-1]

10. ∀∆:Seq(TYPES).∀i:IN+.i≤|∆| ⇒ λtup.tup〈〈i..*〉〉 in ⊗⊗∆→⊗⊗∆[i..|∆|]

11. ∀∆:Seq(TYPES).∀i,j:IN+.i≤j ∧ j<|∆| ⇒ λtup.tup〈〈i..j〉〉 in ⊗⊗∆→⊗⊗∆[i..j]

12. ∀∆,∆′:Seq(TYPES).|∆|<|∆′| ⇒ λtup,tup’.tup<
∆ tup’ in ⊗⊗∆×⊗⊗∆′→ Bool

13. ∀∆,∆′:Seq(TYPES).|∆|≤|∆′| ⇒ λtup,tup’.tupv∆ tup’ in ⊗⊗∆×⊗⊗∆′→ Bool

Note that the selector functions tupi and tup〈〈*..j〉〉 are defined only on indices smaller than the
size of tup.

Lemma A.2.5 Records

1. ⊗⊗[] = void in TYPES
2. ∀α:TYPES. ⊗⊗[α] = α in TYPES
3. ∀∆:Seq(TYPES). ¬null?(∆) ⇒ ∀α:TYPES. ⊗⊗(α.∆) = α×⊗⊗∆ in TYPES

Lemma A.2.6 Arrays

1. ∀α:TYPES. α0= void in TYPES
2. ∀α:TYPES. α1= α in TYPES
3. ∀α:TYPES.∀n:IN+. αn+1= α×αn in TYPES
4. ∀α:TYPES. α2= α×α in TYPES

Lemma A.2.7 Record Extension

∀∆:Seq(TYPES).∀tup:⊗⊗∆.
1. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. 〈a⊕

1
tup〉 =

α×⊗⊗∆
〈〈a,tup〉〉

2. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀a:α.∀b:β. 〈〈〈b,tup〉〉 ⊕
1+|∆|

a〉 =
β×⊗⊗(∆•α)

〈〈b,〈tup ⊕
|∆|

a〉〉〉
3. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀a:α.∀b:β. 〈〈tup ⊕

|∆|
a〉 ⊕

1+|∆|
b〉 =⊗⊗(∆•α•β)

〈tup ⊕
|∆|
〈〈a,b〉〉〉

4. ∀j:IN+.j<|∆| ⇒ 〈tup〈〈*..j〉〉 ⊕j tup〈〈j..*〉〉 〉 =⊗⊗∆
tup

5. ∀i,j:IN+.i<j ∧ j<|∆| ⇒ 〈tup〈〈*..i〉〉 ⊕i tup〈〈i..j〉〉 〉 =⊗⊗∆[1..j]
tup〈〈*..j〉〉

6. ∀j:IN+.i<j ∧ j<|∆| ⇒ 〈tup〈〈i..j〉〉 ⊕j tup〈〈j..*〉〉 〉 =⊗⊗∆[i..|∆|]
tup〈〈i..*〉〉

Lemma A.2.8 First Projection

∀∆:Seq(TYPES).∀tup:⊗⊗∆.
1. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. fst(〈〈a,tup〉〉) =

α
a

2. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. fst(〈tup ⊕
|∆|

a〉) =
hd(∆)

fst(tup)
3. ∀j:IN+.j<|∆| ⇒ fst(tup〈〈*..j〉〉 ) =

hd(∆)
fst(tup)

4. ∀i:IN+.i<|∆| ⇒ fst(tup〈〈i..*〉〉 ) =
∆i

tupi
5. ∀i,j:IN+.i≤j ∧ j<|∆| ⇒ fst(tup〈〈i..j〉〉 ) =

∆i
tupi

Lemma A.2.9 Second Projection

∀∆:Seq(TYPES).∀tup:⊗⊗∆.
1. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. snd(〈〈a,tup〉〉) =

α
a

2. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. snd(〈tup ⊕
|∆|

a〉) =⊗⊗(tl(∆)•α)
〈snd(tup) ⊕

|∆|-1
a〉

Lemma A.2.10 i-th projection

∀∆:Seq(TYPES).∀tup:⊗⊗∆.
1. |∆|>1 ⇒ tup1 =

∆1
fst(tup)

2. |∆|>2 ⇒ tup2 =
∆2

fst(snd(tup))
3. ∀i:IN+. i+1<|∆| ⇒ tupi+1 =

∆i+1
(snd(tup)i

4. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. 〈〈a,tup〉〉1 =
α

a
5. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α.∀i:IN+. i<|∆| ⇒ 〈〈a,tup〉〉i+1 =

∆i
tupi

6. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α.∀i:IN+. i<|∆| ⇒ 〈tup ⊕
|∆|

a〉i =
∆i

tupi
7. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α.∀n:IN+. n=|∆| ⇒ 〈tup ⊕

|∆|
a〉n =

last(∆)
tup*n

8. ∀i,j:IN+. i<j ⇒ (tup〈〈*..j〉〉 )i =
∆i

tupi
9. ∀i,k:IN+. k+i≤|∆| ⇒ (tup〈〈k..*〉〉 )i =

∆k+i-1
tupk+i-1

10. ∀i,j,k:IN+. k+i≤j ∧ j<|∆| ⇒ (tup〈〈k..j〉〉 )i =
∆k+i-1

tupk+i-1
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Lemma A.2.11 Last Element

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. a*1 =
α

a

∀∆:Seq(TYPES).∀tup:⊗⊗∆.
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. 〈〈a,tup〉〉*1+|∆| =

last(∆)
tup*|∆|

3. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. 〈tup ⊕
|∆|

a〉*|∆|+1 =
α

a
4. ∀j:IN+. j<|∆| ⇒ (tup〈〈*..j〉〉 )*j =

∆j
tupj

5. ∀i:IN+. i≤|∆| ⇒ (tup〈〈i..*〉〉 )*|∆|-i+1 =
last(∆)

tup|∆|

5. ∀i,j:IN+. i≤j ∧ j<|∆| ⇒ (tup〈〈k..j〉〉 )*j-k+1 =
∆k

tupk

Lemma A.2.12 Initial Subtuple

∀∆:Seq(TYPES).∀tup:⊗⊗∆.
1. tup〈〈*..1〉〉 =

∆1
fst(tup)

2. ∀j:IN+.j+1<|∆| ⇒ tup〈〈*..j+1〉〉 =⊗⊗∆[1..j+1]
〈〈fst(tup),snd(tup)〈〈*..j〉〉 〉〉

3. ∀j:IN+.j+1<|∆| ⇒ tup〈〈*..j+1〉〉 =⊗⊗∆[1..j+1]
〈tup〈〈*..j〉〉 ⊕j tupj+1 〉

4. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. 〈〈a,tup〉〉〈〈*..1〉〉 =
α

a
5. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α.∀j:IN+. j<|∆| ⇒ 〈〈a,tup〉〉〈〈*..j+1〉〉 =

α×⊗⊗∆[1..j]
〈〈a,tup〈〈*..j〉〉 〉〉

6. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α.∀j:IN+. j<|∆| ⇒ 〈tup ⊕
|∆|

a〉〈〈*..j〉〉 =⊗⊗∆[1..j]
tup〈〈*..j〉〉

7. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. 〈tup ⊕
|∆|

a〉〈〈*..|∆|〉〉 =⊗⊗∆
tup

8. ∀i,j:IN+. i<j ⇒ (tup〈〈*..j〉〉 )〈〈*..i〉〉 =⊗⊗∆[1..i]
tup〈〈*..i〉〉

9. ∀i,j:IN+. i+j<|∆| ⇒ (tup〈〈i..*〉〉 )〈〈*..j〉〉 =⊗⊗∆[i..i+j]
tup〈〈i..i+j〉〉

10. ∀i,j,k:IN+. i+j<k ∧ k<|∆| ⇒ (tup〈〈i..k〉〉 )〈〈*..j〉〉 =⊗⊗∆[i..i+j]
tup〈〈i..i+j〉〉

Lemma A.2.13 Final Subtuple

∀∆:Seq(TYPES).∀tup:⊗⊗∆.
1. tup〈〈1..*〉〉 =⊗⊗∆

tup
2. ∀i:IN+.i<|∆| ⇒ tup〈〈i+1..*〉〉 =⊗⊗∆[i+1..|∆|]

snd(tup〈〈i..*〉〉 )
3. ∀i:IN+.i<|∆| ⇒ (snd(tup))〈〈i..*〉〉 =⊗⊗∆[i+1..|∆|]

snd(tup〈〈i..*〉〉 )
4. tup〈〈|∆|..*〉〉 =

last(∆)
tup*|∆|

5. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α.∀i:IN+.i≤|∆| ⇒ 〈〈a,tup〉〉〈〈i+1..*〉〉 =⊗⊗∆[i..|∆|]
tup〈〈i..*〉〉

6. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α.∀i:IN+.i≤|∆| ⇒ 〈tup ⊕
|∆|

a〉〈〈i..*〉〉 =⊗⊗(∆[i..|∆|]•α)
〈tup〈〈i..*〉〉 ⊕

|∆|-i+1
a〉

7. ∀i,j:IN+. i≤j ⇒ (tup〈〈*..j〉〉 )〈〈i..*〉〉 =⊗⊗∆[i..j]
tup〈〈i..j〉〉

8. ∀i,j:IN+. i+j≤|∆| ⇒ (tup〈〈i+1..*〉〉 )〈〈j..*〉〉 =⊗⊗∆[i+j..|∆|]
tup〈〈i+j..*〉〉

9. ∀i,j,k:IN+. i+j≤k ∧ k<|∆| ⇒ (tup〈〈i+1..k〉〉 )〈〈j..*〉〉 =⊗⊗∆[i+j..k]
tup〈〈i+j..k〉〉

Lemma A.2.14 Arbitrary Subtuple

∀∆:Seq(TYPES).∀tup:⊗⊗∆.
1. ∀j:IN+. j<|∆| ⇒ tup〈〈1..j〉〉 =⊗⊗∆[1..j+1]

tup〈〈*..j〉〉
2. ∀i,j:IN+.i<j ∧ j<|∆| ⇒ tup〈〈i+1..j〉〉 =⊗⊗∆[i+1..j]

snd(tup〈〈i..j〉〉 )
3. ∀i,j:IN+.i≤j ∧ j+1<|∆| ⇒ tup〈〈i..j+1〉〉 =⊗⊗∆[i..j+1]

〈tup〈〈i..j〉〉 ⊕
j-i+1

tupj+1 〉

4. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α.∀i,j:IN+.i<j ∧ j≤|∆| ⇒ 〈〈a,tup〉〉〈〈i+1..j〉〉 =⊗⊗∆[i..j]
tup〈〈i..j-1〉〉

5. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α.∀i,j:IN+.i≤j ∧ j<|∆| ⇒ 〈tup ⊕
|∆|

a〉〈〈i..j〉〉 =⊗⊗∆[i..j]
tup〈〈i..j〉〉

6. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α.∀i:IN+.i≤|∆| ⇒ 〈tup ⊕
|∆|

a〉〈〈i..|∆|〉〉 =⊗⊗∆[i..|∆|]
tup〈〈i..*〉〉

7. ∀i,j,k:IN+. i≤k ∧ k<j ∧ j<|∆| ⇒ (tup〈〈*..j〉〉 )〈〈i..k〉〉 =⊗⊗∆[i..k]
tup〈〈i..k〉〉

8. ∀i,j,k:IN+. j≤k ∧ k+i<|∆| ⇒ (tup〈〈i+1..*〉〉 )〈〈j..k〉〉 =⊗⊗∆[i+j..i+k]
tup〈〈i+j..i+k〉〉

9. ∀i,j,k,l:IN+. l<|∆| ∧ j≤k ∧ i+k<l ⇒ (tup〈〈i+1..l〉〉 )〈〈j..k〉〉 =⊗⊗∆[i+j..k]
tup〈〈i+j..i+k-1〉〉
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Lemma A.2.15 Subtuple Relation

∀∆,∆′:Seq(TYPES).∀tup:⊗⊗∆.∀tup’:⊗⊗∆′. tup<
∆ tup’ ⇒

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. 〈〈a,tup〉〉<
α.∆ 〈〈a,tup’〉〉

2. fst(tup) =
hd(∆)

fst(tup’)
3. ∀i:IN+. i<|∆| ⇒ tupi =∆i

tup’i
4. tup*|∆| =

last(∆)
tup’|∆|

5. ∀j:IN+. j<|∆| ⇒ tup〈〈*..j〉〉 =⊗⊗∆[1..j]
tup’〈〈*..j〉〉

6. ∀i:IN+. i≤|∆| ⇒ tup〈〈i..*〉〉 <
∆[i..|∆|]

tup’〈〈i..*〉〉
7. ∀i,j:IN+.i≤j ∧ j<|∆| ⇒ tup〈〈i..j〉〉 =⊗⊗∆[i..j]

tup’〈〈i..j〉〉
8. ∀∆′′:Seq(TYPES).∀tup’’:⊗⊗∆′′. tup’<

∆′ tup’’ ⇒ tup<
∆ tup’’

A.3 Booleans

The theory of booleans is a first-order theory based on true, false and the connectives ¬, ∧,
∨ , and ⇒ . We have implemented the type Bool by the set {0,1} (see section 2.2) and represent
the well known connectives by the corresponding arithmetic expressions.

Definition 2.2.4 The Type Bool

true ≡ 1
false ≡ 0
Bool ≡ {p:int| (p=1 in int) ∨ (p=0 in int)}
bpc ≡ p=true in Bool

Definition A.3.1 Boolean Operations
¬p ≡ (1-p)
p ∧ q ≡ (p) * (q)
p ∨ q ≡ ¬(¬p ∧ ¬q)
p ⇒ q ≡ ¬p ∨ q
p ⇐ q ≡ q ⇒ p
p ⇔ q ≡ (p⇒ q) ∧ (p⇐ q)
if p then a else b ≡ int eq(p; true; a; b)
Bool ≡ 〈〈Bool, ⇔〉〉
6p ≡ ¬p

Note that there are no boolean quantifiers. The reason for this is that, in general, quantification
leads to undecidable expressions. Though in some cases ∀x.P(x) may be decidable there is no
computable universal quantifier, except for quantifying over finite sets (see section 2.3.1).

Representing connectives by arithmetic expressions allows us to decide elementary statements
of boolean logic by the decision procedure arith for arithmetic reasoning. This again spares
us having to formulate many basic lemmata like ¬¬p ⇔ p, p ∧p ⇔ p, and p ∨(q ∧r) ⇔
p ∨q ∧ p ∨r. Furthermore, since equality on booleans is the same as equivalence we can use the
standard equality substitution rule for substituting equivalent subterms in expressions.

The following lemma shows how to distribute a function over a conditional.

Lemma A.3.2 Conditional

1. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀a,a’:α.∀p:Bool.
f(if p then a else a’) =

β
if p then f(a) else f(a’)

Boolean expressions can be embedded into logical propositions having the same structure. That
is, all boolean connectives correspond to logical ones having the same name. By this lemma we
ensure the faithfulness of the above definition.
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Lemma A.3.3 Embedding Booleans into PROP

∀p,q,q’:Bool.
1. btruec ⇔ >
2. bfalsec ⇔ ⊥
3. ∀p:Bool. bpc ⇔ p=true in Bool
4. ∀p:Bool. b¬pc ⇔ ¬bpc
5. ∀p,q:Bool. bp ∧qc ⇔ bpc ∧ bqc
6. ∀p,q:Bool. bp ∨qc ⇔ bpc ∨ bqc
7. ∀p,q:Bool. bp⇒ qc ⇔ bpc⇒ bqc
8. ∀p,q:Bool. bp⇐ qc ⇔ bpc⇐ bqc
9. ∀p,q:Bool. bp⇔ qc ⇔ bpc⇔ bqc

10. ∀p,q,q’:Bool. bif p then q else q’c ⇔ bpc⇒ bqc ∧ b¬pc⇒ bq’c
11. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool.∀S:Set(α). b∀x∈S.p(x)c ⇔ ∀x:α.bx∈αS⇒ p(x)c
12. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool.∀S:Set(α). b∃x∈S.p(x)c ⇔ ∃x:α.bx∈αS ∧p(x)c

Lemma A.3.3.11 and A.3.3.12 show how limited boolean quantification corresponds to the stan-
dard quantifiers. They are identical to lemma A.4.7.12 and A.4.8.12.

A.4 Finite Sets

The theory of finite sets over elements of a type α is a parameterized first-order theory based
on Set, =, ∅, +, and ∈ and their axioms. We have implemented the theory by lists modulo a
new notion of equality (see section 2.3.1).

THEORY IMPLEMENTATION

Definition 2.3.1 Limited boolean quantification
setind(S; tb; a,S′,FS′.tind) ≡ list ind(S; tb; a,S′,FS′.tind)
∀x∈S.px ≡ setind(S; true; a, ,pS’.pS’ ∧px[a/x])
∃x∈S.px ≡ setind(S; false; a, ,pS’.pS’ ∨px[a/x])

Definition 2.3.2 Theory Implementation of Finite Sets
∅ ≡ nil
+ ≡ λa,S. a.S
∈

α ≡ λa,S. ∃x∈S.x=
α
a

=
Set(α)

≡ λS,T. (∀a∈S. a∈αT) ∧ (∀a’∈T. a’∈αS)

Set(α) ≡ 〈〈(S,T):α list//S =
Set(α)

T, =
Set(α)

〉〉

Lemma 2.3.3 Axioms of Finite Sets

1. ∀α:TYPES. Set(α) in TYPES
2. ∀α:TYPES. ∅ in Set(α)
3. ∀α:TYPES. + in Set(α)×α → Set(α)
4. ∀α:TYPES. ∈

α in α×Set(α) → Bool
5. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. a6∈α∅
6. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀x,a:α. x∈α(S+a) ⇔ (x=

α
a ∨ x∈αS)

7. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀x,a:α. (S+a)+x =
Set(α)

(S+x)+a
8. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. (S+a)+a =

Set(α)
S+a

9. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀g:β.∀h:(β×Set(α)×α)→β.∃f:Set(α)→β.
f(∅)=

β
g ∧ ∀S:Set(α).∀a:α.a 6∈αS ⇒ f(S+a)=

β
h(f(S),S,a)

10.∀α:TYPES.∀P:PROP(Set(α)).
(P(∅) ∧ ∀S:Set(α).∀a:α.P(S)⇒ P(S+a)) ⇒ ∀S:Set(α).P(S)
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Lemma 2.3.5 Finite Constructability and Extensionality

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α). S =
Set(α)

∅ ∨ ∃a:α.∃S’:Set(α).(a 6∈αS’ ∧ S =
Set(α)

S’+a)
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α). S =

Set(α)
S’ ⇔ ∀a:α.(a∈αS ⇔ a∈αS’)

Definition 2.3.6 Lifting Finite Sets to Types
dSeα ≡ {a:α|a∈αS}
S=̂{x:α |Px} ≡ ∀x:α. x∈αS ⇔ Px

Lemma 2.3.7 Lifting

∀α:TYPES.∀P:PROP(α).∀S:Set(α). S=̂{x:α|P(x)} ⇔ dSeα = {x:α|P(x)} in DOMAINS

THEORY DEVELOPMENT

Additional operations on finite sets do not depend on our specific implementation. They can be
defined completely in terms of ∅, +, ∈, equality, and the induction operator setind.

Definition A.4.1 Set Notation
if S=∅ then t else t′ ≡ setind(S; t; , , ,t′)
let S=S′+a in exp ≡ setind(S; ∞; a,S′, ,exp)
let S={a} in exp ≡ let S=S’+a in if S’=∅ then exp else ∞
let S={a,a′} in exp ≡ let S=S’+a′ in let S’={a} in exp
let S={a,a′,a′′} in exp ≡ let S=S’+a′′ in let S’={a,a′} in exp
λ{a}.exp ≡ λS.let S={a} in exp
λ{a,a′}.exp ≡ λS.let S={a,a′} in exp
λ{a,a′,a′}.exp ≡ λS.let S={a,a′,a′} in exp

Definition A.4.2 Set Operations
empty? ≡ λS. if S=∅ then true else false
⊆

α ≡ λS,S’. ∀x∈S.x∈αS’
{list-exp} ≡ list-exp.nil
{i..j} ≡ ind(j-i; , .∅; {j}; diff,j-set. j-set+(j-diff))
{fx|x∈S ∧px} ≡ setind(S; ∅; a, ,GSF. if px[a/x] then GSF+fx[a/x] else GSF
{fx|x∈S} ≡ {fx|x∈S ∧ true}
|S|α ≡ setind(S; 0; a,S’,card. if a∈αS’ then card else card+1)
-α ≡ λS,a. {x|x∈S ∧x6=

α
a}

∪ ≡ λS,S’. setind(S’; S; a, ,union.union+a)
∩
α

≡ λS,S’. {x|x∈S ∧x∈αS’}
\
α

≡ λS,S’. {x|x∈S ∧x 6∈αS’}⋃ ≡ λFAMILY. setind(FAMILY; ∅; S,FAM,Union.Union∪S)⋂
α

≡ λFAMILY. setind(FAMILY; ∞; S,FAM,Inter.
if empty?(FAM) then S else Inter∩

α
S)

arb ≡ λS. setind(S; ∞; a, , . a)
map ≡ λf,S. {f(x)|x∈S}
reduceα ≡ λop,S. setind(S; ∞; a,S’,redS’. if empty?(S’) then a

else if a∈αS’ then redS’ else op(redS’,a))
T =

Set(α)
S]S′ ≡ T =

Set(α)
S∪S′ ∧ empty?(S∩

α
S′)

The lemmata below provide elementary laws about the operations defined above. Essentially
they show how to distribute one operation over another one and thus support simplifications of
formulae. We group them according to the outermost operation. In lemma A.4.11 we summarize
quantifications common to most sublemmata at the beginning to ease legibility.
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Lemma A.4.3 Operation Signatures

1. ∀α:TYPES. empty? in Set(α) → Bool
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool. λS. ∃x∈S.p(x) in Set(α) → Bool
3. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool. λS. ∀x∈S.p(x) in Set(α) → Bool
4. ∀α:TYPES. ⊆

α in Set(α)2 → Bool
5. λi,j. {i..j} in int2 → Set(int)
6. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀p:α→Bool. λS. {f(x)|x∈S ∧ p(x)} in Set(α) → Set(β)
7. ∀α:TYPES. λS. |S|α in Set(α) → IN
8. ∀α:TYPES. -α in Set(α)×α → Set(α)
9. ∀α:TYPES. ∪ in Set(α)2 → Set(α)

10. ∀α:TYPES. ∩
α

in Set(α)2 → Set(α)
11. ∀α:TYPES. \

α
in Set(α)2 → Set(α)

12. ∀α:TYPES. ⋃
in Set(Set(α)) → Set(α)

13. ∀α:TYPES. ⋂
α

in Set(Set(α)) ; Set(α
14. ∀α:TYPES. arb in Set(α) → α
15. ∀α,β:TYPES. map in (α→β)×Set(α) → Set(β)
16. ∀α:TYPES. reduce in (α2→α)×Set(α) ; α

Lemma A.4.4 Element addition

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. (S+a) 6=
Set(α)

∅
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. a∈αS ⇒ S+a =

Set(α)
S

3. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. a 6∈αS ⇒ S+a 6=
Set(α)

S
4. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. a∈αS ⇒ (S-αa)+a =

Set(α)
S

Lemma A.4.5 Membership

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀a,a’:α. a’∈α{a} ⇔ a’=
α
a

2. ∀i,j,k:int. k∈{i..j} ⇔ (i≤k ∧ k≤j)
3. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀p:α→Bool.∀S:Set(α).∀b:β.

b∈β{f(x)|x∈S ∧p(x)} ⇔ ∃x∈S. p(x) ∧ b=
β
f(x)

4. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. a∈α{x|x∈S ∧p(x)} ⇔ a∈αS ∧ p(a)
5. ∀α:TYPES.∀a,a’:α.∀S:Set(α). a∈αS-αa’ ⇔ a∈αS ∧ a 6=

α
a’

6. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α.∀S,S’:Set(α). a∈αS∪S’ ⇔ a∈αS ∨ a∈αS
7. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α.∀S,S’:Set(α). a∈αS∩αS’ ⇔ a∈αS ∧ a∈αS’
8. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α.∀S,S’:Set(α). a∈αS \αS’ ⇔ a∈αS ∧ a 6∈αS’
9. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α.∀FAM:Set(Set(α)). a∈α

⋃
FAM ⇔ ∃S∈FAM. a∈αS

10. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α.∀FAM:Set(Set(α)). a∈α

⋂
α
FAM ⇔ ∀S∈FAM. a∈αS

11. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α). arb(S)∈αS
12. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀S:Set(α).∀b:β. b∈βmap(f,S) ⇔ ∃x∈S.b=

β
f(x)

Lemma A.4.6 empty?

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α). empty?(S) ⇔ S =
Set(α)

∅
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α). empty?(S) ⇔ |S|α=0
3. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α). S⊆αS’ ⇒ empty?(S’) ⇒ empty?(S)
4. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. ¬empty?(S+a)
5. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. ¬empty?({a})
6. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀p:α→Bool.∀S:Set(α).

empty?({f(x)|x∈S ∧p(x)}) ⇔ empty?(S) ∨ ∀x∈S.¬p(x))
7. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. empty?(S-αa) ⇔ empty?(S) ∨ S =

Set(α)
{a}

8. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α). empty?(S∪S’) ⇔ empty?(S) ∧ empty?(S’)
9. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α). empty?(S) ∨ empty?(S’) ⇒ empty?(S∩

α
S’)

10. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α). empty?(S) ⇒ empty?(S \
α
S’)

11. ∀α:TYPES.∀FAM:Set(Set(α)). empty?(
⋃
FAM) ⇔ ∀S∈FAM. empty?(S)

12. ∀α:TYPES.∀FAM:Set(Set(α)). ∃S∈FAM. empty?(S) ⇒ empty?(
⋂
α
FAM)
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Lemma A.4.7 Limited Universal Quantifier

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool. ∀x∈∅. p(x)
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. ∀x∈S+a. p(x) ⇔ p(a) ∧ ∀x∈S.p(x)
3. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool.∀a:α. ∀x∈{a}. p(x) ⇔ p(a)
4. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool.∀S,S’:Set(α). S⊆αS’ ⇒ ∀x∈S’. p(x) ⇒ ∀x∈S. p(x)
5. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀p,q:α→Bool.∀S:Set(α).

∀x∈{f(y)|y∈S ∧q(y)}. p(x) ⇔ ∀y∈S. q(y) ⇒ p(f(y))
6. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. ∀x∈S-αa. p(x) ∧ p(a) ⇒ ∀x∈S.p(x)
7. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool.∀S,S’:Set(α). ∀x∈S∪S’.p(x) ⇔ ∀x∈S.p(x) ∧ ∀x∈S’.p(x)
8. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool.∀S,S’:Set(α). ∀x∈S∩

α
S’. p(x) ⇐ ∀x∈S.p(x) ∨ ∀x∈S’.p(x)

9. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool.∀S,S’:Set(α). ∀x∈S \
α
S’. p(x) ∧ ∀x∈S’.p(x) ⇒ ∀x∈S.p(x)

10. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool.∀FAM:Set(Set(α)). ∀x∈⋃FAM. p(x) ⇔ ∀S∈FAM. ∀x∈S.p(x)
11. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool.∀FAM:Set(Set(α)). ∀x∈⋂

α
FAM. p(x) ⇐ ∃S∈FAM. ∀x∈S.p(x)

12. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool.∀S:Set(α). b∀x∈S.p(x)c ⇔ ∀x:α.bx∈αS⇒ p(x)c

Lemma A.4.8 Limited Existential Quantifier

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool. 6∃x∈∅. p(x)
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. ∃x∈S+a. p(x) ⇔ p(a) ∨ ∃x∈S.p(x)
3. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool.∀a:α. ∃x∈{a}. p(x) ⇔ p(a)
4. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool.∀S,S’:Set(α). S⊆αS’ ⇒ ∃x∈S. p(x) ⇒ ∃x∈S’. p(x)
5. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀p,q:α→Bool.∀S:Set(α).

∃x∈{f(y)|y∈S ∧q(y)}. p(x) ⇔ ∃y∈S. q(y) ∧ p(f(y))
6. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. ∃x∈S-αa. p(x) ⇐ ¬p(a) ∧ ∃x∈S.p(x)
7. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool.∀S,S’:Set(α). ∃x∈S∪S’. p(x) ⇔ ∃x∈S.p(x) ∨ ∃x∈S’.p(x)
8. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool.∀S,S’:Set(α). ∃x∈S∩

α
S’. p(x) ⇔ ∃x∈S.p(x) ∧ ∃x∈S’.p(x)

9. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool.∀S,S’:Set(α). ∃x∈S \
α
S’. p(x) ⇐ ∃x∈S.p(x) ∧ 6∃x∈S’.p(x)

10. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool.∀FAM:Set(Set(α)). ∃x∈⋃FAM. p(x) ⇔ ∃S∈FAM. ∃x∈S.p(x)
11. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool.∀FAM:Set(Set(α)). ∃x∈⋂

α
FAM. p(x) ⇔ ∃x:α. p(x) ∧ ∀S∈FAM.x∈αS

12. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool.∀S:Set(α). b∃x∈S.p(x)c ⇔ ∃x:α.bx∈αS ∧p(x)c

Lemma A.4.9 Subset

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α). ∅⊆αS
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α). S⊆α∅ ⇔ empty?(S)
3. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α).∀a:α. S+a⊆αS’ ⇔ S⊆αS’ ∧ a∈αS’
4. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. {a}⊆αS ⇔ a∈αS
5. ∀i,j,k,l:int. {i..j}⊆{k..l} ⇔ k≤i ∧j≤l
6. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀p:α→Bool.∀S,S’:Set(α).

S⊆αS’ ⇒ {f(x)|x∈S ∧p(x)}⊆β{f(x)|x∈S’ ∧p(x)}
7. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. S-αa⊆αS
8. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α). S⊆αS∪S’
9. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α). S∩

α
S’⊆αS

10. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α). S \
α
S’⊆αS

11. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α). S⊆αS
12. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’,S’’:Set(α). S⊆αS’ ∧ S’⊆αS’’ ⇒ S⊆αS’’
13. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’,:Set(α). S⊆αS’ ∧ S’⊆αS ⇔ S =

Set(α)
S’

Lemma A.4.10 Integer Subset

1. ∀i,j:int. i>j ⇒ empty?({i..j})
2. ∀i,j:int. {i..i} =

Set(int)
{i}

3. ∀i,j:int. {i+1..j} =
Set(int)

{i..j}-i
4. ∀i,j:int. i-1≤j ⇒ {i-1..j} =

Set(int)
{i..j}+(i-1)

5. ∀i,j:int. {i..j-1} =
Set(int)

{i..j}-j
6. ∀i,j:int. i≤j+1 ⇒ {i..j+1} =

Set(int)
{i..j}+(j+1)

7. ∀i,j:int. {i+1..j+1} =
Set(int)

{k+1|k∈{i..j} }
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Lemma A.4.11 General Set Former

∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀p:α→Bool.
1. {f(x)|x∈∅ ∧ p(x)} =

Set(β)
∅

2. ∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. ¬p(a) ⇒ {f(x)|x∈S+a ∧ p(x)} =
Set(β)

{f(x)|x∈S ∧ p(x)}
3. ∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. p(a) ⇒ {f(x)|x∈S+a ∧ p(x)} =

Set(β)
{f(x)|x∈S ∧ p(x)}+f(a)

4. ∀a:α. ¬p(a) ⇒ {f(x)|x∈{a} ∧ p(x)} =
Set(β)

∅
5. ∀a:α. p(a) ⇒ {f(x)|x∈{a} ∧ p(x)} =

Set(β)
{f(a)}

6. ∀γ:TYPES.∀g:β→γ.∀q:β→Bool.∀S:Set(α).
{g(y) | y∈{f(x)|x∈S ∧p(x)} ∧ q(y)} =

Set(γ)
{g(f(x))|x∈S ∧p(x) ∧q(f(x))}

7. ∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. ¬p(a) ⇒ {f(x)|x∈S-αa ∧ p(x)} =
Set(β)

{f(x)|x∈S ∧ p(x)}
8. ∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. p(a) ⇒ {f(x)|x∈S-αa ∧ p(x)} =

Set(β)
{f(x)|x∈S ∧ p(x)}-βf(a)

9. ∀S,S’:Set(α). {f(x)|x∈S∪S’ ∧p(x)} =
Set(β)

{f(x)|x∈S ∧p(x)}∪ {f(x)|x∈S’ ∧p(x)}
10. ∀S,S’:Set(α). {f(x)|x∈S∩

α
S’ ∧p(x)} =

Set(β)
{f(x)|x∈S ∧p(x)}∩β {f(x)|x∈S’ ∧p(x)}

11. ∀S,S’:Set(α). {f(x)|x∈S \
α
S’ ∧p(x)} =

Set(β)
{f(x)|x∈S ∧p(x)} \

β
{f(x)|x∈S’ ∧p(x)}

12. ∀FAM:Set(Set(α)). {f(x)|x∈⋃FAM ∧ p(x)} =
Set(β)

⋃{ {f(x)|x∈S ∧ p(x)} | S∈FAM}
13. ∀FAM:Set(Set(α)). {f(x)|x∈⋂

α
FAM ∧ p(x)} =

Set(β)

⋂
β{ {f(x)|x∈S ∧ p(x)} | S∈FAM}

14. ∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. {x|x∈S ∧ x 6=
α
a} =

Set(α)
S-αa

15. ∀S,S’:Set(α). {x|x∈S ∧ x∈αS’} =
Set(α)

S∩
α
S’

16. ∀S,S’:Set(α). {x|x∈S ∧ x 6∈αS’} =
Set(α)

S \
α
S’

17. ∀g:α→β.∀S:Set(α). ∀x∈S.p(x)⇒ f(x)=
β
g(x) ⇒ {f(x)|x∈S ∧p(x)} =

Set(β)
{g(x)|x∈S ∧p(x)}

18. ∀q:α→Bool.∀S:Set(α). ∀x∈S. p(x)⇔ q(x) ⇒ {f(x)|x∈S ∧p(x)} =
Set(β)

{f(x)|x∈S ∧q(x)}
19. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool.∀S:Set(α). {x|x∈S ∧ p(x)}=̂ {x:α|x∈αS ∧ p(x)}

Lemma A.4.12 Cardinality

1. ∀α:TYPES. |∅|α = 0
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. a 6∈αS ⇒ |S+a|α = |S|α+1
3. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. |{a}|α = 1
4. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α). S⊆αS’ ⇒ |S|α≤|S’|α

5. ∀i,j:int. i≤j ⇒ |{i..j}| = j-i+1
6. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. a∈αS ⇒ |S-αa|α = |S|α-1
7. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’,T:Set(α). T =

Set(α)
S]S’ ⇒ |T|α = |S|α+|S’|α

8. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀S:Set(α). |map(f,S)|α = |S|α

Lemma A.4.13 Element Deletion

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. ∅-αa =
Set(α)

∅
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. a 6∈αS ⇒ ((S+a)-αa =

Set(α)
S)

3. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀a,a’:α. a 6=
α
a’ ⇒ ((S+a)-αa’ =

Set(α)
(S-αa’)+a)

4. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. {a}-αa =
Set(α)

∅
5. ∀α:TYPES.∀a,a’:α. a 6=

α
a’ ⇒ ({a}-αa’ =

Set(α)
{a})

6. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. a 6∈αS ⇒ S-αa =
Set(α)

S

Lemma A.4.14 Union

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α). S∪∅ =
Set(α)

S
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α).∀a:α. S∪(S’+a) =

Set(α)
(S∪S’)+a

3. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α).∀a:α. S∪{a} =
Set(α)

S+a
4. ∀i,j,k:int. i≤j ∧j<k ⇒ {i..j}∪{j+1..k} =

Set(int)
{i..k}

5. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀p,q:α→Bool.∀S:Set(α).
{f(x)|x∈S ∧p(x)} ∪ {f(x)|x∈S ∧q(x)} =

Set(β)
{f(x)|x∈S ∧ p(x) ∨q(x)}

6. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’,S’’:Set(α). S∪(S’∩
α
S’’) =

Set(α)
(S∪S’)∩

α
(S∪S’’)

7. ∀α:TYPES.∀FAM,FAM’:Set(Set(α)). ⋃
FAM ∪ ⋃

FAM’ =
Set(α)

⋃
(FAM∪FAM’)

8. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α). S∪S =
Set(α)

S
9. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α). S∪S’ =

Set(α)
S’∪S

10. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α). S∪(S’∪S’’) =
Set(α)

(S∪S’)∪S’’
11. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α). S∪(S∩

α
S’) =

Set(α)
S
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Lemma A.4.15 Intersection

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α). S∩
α
∅ =

Set(α)
∅

2. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α).∀a:α. a∈αS ⇒ (S∩
α
(S’+a) =

Set(α)
(S∩

α
S’)+a )

3. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α).∀a:α. a 6∈αS ⇒ S∩
α
(S’+a) =

Set(α)
S∩

α
S’

4. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. a∈αS ⇒ (S∩
α
{a} =

Set(α)
{a} )

5. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. a 6∈αS ⇒ S∩
α
{a} =

Set(α)
∅

6. ∀i,j,k:int. (i≤j ∧ j≤k ∧ k≤j’) ⇒ {i..k}∩
α
{j..j’} =

Set(int)
{j..k}

7. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀p,q:α→Bool.∀S:Set(α).
{f(x)|x∈S ∧ p(x)} ∩β {f(x)|x∈S ∧ q(x)} =

Set(β)
{f(x)|x∈S ∧ p(x) ∧q(x)}

8. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’,S’’:Set(α). S∩
α
(S’∪S’’) =

Set(α)
(S∩

α
S’)∪(S∩

α
S’’)

9. ∀α:TYPES.∀FAM,FAM’:Set(Set(α)). ⋂
α
FAM ∩

α

⋂
α
FAM’ =

Set(α)

⋂
α
(FAM∪FAM’)

10. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α). S∩
α
S =

Set(α)
S

11. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α). S∩
α
S’ =

Set(α)
S’∩

α
S

12. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α). S∩
α
(S’∩

α
S’’) =

Set(α)
(S∩

α
S’)∩

α
S’’

13. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α). S∩
α
(S∪S’) =

Set(α)
S

Lemma A.4.16 Set Difference

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α). S \
α
∅ =

Set(α)
S

2. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α).∀a:α. S \
α
(S’+a) =

Set(α)
(S \

α
S’)-a

3. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. S \
α
{a} =

Set(α)
S-αa

4. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α).∀a:α. ∅ \
α
S’ =

Set(α)
∅

5. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α).∀a:α. a 6∈αS’ ⇒ ((S+a) \
α
S’ =

Set(α)
(S \

α
S’)+a)

6. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α).∀a:α. a∈αS’ ⇒ ((S+a) \
α
S’ =

Set(α)
S \

α
S’)

7. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. a 6∈αS ⇒ ({a} \
α
S =

Set(α)
{a})

8. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. a∈αS ⇒ ({a} \
α
S =

Set(α)
∅)

9. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀p,q:α→Bool.∀S:Set(α).
{f(x)|x∈S ∧ p(x)} \

β
{f(x)|x∈S ∧ q(x)} =

Set(β)
{f(x)|x∈S ∧ p(x) ∧¬q(x)}

10. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’,S’’:Set(α). S \
α
(S’∪S’’) =

Set(α)
(S \

α
S’) \

α
S’’

11. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α). S \
α
S =

Set(α)
∅

12. ∀α:TYPES.∀S,S’:Set(α). S⊆αS’ ⇒ S \
α
S’ =

Set(α)
∅

Lemma A.4.17 Union of a family of sets

1. ∀α:TYPES. ⋃∅ =
Set(α)

∅
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀FAM:Set(Set(α)).∀S:Set(α). ⋃

(FAM+S) =
Set(α)

⋃
FAM∪S

3. ∀α:TYPES.∀FAM:Set(Set(α)).∀S:Set(α). ⋃
({S}) =

Set(α)
S

4. ∀α,β,γ:TYPES.∀F:α→Set(β).∀g:β→γ.∀p:α→Bool.∀q:β→Bool.∀S:Set(α).⋃{ {g(y)|y∈F(x) ∧q(y)} |x∈S ∧ p(x)} =
Set(γ)

{g(y)|y∈⋃{F(x)|x∈S ∧ p(x)} ∧ q(y)})
5. ∀α,β,γ:TYPES.∀F:α→Set(β).∀g:β→γ.∀p:α→Bool.∀q:β→Bool.∀S:Set(α).∀c:γ.

c∈γ

⋃{ {g(y)|y∈F(x) ∧q(y)} | x∈S ∧ p(x)} ⇔ ∃x∈S. p(x) ∧ ∃y∈F(x). q(y) ∧ c=
γ
g(y)

6. ∀α:TYPES.∀FAM:Set(Set(α)).∀S:Set(α). S∈Set(α)FAM ⇒ ⋃
(FAM-Set(α)S) =

Set(α)

⋃
FAM \

α
S

7. ∀α,β,γ:TYPES.∀fα×β→γ.∀p:α→Bool.∀q:β→Bool.∀S:Set(α).∀T:Set(β).⋃{ ⋃{f(x,y)|x∈S ∧p(x)} | y∈T ∧ q(y)} =
Set(γ)

⋃{ ⋃{f(x,y)|y∈T ∧q(y)} | x∈S ∧ p(x)}
8. ∀α,β,γ:TYPES.∀F:α→Set(β).∀G:β→Set(γ).∀p:α→Bool.∀q:β→Bool.∀S:Set(α).⋃{ {G(y)|y∈F(x) ∧q(y)} |x∈S ∧ p(x)} =

Set(Set(γ))
{ ⋃{G(y)|y∈F(x) ∧q(y)} |x∈S ∧ p(x)}

Lemma A.4.18 Intersection of a family of sets

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀S:Set(α). ⋂
α
{S} =

Set(α)
S

2. ∀α:TYPES.∀FAM:Set(Set(α)).∀S:Set(α). ⋂
α
(FAM+S) =

Set(α)

⋂
α
FAM∩

α
S

3. ∀α,β,γ:TYPES.∀F:α→Set(β).∀g:β→γ.∀p:α→Bool.∀q:β→Bool.∀S:Set(α).⋂
γ{ {g(y)|y∈F(x) ∧q(y)} |x∈S ∧ p(x)} =

Set(γ)
{g(y)|x∈⋂β{F(x)|x∈S ∧ p(x)} ∧ q(y)})

Lemma A.4.19 Arbitrary Selection

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. arb({a}) =
α

a
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Lemma A.4.20 map-operation

1. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β. map(f,∅) =
Set(β)

∅
2. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. map(f,S+a) =

Set(β)
map(f,S)+f(a)

3. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀a:α. map(f,{a}) =
Set(β)

{f(a)}
4. ∀α,β,γ:TYPES.∀f:α→Set(β).∀g:β→γ.∀p:α→Bool.∀S:Set(α).

map(g,{f(x)|x∈S ∧ p(x)}) =
Set(γ)

{g(f(x))|x∈S ∧ p(x)})
5. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. map(f,S-αa) =

Set(β)
map(f,S)-βf(a)

6. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀S,S’:Set(α). map(f,S∪S’) =
Set(β)

map(f,S)∪map(f,S’)
7. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀S,S’:Set(α). map(f,S∩

α
S’) =

Set(β)
map(f,S)∪βmap(f,S’)

8. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀S,S’:Set(α). map(f,S \
α
S’) =

Set(β)
map(f,S) \

β
map(f,S’)

Lemma A.4.21 Reduce operation

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀bop:α2→α.∀a:α. reduceα(bop,{a}) =
α

a
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀bop:α2→α.∀S:Set(α).∀a:α.

(¬empty?(S) ∧ a6∈αS) ⇒ (reduceα(bop,S+a) =
α

bop(reduceα(bop,S),a))
3. ∀α:TYPES.∀FAM:Set(Set(α)). ¬empty?(FAM) ⇒ reduceSet(α)(∪,FAM) =

Set(α)

⋃
FAM

4. ∀α:TYPES.∀FAM:Set(Set(α)). ¬empty?(FAM) ⇒ reduceSet(α)(∩α,FAM) =
Set(α)

⋂
α
FAM

Lemma A.4.22 Specifications of Set-Operations

1. ∀α:TYPES. empty? decides λS. S =
Set(α)

∅ on Set(α)
2. ∀α:TYPES. ⊆

α decides λS,S’. ∀x:α. x∈αS ⇒ x∈αS’ on Set(α)2

3. λi,j. {i..j} satisfies FUNCTION INT-RANGE(i,j:int2) RETURNS {x:int|i≤x ∧ x≤j}
4. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀p:α→Bool. λS. {f(x)|x∈S ∧p(x)} satisfies

FUNCTION GSF-f-p(S:Set(α)) RETURNS {z:β|∃x∈S.p(x) ∧z=
β
f(x)}

5. ∀α:TYPES. -α satisfies
FUNCTION DELETE(S,a:Set(α)××α) WHERE ¬(empty?(S)) RETURNS {x:α|x∈αS ∧ x 6=

α
a}

6. ∀α:TYPES. ∪ satisfies FUNCTION UNION(S,S’:Set(α)2) RETURNS {x:α|x∈αS ∨ x∈αS’}
7. ∀α:TYPES. ∩

α
satisfies

FUNCTION INTERSECTION(S,S’:Set(α)2) RETURNS {x:Set(α)|x∈αS ∧ x∈αS’}
8. ∀α:TYPES. \

α
satisfies FUNCTION DIFF(S,S’:Set(α)2) RETURNS {x:α|x∈αS ∧ x 6∈αS’}

9. ∀α:TYPES. ⋃
satisfies

FUNCTION UN(FAMILY:Set(Set(α))) RETURNS {x:α|∃S∈FAMILY. x∈αS}
10. ∀α:TYPES. ⋂

α
satisfies

FUNCTION INTER(FAMILY:Set(Set(α))) WHERE ¬(empty?(FAMILY))
RETURNS {x:α|∀S∈FAMILY. x∈αS}

11. ∀α:TYPES. arb satisfies
FUNCTION ARB(S:Set(α)):α WHERE ¬(empty?(S)) RETURNS z SUCH THAT z∈αS

12. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β. λS.map(f,S) satisfies
FUNCTION MAP-f(S:Set(α)) RETURNS {z:β|∃x∈S. z=

β
f(x)}
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A.5 Finite Sequences

The theory of finite sequences over elements of a type α is a parameterized first-order theory
based on Seq, =, [], cons, first, and rest and their axioms. We have implemented the
theory by the predefined type of lists (see section 2.3.2).

THEORY IMPLEMENTATION

Definition 2.3.8 Theory Implementation of Finite Sequences
[] ≡ nil
cons ≡ λa,L. (a.L)
seqind(L; tb; a,L′,FL′.tind) ≡ list ind(L; tb; a,L′,FL′.tind)
first ≡ λL.seqind(L;∞; a, , . a)
rest ≡ λL.seqind(L; []; ,L’, . L’)
=

Seq(α)
≡ λL,L’.(seqind(L; λL.seqind(L; true; , , . false);

a, ,EQ. λL1.a=
α
first(L1) ∧ EQ(rest(L1))) (L’))

Seq(α) ≡ 〈〈α list, =
Seq(α)

〉〉

Lemma 2.3.9 Axioms of Finite Sequences

1. ∀α:TYPES. Seq(α) in TYPES
2. ∀α:TYPES. [] in Seq(α)
3. ∀α:TYPES. cons in α×Seq(α) → Seq(α)
4. ∀α:TYPES. first in Seq(α) ; α
5. ∀α:TYPES. rest in Seq(α) → Seq(α)
6. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. [] 6=

Seq(α)
a.L

7. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α).∀a,a’:α. a.L =
Seq(α)

a’.L’ ⇔ (a=
α
a’ ∧ L =

Seq(α)
L’ )

8. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. first(a.L)=
α
a

9. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. rest(a.L) =
Seq(α)

L in Seq(α)
10.∀α,β:TYPES. ∀g:β.∀h:(β×Seq(α)×α)→β.∃f:Seq(α)→β.

f([])=
β
g ∧ ∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. f(a.L)=

β
h(f(L),L,a)

11.∀α:TYPES.∀P:PROP(Seq(α)).
(P([]) ∧ ∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α.P(L)⇒ P(a.L)) ⇒ ∀L:Seq(α).P(L)

Lemma 2.3.11 Finite Constructability and Sequence Equality

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). L =
Seq(α)

[] ∨ ∃a:α.∃L’:Seq(α). L =
Seq(α)

a.L’
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α). L =

Seq(α)
L’ ⇔ first(L)=

α
first(L’) ∧ rest(L) =

Seq(α)
rest(L’)

THEORY DEVELOPMENT

Additional operations on finite sequences can be defined completely in terms of [], cons, first,
rest, equality, and the induction operator seqind.

Definition A.5.1 Sequence Notation
if L=[] then t else t′ ≡ seqind(L; t; , , ,t′)
let L=a.L′ in exp ≡ seqind(L; ∞; a,L′, ,exp)
let L=[a] in exp ≡ let L=a.L’ in if L’=[] then exp else ∞
let L=[a,a′] in exp ≡ let L=a′.L’ in let L’=[a] in exp
let L=[a,a′,a′′] in exp ≡ let L=a′′.L’ in let L’=[a,a′] in exp
λ[a].exp ≡ λL.let L=[a] in exp
λ[a,a′].exp ≡ λL.let L=[a,a′] in exp
λ[a,a′,a′].exp ≡ λL.let L=[a,a′,a′] in exp
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Definition A.5.2 Sequence Operations
null? ≡ λL. seqind(L; true; , , .false)
[list-exp] ≡ list-exp.nil
[i..j] ≡ ind(j-i; , .[]; [j]; diff,j-seq. (j-diff).j-seq)
[fx|x∈L ∧px] ≡ seqind(L; []; a, ,GSF. if px[a/x] then fx[a/x].GSF else GSF
[fx|x∈L] ≡ [fx|x∈L ∧true]
|L| ≡ seqind(L; 0; , ,card. card+1)
Li ≡ seqind(L; λj.∞; a, ,jth-of. λj. if j=1 then a else jth-of(j-1)) (i)
last ≡ λL. L|L|
• ≡ λL,a. seqind(L; [a]; a’, .app. a’.app)
ins ≡ λL,j,a. [ if i<j then Li else if i=j then a else Li-1 | i∈[1..|L|+1] ]
del ≡ λL,j. [ if i<j then Li else Li+1 | i∈[1..|L|-1] ]
◦ ≡ λL,L’. seqind(L; L’; a, ,conc. a.conc)
rev ≡ λL. [ L|L|-i | i∈[0..|L|-1] ]
domain ≡ λL. {1..|L|}
range ≡ λL. {Li|i∈domain(L)}
map ≡ λf,L. [f(x)|x∈L]
reduce ≡ λop,L. seqind(L;∞; a,L’,redL’. if null?(L’) then a else op(redL’,a))
L[i..j] ≡ [ Lk | k∈[i..j] ]
∀x∈L.px ≡ ∀x∈range(L).px

∃x∈L.px ≡ ∃x∈range(L).px

∈
α ≡ λa,L. ∃x∈range(L).x=

α
a

v
α ≡ λL,L’. |L|≤|L’| ∧ ∀i∈domain(L). Li=αL’i

L<g ≡ [x|x∈L ∧x<g]
L≥g ≡ [x|x∈L ∧x≥g]
findα ≡ λg,L. min{j|j∈domain(L) ∧Lj=αg}
-α ≡ λL,g.del(L,findα(g,L))
injectiveα ≡ λL. ∀i∈domain(L).∀j∈{i+1..|L|}. Li6=αLj
permutationα ≡ λL,S. injectiveα(L) ∧ range(L) =

Set(α)
S

permutesα ≡ λL,L’. ∃I:Seq(int).permutation(I,domain(L)) ∧ L’ =
Seq(α)

[ Lk | k∈I ]
Seqn(α) ≡ {L:Seq(α) | |L|=n}
Seq+(α) ≡ {L:Seq(α) | ¬empty?(L)}
arb ≡ λL. first(L)

Lemma A.5.3 Operation Signatures

1. ∀α:TYPES. null? in Seq(α) → Bool
2. ∀α:TYPES. ∈

α in α×Seq(α) → Bool
3. ∀α:TYPES. v

α in Seq(α)2 → Bool
4. λi,j. [i..j] in int2 → Seq(int)
5. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀p:α→Bool. λL. [f(x)|x∈L ∧p(x)] in Seq(α) → Seq(β)
6. ∀α:TYPES. λL. |L| in Seq(α) → IN
7. ∀α:TYPES. λL,i.Li in Seq(α)×int → α
8. ∀α:TYPES. last in Seq(α) → α
9. ∀α:TYPES. • in Seq(α)×α → Seq(α)

10. ∀α:TYPES. ins in Seq(α)×IN×α → Seq(α)
11. ∀α:TYPES. del in Seq(α)×IN → Seq(α)
12. ∀α:TYPES. ◦ in Seq(α)2 → Seq(α)
13. ∀α:TYPES. rev in Seq(α) → Seq(α)
14. ∀α:TYPES. domain in Seq(α) → Set(α)
15. ∀α:TYPES. range in Seq(α) → Set(α)
16. ∀α,β:TYPES. map in (α→β)×Seq(α) → Seq(β)
17. ∀α:TYPES. reduce in (α2→α)×Seq(α) ; α
18. ∀α:TYPES. λL,i,j. L[i..j] in Seq(α)×int2 → Seq(α)

continued on the next page
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19. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool. λL. ∃x∈L.p(x) in Seq(α) → Bool
20. ∀α:TYPES.∀p:α→Bool. λL. ∀x∈L.p(x) in Seq(α) → Bool
21. ∀α:TYPES. injectiveα in Seq(α) → Bool
22. ∀α:TYPES. permutationα in Seq(α)×Set(α) → Bool

Lemma A.5.4 Prepend

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. a.L 6=
Seq(α)

[]

2. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. a.L 6=
Seq(α)

L

Lemma A.5.5 null?

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). null?(L) ⇔ L =
Seq(α)

[]
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α). LvαL’ ⇒ null?(L’)⇒ null?(L)
3. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. ¬null?(a.L)
4. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. ¬null?([a])
5. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀p:α→Bool.∀L:Seq(α).

null?([f(x)|x∈L ∧p(x)]) ⇔ null(L) ∨ ∀x∈L.¬p(x))
6. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). null?(L) ⇒ |L|=0
7. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. ¬null?(L•a)
8. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α.∀i:IN. i≤|L|+1 ⇒ ¬null?(ins(L,i,a))
9. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀i:IN. null?(del(L,i)) ⇔ null?(L) ∨ L =

Seq(α)
[Li]

10. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α). null?(L◦L’) ⇔ null?(L) ∧null?(L’)
11. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). null?(rev(L)) ⇔ null?(L)
12. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). null?(L) ⇔ empty?(domain(L))
13. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). null?(L) ⇔ empty?(range(L))

Lemma A.5.6 Membership

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. a 6∈α[]
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a,a’:α. a’∈αa.L ⇔ a’=

α
a ∨ a’∈αL

3. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. a∈αL ⇔ a=
α
first(L) ∨ a∈αrest(L)

4. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α).∀a:α. LvαL’ ⇒ a∈αL ⇒ a∈αL’
5. ∀α:TYPES.∀a,a’:α. a’∈α[a] ⇔ a=

α
a’

6. ∀i,j,k:int. k∈[i..j] ⇔ i≤k ∧ k≤j
7. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀p:α→Bool.∀L:Seq(α).∀b:β.

b∈β[f(x)|x∈L ∧p(x)] ⇔ ∃x∈L. p(x) ∧ b=
β
f(x)

8. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a,a’:α. a’∈αL•a ⇔ a’=
α
a ∨ a’∈αL

9. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a,a’:α.∀i:IN. i≤|L|+1 ⇒ a’∈αins(L,i,a) ⇔ a’=
α
a ∨ a’∈αL

10. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α.∀i:IN. 0<i ∧ i≤|L| ∧ a 6=
α
Li ⇒ a∈αdel(L,i)⇔ a’∈αL

11. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α).∀a:α. a∈αL◦L’ ⇔ a∈αL ∨ a∈αL’
12. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. a∈αrev(L) ⇔ a∈αL
13. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀i:IN. i∈domain(L) ⇔ 1≤i ∧ i≤|L|
14. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. a∈αL ⇔ a∈αrange(L)

Lemma A.5.7 Prefix

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). []vαL
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). Lvα[] ⇔ null?(L)
3. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α).∀a:α. a.LvαL’ ⇔ a=

α
first(L’) ∧ Lvαrest(L’)

4. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α). LvαL’ ⇒ first(L)=
α
first(L’)

5. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α). LvαL’ ⇒ rest(L)vαrest(L’)
6. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. [a]vαL ⇔ a=

α
first(L)

7. ∀i,j,k,l:int. [i..j]v[k..l] ⇔ i=j ∧ j≤l
8. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀p:α→Bool.∀L,L’:Seq(α).

LvαL’ ⇒ [f(x)|x∈L ∧p(x)]vβ[f(x)|x∈L’ ∧p(x)]
9. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. LvαL•a

10. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α). LvαL◦L’
11. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α). LvαL’ ⇔ ∃L’’:Seq(α). L◦L’’ =

Seq(α)
L’

continued on the next page
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12. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α). LvαL’ ⇒ domain(L)⊆domain(L’)
13. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α). LvαL’ ⇒ range(L)⊆αrange(L’)
14. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). LvαL
15. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’,L’’:Seq(α). LvαL’ ∧ L’vαL’’ ⇒ LvαL’’
16. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α). LvαL’ ∧ L’vαL ⇔ L =

Seq(α)
L’

17. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α).∀i:IN. i≤|L| ∧ LvαL’ ⇒ Li=αL’i

Lemma A.5.8 Integer sequence

1. ∀i,j:int. i>j ⇒ empty?([i..j])
2. ∀i,j:int. [i..i] =

Seq(int)
[i]

3. ∀i,j:int. i≤j ⇒ first([i..j]) = i
4. ∀i,j:int. [i+1..j] =

Seq(int)
rest([i..j])

5. ∀i,j:int. i-1≤j ⇒ [i-1..j] =
Seq(int)

(i-1).[i..j]
6. ∀i,j:int. i≤j+1 ⇒ [i..j+1] =

Seq(int)
[i..j]•(j+1)

7. ∀i,j:int. [i+1..j+1] =
Seq(int)

[ k+1 | k∈[i..j] ]
8. ∀i,j:int. i≤j ⇒ last([i..j]) = j

Lemma A.5.9 General sequence former

∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀p:α→Bool.
1. [f(x)|x∈[] ∧p(x)] =

Seq(β)
[]

2. ∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. ¬p(a) ⇒ [f(x)|x∈a.L ∧p(x)] =
Seq(β)

[f(x)|x∈L ∧p(x)]
3. ∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. p(a) ⇒ [f(x)|x∈a.L ∧p(x)] =

Seq(β)
f(a).[f(x)|x∈L ∧p(x)]

4. ∀L:Seq(α). p((first(L)) ⇒ first([f(x)|x∈L ∧p(x)]) =
β

f(first(L))
5. ∀L:Seq(α). p((first(L)) ⇒ rest([f(x)|x∈L ∧p(x)]) =

Seq(β)
[f(x)|x∈rest(L) ∧p(x)]

6. ∀a:α. ¬p(a) ⇒ [f(x)|x∈[a] ∧p(x)] =
Seq(β)

[]
7. ∀a:α. p(a) ⇒ [f(x)|x∈[a] ∧p(x)] =

Seq(β)
[f(a)]

8 ∀γ:TYPES.∀g:β→γ.∀q:bool(β).∀L:Seq(α).
[g(y) | y∈[f(x)|x∈L ∧p(x)] ∧ q(y)] =

Seq(γ)
[g(f(x))|x∈L ∧p(x) ∧q(f(x))]

9. ∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. ¬p(a) ⇒ [f(x)|x∈L•a ∧p(x)] =
Seq(β)

[f(x)|x∈L ∧p(x)]
10. ∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. p(a) ⇒ [f(x)|x∈L•a ∧p(x)] =

Seq(β)
[f(x)|x∈L ∧p(x)]•f(a)

11. ∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α.∀i:IN. i≤|L|+1 ⇒
¬p(a) ⇒ [f(x)|x∈ins(L,i,a) ∧p(x)] =

Seq(β)
[f(x)|x∈L ∧p(x)]

12. ∀L:Seq(α).∀i:IN. ¬p(Li) ⇒ [f(x)|x∈del(L,i) ∧p(x)] =
Seq(β)

[f(x)|x∈L ∧p(x)]
13. ∀L,L’:Seq(α). [f(x)|x∈L◦L’ ∧p(x)] =

Seq(β)
[f(x)|x∈L ∧p(x)]◦[f(x)|x∈L’ ∧p(x)]

14. ∀L:Seq(α). [f(x)|x∈rev(L) ∧p(x)] =
Seq(β)

rev([f(x)|x∈L ∧p(x)])
15. ∀g:α→β.∀L:Seq(α). ∀x∈L.p(x)⇒ f(x)=

β
g(x) ⇒ [f(x)|x∈L ∧p(x)] =

Seq(β)
[g(x)|x∈L ∧p(x)]

16. ∀q:α→Bool.∀L:Seq(α). ∀x∈L. p(x)⇔ q(x) ⇒ [f(x)|x∈L ∧p(x)] =
Seq(β)

[f(x)|x∈L ∧q(x)]

Lemma A.5.10 Cardinality

1. ∀α:TYPES. |[]| = 0
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. |a.L| = |L|+1
3. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). ¬null?(L) ⇒ |rest(L)| = |L|-1
4. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. |[a]| = 1
5. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α). LvαL’ ⇒ |L|≤|L’|
6. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀p:α→Bool.∀L:Seq(α). |[f(x)|x∈L ∧p(x)]|=|[x|x∈L ∧p(x)]|
7. ∀i,j:int. i≤j ⇒ |[i..j]| = j-i+1
8. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. |L•a| = |L|+1
9. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α.∀i:IN. i≤|L|+1 ⇒ |ins(L,i,a)| = |L|+1

10. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀i:IN. 0<i ∧ i≤|L| ⇒ |del(L,i)| = |L|-1
11. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α). |L◦L’| = |L|+|L’|
12. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). |rev(L)| = |L|
13. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). |L| = |domain(L)|
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Lemma A.5.11 Selecting the i-th element

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). L1=αfirst(L)
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀i:IN. Li+1=αrest(L)i
3. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α.∀i:IN. ins(L,i,a)i=αa
4. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀L:Seq(α).∀i:IN. [f(x)|x∈L]i=βf(Li)
5. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α.∀i:IN. i≤|L| ⇒ L•ai=αLi
6. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. L•a|L|+1=αa
7. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α.∀i,j:IN. i<j ⇒ ins(L,j,a)i=αLi
8. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α.∀i,j:IN. i>j ⇒ ins(L,j,a)i=αLi-1
9. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀i,j:IN. i<j ⇒ del(L,j)i=αLi

10. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀i,j:IN. i≥j ⇒ del(L,j)i=αLi+1
11. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α).∀i:IN. i≤|L| ⇒ L◦L’i=αLi
12. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α).∀i:IN. i>|L| ⇒ L◦L’i=αL’i-|L|
13. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀i:IN. i≤|L| ⇒ rev(L)i=αL|L|-i+1

Lemma A.5.12 last

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. last[a]=
α
a

2. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. last(L•a)=
α
a

3. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀L:Seq(α). last([f(x)|x∈L])=
β
f(last(L))

4. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α.∀i:IN. i≤|L| ⇒ last(ins(L,i,a))=
α
last(L)

5. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. last(ins(L,|L|+1,a)=
α
a

6. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀i:IN. i<L ⇒ last(del(L,i))=
α
last(L)

7. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). last(del(L,|L|))=
α
L|L|-1

8. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α). ¬null?(L’) ⇒ last(L◦L’)=
α
last(L’)

9. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α). null?(L’) ⇒ last(L◦L’)=
α
last(L)

10. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). last(rev(L))=
α
first(L)

Lemma A.5.13 Append

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. []•a =
Seq(α)

[a]
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a,a’:α. (a’.L)•a =

Seq(α)
a’.(L•a)

Lemma A.5.14 Insert

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. ins(L,1,a) =
Seq(α)

a.L
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α.∀i:IN. ins(L,i+1,a) =

Seq(α)
first(L).ins(rest(L),i,a)

3. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. ins(L,|L|+1,a) =
Seq(α)

L•a
4. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α.∀i:IN. i≤|L| ⇒ ins(del(L,i),i,Li) =

Seq(α)
L

5. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α).∀a:α.∀i:IN. i≤|L| ⇒ ins(L◦L’,i,a) =
Seq(α)

ins(L,i,a)◦L’
6. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α).∀a:α.∀i:IN. i>|L| ⇒ ins(L◦L’,i,a) =

Seq(α)
L◦ins(L’,i-|L|,a)

Lemma A.5.15 Delete

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). del(L,1) =
Seq(α)

rest(L)
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀i:IN. del(L,i+1) =

Seq(α)
first(L).del(rest(L),i)

3. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. del(L•a,|L|+1) =
Seq(α)

L
4. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α.∀i:IN. i≤|L|+1 ⇒ del(ins(L,i,a),i) =

Seq(α)
L

5. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α).∀i:IN. i≤|L| ⇒ del(L◦L’,i) =
Seq(α)

del(L,i)◦L’
6. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α).∀i:IN. i>|L| ⇒ del(L◦L’,i) =

Seq(α)
L◦del(L’,i-|L|)

7. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀i:IN. i≤|L| ⇒ del(rev(L),i) =
Seq(α)

rev(del(L,|L|-i+1))

Lemma A.5.16 Concat

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). L◦[] =
Seq(α)

L
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). []◦L =

Seq(α)
L

3. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α).∀a:α. (a.L)◦L’ =
Seq(α)

a.(L◦L’)
4. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. [a]◦L =

Seq(α)
a.L

5. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. L◦[a] =
Seq(α)

L•a
6. ∀i,j,k:int. i≤j ∧j<k ⇒ [i..j]◦[j+1..k] =

Seq(int)
[i..k]

7. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’,L’’:Seq(α). L◦(L’◦L’’) =
Seq(α)

(L◦L’)◦L’’
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Lemma A.5.17 Reverse

1. ∀α:TYPES. rev([]) =
Seq(α)

[]
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. rev(a.L) =

Seq(α)
rev(L)•a

3. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. rev([a] =
Seq(α)

[a]
4. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀p:α→Bool.∀L:Seq(α).

rev([f(x)|x∈L ∧p(x)]) =
Seq(β)

[f(x)|x∈rev(L) ∧p(x)]
5. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. rev(L•a) =

Seq(α)
a.rev(L)

6. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α). rev(L◦L’) =
Seq(α)

rev(L’)◦rev(L)
7. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). rev(rev(L)) =

Seq(α)
L

Lemma A.5.18 Domain

1. ∀α:TYPES. domain([]) =
Set(int)

∅
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. domain(a.L) =

Set(int)
domain(L) + (|L|+1)

3. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. domain([a]) =
Set(int)

{1}
4. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α). LvαL’ ⇒ domain(L)⊆domain(L’)
5. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. domain(L•a) =

Set(int)
domain(L) + (|L|+1)

6. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α.∀i:IN.i≤|L| ⇒ domain(ins(L,i,a)) =
Set(int)

domain(L) + (|L|+1)
7. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀i:IN. i≤|L| ⇒ domain(del(L,i)) =

Set(int)
domain(L) - |L|

8. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α). domain(L◦L’) =
Set(int)

domain(L) + domain(L’)
9. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). domain(rev(L)) =

Set(int)
domain(L)

Lemma A.5.19 Range

1. ∀α:TYPES. range([]) =
Set(α)

∅
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. range(a.L) =

Set(α)
range(L)+a

3. ∀i,j:int. range([i..j]) =
Set(int)

{i..j}
4. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α). LvαL’ ⇒ range(L)⊆αrange(L’)
4. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀p:α→Bool.∀L:Seq(α).

range([f(x)|x∈L ∧p(x)]) =
Set(α)

{f(x)|x∈range(L) ∧p(x)}
5. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. range(L•a) =

Set(α)
range(L)+a

6. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α.∀i:IN. i≤|L|+1 ⇒ range(ins(L,i,a)) =
Set(α)

range(L)+a
7. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α). range(L◦L’) =

Set(α)
range(L)∪range(L’)

8. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). range(rev(L)) =
Set(α)

range(L)

Lemma A.5.20 Reduce

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀bop:α2→α.∀a:α. reduce(bop,[a]) =
α

a
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀bop:α2→α.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α.

¬null?(L) ⇒ reduce(bop,a.L) =
α

bop(reduce(bop,L),a)

Lemma A.5.21 Injective

1. ∀α:TYPES. injectiveα([])
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. injectiveα(a.L) ⇔ injectiveα(L) ∧ a6∈αL
3. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’:Seq(α). LvαL’ ⇒ injectiveα(L’) ⇒ injectiveα(L)
4. ∀i,j:int. injective[i..j]
5. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). injectiveα(L) ⇔ |L| = |range(L)|α

6. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. injectiveα(L•a) ⇔ injectiveα(L) ∧ a 6∈αL
7. ∀α:TYPES∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α.∀i:IN. i≤|L| ⇒

injectiveα(ins(L,i,a)) ⇔ injectiveα(L) ∧ a 6∈αL
8. ∀α:TYPES∀L,L’:Seq(α).

injectiveα(L◦L’) ⇔ injectiveα(L) ∧ injectiveα(L’) ∧ ∀x∈L.x 6∈α(L’)
9. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). injectiveα(rev(L)) ⇔ injectiveα(L)

Lemma A.5.22 Difference

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀a:α. []-αa =
Seq(α)

[]
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. a.L-αa =

Seq(α)
L

3. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α).∀a:α. a∈αL ⇒ ∃k∈domain(L).L =
Seq(α)

L[1..k-1]◦a.L[k+1..|L|]
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Lemma A.5.23 Permutes

1. ∀α:TYPES. permutesα([],[])
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,S:Seq(α).∀a:α. permutesα(a.L,S) ⇔ a∈αS ∧ permutesα(L,S-αa)
3. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,S:Seq(α). permutesα(L,S) ⇒ ∀x∈L.x∈αS
4. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,S:Seq(α). permutesα(L,S) ⇔ |L| = |S|
5. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,S:Seq(α).∀a:α. permutesα(L•a,S) ⇔ a∈αS ∧ permutesα(L,S-αa)
6. ∀α:TYPES∀L,S:Seq(α).∀a:α.∀i:IN. i≤|L| ⇒

permutesα(ins(L,i,a),S) ⇔ a∈αS ∧ permutesα(L,S-αa)
7. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’,S,S’:Seq(α).

permutesα(L,S) ∧ permutesα(L’,S’)) ⇒ permutesα(L◦L’,S◦S’)
8. ∀α:TYPES∀L,S:Seq(α). permutesα(L,S) ⇒ domain(L)= domain(S)
9. ∀α:TYPES∀L,S:Seq(α). permutesα(L,S) ⇒ range(L)=

α
range(S)

10. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). permutesα(L,rev(L))
11. ∀α:TYPES.∀L:Seq(α). permutesα(L,L)
12. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,S:Seq(α). permutesα(L,S) ⇔ permutesα(S,L)
13. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,L’,S:Seq(α). permutesα(L,L’) ∧permutesα(L’,S)) ⇒ permutesα(L,S)
14. ∀L:Seq(int).∀g:int. permutes(L<g◦L≥g,L)
15. ∀α:TYPES.∀L,S:Seq(α). permutesα(L,S) ⇔ ∀a∈L. a∈αS ∧ permutesα(L-αa,S-αa)
16. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀p:α→Bool.

∀L,S:Seq(α). permutesα(L,S) ⇒ permutesβ([f(x)|x∈L ∧p(x)],[f(x)|x∈S ∧p(x)])

A.6 Finite Maps

The theory of finite maps is a parameterized first-order theory based on Map, =, {||}, extend,
apply, and domain and their axioms. It is implemented using lists of pairs (see section 2.3.3).

THEORY IMPLEMENTATION

Definition 2.3.12 Theory Implementation of Finite Maps
{||} ≡ []
a 7→b ≡ 〈〈a,b〉〉
extend ≡ λM,a,b. (a 7→b.M)
mapind(M; tb; a,b,M ′,FM ′.tind) ≡ seqind(M; tb; ab,M ′,FM ′. let ab=〈〈a,b〉〉 in tind)
applyα ≡ λM,y.mapind(M;∞; a,b,M’,appM’.

λx.if x=
α
a then b else appM’(x)) (y)

M(a)α ≡ applyα(M,a)
domain ≡ λM. {x.1|x∈range(M)}

=
Map(α,β)

≡ λM,M’. domain(M) =
Set(α)

domain(M’)

∧ ∀x∈domain(M).M(x)α=βM’(x)α

Lemma 2.3.13 Axioms of Finite Maps

1. ∀α,β:TYPES. Map(α,β) in TYPES
2. ∀α,β:TYPES. {||} in Map(α,β)
3. ∀α,β:TYPES. applyα in Map(α,β)×α ; β
4. ∀α,β:TYPES. extend in Map(α,β)×α×β → Map(α,β)
5. ∀α,β:TYPES. domain in Map(α,β) → Set(α)
6. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β).∀a:α.∀b:β. extend(M,a,b)(a)α=βb

7. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β).∀a,a’:α.∀b:β.a’ 6=
α
a ⇒ extend(M,a,b)(a’)α=βM(a’)α

8. ∀α:TYPES. domain({||}) =
Set(α)

∅
9. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β).∀a:α.∀b:β. domain(extend(M,a,b)) =

Set(α)
domain(M)+a

continued on the next page
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10.∀α,β:TYPES.∀M,M’:Map(α,β).
M =

Map(α,β)
M’ ⇔ (domain(M) =

Set(α)
domain(M’) ∧ ∀x∈domain(M).M(x)α=βM’(x)α)

11.∀α,β,γ:TYPES.∀g:γ.∀h:(γ×Map(α,β)×α)→β.∃f:Map(α,β)→β.
f({||}) =

γ
g ∧

∀M:Map(α,β).∀a:α.∀b:β. a 6∈αdomain(M) ⇒ f(extend(M,a,b)) =
γ
h(f(M),M,a,b)

12.∀α,β:TYPES.∀P:PROP(Map(α,β)).
(P({||}) ∧ ∀M:Map(α,β).∀a:α.∀b:β.P(M)⇒ P(extend(M,a,b)))
⇒ ∀M:Map(α,β).P(M)

Lemma 2.3.15 Finite Constructability

∀α,β:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β).
M =

Map(α,β)
{||} ∨ ∃a:α.∃b:β.∃M’:Map(α,β). a 6∈αdomain(M) ∧ M =

Map(α,β)
extend(M,a,b)

THEORY DEVELOPMENT

Additional operations on finite maps can be defined completely in terms of {||}, extend,
apply, domain, equality, and the induction operator mapind.

Definition A.6.1 Map Vocabulary
{|map-list-exp|} ≡ map-list-exp.nil
let M=extend(M ′,a,b) in e ≡ mapind(M; ∞; a,b,M ′, ,e)
v

α,β ≡ λM,M’. ∀x∈domain(M).M(x)α=βM’(x)α

rangeα ≡ λM. {M(x)α|x∈domain(M)}
{|fx 7→gx|x∈S ∧ px|} ≡ setind(S; {||}; a, ,GSF.

if px[a/x] then extend(GSF,fx[a/x],gx[a/x]) else GSF)
{|fx 7→gx|x∈S|} ≡ {|fx 7→gx|x∈S ∧true|}
◦

α,β
≡ λM,M’. {|x 7→M’(M(x)α)β|x∈domain(M) ∧ M(x)α∈βdomain(M’)|}

|M|α ≡ |domain(M)|α

Lemma A.6.2 Operator Signatures

1. ∀α,β:TYPES. v
α,β in Map(α,β)2 → Bool

2. ∀α,β:TYPES. rangeα in Map(α,β) → β
3. ∀α,β,γ:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀g:α→γ.∀p:α→Bool.

λS. {|f(x) 7→g(x)|x∈S ∧ p(x)|} in Set(α) → Map(β,γ)
4. ∀α,β,γ:TYPES. ◦

α,β
in Map(α,β)×Map(β,γ) → Map(α,γ)

5. ∀α,β:TYPES. λM. |M|α in Map(α,β) → IN

Lemma A.6.3 extend

1. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β).∀a:α.∀b:β. extend(M,a,b) 6=
Map(α,β)

{||}
2. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β).∀a:α.∀b:β. M(a)α=βb ⇒ extend(M,a,b) =

Map(α,β)
M

3. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β).∀a:α.∀b:β. M(a)α 6=β b ⇒ extend(M,a,b) 6=
Map(α,β)

M

Lemma A.6.4 Domain

1. ∀α,β,γ:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀g:α→γ.∀p:α→Bool.∀S:Set(α).
domain({|f(x)7→g(x)|x∈S ∧p(x)|}) =

Set(β)
{f(x)|x∈S ∧p(x)}

2. ∀α,β,γ:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β).∀M’:Map(β,γ).
domain(M ◦

α,β
M’) =

Set(α)
{x|x∈domain(M) ∧M(x)α∈βdomain(M’)}

3. ∀α,β,γ:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β).∀M’:Map(β,γ).
domain(M ◦

α,β
M’)⊆αdomain(M)
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Lemma A.6.5 Range

1. ∀α,β:TYPES. rangeα({||}) =
Set(β)

∅
2. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β).∀a:α.∀b:β.

a 6∈αdomain(M) ⇒ rangeα(extend(M,a,b)) =
Set(β)

rangeα(M)+b
3. ∀α,β,γ:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀g:α→γ.∀p:α→Bool. ∀S:Set(α).

rangeβ({|f(x)7→g(x)|x∈S ∧p(x)|}) =
Set(γ)

{g(x)|x∈S ∧p(x)}
4. ∀α,β,γ:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β).∀M’:Map(β,γ).

rangeα(M ◦α,β
M’) =

Set(β)
{M’(M(x)α)β|x∈domain(M) ∧M(x)α∈βdomain(M’)}

5. ∀α,β,γ:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β).∀M’:Map(β,γ).
rangeα(M ◦α,β

M’)⊆γrangeβ(M’)

Lemma A.6.6 Submap

1. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β). {||}vα,βM
2. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β). Mvα,β{||} ⇔ M =

Map(α,β)
{||}

3. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀M,M’:Map(α,β).∀a:α.∀b:β. a 6∈αdomain(M) ⇒
extends(M,a,b)vα,βM’ ⇔ Mvα,βM’ ∧ a∈αdomain(M’) ∧ M’(a)α=β

4. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀M,M’:Map(α,β).∀a:α.∀b:β.
a 6∈αdomain(M’) ∧ Mvα,βM’ ⇒ Mvα,βextends(M’,a,b)

5. ∀α,β,γ:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀g:α→γ.∀p:α→Bool. ∀S,S’:Set(α).
S⊆αS’ ⇒ {|f(x)7→g(x)|x∈S ∧p(x)|}vβ,γ{|f(x)7→g(x)|x∈S’ ∧p(x)|}

6. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀M,M’:Map(α,β). Mvα,βM’ ⇒ domain(M)⊆αmain(M’)
7. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀M,M’:Map(α,β). Mvα,βM’ ⇒ rangeα(M)⊆βrangeα(M)
8. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β). Mvα,βM
9. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀M,M’:Map(α,β). Mvα,βM’ ∧ M’vα,βM ⇔ M =

Map(α,β)
M’

10. ∀α,β:TYPES.∀M,M’,M’’:Map(α,β). Mvα,βM’ ∧ M’vα,βM’’ ⇒ Mvα,βM’’

Lemma A.6.7 General Map Former

∀α,β,γ:TYPES.∀f:α→β.∀g:α→γ.∀p:α→Bool.
1. {|f(x) 7→g(x)|x∈∅ ∧ p(x)|} =

Map(β,γ)
{||}

2. ∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. p(a) ⇒
{|f(x)7→g(x)|x∈(S+a) ∧p(x)|} =

Map(β,γ)
extend({|f(x)7→g(x)|x∈S ∧p(x)|},f(a),g(a))

3. ∀S:Set(α).∀a:α. ¬p(a) ⇒
{|f(x)7→g(x)|x∈(S+a) ∧p(x)|} =

Map(β,γ)
{|f(x)7→g(x)|x∈S ∧p(x)|}

4. ∀S:Set(α).∀a∈S. p(a) ⇒ {|f(x) 7→g(x)|x∈S ∧ p(x)|}(f(a))β =
γ

g(a)

Lemma A.6.8 Map Composition

1. ∀α,β,γ:TYPES.∀M:Map(γ). {||} ◦
α,β

M =
Map(β,γ)

{||}
2. ∀α,β,γ:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β).∀M’:Map(β,γ).∀a:α.∀b:β.

b∈βdomain(M’) ⇒ extend(M,a,b) ◦
α,β

M’ =
Map(β,γ)

extend(M ◦
α,β

M’,a,M’(b)β)
3. ∀α,β,γ:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β).∀M’:Map(β,γ).∀a:α.∀b:β.

b 6∈βdomain(M’) ⇒ extend(M,a,b) ◦
α,β

M’ =
Map(β,γ)

M ◦
α,β

M’

4. ∀α,β,γ:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β). M ◦
α,β
{||} =

Map(β,γ)
{||}

5. ∀α,β,γ:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β).∀M’:Map(β,γ).∀b:β.∀c:γ.
b 6∈βrangeαM ⇒ M ◦

α,β
extend(M’,b,c) =

Map(β,γ)
M ◦

α,β
M’

Lemma A.6.9 Map size

1. ∀α,β:TYPES. |{||}|α = 0
2. ∀α,β:TYPES. ∀M:Map(α,β).∀a:α.∀b:β. a∈αdomain(M)

⇒ |extends(M,a,b)|α = |M|α

3. ∀α,β:TYPES. ∀M:Map(α,β).∀a:α.∀b:β. a 6∈αdomain(M)
⇒ |extends(M,a,b)|α = |M|α+1

4. ∀α,β:TYPES. ∀M,M’:Map(α,β). Mvα,βM’ ⇒ |M|α≤ |M’|α

5. ∀α,β,γ:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β).∀M’:Map(β,γ).cardM ◦
α,β

M’α≤|M|α

6. ∀α,β,γ:TYPES.∀M:Map(α,β).∀M’:Map(β,γ).cardM ◦
α,β

M’α≤|M’|β
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A.7 Costas Arrays

The following domain theory provides the extensions of the theory of finite sequences which are
necessary to decribe and solve the problem of costas arrays. As usual, the lemmata describe
distributive laws which can be used for simplifications.

Definition A.7.1 Row in a Difference Table

dtrow ≡ λL,j. [Li-Li+j|i∈[1..|L|-j] ]

Lemma A.7.2 dtrow

1. ∀j:IN. dtrow([],j) =
Seq(int)

[]
2. ∀L:Seq(int).∀i:int.∀j:IN. j≤|L| ⇒ dtrow(i.L,j) =

Seq(int)
(i-Lj).dtrow(L,j)

3. ∀i:int.∀j:IN.j 6=0 ⇒ dtrow([i],j) =
Seq(int)

[]
4. ∀L,L’:Seq(int).∀j:IN. LvL’ ⇒ dtrow(L,j)vdtrow(L’,j)
5. ∀L:Seq(int).∀j:IN. j≥|L| ⇒ dtrow(L,j) =

Seq(int)
[]

6. ∀L:Seq(int).∀i:int.∀j:IN. j≤|L| ⇒ dtrow(L•i,j) =
Seq(int)

dtrow(L,j)•(L|L|+1-j-i)

A.8 Integer Segments

The following domain theory provides the extensions of the theory of finite sequences which
are necessary to decribe and solve the maximal segment sum problem. As usual, the lemmata
describe distributive laws which can be used for simplifications.

Definition A.8.1 Segment Sums and Maxima∑q
i=pLi ≡ reduce(+,[Li|i∈[p..q]])

{fpq|q∈S ∧ p∈Sq} ≡ ⋃{ {fpq|p∈Sq} | q∈S}
m = MAX(S) ≡ m∈S ∧ ∀x∈S. x≤m

The segment sum
∑q

i=pLi is defined only for L being a nonempty sequence and 1≤p≤q≤|L|.

Lemma A.8.2 Segment Sum

1. ∀L:Seq(int).∀a:int. ∑1
i=1a.Li = a

2. ∀L:Seq(int).∀a:int.∀q∈domain(L). ∑q+1
i=1 a.Li =

∑q
i=1Li+a

3. ∀L:Seq(int).∀a:int.∀q∈domain(L).∀p∈{1..q}. ∑q+1
i=p+1a.Li =

∑q
i=pLi

4. ∀L:Seq(int).∀a:int.∀q∈domain(L).∀p∈{1..q}. ∑q
i=pL•ai =

∑q
i=pLi

5. ∀L:Seq(int).∀a:int.∀p∈domain(L). ∑|L|+1
i=p L•ai =

∑|L|
i=pLi+a

Lemma A.8.3 Set Formers and Integer Ranges

1. ∀f:int→int.∀j,k:int. {f(x)|x∈{j+1..k+1}} =
Set(int)

{f(x+1)|x∈{j..k}}
2. ∀g:int×int→int.∀j,k:int.

{g(x,y)|x∈{j+1..k+1} ∧ y∈{j+1..x}} =
Set(int)

{g(x+1,y)|x∈{j..k} ∧ y∈{j+1..x+1}}
3. ∀g:int×int→int.∀j,k:int.

{g(x+1,y)|x∈{j..k} ∧ y∈{j+1..x+1}} =
Set(int)

{g(x+1,y+1)|x∈{j..k} ∧ y∈{j..x}}
4. ∀f:int→int.∀j,k:int. {f(x)|x∈{j..k}} =

Set(int)
{f(x)|x∈{j+1..k}}+f(j)

5. ∀g:int×int→int.∀j,k:int.
{g(x,y)|x∈{j..k} ∧ y∈{j..x}}

=
Set(int)

{g(x,y)|x∈{j+1..k} ∧ y∈{j+1..x}}∪{g(x,j)|x∈{j+1..k}}+g(j,j)
6. ∀f:int→int.∀j:int. {f(x)|x∈{j..j}} =

Set(int)
{f(j)}

7. ∀g:int×int→int.∀j,k:int.
{g(x,y)|x∈{j..j} ∧ y∈{j..x}} =

Set(int)
{g(j,j)}
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Lemma A.8.4 Maximum

1. ∀m:int. ¬(m = MAX(∅))
2. ∀m,m’:int.∀S:Set(int). m=MAX(S) ∧ m’=MAX(S) ⇒ m=m’
3. ∀m:int.∀S:Set(int).∀a:int. m=MAX(S) ⇒ max(a,m)=MAX(S+a)
4. ∀a:int. a=MAX({a})
5. ∀m,m’:int.∀S,S’:Set(int). m=MAX(S) ∧ m’=MAX(S’) ∧ S⊆S’ ⇒ m≤m’
6. ∀m:int.∀S:Set(int).∀a:int. m=MAX(S) ⇒ m+a=MAX({x+a|x∈S})
7. ∀m,m’:int.∀S,S’:Set(int). m=MAX(S) ∧ m’=MAX(S’) ⇒ max(m,m’)=MAX(S∪S’)

A.9 Nondiscrete and Higher-Order Types

For some applications as well as for formal reasoning about synthesis strategies and paradigms
it is necessary to extend the notions of tuples, finite sets, finite sequences, finite maps, etc. to
types which are not necessarily discrete or are of higher order.

Most of the definitions given before carry over directly since they have been given polymor-
phically. For instance, computing the union of two sets does not depend on discreteness of the
underlying type α. Operations involving α as parameter, however, must be abandoned or at least
redefined. Due to the absence of the equality decision procedure on α they are not computable
anymore and can only be specified. For instance, we can define what it means for a set of func-
tions to be the intersection of two other sets of functions but we cannot compute the intersection
of the two sets without additional knowledge. For decision procedures like ∈

α this specification
is precisely the predicate they decide. Except for equality, which comes directly with a type as
a predefined notion, we shall provide definitions for them which strongly resemble their com-
putable counterparts and have the same display form. They can be used for formal reasoning
but not for computation. For other noncomputable operations we shall not define specifications
in this work.

Lemmata about the properties of polymorphic operations given in the previous sections hold for
nondiscrete and higher-order types as well. Lemmata about the properties of decision procedures
hold similarly for the corresponding predicates we shall define. We therefore do not restate them
but refer to the discrete versions.

A.9.1 Tuples

The operations p.1, p.2, fst, snd, tupi , tup*n , tup〈〈*..j〉〉 , tup〈〈i..*〉〉 , and tup〈〈i..j〉〉 are poly-
morphic and need not to be redefined.

Since the product operator for discrete types is the same as the predefined one of NuPRL the
definitions of records and arrays appear to be identical to the discrete counterparts. It should
be noted, however, that only the display is identical (to avoid notational burdens) while the
underlying definitions are different.

Definition A.9.1 Nondiscrete Tuple Operations
⊗⊗∆ ≡ seqind(∆; void; α,Γ,PROD. if null?(Γ) then α else α×PROD)
αn ≡ ⊗⊗[α|i∈[1..n] ]
tup <

∆ tup′ ≡ tup = tup′〈〈*..|∆|〉〉 in ×∆
tupv∆ tup′ ≡ tup = tup′ in ×∆ ∨ tup <

∆ tup′
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A.9.2 Finite Sets

The operations ∅, S+a, {a}, setind, ∀x∈S.p, ∃x∈S.p, empty?, {f(x)|x∈S ∧p(x)}, S∪T, ⋃
FAMILY,

arb(S), map(f,S), if S=∅ then t else t’, let S=S’+a in t, let S={a1...an} in t, and
λ{a1...an}. t are polymorphic and need not to be redefined.

Definition A.9.2 Nondiscrete Set Operations
∈

T ≡ λa,S. ∃x∈S.x=a in T
⊆

T ≡ λS,S’. ∀x∈S.x∈TS’
Set(T) ≡ (X,Y):T list // (X⊆TY ∧ Y⊆TX)
dSeT ≡ {a:α|a∈TS}
S=̂{x:T |Px} ≡ ∀x:T. x∈TS ⇔ Px

The operations |S|α, S-α, S∩
α
T, S \

α
T,

⋂
α
FAMILY, and reduceα(bop,S) are not computable on

non-discrete types.

A.9.3 Finite Sequences

The operations [], a.L, seqind, first, rest, null?, [f(x)|x∈L ∧p(x)], |L|, Li, last(L), L•a,
ins(L,i,a), del(L,i), L◦L’, rev(L), domain(L), range(L), map(f,L), reduce(bop,L), L

[i..j]
,

∀x∈L.p, ∃x∈L.p, if L=[] then t else t’, and let L=a.L’ in t are polymorphic and need
not to be redefined.

Definition A.9.3 Nondiscrete Sequence Operations
Seq(T) ≡ T list
Seqn(T) ≡ {L:Seq(T) | |L|=n}
Seq+(T) ≡ {L:Seq(T) | ¬empty?(L)}
∈

T ≡ λa,L. ∃x∈L. x=a in T
v

T ≡ λL,L’. |L|≤|L’| ∧ ∀i∈domain(L).Li=L’i in T
injectiveT ≡ λL. ∀i∈domain(L).∀j∈{i+1..|L|}. Li 6=Lj in T

permutationT ≡ λL,S. injectiveT(L) ∧ range(L) = S in Set(T)

A.9.4 Finite Maps

Finite maps over non-discrete domains are not really meaningful since map-evaluation M(x)α

would become non-computable. Since currently there is no application for these constructs we
do not define them.



Appendix B

Algorithmic Knowledge

B.1 Synthesis Schemes for LOPS

Currently there are only a few GUESS-schemes and recursion schemes which support a LOPS
synthesis. Most of them deal with sets and sequences. Recursion on integers can be simulated
by considering the sequence [1..n] instead of n. We define a scheme by assigning values to the
individual components. This is more intuitive than using tuples.

Definition B.1.1 GUESS-schemes
guess element of set(α) ≡ RR 7→ Set(α)

G 7→ α
displayable 7→ λS. ¬empty?(S)
t 7→ λg, S. g∈αS

guess element of sequence(α) ≡ RR 7→ Seq(α)
G 7→ α
displayable 7→ λL. ¬null?(L)
t 7→ λg, L. g∈αL

guess first of sequence(α) ≡ RR 7→ Seq(α)
G 7→ α
displayable 7→ λL. ¬null?(L)
t 7→ λg, L. g=

α
first(L)

guess index of sequence(α) ≡ RR 7→ Seq(α)
G 7→ IN
displayable 7→ λL. ¬null?(L)
t 7→ λg, L. g∈[1..|L|]

guess simple(α) ≡ RR 7→ α
G 7→ α
displayable 7→ λy. true
t 7→ λg, y. g=

α
y

141
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Definition B.1.2 Recursion schemes
rec remove from set(α)

≡ DD 7→ Set(α)
G 7→ α
↘ 7→ λS, g. if g∈αS then [S-αg] else []

rec rest of sequence(α)
≡ DD 7→ Seq(α)

G 7→ α
↘ 7→ λL, g. if ¬null?(L) then [rest(L)] else []

rec remove from sequence(α)
≡ DD 7→ Seq(α)

G 7→ α
↘ 7→ λL, g. if g∈αL then [L-αg] else []

rec partition of sequence(α)
≡ DD 7→ Seq(α)

G 7→ α
↘ 7→ λL, g. if g∈αL then let k=findα(g,L) in [L[1..k-1], L[k+1..|L|]] else []

rec index partition of sequence(α)
≡ DD 7→ Seq(α)

G 7→ int
↘ 7→ λL, g. if g∈domain(L) then [L[1..g-1], L[g+1..|L|]] else []

rec binary partition of sequence(α)
≡ DD 7→ Seq(α)

G 7→ α
↘ 7→ λL, g. if ¬null?(L) then let k=|L|/2 in [L[1..k-1],L[k+1..|L|]] else []

rec value partition of int sequence
≡ DD 7→ Seq(int)

G 7→ int
↘ 7→ λL, g. if g∈L then [L<g, L-αg≥g] else []

rec reduce integer(α)
≡ DD 7→ int

G 7→ α
↘ 7→ λn, g. if n¬0 then [if n>0 then n-1 else n+1] else []

Lemma B.1.3
1. ∀α:TYPES. rec remove from set(α) is well-founded
2. ∀α:TYPES. rec rest of sequence(α) is well-founded
3. ∀α:TYPES. rec remove from sequence(α) is well-founded
4. ∀α:TYPES. rec partition of sequence(α) is well-founded
5. ∀α:TYPES. rec binary partition of sequence(α) is well-founded
6. rec value partition of int sequence is well-founded
7. ∀α:TYPES. rec reduce integer(α) is well-founded

Proof:
The argument is the same in all cases. We shall give a proof for rec remove from set(α).
Let ch be a chain in Chains(rec remove from set(α)) Then we can prove by induction:

∀k:IN.∀S:Set(α).∀S’∈chk(S). |S’|α ≤ |S|α-k

Thus for k:=|S|α we know that all sets in chk(S) are empty. Since the decreasing function
yields [] for these values we have shown ∀S:Set(α).empty?(ch|S|α+1(S)) 2
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B.2 Global Search Theories

The following global search theories which we have adopted from [Smi87c] and the current
KIDS system are sufficient to support the synthesis of many global search algorithms on sets,
sequences, mappings, and integers.
1Using our concept of well-foundedness filters we could reduce their number to 4.

As in the case of LOPS-schemes we define a GS-theory by assigning values to the individual
components.

1. gs sequences over finite set (c.f. example 4.2.2) enumerates all sequences over a given
finite set S. A set of sequences is represented by their greatest common prefix V. Splitting
is performed by appending an element from S onto the end of V. Extracting selects the
greatest common prefix V itself.

Definition B.2.1 Sequences over finite sets
gs sequences over finite set(α) ≡ DD 7→ Set(α)

RR 7→ Seq(α)
I 7→ λS. true
O 7→ λS, L. range(L)⊆αS
SS 7→ Seq(α)
J 7→ λS, V. range(V)⊆αS
s0 7→ λS. []
sat 7→ λL, V. VvαL
split 7→ λS, V. {V•i|i∈S}
ext 7→ λV. {V}

2. gs subsets of a finite set enumerates subsets of a given finite set S. A set of subsets
is is represented by their greatest common subset U and a variable V holds the set of
uncommitted elements so far. Splitting involves selecting an arbitrary element of V and
alternatively adding or not adding it to U (yielding two new space descriptors). Extracting
selects U if V does not hold any uncommitted elements.

Definition B.2.2 Subsets of a finite set
gs subsets of a finite set(α)

≡ DD 7→ Set(α)
RR 7→ Set(α)
I 7→ λS. true
O 7→ λS, T. T⊆αS
SS 7→ Set(α)2

J 7→ λS, U,V. empty?(U∩
α
V) ∧ U∪V⊆αS

s0 7→ λS. 〈〈∅,S〉〉
sat 7→ λT, U,V. U⊆αT ∧ T⊆αU∪V
split 7→ λS, U,V. {〈〈U+a, V-αa〉〉| a∈V} ∪ {〈〈U,V-αa〉〉| a∈V}
ext 7→ λU,V. if empty?(V) then {U} else ∅

This theory has the property that subsets are extracted only from the leaves. The depth
of the search tree is exactly |S|α and its size is 2|S|α+1 − 1.

1Smith [Smi87c] reports successful syntheses of: permutations of a given set, k-queens [Smi87b], various schedule

optimization problems [SP88], topological sort [SP88], traveling salesman problem, 0,1-integer linear programming,

satisfiability of a propositional formula, optimal circuit layout, graph k-coloring, hamiltonian circuit, vertex cover,

knapsack, k-clique, set cover, binary search [Smi87b], integer square root, maximum of a unimodal function, and

the Costas arrays example [Smi91a].
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3. gs finite mappings is enumerates all mappings from a finite set S to a finite set S’. The
space structure incrementally builds up a partial map M whose domain is a subset of S and
holds uncommitted elements of S in a set T. Splitting thus extends M by a new pair and
reduces T accordingly. Extracting selects M if all elements are committed.

Definition B.2.3 Mappings between finite sets
gs finite mappings(α,β)

≡ DD 7→ Set(α)×Set(β)
RR 7→ Map(α,β)
I 7→ λS,S’. true
O 7→ λS,S’, N. domain(N) =

Set(α)
S ∧ range(N)⊆βS’

SS 7→ Set(α) × Map(α,β)
J 7→ λS,S’, T,M. domain(M)⊆αS ∧ rangeα(M)⊆βS’ ∧ T =

Set(α)
S \

α
domain(M)

s0 7→ λS,S’. 〈〈S,{||}〉〉
sat 7→ λN, T,M. Mvα,βN
split 7→ λS,S’, T,M.

⋃{ {〈〈T-αa, extend(M,a,b)〉〉|a∈T} | b∈S’}
ext 7→ λT,M. if empty?(T) then {M} else ∅

4. gs binary split of integer subrange encodes the binary split paradigm. It enumerates
all elements of an interval {m..n} of integers. Space descriptors correspond to subintervals
and and are split roughly in half. Extraction selects the only element if an interval has
shrunk to a singleton set.

Definition B.2.4 Binary split on intervals
gs binary split of integer subrange

≡ DD 7→ int2

RR 7→ int
I 7→ λm,n. m≤n
O 7→ λm,n, k. k∈{m..n}
SS 7→ int2

J 7→ λm,n, i,j. {i..j}⊆{m..n}
s0 7→ λm,n. 〈〈m,n〉〉
sat 7→ λk, i,j. k∈{i..j}
split 7→ λm,n, i,j. if i<j then {〈〈i, (i+j)/2〉〉,〈〈1+(i+j)/2, j〉〉} else ∅
ext 7→ λi,j. if i=j then {i} else ∅

Further GS-theories are under experimentation.

Lemma B.2.5 Global Search Theories

1. ∀α:TYPES. gs sequences over finite set(α) is a GS theory
2. ∀α:TYPES. gs subsets of a finite set(α) is a well-founded GS theory
3. ∀α,β:TYPES. gs finite mappings(α, β) is a well-founded GS theory
4. gs binary split of integer subrange is a well-founded GS theory

Proof:

1. gs sequences over finite set(α):
The first three conditions follow from applying elementary laws about finite sets and sequences:
1. range([])⊆αS,
2. range(V)⊆αS ⇒ ∀i∈S.range(V•i)⊆αS,
3. range(L)⊆αS ⇒ []vαL.
The fourth condition says that V is a prefix of L iff L can be constructed by appending elements
of S to V: range(L)⊆αS ⇒ VvαL ⇔ ∃k:IN.L∈‘{V•i|i∈S}k’. It requires the output condition O
and is shown by induction.
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2. gs subsets of a finite set(α):
The first three conditions follow from applying elementary laws about finite sets:
1. empty?(∅∩

α
S) ∧ ∅∪S⊆αS,

2. empty?(U∩
α
V) ∧ U∪V⊆αS ⇒

∀a∈V. empty?(U+a∩
α
V-αa) ∧ U+a∪V-αa⊆αS ∧ empty?(U∩

α
V-αa) ∧ U∪V-αa⊆αS,

3. T⊆αS ⇒ ∅⊆αT ∧ T⊆α∅∪S,
The fourth condition says that T is a superset of U and a subset of U∪V iff it can be constructed
by adding elements of V to U: U⊆αT ∧ T⊆αU∪V ⇔ ∃k:IN.T∈‘{U+a|a∈V}k’. It requires neither O
nor J and is shown by induction.
The well-foundedness condition ∃k:IN.empty?(‘{〈〈U+a, V-αa〉〉| a∈V} ∪ {〈〈U,V-αa〉〉| a∈V}k’)
is shown by induction, stating k:=|V|α

3. gs finite mappings(α, β):
The first three conditions follow from applying elementary laws about finite maps:
1. domain({||})⊆αS ∧ rangeα({||})⊆βS’ ∧ S =

Set(α)
S \

α
domain({||}),

2. domain(M)⊆αS ∧ rangeα(M)⊆βS’ ∧ T =
Set(α)

S \
α
domain(M) ⇒

∀a∈T.∀b∈S’. domain(extend(M,a,b))⊆αS ∧ rangeα(extend(M,a,b))⊆βS’
∧ T-αa =

Set(α)
S \

α
domain(extend(M,a,b)) ,

3. domain(N) =
Set(α)

S ∧ range(N)⊆βS’ ⇒ {||}vα,βN,
The fourth condition says that M is a submap of N iff N can be constructed by extending M via
elements of T,S’:
domain(M)⊆αS ∧ rangeα(M)⊆βS’ ∧ T =

Set(α)
S \

α
domain(M) ⇒ domain(N) =

Set(α)
S ∧ range(N)⊆βS’

⇒ Mvα,βN ⇔ ∃k:IN. N∈‘{extend(M,a,b)|a∈T,b∈S’}k’
It requires both O and J and is shown by induction.
The well-foundedness condition ∃k:IN.empty?(‘{〈〈T-αa, extend(M,a,b)〉〉|a∈T,b∈S’}k’)
is shown by induction, stating k:=|T|α

4. gs binary split of integer subrange:
The first three conditions follow from elementary arithmetic and laws about integer ranges:
1. {m..n}⊆{m..n},
2. {i..j}⊆{m..n} ∧ i<j ⇒ {i..(i+j)/2}⊆{m..n} ∧ {1+(i+j)/2..j}⊆{m..n} ,
3. k∈{m..n} ⇒ k∈{m..n},
The fourth condition says that k is in a range {i..j} iff {i..j} can be reduced by splitting to
the singleton set {k}: k∈{i..j} ⇔ ∃l:IN.k∈splitl(m,n,i,j). It requires neither O nor J and
is shown by induction and case analysis on the position of k.
The well-foundedness condition ∃l:IN.empty?(splitl(m,n,i,j)) is shown by induction, stat-
ing l:=j-i. (The exact number of steps is log(j-i) but this would make the proof unnecessary
complicated.)

2

Lemma B.2.6 Well-foundedness Filters

1. ∀α:TYPES.∀k:IN. λS,V.|V|≤k is a wf-filter for gs sequences over finite set(α)
2. ∀α:TYPES.∀k:IN. λS,V.|V|≤k*|S|α is a wf-filter for gs sequences over finite set(α)
3. ∀α:TYPES. λS,V.injectiveα(V) is a wf-filter for gs sequences over finite set(α)

Proof:

1. Φ:=λS,V.|V|≤k: We can simplify splitΦ(S,V) to {V•i|i∈S ∧|V|<k} and prove by induction
∃j:IN. empty?(splitΦ

j(S,V)), stating j:=k-|V|.

2. Φ:=λS,V.|V|≤k*|S|α: We can simplify splitΦ(S,V) to {V•i|i∈S ∧|V|<k*|S|α} and prove by
induction ∃j:IN. empty?(splitΦ

j(S,V)), stating j:=k*|S|α-|V|.

3. Φ:=λS,V.injectiveα(V): We can simplify splitΦ(S,V) to {V•i|i∈S ∧i 6∈αV} (lemma A.5.21.6).
Using the condition J: range(V)⊆αS we prove by induction ∃j:IN. empty?(splitΦ

j(S,V)),
stating j:=|S|α-|V|.

2
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Appendix C

Formal Proofs

In this chapter we describe all the formal proofs which — due to their size — were not included
in the regular text.

A proof tree is displayed in a leftmost, depth-first reading starting with the original goal as root.
Each line represents either a hypothesis or the conclusion of a local goal (marked with `), or
the refinement rule applied to this goal (marked with BY). The result of a refinement rule is a
list of subgoals which appear indented below the goal. The amount of indentation also indicates
the depth in the proof tree. To allow a shorter presentation we only display changes in the
hypotheses list and use a numbering of hypotheses for that purpose.

In nearly all formal proofs tactics are used as refinement rules to provide a more abstract proof
on a level closer to human reasoning. We describe them by their effects rather than the names
which would be used in an interactive system. Wellformedness goals of the kind exp in datatype

will usually be ommitted unless they are crucial for an understanding of some peculiarities in
the formulation of the theorem.

A * before a BY indicates that the named tactic proves the goal completely.
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C.1 The Proofs as Programs Paradigm

The proof of lemma 3.1.2.2 is an exercise in standard type theory. We write it down in detail to
illustrate the kind formal reasoning involved when applying the Curry-Howard Isomorphism.

Lemma 3.1.2.2
` ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀proof:PROOFS(‘∀x:DD.∃y:RR. I(x)⇒ O(x,y)’).

λx.(proof(x).2) proves ‘λx.(proof(x).1) satisfies spec’

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)

6. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS
7. proof:PROOFS(‘∀x:DD.∃y:RR. I(x)⇒ O(x,y)’)

` λx.(proof(x).2) proves ‘λx.(proof(x).1) satisfies 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉’
BY unfold the definitions of PROOFS 2.2.1 and satisfiability 2.4.3

7: proof:∀x:DD.∃y:RR. I(x)⇒ O(x,y)
` λx.(proof(x).2) in ∀x:DD. I(x)⇒ O(x,proof(x).1)

BY introduction for λ-terms — using the Curry-Howard Isomorphism
between ∀ and the function space (c.f. definition 2.2.1)
8: x:DD

` proof(x).2 in I(x)⇒ O(x,proof(x).1)
BY eliminate proof on x

9: proof(x) in ∃y:RR. I(x)⇒ O(x,y)
` proof(x).2 in I(x)⇒ O(x,proof(x).1)

BY eliminate proof(x) , viewing it as element 〈〈y,evidence〉〉 of a product type
10.-11.: y:RR, evidence:I(x)⇒ O(x,y)
` 〈〈y,evidence〉〉.2 in I(x)⇒ O(x,〈〈y,evidence〉〉.1)

BY perform reduction in the conclusion
` evidence in I(x)⇒ O(x,y)
* BY hypothesis 11. 2

The proof of lemma 3.1.2.1 follows directly from lemma 3.1.2.2.

Lemma 3.1.2.1
` ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀proof:PROOFS(‘∀x:DD.∃y:RR. I(x)⇒ O(x,y)’).

FUNCTION Fproof(x:DD):RR WHERE I(x) RETURNS z SUCH THAT O(x,z) = proof(x).1
is consistent

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)

6. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS
7. proof:PROOFS(‘∀x:DD.∃y:RR. I(x)⇒ O(x,y)’)

` FUNCTION Fproof(x:DD):RR WHERE I(x) RETURNS z SUCH THAT O(x,z) = proof(x).1
is consistent
BY exchange consistency by satisfies and undo the verbose notation
` λx.(pf(x).1) satisfies spec

BY explicitly introduce as evidence λx.(pf(x).2)
` λx.(pf(x).2) proves ‘λx.(pf(x).1) satisfies spec’
* BY lemma 3.1.2.2. 2
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Theorem 3.1.3 implicitly contains the extraction mechanism described in lemma 3.1.2.1.

Theorem 3.1.3
` ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. satisfiable(spec) ⇐ ∀x:DD. ∃y:RR. I(x) ⇒ O(x,y)

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions, assigning a name to the proof of the specification theorem
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)

6. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS
7. proof: ∀x:DD. ∃y:RR. I(x) ⇒ O(x,y)

` satisfiable(spec)
BY explicitly introduce the solution λx.(proof(x).1)
` λx.(proof(x).1) satisfies spec
* BY lemma 3.1.2.1. 2

Lemma 3.1.4 shows how to construct a proof for the specification theorem from an algorithm body
satisfying the specification and a proof pf for this fact. Since the formulation of the specification
theorem requires that for all input values x — not only for legal ones — a range value y must
be given, we have to do so by providing a fixed value z if I(x) does not hold true instead of
calling body(x) which may not terminate. This requires decidability of I.

Lemma 3.1.4
` ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC. ∀body:DD|I→RR.∀z:RR.∀pf:PROOFS(‘body satisfies spec’).

λx. if I(x) then 〈〈body(x),pf(x)〉〉 else 〈〈z,λp.axiom〉〉
proves ‘∀x:DD.∃y:RR. I(x)⇒ O(x,y)’

Proof:
BY introduction of assumptions, unfolding the definitions of PROOFS 2.2.1 and satisfiability 2.4.3
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool

6. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC
7. -9. body:DD|I→RR, z:RR, pf: ∀x:DD. I(x)⇒ O(x,body(x))
` λx. if I(x) then 〈〈body(x),pf(x)〉〉 else 〈〈z,λi.axiom〉〉 in ∀x:DD.∃y:RR. I(x)⇒ O(x,y)

BY introduction for λ-terms (using the Curry-Howard Isomorphism) and for the if expression
10.-11. x:DD, I(x)
` 〈〈body(x),pf(x)〉〉 in ∃y:RR. I(x)⇒ O(x,y)

BY introduction for existential quantifiers (using the Curry-Howard Isomorphism)
` body(x) in RR
* BY Hypotheses 7. and 10.
` pf(x) in I(x)⇒ O(x,body(x))
* BY eliminate hypothesis 9. on x.

10.-11. x:DD, ¬I(x)
` 〈〈z,λi.axiom〉〉 in ∃y:RR. I(x)⇒ O(x,y)

BY introduction for existential quantifiers and implication
` z in RR
* BY Hypothesis 8.

12. i: I(x)
` axiom in O(x,y)
* BY Contradiction between hypotheses 11. and 12. 2
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Theorem 3.1.5 implicitly contains both the extraction mechanism described in lemma 3.1.2.1
and the proof construction given in lemma 3.1.4

Theorem 3.1.5
` ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC. nonempty(RR) ⇒

satisfiable(spec) ⇔ ∀x:DD. ∃y:RR. I(x) ⇒ O(x,y)

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool
6.- 7. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC, nonempty(RR)
` satisfiable(spec) ⇔ ∀x:DD. ∃y:RR. I(x) ⇒ O(x,y)

BY Consider the implications separately. In the first case instantiate the definitions
of satisfiable and nonempty and give names to the evidences for the hypotheses

7.- 9. z:RR, body:DOM(spec)→RR, pf:∀x:DD. I(x)⇒ O(x,body(x))
` ∀x:DD. ∃y:RR. I(x) ⇒ O(x,y)

BY introduce as evidence λx. if I(x) then 〈〈body(x),pf(x)〉〉 else 〈〈z,λi.axiom〉〉
` λx. if I(x) then 〈〈body(x),pf(x)〉〉 else 〈〈z,λi.axiom〉〉

proves ‘∀x:DD.∃y:RR. I(x)⇒ O(x,y)’
* BY lemma 3.1.4

` satisfiable(spec) ⇐ ∀x:DD. ∃y:RR. I(x) ⇒ O(x,y)
* BY theorem 3.1.3 1

2

The following two lemmata are modifications of lemma 3.1.2. They describe how to extract
an algorithm and a verification for it from a specification theorem with a different order of
implication and existential quantifier. In this formulation I(x) is put before the existential
quantifier which means that the proof may depend on evidence for I(x). Obviously the extracted
algorithm will depend this evidence as well. Using the fact that the proof for the specification
theorem will hold for every evidence for I(x) we construct the algorithm by providing |I(x)|.
This requires boolean specifications since in the general case the specification does not provide
all the information we need to extract an algorithm from a proof for the specification theorem.

The verification of this algorithm must use the same evidence |I(x)| and thus throw away the
one provided by the satisfiability predicate.

Lemma C.1.1
` ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC. ∀proof:PROOFS(‘∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ ∃y:RR.O(x,y)’).

λx.λi.proof(x)(|I(x)|).2 proves ‘λx.proof(x)(|I(x)|).1 satisfies spec’

Proof:
BY introduction of assumptions, unfolding the definitions of PROOFS 2.2.1 and satisfiability 2.4.3
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool
6.- 7. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC, proof: ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ ∃y:RR.O(x,y)
` λx.λi.proof(x)(|I(x)|).2 in ∀x:DD. I(x)⇒ O(x,proof(x)(|I(x)|).1)

BY introduction for λ-terms (Curry-Howard Isomorphism)
8. x:DD

` λi.proof(x)(|I(x)|).2 in I(x)⇒ O(x,proof(x)(|I(x)|).1)
BY eliminate proof on x, |I(x)| (which is evidence for I(x)),

view the result as element 〈〈y,evidence〉〉 of a product type, and perform reduction
9.-11. y:RR, evidence:O(x,y), proof(x)(|I(x)|)=〈〈y,evidence〉〉 in ∃y:RR.O(x,y)
` λi.evidence in I(x)⇒ O(x,y)
* BY introduce the λ-term and use hypothesis 10. 2

1Recall that boolean specifications as arguments of satisfiable() are always converted into general ones

(using the invisible form of d e)
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Lemma C.1.2
` ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC. ∀proof:PROOFS(‘∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ ∃y:RR.O(x,y)’).

FUNCTION Fproof(x:DD):RR WHERE I(x) RETURNS z SUCH THAT O(x,z) = proof(x)(|I(x)|).1
is consistent

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions and unfolding of definitions
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool
6. -7. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC, proof: PROOFS(‘∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ ∃y:RR.O(x,y)’)
` λx.proof(x)(|I(x)|).1 satisfies spec
* BY explicitly introduce as evidence λx.λi.proof(x)(|I(x)|).2 and apply lemma C.1.1 2

For the reverse direction it suffices to have arbitrary specifications. The proof if the specification
theorem can be be constructed from the algorithm and its verification. Due to the position of
I(x) illegal input needs not to be considered.

Lemma C.1.3
` ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS.∀body:DD|I→RR.∀pf:PROOFS(‘body satisfies spec’).

λx.λi.〈〈body(x),pf(x)(i)〉〉 proves ‘∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ ∃y:RR.O(x,y)’
Proof:

BY repeated introduction of assumptions, unfolding the definitions
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)
6.- 8. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, body:DD|I→RR, pf:∀x:DD. I(x)⇒ O(x,body(x))
` λx.λi.〈〈body(x),pf(x)(i)〉〉 in ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ ∃y:RR.O(x,y)

BY introduction for λ-terms and the existential quantifier (Curry-Howard Isomorphism)
9.-10. x:DD, i:I(x)
` body(x) in RR
* BY Hypotheses 7. and 9.
9.-10. x:DD, i:I(x)
` pf(x)(i) in ∃y:RR.O(x,body(x))
* BY eliminate hypothesis 9. on x and i. 2

Theorem 3.1.6.1
` ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. satisfiable(spec) ⇒ ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ ∃y:RR.O(x,y)

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions, instantiate the definition of satisfiable
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)

6. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS
7. -8. body:DOM(spec)→RR, pf:∀x:DD. I(x)⇒ O(x,body(x))
` ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ ∃y:RR.O(x,y)
* BY introduce the evidence from lemma C.1.3 2

Theorem 3.1.6.2
` ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC. satisfiable(spec) ⇔ ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ ∃y:RR.O(x,y)

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool

6. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC
` satisfiable(spec) ⇔ ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ ∃y:RR.O(x,y)

BY Consider the implications separately. In the second case instantiate definitions
` satisfiable(spec) ⇒ ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ ∃y:RR.O(x,y)
* BY theorem 3.1.6.1

7. proof: ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ ∃y:RR.O(x,y)
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` ∃body:DOM(spec)→RR. body satisfies spec
* BY introduce the solution given by lemma C.1.2 2

There is a third way of formulating the specification theorem which has been common in early
approaches using the proofs-as-programs paradigm. It uses the form ∀x:DD.∃y:RR.O(x,y) and
understands the domain to contain the input condition implicitly. In our formalism this can be
represented via {x:DD|I(x)} which we have abbreviated as DOM(spec). In this representation
the data type filters illegal input while hiding the evidence for I(x) which is not used to prove
O(x,y).

Correspondingly we can extract the algorithm by the same method as used for lemma 3.1.2 but
its verification has to throw away the evidence for I(x).

Lemma C.1.4
` ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀proof:PROOFS(‘∀x:DOM(spec).∃y:RR.O(x,y)’).

λx.λi.proof(x).2 proves ‘λx.(proof(x).1) satisfies spec’

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions, unfolding definitions
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)
6.- 7. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, proof:∀x:DD|I.∃y:RR.O(x,y)
` λx.λi.proof(x).2 in ∀x:DD. I(x)⇒ O(x,proof(x).1)

BY introduction for λ-terms (Curry-Howard Isomorphism)
8. -9. x:DD, i:I(x)
` proof(x).2 in O(x,proof(x).1)

BY eliminate proof on x which is possible because of hypothesis 9.
view the result as element 〈〈y,evidence〉〉, and perform reduction

10.-12. y:RR, evidence:O(x,y), proof(x)=〈〈y,evidence〉〉 in ∃y:RR.O(x,y)
` evidence in O(x,y)
* BY hypothesis 11. 2

Lemma C.1.5
` ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀proof:PROOFS(‘∀x:DOM(spec).∃y:RR.O(x,y)’).

FUNCTION Fproof(x:DD):RR WHERE I(x) RETURNS z SUCH THAT O(x,z) = proof(x).1
is consistent

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions, unfolding definitions
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)
6. -7. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, proof:∀x:DD|I.∃y:RR.O(x,y)
` λx.(proof(x).1) satisfies spec
* BY explicitly introduce as evidence λx.λi.proof(x).2 and apply lemma C.1.4 2

For the reverse direction we need to have boolean specifications. To construct a proof for the
specification theorem from the algorithm body and its verification pf we have to give an evidence
for I(x) to show O(x,body(x)). This evidence is not provided by the specification theorem since
it is hidden by moving I(x) into the domain of x.
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Lemma C.1.6
` ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC. ∀body:DD|I→RR. ∀pf:PROOFS(‘body satisfies spec’).

λx.〈〈body(x),pf(x)(|I(x)|)〉〉 proves ‘∀x:DOM(spec).∃y:RR.O(x,y)’
Proof:

BY repeated introduction of assumptions, unfolding definitions
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool
6.- 8. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC, body:DD|I→RR, pf:∀x:DD. I(x)⇒ O(x,body(x))
` λx.〈〈body(x),pf(x)(|I(x)|)〉〉 in ∀x:DOM(spec).∃y:RR.O(x,y)

BY introduction for λ-terms and the existential quantifier (Curry-Howard Isomorphism)
9. x:DD|I

` body(x) in RR
* BY Hypotheses 7. and 9.

9. x:DD|I
` pf(x)(|I(x)|) in ∃y:RR.O(x,body(x))
* BY eliminate hypothesis 9. on x and |I(x)|. 2

Theorem 3.1.7.1
` ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. satisfiable(spec) ⇐ ∀x:DOM(spec).∃y:RR.O(x,y)

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions, unfolding definitions
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)
6.- 7. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, proof:∀x:DD|I.∃y:RR.O(x,y)
` ∃DD|I→RR. body satisfies spec
* BY explicitly introduce the solution λx.(proof(x).1) and use lemma C.1.5 2

Theorem 3.1.7.2
` ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC. satisfiable(spec) ⇔ ∀x:DOM(spec).∃y:RR.O(x,y)

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool

6. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC
` satisfiable(spec) ⇔ ∀x:DOM(spec).∃y:RR.O(x,y)

BY Consider the implications separately. In the first case instantiate definitions
7.- 8. body:DOM(spec)→RR, pf:∀x:DD. I(x)⇒ O(x,body(x))
` ∀x:DOM(spec).∃y:RR.O(x,y)
* BY introduce as evidence λx.〈〈body(x),pf(x)(|I(x)|)〉〉 and use lemma C.1.6

` satisfiable(spec) ⇐ ∀x:DOM(spec).∃y:RR.O(x,y)
* BY theorem 3.1.7.1 2

We conclude this section by giving a formal proof for the specification theorem of the maximal
segment sum problem (example 3.1.1). Besides the argument discussed in the example it consists
of a series of equality substitutions which are necessary to verify the given solutions. These
substitutions depend on the theory of segments presented in section A.8.

We have introduced the following notions to to simplify the presentation of the formal proof.

Definition C.1.7
m = MAX-SEG(L) ≡ m = MAX({∑q

i=pLi |q∈{1..|L|} ∧ p∈{1..q}})
l = MAX-BEG(L) ≡ l=MAX({∑q

i=1Li |q∈{1..|L|} })
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Specification theorem for the maximal segment sum problem
` ∀L:Seq(int). ¬null?(L) ⇒ ∃l:int.∃m:int. l=MAX-BEG(L) ∧ m=MAX-SEG(L)

Proof:
BY induction on L (lemma 2.3.9.11.)

` ¬null?([]) ⇒ ∃l:int.∃m:int. l=MAX-BEG([]) ∧ m=MAX-SEG([])
* BY ¬null?([]) evaluates to false , making the conclusion trivially true

1.- 3. L:Seq(int), a:int, ¬null?(L) ⇒ ∃l:int.∃m:int. l=MAX-BEG(L) ∧ m=MAX-SEG(L)
` ¬null?(a.L) ⇒ ∃l:int.∃m:int. l=MAX-BEG(a.L) ∧ m=MAX-SEG(a.L)

BY introduce the assumption ¬null?(a.L) and do a case analysis null?(L) ∨¬null?(L)
4.- 5. null?(L), ¬null?(a.L)
` ∃l:int.∃m:int. l=MAX-BEG(a.L) ∧ m=MAX-SEG(a.L)

BY Substitute a.L by [a] , unfold definitions, and substitute |a.L| by 1
` ∃l:int.∃m:int.

l=MAX({∑q
i=1[a]i | q∈{1..1} }) ∧ m=MAX({∑q

i=p[a]i |q∈{1..1} ∧ p∈{1..q}})
BY simplify the arguments of MAX using the following equations

{∑q

i=1
[a]i | q∈{1..1} } =

Set(int)
{∑1

i=1
[a]i} (lemma A.8.3.6)

{∑q

i=p
[a]i |q∈{1..1} ∧ p∈{1..q}} =

Set(int)
{∑1

i=1
[a]i} (lemma A.8.3.7)∑1

i=1
[a]i = a (lemma A.8.2.1)

` ∃l:int.∃m:int. l=a ∧ m=a
* BY introduce the obvious solutions

4.- 5. ¬null?(L), ¬null?(a.L)
` ∃l:int.∃m:int. l=MAX-BEG(a.L) ∧ m=MAX-SEG(a.L)

BY apply induction hypothesis 3. eliminate existential quantifiers, providing new names
6.- 7. l n:int, l n=MAX({∑q

i=1Li | q∈{1..|L|} })
8.- 9. m n:int, m n=MAX({∑q

i=pLi |q∈{1..|L|} ∧ p∈{1..q}})
` ∃l:int.∃m:int.

l=MAX({∑q
i=1a.Li | q∈{1..|a.L|} }) ∧ m=MAX({∑q

i=pa.Li |q∈{1..|a.L|} ∧ p∈{1..q}})
BY simplify the arguments of MAX: using the following equations

{∑q

i=p
a.Li |q∈{1..|a.L|} ∧ p∈{1..q}} (lemma A.8.3.5)

=
Set(int)

{∑q

i=p
a.Li |q∈{2..|a.L|} ∧ p∈{2..q}}∪ {∑q

i=1
a.Li |q∈{2..|a.L|}} +

∑1

i=1
a.Li

{∑q

i=p
a.Li |q∈{2..|a.L|} ∧ p∈{2..q}}

=
Set(int)

{∑q+1

i=p
a.Li |q∈{1..|L|} ∧ p∈{2..q+1}} (lemma A.8.3.2, A.5.10.2)

=
Set(int)

{∑q+1

i=p+1
a.Li |q∈{1..|L|} ∧ p∈{1..q}} (lemma A.8.3.3)

=
Set(int)

{∑q

i=p
Li |q∈{1..|L|} ∧ p∈{1..q}} (lemma A.8.2.3)

{∑q

i=1
a.Li | q∈{1..|a.L|} }

=
Set(int)

{∑q

i=1
a.Li | q∈{2..|a.L|} } +

∑1

i=1
a.Li (lemma A.8.3.4)

{∑q

i=1
a.Li |q∈{2..|a.L|}} =

Set(int)
{∑q+1

i=1
a.Li |q∈{1..|L|}} (lemma A.8.3.1)

=
Set(int)

{∑q

i=1
Li+a |q∈{1..|L|}} (lemma A.8.2.2)

∑1

i=1
a.Li = a (lemma A.8.2.1)

` ∃l:int.∃m:int. l=MAX({∑q
i=1Li+a |q∈{1..|L|} } + a)

∧ m=MAX({∑q
i=pLi |q∈{1..|L|} ∧ p∈{1..q}}∪ {∑q

i=1Li+a |q∈{1..|L|} } + a)
BY distribute MAX over union (lemma A.8.4.7), using hypothesis 9.
` ∃l:int.∃m:int. l=MAX({∑q

i=1Li+a |q∈{1..|L|} } + a) ∧ m=max(m n,l)
BY distribute MAX over set-addition and addition within the general set former

(lemma A.8.4.3, 6) using hypothesis 7.
` ∃l:int.∃m:int. l=max(l n+a,a) ∧ m=max(m n,l)
* BY introduce the obvious solutions 2
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C.2 The Paradigm of Synthesis by Transformations

Lemma 3.2.3
1. ∀τ,τ ′:TRANSFORMATIONS. τ preserves equivalence ∧ τ ′ preserves equivalence

⇒ λspec. τ(τ ′(spec)) preserves equivalence
2. ∀τ,τ ′:TRANSFORMATIONS. τ refines ∧ τ ′ refines

⇒ λspec. τ(τ ′(spec)) refines
3. ∀τ:TRANSFORMATIONS. τ preserves equivalence ⇒ τ refines

Proof: Follows immediately from definition 3.2.2 2

Lemma 3.2.4.1
`∀τ:TRANSFORMATIONS. τ preserves equivalence ⇒

∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS.∀f:DD|I→RR.
f satisfies τ(spec) ⇔ f satisfies spec

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions, instantiating definition 3.2.2
1.- 5. τ:TRANSFORMATIONS, spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD)
6.- 8. O:PROP(DD×RR), spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, f:DD|I→RR
9.-10. O’:PROP(DD×RR), τ(spec) = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O’〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS

11. ∀x:DD.∀y:RR. I(x) ⇒ (O(x,y)⇔ O’(x,y))
` f satisfies τ(spec) ⇔ f satisfies spec

BY considering the cases seperately
12. f satisfies τ(spec)
` f satisfies spec
* BY lemmata 3.2.3.3 and 3.2.4.3
12. ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ O(x,f(x))
13.-14. x:DD, I(x)
` O’(x,f(x))
* BY instantiate hypothesis 11 and 12 on x and f(x) and apply modus ponens. 2

Lemma 3.2.4.2
`∀τ:TRANSFORMATIONS. τ preserves equivalence ⇒

∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS.∀f:DD|I→Set(RR).
f M-satisfies τ(spec) ⇔ f M-satisfies spec

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions, instantiating definition 3.2.2
1.- 5. τ:TRANSFORMATIONS, spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD)
6.- 8. O:PROP(DD×RR), spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, f:DD|I→RR
9.-10. O’:PROP(DD×RR), τ(spec) = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O’〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS

11. ∀x:DD.∀y:RR. I(x) ⇒ (O(x,y)⇔ O’(x,y))
` f M-satisfies τ(spec) ⇔ f M-satisfies spec

BY unfolding definitions
` ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ f(x)=̂{y:RR|O’(x,y)} ⇔ ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ f(x)=̂{y:RR|O(x,y)}
* BY equivalence substitution according to hypothesis 11. 2
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Lemma 3.2.4.3
`∀τ:TRANSFORMATIONS. τ refines ⇒

∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS.∀f:DD|I→RR.
f satisfies τ(spec) ⇒ f satisfies spec

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions, instantiating definition 3.2.2
1.- 5. τ:TRANSFORMATIONS, spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD)
6.- 8. O:PROP(DD×RR), spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, f:DD|I→RR
7.- 8. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, f:DD|I→RR
9.-11. I’:PROP(DD), O’:PROP(DD×RR), τ(spec) = 〈〈DD,RR,I’,O’〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS

12.-13. ∀x:DD.I(x)⇒ I’(x), ∀x:DD.∀y:RR. I(x) ⇒ (O(x,y)⇐ O’(x,y))
14. ∀x:DD. I’(x) ⇒ O’(x,f(x))
15.-16. x:DD, I(x)
` O(x,f(x))

BY instantiate hypotheses 12 and 13 on x and f(x)
17.-18. I’(x), O(x,f(x))⇐ O’(x,f(x))
` O(x,f(x))
* BY instantiate hypothesis 14 on x and apply modus ponens via hypothesis 18. 2

Theorem 3.2.5.1
`∀spec:SPECIFICATIONS. spec is satisfiable

⇐ ∃τ:TRANSFORMATIONS. τ refines ∧ τ(spec) is satisfiable

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. τ:TRANSFORMATIONS, spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD)
6.- 8. O:PROP(DD×RR), spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, τ refines
9.-10. f:DD|I→RR, f satisfies τ(spec)
` ∃f:DD|I→RR.f satisfies spec
* BY introduce f and apply lemma 3.2.4.3 2

Theorem 3.2.5.2
`∀spec:SPECIFICATIONS. M-satisfiable(spec)

⇐ ∃τ:TRANSFORMATIONS. τ preserves equivalence ∧ M-satisfiable(τ(spec))

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. τ:TRANSFORMATIONS, spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD)
6.- 8. O:PROP(DD×RR), spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, τ preserves equivalence
9.-10. f:DD|I→Set(RR), f M-satisfies τ(spec)
` ∃f:DD|I→Set(RR). f M-satisfies spec
* BY introduce f and apply lemma 3.2.4.2 2
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To prove that the program extracted from the goal formula of transformational synthesis as
described in lemma 3.2.8 we have to reason inductively about the effects of a computation
which terminates after k recursive calls (fdec

k(x) is empty). Let us first summarize the most
important properties of iterating a decreasing function fd.

Lemma C.2.1
1. ∀D:TYPES.∀fd:D→ Seq(D).∀x:D. fd

0(x) =
Set(D)

{x}
2. ∀D:TYPES.∀fd:D→ Seq(D).∀x:D.∀i:IN. fd

i+1(x) =
Set(D)

⋃{fd
i(x’)|x’∈range(fd(x))}

3. ∀D:TYPES.∀fd:D→ Seq(D).∀x:D.∀i:IN. fd
i+1(x) =

Set(D)

⋃{range(fd(x))|x’∈fd
i(x)}

4. ∀D:TYPES.∀fd:D→ Seq(D).∀x:D.∀i:IN. empty?(fd
i(x)) ⇒ ∀j:IN.empty?(fd

i+j(x))
5. ∀D:TYPES.∀fd:D→ Seq(D).∀x:D.∀i:IN. empty?(fd

i+1(x)) ⇒ ∀x’∈fd(x).empty?(fd
i(x’))

Proof: 1. and 2. follow immediately from definition 3.2.7; 3. is shown by induction over i using 2 and
lemma A.4.17.4; 4. is shown by induction over j using 3; 5. follows from 2.; 2

Lemma C.2.2
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀OD:PROP(DD×Seq(DD)). ∀fdec:DD|I→Seq(DD).
∀OC:PROP(DD×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR)×RR). ∀body:DD|I×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR)→ RR. ∀φ:DD;RR.

∀x:DD|I.∀Xr:Seq(DD). OD(x,Xr) ⇒ I*(Xr)
∧ ∀x:DD.∀y:RR. I(x) ⇒

O(x,y) ⇐ ∃Xr:Seq(DD).∃Yr:Seq(RR). OD(x,Xr) ∧O*(Xr,Yr) ∧OC(x,Xr,Yr,y)
∧ fdec satisfies 〈〈DD, Seq(DD), I, OD〉〉
∧ body satisfies 〈〈DD×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR), RR,λx,Xr,Yr.I(x), OC〉〉
∧ φ = fix(f,x. body(x, fdec(x), f*(fdec(x)))) in DD;RR
⇒ ∀k:IN.∀x:DD. I(x) ∧ empty?(fdec

k(x)) ⇒ O(x,φ(x))

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)
6.- 8. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, OD:PROP(DD×Seq(DD)), fdec:DD|I→Seq(DD)
9.-11. OC:PROP(DD×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR)×RR), body:DD|I×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR)→ RR, φ:DD;RR

12. ∀x:DD|I.∀Xr:Seq(DD). OD(x,Xr) ⇒ I*(Xr)
13. ∀x:DD.∀y:RR. I(x) ⇒

O(x,y) ⇐ ∃Xr:Seq(DD).∃Yr:Seq(RR). OD(x,Xr) ∧O*(Xr,Yr) ∧OC(x,Xr,Yr,y)
14. ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ OD(x,fdec(x))
15. ∀x:DD.∀Xr:Seq(DD).∀Yr:Seq(RR). I(x) ⇒ OC(x,Xr,Yr, body(x,Xr,Yr) )
16. φ = fix(f,x. body(x, fdec(x), f*(fdec(x)))) in DD;RR
` ∀k:IN.∀x:DD. I(x) ∧ empty?(fdec

k(x)) ⇒ O(x,φ(x))
BY Induction over k - repeatedly introducing assumptions

17.-19.. x:DD, I(x), empty?(fdec
k(x))

` O(x,φ(x))
* BY hypothesis 20 contradicts lemma C.2.1.1: fdec

0(x) =
Set(DD)

{x}
17.-18. k:IN, ∀x:DD. I(x) ∧ empty?(fdec

k(x)) ⇒ O(x,φ(x))
19.-21. x:DD, I(x), empty?(fdec

k+1(x))
` O(x,φ(x))

BY evaluate φ(x)=body(x, fdec(x),φ*(fdec(x))) and prepare the application of hypothesis 13
by claiming I*(fdec(x)), O*(fdec(x),φ*(fdec(x))),
and OC(x,fdec(x),φ*(fdec(x)), body(x,fdec(x),φ*(fdec(x))) )

` I*(fdec(x))
* BY instantiate hypothesis 14 on x and hypothesis 12 on x and fdec(x)

continued on the next page
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22. I*(fdec(x))
` O*(fdec(x),φ*(fdec(x)))

BY claim ∀x’∈fdec(x).O(x’,φ(x’)) and instantiate definitions of I*, O*, and φ*

22.-24. ∀x’∈fdec(x).I(x’), x’:DD, x’∈DDfdec(x)
` O(x’,φ(x’))
* BY apply induction hypothesis 18 instantiated on x’ showing I(x’) by hypothesis 22

and empty?(fdec
k(x’)) via lemma C.2.1.5

23. ∀x’∈fdec(x).O(x’,φ(x’))
` |fdec(x)|=|[φ(x’)|x’∈fdec(x)]|
* BY lemma A.5.10.6
23.-25. ∀x’∈fdec(x).O(x’,φ(x’)), int, i∈domain(fdec(x))
` O((fdec(x))i,[φ(x’)|x’∈fdec(x)]i)
* BY rewrite [φ(x’)|x’∈fdec(x)]i (lemma A.5.11.4) and instantiate hypothesis 23

on (fdec(x))i
22.-23. I*(fdec(x)), O*(fdec(x),φ*(fdec(x)))
` OC(x,fdec(x),φ*(fdec(x)), body(x,fdec(x),φ*(fdec(x))) )
* BY instantiate hypothesis 15 on x,fdec(x), and φ*(fdec(x))
22.-23. I*(fdec(x)), O*(fdec(x),φ*(fdec(x)))
24. OC(x,fdec(x),φ*(fdec(x)), body(x,fdec(x),φ*(fdec(x))) )
` O(x,body(x, fdec(x),φ*(fdec(x)))
* BY instantiate hypothesis 13 on x, body(x, fdec(x),φ*(fdec(x)),

fdec(x), and φ*(fdec(x)) 2

Lemma 3.2.8
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀OD:PROP(DD×Seq(DD)). ∀fdec:DD|I→Seq(DD).
∀OC:PROP(DD×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR)×RR). ∀body:DD|I×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR)→ RR.

OD is well-founded on DD|I
∧ ∀x:DD|I.∀Xr:Seq(DD). OD(x,Xr) ⇒ I*(Xr)
∧ ∀x:DD.∀y:RR. I(x) ⇒

O(x,y) ⇐ ∃Xr:Seq(DD).∃Yr:Seq(RR). OD(x,Xr) ∧O*(Xr,Yr) ∧OC(x,Xr,Yr,y)
∧ fdec satisfies 〈〈DD, Seq(DD), I, OD〉〉
∧ body satisfies 〈〈DD×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR), RR,λx,Xr,Yr.I(x), OC〉〉
⇒ fix(f,x. body(x, fdec(x), f*(fdec(x)))) satisfies spec

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)
6.- 8. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, OD:PROP(DD×Seq(DD)), fdec:DD|I→Seq(DD)
9.-10. OC:PROP(DD×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR)×RR), body:DD|I×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR)→ RR,

11. ∀fdec:DD|I→Seq(DD|I). ∀x:DD|I. OD(x,fdec(x)) ⇒ ∀x:DD|I.∃k:IN.empty?( fdec
k(x) )

12. ∀x:DD|I.∀Xr:Seq(DD). OD(x,Xr) ⇒ I*(Xr)
13. ∀x:DD.∀y:RR. I(x) ⇒

O(x,y) ⇐ ∃Xr:Seq(DD).∃Yr:Seq(RR). OD(x,Xr) ∧O*(Xr,Yr) ∧OC(x,Xr,Yr,y)
14. fdec satisfies 〈〈DD, Seq(DD), I, OD〉〉
15. body satisfies 〈〈DD×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR), RR,λx,Xr,Yr.I(x), OC〉〉
16.-17 x:DD, I(x)
` let φ = fix(f,x. body(x, fdec(x), f*(fdec(x)))) in O(x,φ(x))

BY instantiate hypothesis 11 on fdec and x proving the conditions via hypotheses 14 and 12
22.-23. k:IN, empty?(fdec

k(x))
` let φ = fix(f,x. body(x, fdec(x), f*(fdec(x)))) in O(x,φ(x))
* BY instantiate lemma C.2.2 on all variables introduced hypotheses 1-5, 7-10, on x and k.

2
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Theorem 3.2.10
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS.

spec is satisfiable
⇐ ∃OD:PROP(DD×Seq(DD)). ∃OC:PROP(DD×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR)×RR)

spec is recursively separable into OD and OC

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions, unfolding definition 3.2.9
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)
6.- 8. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, OD:PROP(DD×Seq(DD)), fdec:DD|I→Seq(DD)
9.-10. OC:PROP(DD×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR)×RR), body:DD|I×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR)→ RR,

11. OD is well-founded on DD|I
12. ∀x:DD|I.∀Xr:Seq(DD). OD(x,Xr) ⇒ I*(Xr)
13. ∀x:DD.∀y:RR. I(x) ⇒

O(x,y) ⇐ ∃Xr:Seq(DD).∃Yr:Seq(RR). OD(x,Xr) ∧O*(Xr,Yr) ∧OC(x,Xr,Yr,y)
14. fdec satisfies 〈〈DD, Seq(DD), I, OD〉〉
15. body satisfies 〈〈DD×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR), RR,λx,Xr,Yr.I(x), OC〉〉
` ∃φ:DD|I→RR. φ satisfies spec
* BY explicitly introduce the solution given in lemma 3.2.8 2

Completeness of the paradigm of transformational synthesis can be shown even without reason-
ing about the recursive separation of an algorithm. We only have to declare OC equivalent to
the original output condition.

Theorem 3.2.11
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. spec is satisfiable
⇒ ∃OD:PROP(DD×Seq(DD)). ∃OC:PROP(DD×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR)×RR)

spec is recursively separable into OD and OC

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions, unfolding definition 3.2.9
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)
6.- 8. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, φ:DD|I→RR, φ satisfies spec
` ∃OD:PROP(DD×Seq(DD)). ∃OC:PROP(DD×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR)×RR)

OD is well-founded on DD|I
∧ ∀x:DD|I.∀Xr:Seq(DD). OD(x,Xr) ⇒ I*(Xr)
∧ ∀x:DD.∀y:RR. I(x) ⇒

O(x,y) ⇐ ∃Xr:Seq(DD).∃Yr:Seq(RR). OD(x,Xr) ∧O*(Xr,Yr) ∧OC(x,Xr,Yr,y)
∧ 〈〈DD, Seq(DD), I, OD〉〉 is satisfiable
∧ 〈〈DD×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR), RR,λx,Xr,Yr.I(x), OC〉〉 is satisfiable

BY introduce the trivial solution: OD(x,Xr):=null?(Xr), OC(x,Xr,Yr,y) := O(x,y)
9.-11. fdec:DD|I→Seq(DD|I), ∀x:DD|I. null?(fdec(x)), x:DD|I
` ∃k:IN.empty?( fdec

k(x) )
* BY provide k:=1 and evaluate

9.-11. x:DD|I, Xr:Seq(DD), null?(Xr)
` I*(Xr)
* BY follows from the definition of the limited universal quantifier on empty sequences

9.-11. x:DD, y:RR, I(x)
` O(x,y) ⇐ ∃Xr:Seq(DD).∃Yr:Seq(RR). null?(Xr) ∧O*(Xr,Yr) ∧O(x,y)
* BY introduce the empty sequence for Xr, Yr and evaluate

` ∃fdec:DD|I→Seq(DD).∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ null?(fdec(x))
* BY introduce λx.[]

` ∃body:DD|I×Seq(DD)×Seq(RR)→ RR.
∀x:DD.∀Xr:Seq(DD).∀Yr:Seq(RR). I(x) ⇒ O(x, body(x,Xr,Yr) )

* BY introduce λx,Xr,Yr.φ(x) 2
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C.3 The Paradigm of Synthesis by Algorithm Schemata

To prepare the proof of the main theorem we show first that, if A is a proper extension of a
specification theory A

spec
, the specification part spec

A
of A is identical with the specification. Note

that spec
A
is not defined if the extension is not proper.

Lemma C.3.1
∀spec:BOOL-SPEC.∀A:THEORIES.∀A:StructA.

A ÂT SPEC
Aspec ⇒ spec = specA in BOOL-SPEC

Proof: BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool

6. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC
7.- 9. A:THEORIES, A:StructA, A ÂT SPEC

Aspec
` spec=specA in BOOL-SPEC

BY unfolding the definitions of ÂT SPEC
, Aspec, and specA

9.-10. types〈〈[DD,RR], I,O〉〉 vTYPES typesA, ops〈〈[DD,RR], I,O〉〉<
ΩT SPEC

(types〈〈[DD,RR], I,O〉〉) opsA

` spec = 〈〈DDA,RRA,IA,OA〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC
BY instantiate the definitions of types〈〈[DD,RR], I,O〉〉 and ops〈〈[DD,RR], I,O〉〉.
9.-10. [DD,RR] v

TYPES typesA, TupI,O<
ΩT SPEC

([DD,RR]) opsA

` spec = 〈〈DDA,RRA,IA,OA〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC
BY rewrite v

TYPES via Lemma A.5.7.17
instantiate Lemma A.2.15.3 for the selectors 1 and 2.

11.-12. DD=typesA1 in TYPES, RR=typesA2 in TYPES
13.-14. I=opsA1 in DD→Bool, O=opsA2 in DD×RR→ Bool
` spec = 〈〈DDA,RRA,IA,OA〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC
* BY instantiate the definitions of DomA, RRA, IA, and OA 2

Lemma 3.3.8.1
`∀spec:BOOL-SPEC.∀body:DOM(spec)→RR(spec)

body satisfies spec ⇔ A〈〈spec,body〉〉 is a T PROG-theory

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool
6.- 7. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC, body: DD|I→RR
` body satisfies spec ⇔ A〈〈spec,body〉〉 is a T PROG-theory

BY considering the cases separately, unfolding the definitions
8. body satisfies spec

` 〈〈[DD,RR], I,O,body〉〉 in StructT PROG

* BY hypotheses 2.-5. and 7.
8. body satisfies spec

` ∀ax∈axiomsT PROG
. ax(〈〈[DD,RR], I,O,body〉〉)

BY evaluate axiomsT PROG
and the limited universal quantifier

` body in DD|I→RR
* BY hypothesis 7.
` ∀x:DD. I(x)⇒ O(x,body(x))
* BY unfolding the definition of satisfiability in hypothesis 8.

8.- 9. 〈〈[DD,RR], I,O,body〉〉 in StructT PROG
, ∀ax∈axiomsT PROG

. ax(〈〈[DD,RR], I,O,body〉〉)
` body satisfies spec

BY in hypothesis 9. evaluate axiomsT PROG
and the limited universal quantifier

10.-11. body in DD|I→RR, ∀x:DD. I(x)⇒ O(x,body(x))
` body satisfies spec
* BY unfolding the definition of satisfiability 2
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Lemma 3.3.8.2
`∀spec:BOOL-SPEC.

satisfiable(spec) ⇔ ∃P:StructT PROG
. P is a T PROG-theory ∧ PÂT SPEC

Aspec

Proof:
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool

6. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC
` satisfiable(spec) ⇔ ∃P:StructT PROG

. P is a T PROG-theory ∧ PÂT SPEC
Aspec

BY considering the cases seperately, unfolding the definitions
7.- 8. body: DD|I→RR, body satisfies spec
` ∃P:StructT PROG

. P is a T PROG-theory ∧ PÂT SPEC
Aspec

BY introduce A〈〈spec,body〉〉
` A〈〈spec,body〉〉 is a T PROG-theory
* BY lemma 3.3.8.1, using hypotheses 1, 7, and 8.
` A〈〈spec,body〉〉ÂT SPEC

Aspec
BY unfold the definition ofÂT SPEC

, A〈〈spec,body〉〉, and Sofspec
` types〈〈[DD,RR], I,O〉〉 vTYPES types〈〈[DD,RR], I,O,body〉〉

BY instantiate the definitions of types〈〈[DD,RR], I,O〉〉 and types〈〈[DD,RR], I,O,body〉〉
` [DD,RR] v

TYPES [DD,RR]
* BY lemma A.5.7.16

` ops〈〈[DD,RR], I,O〉〉<
ΩT SPEC

(types〈〈[DD,RR], I,O〉〉) ops〈〈[DD,RR], I,O,body〉〉
BY instantiate the definitions of types〈〈[DD,RR], I,O〉〉, ops〈〈[DD,RR], I,O〉〉 and ops〈〈[DD,RR], I,O,body〉〉
` TupI,O<

ΩT SPEC
([DD,RR]) 〈〈I,O,body〉〉

* BY evaluate <
ΩT SPEC

([DD,RR])

7.- 9. P:StructT PROG
, P is a T PROG-theory, PÂT SPEC

Aspec
` satisfiable(spec)

BY split P into components 〈〈[DD,RR],I,O,body〉〉 using lemma C.3.1 and hypothesis 9.
10.-11. body:DD;RR, P=〈〈[DD,RR],I,O,body〉〉 in StructT PROG` ∃body:DOM(spec)→RR(spec). body satisfies spec

BY and introduce body from hypothesis 10.
` body in DOM(spec)→RR(spec)

BY unfold the definition of T PROG-theories
evaluate axiomsT PROG

and the limited universal quantifier
12.-13. body in DD|I→RR, ∀x:DD. I(x)⇒ O(x,body(x))
` body in DOM(spec)→RR(spec)
* BY evaluate DOM(spec), RR(spec) and use hypothesis 12.

` body satisfies spec
BY fold the definition of A〈〈spec,body〉〉 in hypothesis 11.

11. P=A〈〈spec,body〉〉 in StructT PROG` body satisfies spec
* BY lemma 3.3.8.1 2
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Theorem 3.3.12
`∀spec:BOOL-SPEC.

satisfiable(spec)
⇐
∃A:THEORIES.∃A:StructA. A is an algorithm theory ∧ A is a A-theory ∧ AÂT SPEC

Aspec

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool
6.- 8. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC, A:THEORIES, A:StructA,
9.-11. A is an algorithm theory, A is a A-theory, AÂT SPEC

Aspec
` satisfiable(spec)

BY unfolding the definition of satisfiability ond of algorithm theories
12.-13. 12. A is a problem theory, Body:(A:StructA → DDA;RRA).

14. ∀A:StructA. A is a A-theory ⇒
Body(A) in DOMA→RRA ∧ Body(A) satisfies specA

` ∃body:DOM(spec)→RR(spec). body satisfies spec
BY instantiate hypothesis 14 on A

instantiate lemma C.3.1 on spec,A,A, using hypothesis 11.
15.-16. Body(A) in DOMA→RRA, Body(A) satisfies specA

17. spec = specA in BOOL-SPEC
` ∃body:DOM(spec)→RR(spec). body satisfies spec

BY In the conclusion substitute spec=specA, DOM(specA)=DOMA, RR(specA)=RRA
` ∃body:DOMA→RRA.body satisfies specA
* BY introduce as solution Body(A) 2
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Lemma C.3.2
` T PROG is an algorithm theory

Proof:
BY unfold the definition of algorithm theories
` T PROG is a problem theory

BY unfold the definition of problem theories and theory extension and evaluate
` |T SPEC|≤|T PROG|
* BY the expression evaluates to 2≤2
1.- 3. Γ:Seq2(TYPES), Γ′:Seq2(TYPES), ΓvTYPESΓ

′

` λ[DD,RR].[DD→Bool, DD×RR→Bool](Γ) v
TYPES λ[DD,RR].[DD→Bool, DD×RR→Bool, DD;RR](Γ′)

* BY trivial since Γ and Γ′ must be identical
1.- 3. A:StructT SPEC

, A’:StructT PROG
, A’ºT SPEC

A
` {ax(A)|ax∈axiomsT SPEC

}⊆PROP{ax’(A’)|ax’∈axiomsT PROG
}

* BY trivial since the left hand side evaluates to ∅
` ∃Body:(A:StructT PROG

→ DDA;RRA). ∀A:StructT PROG
.

A is a T PROG-theory ⇒ (Body(A) in DOMA→RRA ∧ Body(A) satisfies specA)
BY introduce as abstract program: λΓ,I,O,body. let Γ=[DD,RR] in body
` (λΓ,I,O,body. let Γ=[DD,RR] in body) in (A:StructT PROG

→ DDA;RRA)
BY function introduction
1.- 6. A:StructT PROG

, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool, body:DD;RR
7. A=〈〈[DD,RR],I,O,body〉〉 in StructT PROG` body in DDA;RRA

* BY evaluate DDA and RRA
1.- 6. A:StructT PROG

, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool, body:DD;RR
7.- 8. A=〈〈[DD,RR],I,O,body〉〉 in StructT PROG

, A is a T PROG-theory
` (λΓ,I,O,body. let Γ=[DD,RR] in body) (A) in DOMA→RRA

BY evaluate the λ-expression
` body in DOMA→RRA

BY unfold the definition of T PROG-theories and evaluate the first axiom
9. body in DD|I→RR

` body in DOMA→RRA
* BY evaluate DOMA and RRA

1.- 6. A:StructT PROG
, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool, body:DD;RR

7.- 8. A=〈〈[DD,RR],I,O,body〉〉 in StructT PROG
, A is a T PROG-theory

` (λΓ,I,O,body. let Γ=[DD,RR] in body) (A) satisfies specA
BY evaluate specA and the λ-expression
` body satisfies 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉

BY unfold the definition of T PROG-theories and evaluate the second axiom
9. ∀x:DD. I(x)⇒ O(x,body(x))

` body satisfies 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉
* BY unfold the definition of satisfies 2
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Theorem 3.3.13
`∀spec:BOOL-SPEC.

satisfiable(spec)
⇒
∃A:THEORIES.∃A:StructA. A is an algorithm theory ∧ A is a A-theory ∧ AÂT SPEC

Aspec

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 2. spec:BOOL-SPEC, satisfiable(spec)
`∃A:THEORIES.∃A:StructA. A is an algorithm theory ∧ A is a A-theory ∧ AÂT SPEC

Aspec
BY introduce T PROG

` ∃∀A:StructT PROG
. T PROG is an algorithm theory ∧ A is a T PROG-theory ∧ AÂT SPEC

Aspec
* BY lemma 3.3.8.2 and C.3.2 2

To prove lemma 3.3.15.1 we repeat the proofs of theorem 3.1.6.2 in a version modified for two
nested programs.

Lemma 3.3.15.1
` ∀spec,spec’:BOOL-SPEC. let spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in let spec’=〈〈DD’, RR’, I’, O’〉〉 in

spec£spec’
⇒
∃θ:DD|I→DD’.∃σ:DD|I×RR’→RR. ∀x:DD.I(x) ⇒ I’(θ(x)) ∧ ∀z’:RR’.O’(θ(x),z’)⇒ O(x,σ(x,z’))

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions, assigning a name proof to the evidence for spec£spec’
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool
6.-10. spec’:BOOL-SPEC, DD’:TYPES, RR’:TYPES, I’:DD’→Bool, O’:DD’×RR’→Bool

11.-12. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC, spec’ = 〈〈DD’,RR’,I’,O’〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC
13. proof: ∀x:DD.I(x) ⇒ ∃x’:DD’.I’(x’) ∧ ∀z’:RR’.O’(x’,z’).⇒∃z:RR.O(x,z)

` ∃θ:DD|I→DD’.∃σ:DD|I×RR’→RR. ∀x:DD.I(x) ⇒ I’(θ(x)) ∧ ∀z’:RR’.O’(θ(x),z’)⇒ O(x,σ(x,z’))
BY introduce θ:= λx.proof(x)(|I(x)|).1

and σ:= λx,λz’.(proof(x)(|I(x)|)*3 )(z’)(|O’(θ(x),z’)|).1
14.-15. x:DD, I(x)
` I’(proof(x)(|I(x)|).1)

BY instantiate proof on x, |I(x)| and view the result as triple 〈〈x’,I’-pf,σ-pf〉〉
16.-18. x’:DD’, I’-pf:I’(x’), σ-pf:∀z’:RR’.O’(x’,z’).⇒∃z:RR.O(x,z)

19. proof(x)(|I(x)|=〈〈x’,I’-pf,σ-pf〉〉
in ∃x’:DD’.I’(x’) ∧ ∀z’:RR’.O’(x’,z’).⇒∃z:RR.O(x,z)

` I’(proof(x)(|I(x)|).1)
* BY substitute proof(x)(|I(x)|).1=x’ and apply hypothesis 17.

14.-15. x:DD, I(x), z’:RR’, O’(proof(x)(|I(x)|).1,z’)
` O(x,proof(x)(|I(x)|)*3 (z’)(|O’(proof(x)(|I(x)|).1,z’)|).1)

BY instantiate proof on x, |I(x)| and view the result as triple 〈〈x’,I’-pf,σ-pf〉〉
substitute proof(x)(|I(x)|)*3 =σ-pf and proof(x)(|I(x)|).1=x’

16.-18. x’:DD’, I’-pf:I’(x’), σ-pf:∀z’:RR’.O’(x’,z’).⇒∃z:RR.O(x,z)
19. proof(x)(|I(x)|=〈〈x’,I’-pf,σ-pf〉〉

in ∃x’:DD’.I’(x’) ∧ ∀z’:RR’.O’(x’,z’).⇒∃z:RR.O(x,z)
` O(x,σ-pf(z’)(|O’(x’,z’)|).1)

BY instantiate σ-pf on z’, |O’(x’,z’)| and view the result as pair〈〈z,pf〉〉
20.-22. z:RR, pf:O(x,z), σ-pf(z’)(|O’(x’,z’)|)=〈〈z,pf〉〉 in ∃z:RR.O(x,z)
` O(x,σ-pf(z’)(|O’(x’,z’)|).1)
* BY substitute σ-pf(z’)(|O’(x’,z’)|).1=z and apply hypothesis 21. 2
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Lemma 3.3.15.2
` ∀spec,spec’:BOOL-SPEC. let spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in let spec’=〈〈DD’, RR’, I’, O’〉〉 in

∀ body’:DD’|I’→RR’.
body’ satisfies spec’ ∧ spec£spec’
⇒ ∃θ:DD|I→DD’.∃σ:DD|I×RR’→RR. λx.σ(x,body’(θ(x))) satisfies spec

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool
6.-10. spec’:BOOL-SPEC, DD’:TYPES, RR’:TYPES, I’:DD’→Bool, O’:DD’×RR’→Bool

11.-12. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC, spec’ = 〈〈DD’,RR’,I’,O’〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC
13.-15. body’:DD’|I’→RR’, body’ satisfies spec’, spec£spec’
` ∃θ:DD|I→DD’.∃σ:DD|I×RR’→RR. λx.σ(x,body’(θ(x))) satisfies spec

BY instantiate lemma 3.3.15.1 on spec, spec’ using hypothesis 15.
16.-17. θ:DD|I→DD’, σ:DD|I×RR’→RR

18. ∀x:DD.I(x) ⇒ (I’(θ(x)) ∧ ∀z’:RR’.O’(θ(x),z’) ⇒ O(x,σ(x,z’)))
` ∃θ:DD|I→DD’.∃σ:DD|I×RR’→RR. λx.σ(x,body’(θ(x))) satisfies spec

BY Introduce θ, σ as given in hypotheses 16 and 17, unfold the definition of satisfies
14. ∀x’:DD’.I’(x’) ⇒ O’(x’,body’(x’))

` ∀x:DD.I(x) ⇒ O(x,σ(x,body’(θ(x))))
BY introduce assumptions and instantiate hypothesis 18 on the newly introduced x
19.-22. x:DD, I(x), I’(θ(x)), ∀z’:RR’.O’(θ(x),z’) ⇒ O(x,σ(x,z’))
` O(x,σ(x,body’(θ(x))))

BY instantiate hypothesis 14 on θ(x)
23. O’(θ(x),body’(θ(x)))

` O(x,σ(x,body’(θ(x))))
* BY instantiate hypothesis 22. on body’(θ(x)) 2

Lemma 3.3.15.3
` ∀spec,spec’:BOOL-SPEC. satisfiable(spec’) ∧ spec£spec’ ⇒ satisfiable(spec)

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions, unfolding the definition of satisfiable()
1.- 3. spec:BOOL-SPEC, spec’:BOOL-SPEC, body’:DOM(spec’)→RR(spec’),
4.- 5. body’ satisfies spec’, spec£spec’
` ∃body:DOM(spec)→RR(spec). body satisfies spec

BY instantiate lemma 3.3.15.2 on spec, spec’ using hypothesis 5.
6.- 7. θ:DOM(spec)→DD(spec’), σ:DOM(spec)×RR(spec’)→RR(spec)

8. λx.σ(x,body’(θ(x))) satisfies spec
` ∃body:DOM(spec)→DD(spec’). body satisfies spec
* BY introduce λx.σ(x,body’(θ(x))) 2
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Theorem 3.3.17
` ∀spec:BOOL-SPEC.

satisfiable(spec)
⇐
∃A:THEORIES.∃A:StructA.A is an algorithm theory ∧ A is a A-theory ∧ spec£specA

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 3. spec:BOOL-SPEC, A:THEORIES, A:StructA,
4.- 6. A is an algorithm theory, A is a A-theory, spec£specA
` satisfiable(spec)

BY instantiate lemma3.3.15.3 on spec, specA
7. satisfiable(specA) ∧ spec£specA ⇒ satisfiable(spec)

` satisfiable(spec)
BY modus ponens with hypothesis 7.
` satisfiable(specA)

BY modus ponens with theorem 3.3.12 instantiated on specA, A, A
` AÂT SPEC

AspecA
* BY definition of specA 2

Lemma 3.3.19.1
`∀spec,spec’:BOOL-SPEC. let spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in let spec’=〈〈DD’, RR’, I’, O’〉〉 in

spec¿spec’ ⇒ ∃θ:DD|I→DD’. ∀x:DD.I(x) ⇒ I’(θ(x)) ∧ ∀z:RR.O(x,z)⇒ O’(θ(x),z)

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool
6.-10. spec’:BOOL-SPEC, DD’:TYPES, RR’:TYPES, I’:DD’→Bool, O’:DD’×RR’→Bool

11.-12. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC, spec’ = 〈〈DD’,RR’,I’,O’〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC
14.-15. RR⊂RR’, ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ ∃x’:DD’. I’(x’) ∧ ∀z:RR. O(x,z)⇒ O’(x’,z)
`∃θ:DD|I→DD’. ∀x:DD.I(x) ⇒ (I’(θ(x)) ∧ ∀z:RR.O(x,z) ⇒ O’(θ(x),z))
* BY instantiate theorem 3.1.6.2 on 〈〈DD,DD’,I,λx,x. I’(x’) ∧ ∀z:RR. O(x,z)⇒ O’(x’,z)〉〉 2
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Lemma 3.3.19.2
`∀spec,spec’:BOOL-SPEC. let spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in let spec’=〈〈DD’, RR’, I’, O’〉〉 in

∀body’:DD’|I’→Set(RR’).
spec¿spec’ ∧
FUNCTION F’(x’:DD’) WHERE I’(x’) RETURNS {z’:RR’|O’(x’,z’)} = body’(x’)
is consistent
⇒ ∃θ:DD|I→DD’. FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)}

= {y|y∈body’(θ(x)) ∧O(x,y)} is consistent

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool
6.-10. spec’:BOOL-SPEC, DD’:TYPES, RR’:TYPES, I’:DD’→Bool, O’:DD’×RR’→Bool

11.-12. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC, spec’ = 〈〈DD’,RR’,I’,O’〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC
13.-14. body’:DD’|I’→Set(RR’), spec¿spec’

15. CONvFUNCTION F’(x’:DD’) WHERE I’(x’) RETURNS {z’:RR’|O’(x’,z’)} = body’(x’)
`∃θ:DD|I→DD’. FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)}

= {y|y∈body’(θ(x)) ∧O(x,y)} is consistent
BY instantiate lemma 3.3.19.1 on spec, spec’ using hypothesis 14.
16.-17. θ:DD|I→DD’, ∀x:DD.I(x) ⇒ (I’(θ(x)) ∧ ∀z:RR.O(x,z) ⇒ O’(θ(x),z))
`∃θ:DD|I→DD’. FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)}

= {y|y∈body’(θ(x)) ∧O(x,y)} is consistent
BY Introduce θ as given in hypothesis 16 and unfold the definition of consistency

15. ∀x’:DD’.I’(x’) ⇒ body’(x’)=̂{z’:RR’|O’(x’,z’)}
18.-19. x:DD, I(x)
` {y|y∈body’(θ(x)) ∧O(x,y)}=̂{z:RR|O(x,z)}

BY Instantiate hypothesis 17 on x and 15 on θ(x)
20.-22. I’(θ(x), ∀z:RR.O(x,z)⇒ O’(θ(x),z)), body’(θ(x))=̂{z’:RR’|O’(θ(x),z’)}
` {y|y∈body’(θ(x)) ∧O(x,y)}=̂{z:RR|O(x,z)}

BY unfold the definition of =̂
22. ∀z’:RR’. z’∈RR’body’(θ(x)) ⇔ O’(θ(x),z’))

` ∀z:RR. z∈RR{y|y∈body’(θ(x)) ∧O(x,y)} ⇔ O(x,z)
BY introducing assumptions, rewriting the conclusion with lemma A.4.11

23. z:RR
` z∈RRbody’(θ(x)) ∧ O(x,z) ⇔ O(x,z)

BY instantiate hypotheses 21, 22 on z
and substitute z∈RRbody’(θ(x))=O’(θ(x),z))

24.-25. O(x,z) ⇒ O’(θ(x),z)), z∈RRbody’(θ(x))=O’(θ(x),z))
` O’(θ(x),z)) ∧ O(x,z) ⇔ O(x,z)
* BY standard logical reasoning using hypothesis 24. 2
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Lemma 3.3.19.3
` ∀spec,spec’:BOOL-SPEC. let spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in let spec’=〈〈DD’, RR’, I’, O’〉〉 in

spec¿spec’ ∧
satisfiable(FUNCTION F’(x’:DD’) WHERE I’(x’) RETURNS {z’:RR’|O’(x’,z’)})
⇒ satisfiable(FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)})

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions, unfolding the definition of satisfiable()
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool
6.-10. spec’:BOOL-SPEC, DD’:TYPES, RR’:TYPES, I’:DD’→Bool, O’:DD’×RR’→Bool

11.-12. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC, spec’ = 〈〈DD’,RR’,I’,O’〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC
13.-14. body’:DD’|I’→Set(RR’), spec¿spec’

15. FUNCTION F’(x’:DD’) WHERE I’(x’) RETURNS {z’:RR’|O’(x’,z’)} = body’(x’)
is consistent

` ∃body:DD|I→Set(RR). FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)} = body(x)
is consistent

BY instantiate lemma 3.3.19.2 on spec, spec’ using hypothesis 15.
16. θ:DD|I→DD’.
17. FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)} = {y|y∈body’(θ(x)) ∧O(x,y)}

is consistent
` ∃body:DD|I→Set(RR). FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)} = body(x)

is consistent
* BY introduce λx.{y|y∈body’(θ(x)) ∧O(x,y)} 2

Theorem 3.3.21
` ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC.

satisfiable(FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)})
⇐ ∃A:THEORIES.∃A:StructA.

A is an algorithm theory ∧ A is a A-theory ∧ A generalizes spec

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions, unfolding the definition of satisfiable()
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool
6.- 8. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC, A:THEORIES, A:StructA,
9.-10. A is an algorithm theory, A is a A-theory,

11.-13. RR’:TYPES, O’:DDA×RR’→Bool, RRA=Set(RR’) in TYPES
14.-15. OA=λx,z.z=̂{y:RR’|O’(x,y)} in DDA×RRA→Bool, spec¿〈〈DDA,Rg’,IA,O’〉〉
` satisfiable(FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)})

BY modus ponens with lemma3.3.15.3 instantiated on spec, 〈〈DDA,Rg’,IA,O’〉〉
` satisfiable(FUNCTION F’(x’:DDA) WHERE IA(x’) RETURNS {z’:RR’|O’(x’,z’)})

BY unfolding definition 2.4.7 of mulit-valued specifications
` satisfiable(〈〈DDA, Set(RR’), IA, λx,z.z=̂{y:RR’|O’(x,y)}〉〉)

BY substitute using hypotheses 13, 14 and the definition of specA
` satisfiable(specA)
* BY modus ponens with theorem 3.3.12 instantiated on specA, A, A 2
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C.4 LOPS — Transformational Synthesis

Lemma 4.1.3
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀DC:PROP(DD×G). ∀t:G×RR→ Bool.

FUNCTION FDC(x:DD):G WHERE I(x) RETURNS g SUCH THAT DC(x,g) is satisfiable
⇒ ∀x:DD.∀y:RR. I(x) ⇒ O(x,y) ⇔ ∃g:G. DC(x,g) ∧ (O(x,y) ∧ t(g,y) ∨¬t(g,y))

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)
6.- 9. spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, G:DOMAINS, DC:PROP(DD×G), t:G×RR→ Bool

10. FUNCTION FDC(x:DD):G WHERE I(x) RETURNS g SUCH THAT DC(x,g) is satisfiable
11.-13. x:DD, y:RR, I(x)
` O(x,y) ⇔ ∃g:G. DC(x,g) ∧ (O(x,y) ∧ t(g,y) ∨ ¬t(g,y))

BY considering the cases separately, unfolding definitions

14.-16. fdc:DD|I→G, ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ DC(x,fdc(x)), O(x,y)
` ∃g:G. DC(x,g) ∧ (O(x,y) ∧ t(g,y) ∨ ¬t(g,y)

BY instantiate hypothesis 15. on x and introduce fdc(x)
17. DC(x,fdc(x))
` DC(x,fdc(x)) ∧ (O(x,y) ∧ t(fdc(x),y) ∨ ¬t(fdc(x),y))
* BY hypotheses 17. and 16. and lemma 2.2.6

14.-17. g:G, DC(x,g), O(x,y), t(g,y) ∨ ¬t(g,y)
` O(x,y)
* BY hypothesis 16. 2

Lemma 4.1.5.1
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀DC:PROP(DD×G). ∀t:G×RR→ Bool.
∀fdc:DD|I→G. ∀fg:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×G | I(x) ∧DC(x,g)}→RR

fdc satisfies specDC(spec,G,DC) ∧ fg satisfies specG(spec,G,DC,t)
⇒ λx. fg(x,fdc(x)) satisfies spec

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)
6.- 9. spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, G:DOMAINS, DC:PROP(DD×G), t:G×RR→ Bool

10.-11. fdc:DD|I→G, fg:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×G | I(x) ∧DC(x,g)}→RR
12. ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ DC(x,fdc(x))
13. ∀x:DD.∀g:G. I(x) ∧ DC(x,g) ⇒ O(x,fg(x,g)) ∧ t(g,fg(x,g)) ∨ ¬t(g,fg(x,g))
` λx. fg(x,fdc(x)) satisfies spec

BY unfold the definition and introduce further assumptions
14.-15. x:DD, I(x)
` O( x, fg(x,fdc(x)) )

BY instantiate hypothesis 12. on x and hypothesis 13. on x, fdc(x)
16.-17. DC(x,fdc(x)), O(x,fg(x,fdc(x)))
18. t(fdc(x),fg(x,fdc(x))) ∨ ¬t(fdc(x),fg(x,fdc(x)))
` O( x, fg(x,fdc(x)) )
* BY hypothesis 17. 2
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Lemma 4.1.5.2
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀DC:PROP(DD×G). ∀t:G×RR→ Bool

spec is satisfiable
⇐ specDC(spec,G,DC) is satisfiable ∧ specG(spec,G,DC,t) is satisfiable

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)
6.- 9. spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, G:DOMAINS, DC:PROP(DD×G), t:G×RR→ Bool

10.-11. fdc:DD|I→G, fdc satisfies specDC(spec,G,DC)
12.-13. fg:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×G | I(x) ∧DC(x,g)}→RR, fg satisfies specG(spec,G,DC,t)
` ∃f:DD|I→RR. f satisfies spec
* BY introduce λx. fg(x,fdc(x)) and apply lemma 4.1.5.1 2

Lemma 4.1.6.1
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀DC:PROP(DD×G). ∀t:G×RR→ Bool.

∀fdc:DD|I→G. ∀fG:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×G | I(x) ∧DC(x,g)}→Set(RR)
fdc satisfies specDC(spec,G,DC) ∧ fG M-satisfies specG(spec,G,DC,t)

⇒ λx. fG(x,fdc(x)) M-satisfies spec

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)
6.- 9. spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, G:DOMAINS, DC:PROP(DD×G), t:G×RR→ Bool

10.-11. fdc:DD|I→Set(G), fG:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×G | I(x) ∧DC(x,g)}→Set(RR)
12. ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ DC(x,fdc(x))
13. ∀x:DD.∀g:G. I(x) ∧ DC(x,g) ⇒ fG(x,g)=̂{y:RR|O(x,y) ∧ t(g,y) ∨ ¬t(g,y)}
` λx.

⋃{fG(x,g)|g∈fDC(x)} M-satisfies spec
BY unfold the definition and introduce further assumptions
14.-15. x:DD, I(x)
` fG(x,fdc(x))=̂{y:RR|O(x,y)}

BY instantiate hypothesis 12 on x, hypothesis 13 on x, fdc(x),
and unfold the definition of =̂

16.-17. DC(x,fdc(x)), ∀y:RR. y∈RRfG(x,fdc(x)) ⇔ O(x,y) ∧ t(fdc(x),y) ∨¬t(fdc(x),y)
18. y:RR
` y∈RRfG(x,fDC(x)) ⇔ O(x,y)

BY modus ponens via hypothesis 17. instantiated on y.
` O(x,y) ∧ t(fdc(x),y) ∨ ¬t(fdc(x),y) ⇔ O(x,y)
* BY standard reasoning using decidability of t lemma 2.2.6 2

Lemma 4.1.6.2
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀DC:PROP(DD×G). ∀t:G×RR→ Bool

M-satisfiable(spec)
⇐ M-satisfiable( specDC(spec,G,DC) ) ∧ M-satisfiable( specG(spec,G,DC,t) )

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)
6.- 9. spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, G:DOMAINS, DC:PROP(DD×G), t:G×RR→ Bool

10.-11. fdc:DD|I→G, fdc satisfies specDC(spec,G,DC)
12.-13. fG:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×G | I(x) ∧DC(x,g)}→Set(RR), fg M-satisfies specG(spec,G,DC,t)
` ∃f:DD|I→Set(RR). f M-satisfies spec
* BY introduce λx. fG(x,fdc(x)) and apply lemma 4.1.6.1 2
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Lemma 4.1.8
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀DC:PROP(DD×G). ∀t:G×RR→ Bool.
∀Sub1,Sub2:PROP(DD×G×RR).

∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀y:RR. I(x) ∧DC(x,g) ⇒ Sub1(x,g,y) ⇔ O(x,y) ∧t(g,y)
∧ ∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀y:RR. I(x) ∧DC(x,g) ⇒ Sub2(x,g,y) ⇔ O(x,y) ∧¬t(g,y)
⇒
∀x:DD.∀y:RR. I(x) ⇒ ∃g:G. DC(x,g) ∧ (O(x,y) ∧ t(g,y) ∨ ¬t(g,y))

⇔ ∃g:G. DC(x,g) ∧ (Sub1(x,g,y) ∨ Sub2(x,g,y))

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)
6.- 9. spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, G:DOMAINS, DC:PROP(DD×G), t:G×RR→ Bool

10.-11. Sub1:PROP(DD×G×RR), Sub2:PROP(DD×G×RR)
12. ∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀y:RR. I(x) ∧DC(x,g) ⇒ Sub1(x,g,y) ⇔ O(x,y) ∧t(g,y)
13. ∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀y:RR. I(x) ∧DC(x,g) ⇒ Sub2(x,g,y) ⇔ O(x,y) ∧¬t(g,y)
14.-16. x:DD, y:RR, I(x)
` ∃g:G. DC(x,g) ∧ (O(x,y) ∧ t(g,y) ∨ ¬t(g,y))

⇔ ∃g:G. DC(x,g) ∧ (Sub1(x,g,y) ∨ Sub2(x,g,y))
BY considering the cases separately

17.-20. g:G, DC(x,g), O(x,y), t(g,y) ∨ ¬t(g,y)
` ∃g:G. DC(x,g) ∧ (Sub1(x,g,y) ∨ Sub2(x,g,y))

BY instantiate hypotheses 12 and 13 on x, g, and y and introduce g from hypothesis 17.
21.-22. Sub1(x,g,y) ⇔ O(x,y) ∧t(g,y), Sub2(x,g,y) ⇔ O(x,y) ∧¬t(g,y)
` Sub1(x,g,y) ∨ Sub2(x,g,y)

BY case analysis on hypothesis 20.
23. t(g,y)
` Sub1(x,g,y) ∨ Sub2(x,g,y)
* BY prove the first disjunct via hypotheses 21, 19, and 23
23. ¬t(g,y)
` Sub1(x,g,y) ∨ Sub2(x,g,y)
* BY prove the second disjunct via hypotheses 22, 19, and 23

17.-19. g:G, DC(x,g), Sub1(x,g,y) ∨ Sub2(x,g,y)
` ∃g:G. DC(x,g) ∧ (O(x,y) ∧ t(g,y) ∨ ¬t(g,y))

BY instantiate hypotheses 12 and 13 on x, g, and y and introduce g from hypothesis 17.
20.-21. Sub1(x,g,y) ⇔ O(x,y) ∧t(g,y), Sub2(x,g,y) ⇔ O(x,y) ∧¬t(g,y)
` O(x,y) ∧ t(g,y) ∨ ¬t(g,y)

BY case analysis on hypothesis 19.
22. Sub1(x,g,y)
` O(x,y) ∧ t(g,y) ∨ ¬t(g,y)
* BY apply hypothesis 20 to 22 and select the first disjunct
22. Sub2(x,g,y)
` O(x,y) ∧ t(g,y) ∨ ¬t(g,y)
* BY apply hypothesis 21 to 22 and select the second disjunct 2
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Lemma 4.1.10.1
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀DC:PROP(DD×G). ∀t:G×RR→ Bool.
∀fs,ff:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×G | I(x) ∧DC(x,g)}→Set(RR)

fs M-satisfies specsub(spec,G,DC,t) ∧ ff M-satisfies specsub(spec,G,DC,¬t)
⇒ λx,g. fs(x,g)∪ff(x,g) M-satisfies specG(spec,G,DC,t)

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions, unfolding definitions
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)
6.- 9. spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, G:DOMAINS, DC:PROP(DD×G), t:G×RR→ Bool

10.-11. fs:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×G | I(x) ∧DC(x,g)}→Set(RR), ff:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×G | I(x) ∧DC(x,g)}→Set(RR)
12. ∀x:DD.∀g:G. I(x) ∧ DC(x,g) ⇒ fs(x,g)=̂{y:RR|O(x,y) ∧ t(g,y)}
13. ∀x:DD.∀g:G. I(x) ∧ DC(x,g) ⇒ ff(x,g)=̂{y:RR|O(x,y) ∧ ¬t(g,y)}
14.-17. x:DD, I(x), g:G, DC(x,g)
` fs(x,g)∪ff(x,g)=̂{y:RR|O(x,y) ∧ t(g,y) ∨ ¬t(g,y)}

BY unfold the definition of =̂
18. y:RR
` y∈RRfs(x,g)∪ff(x,g) ⇔ O(x,y) ∧ t(g,y) ∨ ¬t(g,y)

BY instantiate hypotheses 12 and 13 on x, g, and y unfolding the definition of =̂
distribute ∈ over ∪ (lemma A.4.5.6)

19.-20. y∈RRfs(x,g) ⇔ O(x,y) ∧ t(g,y), y∈RRff(x,g) ⇔ O(x,y) ∧ ¬t(g,y)
` y∈RRfs(x,g) ∨ y∈RRff(x,g) ⇔ O(x,y) ∧ t(g,y) ∨ ¬t(g,y)
* BY standard logical reasoning using hypotheses 19 and 20. 2

Lemma 4.1.10.2
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀DC:PROP(DD×G). ∀t:G×RR→ Bool

M-satisfiable( specG(spec,G,DC,t) )
⇐ M-satisfiable(specsub(spec,G,DC,t)) ∧ M-satisfiable(specsub(spec,G,DC,¬t))

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)
6.- 9. spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, G:DOMAINS, DC:PROP(DD×G), t:G×RR→ Bool

10.-11. fs:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×G | I(x) ∧DC(x,g)}→Set(RR), fs M-satisfies specsub(spec,G,DC,t)
12.-13. ff:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×G | I(x) ∧DC(x,g)}→Set(RR), ff M-satisfies specsub(spec,G,DC,¬t)
` ∃f:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×G | I(x) ∧DC(x,g)}→Set(RR).f M-satisfies specG(spec,G,DC,t)
* BY introduce λx,g. fs(x,g)∪ff(x,g) and apply lemma 4.1.10.1 2

Lemma 4.1.11.1
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC. ∀DC:DD×RR→Bool.∀ff:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×RR|I(x) ∧DC(x,g) ∧¬O(x,g)}→RR

ff satisfies specsub(spec,RR, DC ∧¬O, 6=RR )
⇒ λx,g. if O(x,g) then g else ff(x,g) satisfies specG(spec,RR,DC,=RR )

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 6. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool, DC:PROP(DD×RR)
7.- 8. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC, ff:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×G | I(x) ∧DC(x,g) ∧¬O(x,g)}→RR
9. ∀x:DD.∀g:RR. I(x) ∧ DC(x,g) ∧ ¬O(x,g) ⇒ O(x,ff(x,g)) ∧ g6=

RR
ff(x,g)

10.-13. x:DD, I(x), g:RR, DC(x,g)
` let y = if O(x,g) then g else ff(x,g) in O(x,y) ∧ g=

RR
y ∨ g6=

RR
y

BY drop the tautology g=
RR
y ∨ g 6=

RR
y and consider cases O(x,g) ∨ ¬O(x,g) and evaluate

14. O(x,g)
` O(x,g)
* BY hypothesis 14
14. ¬O(x,g)
` O(x,ff(x,g))
* BY instantiate hypothesis 9 on x and g 2
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Lemma 4.1.11.2
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC. ∀DC:DD×RR→ Bool.

specG(spec,RR,DC,=RR ) is satisfiable
⇐ specsub(spec,RR, DC ∧¬O, 6=RR ) is satisfiable

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool
6.- 8. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC, DC:PROP(DD×RR), ff:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×G | I(x) ∧DC(x,g)}→RR
9. ff satisfies specsub(spec,RR,λx,g.DC(x,g) ∧¬O(x,g),6=RR )
` ∃f:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×G | I(x) ∧DC(x,g) ∧¬O(x,g)}→RR. f satisfies specsub(spec,RR,DC,6=RR )
* BY introduce λx,g. if O(x,g) then g else ff(x,g) and apply lemma 4.1.11.1 2

Lemma 4.1.12.1
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀DC:PROP(DD×G). ∀t:G×RR→ Bool.
∀fs:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×G | I(x) ∧DC(x,g)}→RR

fs satisfies specsub(spec,G,DC,t)
⇒ fs satisfies specG(spec,G,DC,t)

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)
6.- 9. spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, G:DOMAINS, DC:PROP(DD×G), t:G×RR→ Bool

10. fs:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×G | I(x) ∧DC(x,g)}→RR
11. ∀x:DD.∀g:G. I(x) ∧ DC(x,g) ⇒ O(x,fs(x,g)) ∧ t(g,fs(x,g))
12.-15. x:DD, I(x), g:G, DC(x,g)
` O(x,ff(x,g)) ∧ t(g,ff(x,g)) ∨ ¬t(g,ff(x,g))
* BY instantiating hypothesis 11 on x and g 2

Lemma 4.1.12.2
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀DC:PROP(DD×G). ∀t:G×RR→ Bool.

specG(spec,G,DC,t) is satisfiable
⇐ specsub(spec,G,DC,t) is satisfiable

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)
6.- 9. spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, G:DOMAINS, DC:PROP(DD×G), t:G×RR→ Bool

10.-11. fs:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×G | I(x) ∧DC(x,g)}→RR, fs satisfies specsub(spec,G,DC,t)
` ∃f:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×G | I(x) ∧DC(x,g)}→RR. f satisfies specsub(spec,G,DC,t)
* BY introduce fs and apply lemma 4.1.12.1 2

Lemma 4.1.17
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀IC:PROP(DD×G). ∀p:G×RR→ Bool.
∀↘:DD×G→ Seq(DD). ∀Ibase:DD×G→ Bool. ∀Orec:PROP(DD×G×Seq(RR)×RR)
∀f:DD|I→RR. ∀fbase:fbase:(DD×G|Ibase ∧IC)→RR.
∀frec:{〈〈x,g,Yr〉〉:DD×G×Seq(RR)| I*(x↘g) ∧ IC(x,g) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr)} →RR

∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀Yr:Seq(RR).∀y:RR.
IC(x,g) ∧ p(g,y) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr) ⇒ O(x,y) ⇔ Orec(x,g,Yr,y)

∧ ∀x:DD.∀g:G. I(x) ⇔ Ibase(x,g) ∨ I*(x↘g)
∧ f satisfies spec
∧ fbase satisfies specbase(spec,G,IC,p,Ibase)
∧ frec satisfies specrec(spec,G,IC,p,↘,Orec)

⇒ λx,g. if Ibase(x,g) then fbase(x,g) else frec(x,g,f*(x↘g))
satisfies specsub(spec,G,IC,p) continued on the next page
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Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)
6.- 9. spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, G:DOMAINS, IC:PROP(DD×G), p:G×RR→ Bool

10.-12. ↘:DD×G→ Seq(DD), Ibase:DD×G→ Bool, Orec:PROP(DD×G×Seq(RR)×RR)
13.-14. f:DD|I→RR, fbase:(DD×G|Ibase ∧IC)→RR
15. frec:{〈〈x,g,Yr〉〉:DD×G×Seq(RR)| I*(x↘g) ∧ IC(x,g) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr)}→RR
16. ∀x:DD.∀g:G. I(x) ⇔ Ibase(x,g) ∨ I*(x↘g)
17. ∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀Yr:Seq(RR).∀y:RR.

IC(x,g) ∧p(g,y) ∧O*(x↘g,Yr) ⇒ O(x,y) ⇔ Orec(x,g,Yr,y)
18. ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ O(x,f(x))
19. ∀x:DD.∀g:G. Ibase(x,g) ∧ IC(x,g) ⇒ O(x,fbase(x,g)) ∧ p(g,fbase(x,g))
20. ∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀Yr:Seq(RR).

I*(x↘g) ∧IC(x,g) ∧O*(x↘g,Yr) ⇒ p(g,frec(x,g,Yr)) ∧Orec(x,g,Yr,frec(x,g,Yr))
21.-24. x:DD, I(x), g:G, IC(x,g)
` let y = if Ibase(x,g) then fbase(x,g) else frec(x,g,f*(x↘g)) in O(x,y) ∧ p(g,y)

BY consider cases Ibase(x,g) ∨ ¬Ibase(x,g) and evaluate
25. Ibase(x,g)
` O(x,fbase(x,g)) ∧ p(g,base(x,g))
* BY instantiate hypothesis 19 on x and g

25. ¬Ibase(x,g)
` O(x,frec(x,g,f*(x↘g))) ∧ p(g,frec(x,g,f*(x↘g)))

BY instantiate hypothesis 20 on x, g, and f*(x↘g) proving the preconditions separately
` I*(x↘g)

BY instantiate hypothesis 16 on x and g and use hypothesis 22.
26. Ibase(x,g) ∨ I*(x↘g)
` I*(x↘g)
* BY case analysis on hypothesis 26 using hypothesis 25 to exclude the first case

26. I*(x↘g)
` O*(x↘g,f*(x↘g))

BY instantiate the definitions of I*, O*, and f*

26. ∀x’∈x↘g.I(x’)
` |x↘g|=|[f(x’)|x’∈x↘g]| ∧ ∀i∈domain(x↘g).O((x↘g)i,[f(x’)|x’∈x↘g]i)

BY use lemma A.5.10.6 to prove the first conjunct and introduce further assumptions
27.-28. i:int, i∈domain(x↘g)
` O((x↘g)i,[f(x’)|x’∈x↘g]i)

BY instantiate hypotheses 26 and 18 on (x↘g)i
29.-30. I((x↘g)i), O((x↘g)i, f((x↘g)i))
` O((x↘g)i,[f(x’)|x’∈x↘g]i)
* BY rewrite [f(x’)|x’∈x↘g]i (lemma A.5.11.4) and apply hypothesis 30

26.-27. I*(x↘g), O*(x↘g,f*(x↘g))
28.-29. p(g,frec(x,g,f*(x↘g))), Orec(x,g,f*(x↘g),frec(x,g,f*(x↘g)))
` O(x,frec(x,g,f*(x↘g))) ∧ p(g,frec(x,g,f*(x↘g)))

BY use hypothesis 28 for the second conjunct and instantiate hypothesis 17
on x, g, f*(x↘g), and frec(x,g,f*(x↘g))

30. O(x,frec(x,g,f*(x↘g))) ⇔ Orec(x,g,f*(x↘g),frec(x,g,f*(x↘g)))
` O(x,frec(x,g,f*(x↘g)))
* BY modus ponens and hypothesis 29. 2
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Lemma 4.1.20.1
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀primitive:DD→Bool.
∀fp:(DD|I ∧primitive)→RR. ∀f0:(DD|I ∧¬primitive)→RR.

fp satisfies specpart(spec,primitive)
∧ f0 satisfies specpart(spec,¬primitive)
⇒ λx. if primitive(x) then fp(x) else f0(x) satisfies spec

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)
6.- 7. spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, primitive:DD→Bool.
8.- 9. fp:(DD|I ∧primitive)→RR, f0:(DD|I ∧¬primitive)→RR

10. ∀x:DD. I(x) ∧primitive(x) ⇒ O(x,fp(x))
11. ∀x:DD. I(x) ∧¬primitive(x) ⇒ O(x,f0(x))
12.-13. x:DD, I(x)
` O( x, if primitive(x) then fp(x) else f0(x) )

BY consider cases primitive(x) ∨¬primitive(x) and evaluate
14. primitive(x)
` O( x, fp(x) )
* BY instantiate hypothesis 11 on x
14. ¬primitive(x)
` O( x, f0(x) )
* BY instantiate hypothesis 12 on x 2

Lemma 4.1.20.2
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀primitive:DD→Bool.

spec is satisfiable
⇐ specpart(spec,primitive) is satisfiable
∧ specpart(spec,¬primitive) is satisfiable

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)
6.- 7. spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, primitive:DD→Bool.
8.- 9. fp:(DD|I ∧primitive)→RR, fp satisfies specpart(spec,primitive)

10.-11. f0:(DD|I ∧¬primitive)→RR, f0 satisfies specpart(spec,¬primitive)
` spec is satisfiable
* BY introduce λx.if primitive(x) then fp(x) else f0(x) and apply lemma 4.1.20.1 2
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To show that the algorithms derived in a LOPS synthesis do in fact satisfy the specifications we
have to reason inductively about the effects of a computation which terminates after k steps.
This is the case if the chain generated by x↘fdc(x) leads only to irreducible input values after
k iterations, a condition which is satisfied whenever the recursion schemes is well-founded.

To simplify the presentation of our proofs we introduce the following notation for the standard
chaining function induced by the guessing function fdc.

Definition C.4.1

ch(fdc,↘) ≡ λx.x↘fdc(x)

Lemma C.4.2
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC. ∀DC:PROP(DD×RR).
∀↘:DD×RR→ Seq(DD). ∀Ibase:DD×RR→ Bool. ∀Orec:PROP(DD×RR×Seq(RR)×RR).
∀fdc:DD|I→RR. ∀fbase:(DD×RR|Ibase ∧DC ∧¬O)→RR.
∀frec:{〈〈x,g,Yr〉〉:DD×RR×Seq(RR)| I*(x↘g) ∧ DC(x,g) ∧¬O(x,g) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr)}→RR. ∀φ:DD;RR.

∀x:DD.∀g,y:RR.∀Yr:Seq(RR).
DC(x,g) ∧¬O(x,g) ∧ g 6=

RR
y ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr) ⇒ O(x,y) ⇔ Orec(x,g,Yr,y)

∧ ∀x:DD.∀g:RR. I(x) ⇔ Ibase(x,g) ∨ I*(x↘g)
∧ fdc satisfies specDC(spec,RR,DC)
∧ fbase satisfies specbase(spec,RR, DC ∧¬O, 6=RR ,Ibase)
∧ frec satisfies specrec(spec,RR, DC ∧¬O, 6=RR ,↘,Orec)
∧ φ = fix(f,x. let g=fdc(x) in if O(x,g) then g

else if Ibase(x,g) then fbase(x,g)
else frec(x,g,f*(x↘g))

) in DD;RR
⇒ ∀k:IN.∀x:DD. I(x) ∧ empty?(ch(fdc,↘)k(x)) ⇒ O(x,φ(x))

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool
6.- 8. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC, DC:PROP(DD×RR), ↘:DD×RR→ Seq(DD)
9.-10. Ibase:DD×RR→ Bool, Orec:PROP(DD×RR×Seq(RR)×RR)

11.-12. fdc:DD|I→RR, fbase:(DD×RR|Ibase ∧DC ∧¬O)→RR
13.-14. frec:{〈〈x,g,Yr〉〉:DD×RR×Seq(RR)| I*(x↘g) ∧ DC(x,g)¬O(x,g) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr)}→RR, φ:DD;RR
15. ∀x:DD.∀g,y:RR.∀Yr:Seq(RR).

DC(x,g)¬O(x,g) ∧ g 6=
RR
y ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr) ⇒ O(x,y) ⇔ Orec(x,g,Yr,y)

16. ∀x:DD.∀g:RR. I(x) ⇔ Ibase(x,g) ∨ I*(x↘g)
17. ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ DC(x,fdc(x))
18. ∀x:DD.∀g:RR. Ibase(x,g) ∧ DC(x,g) ∧ ¬O(x,g) ⇒ O(x,fbase(x,g)) ∧ g6=

RR
fbase(x,g)

19. ∀x:DD.∀g:RR.∀Yr:Seq(RR). I*(x↘g) ∧ DC(x,g) ∧ ¬O(x,g) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr) ⇒
g 6=

RR
frec(x,g,Yr) ∧ Orec(x,g,Yr,frec(x,g,Yr))

20. φ = fix(f,x. let g=fdc(x) in if O(x,g) then g
else if Ibase(x,g) then fbase(x,g)

else frec(x,g,f*(x↘g))
) in DD;RR

` ∀k:IN.∀x:DD. I(x) ∧ empty?(ch(fdc,↘)k(x)) ⇒ O(x,φ(x))
BY Induction over k - repeatedly introducing assumptions

21.-23. x:DD, I(x), empty?(ch(fdc,↘)k(x))
` O(x,φ(x))
* BY hypothesis 23 contradicts lemma C.2.1.1: ch(fdc,↘)0(x) =

Set(DD)
{x}
continued on the next page
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21.-22. k:IN, ∀x:DD. I(x) ∧ empty?(ch(fdc,↘)k(x)) ⇒ O(x,φ(x))
23.-25. x:DD, I(x), empty?(ch(fdc,↘)k+1(x))
` O(x,φ(x))

BY case analysis: O(x,g) ∨ ¬O(x,g) ∧Ibase(x,g) ∨ ¬O(x,g) ∧¬Ibase(x,g) where g=fdc(x)
26. O(x,φ(x))
` O(x,fdc(x))
* BY evaluate φ(x)=fdc(x) and use hypothesis 26.

26.-27. ¬O(x,fdc(x)), Ibase(x,fdc(x))
` O(x,φ(x))

BY evaluate φ(x)=fbase(x,fdc(x). Instantiate hypothesis 17 on x and 18 on x, fdc(x)
28.-30. DC(x,fdc(x)), O(x,fbase(x,fdc(x))), fdc(x) 6=RR fbase(x,fdc(x))
` O(x,fbase(x,fdc(x)))
* BY hypothesis 29.

26.-27. ¬O(x,fdc(x)), ¬Ibase(x,fdc(x))
` O(x,φ(x))

BY evaluate φ(x)=frec(x,fdc(x),φ*(x↘fdc(x))),
claim I*(x↘fdc(x)), O*(x↘fdc(x),φ*(x↘fdc(x))),
and instantiate hypotheses 17 on x and 19 on x, fdc(x), φ*(x↘fdc(x))

` I*(x↘fdc(x))
* BY instantiate hypothesis 16 on x, fdc(x) and use hypotheses 24 and 27.
28. I*(x↘fdc(x))
` O*(x↘fdc(x),φ*(x↘fdc(x)))

BY claim ∀x’∈x↘fdc(x). O(x’,φ(x’))
` ∀x’∈x↘fdc(x). O(x’,φ(x’))

BY introduce assumptions using lemma A.4.7.12
29.-30. x’:DD, x’∈DDx↘fdc(x)
` O(x’,φ(x’))
* BY apply induction hypothesis 22 instantiated on x’

showing I(x’) by hypotheses 28 and 30
and empty?(ch(fdc,↘)k(x’)) via lemma C.2.1.5

29. ∀x’∈x↘fdc(x). O(x’,φ(x’))
` O*(x↘fdc(x),φ*(x↘fdc(x)))
* BY rewrite hypothesis 29 as in the proof of lemma 4.1.17.1

28.-30. I*(x↘fdc(x)), O*(x↘fdc(x),φ*(x↘fdc(x))) , DC(x,fdc(x))
31. fdc(x) 6=RR frec(x,fdc(x),φ*(x↘fdc(x)))
32. Orec(x,fdc(x),φ*(x↘fdc(x)),frec(x,fdc(x),φ*(x↘fdc(x))))
` O(x,frec(x,fdc(x),φ*(x↘fdc(x))))
* BY instantiate hypothesis 15 on x, fdc(x), frec(x,fdc(x),φ*(x↘fdc(x))),

and φ*(x↘fdc(x)) and use modus ponens and hypothesis 32. 2
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Lemma 4.1.22
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC. ∀DC:PROP(DD×RR).
∀↘:DD×RR→ Seq(DD). ∀Ibase:DD×RR→ Bool. ∀Orec:PROP(DD×RR×Seq(RR)×RR).
∀fdc:DD|I→RR. ∀fbase:(DD×RR|Ibase ∧DC ∧¬O)→RR.
∀frec:{〈〈x,g,Yr〉〉:DD×RR×Seq(RR)| I*(x↘g) ∧ DC(x,g) ∧¬O(x,g) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr)}→RR.

∀x:DD.∀g,y:RR.∀Yr:Seq(RR).
DC(x,g) ∧¬O(x,g) ∧ g 6=

RR
y ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr) ⇒ O(x,y) ⇔ Orec(x,g,Yr,y)

∧ ∀x:DD.∀g:RR. I(x) ⇔ Ibase(x,g) ∨ I*(x↘g)
∧ 〈〈DD,RR,↘〉〉 is well-founded
∧ fdc satisfies specDC(spec,RR,DC)
∧ fbase satisfies specbase(spec,RR,DC ∧¬O, 6=RR ,Ibase)
∧ frec satisfies specrec(spec,RR,DC ∧¬O, 6=RR ,↘,Orec)
⇒ let φ = fix(f,x. let g=fdc(x) in if O(x,g) then g

else if Ibase(x,g) then fbase(x,g)
else frec(x,g,f*(x↘g))

)
in φ satisfies spec

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool
6.- 8. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC, DC:PROP(DD×RR), ↘:DD×RR→ Seq(DD)
9.-10. Ibase:DD×RR→ Bool, Orec:PROP(DD×RR×Seq(RR)×RR)

11.-12. fdc:DD|I→RR, fbase:(DD×RR|Ibase ∧DC ∧¬O)→RR
13. frec:{〈〈x,g,Yr〉〉:DD×RR×Seq(RR)| I*(x↘g) ∧ DC(x,g)¬O(x,g) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr)}→RR
14. ∀x:DD.∀g,y:RR.∀Yr:Seq(RR).

DC(x,g)¬O(x,g) ∧ g 6=
RR
y ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr) ⇒ O(x,y) ⇔ Orec(x,g,Yr,y)

15. ∀x:DD.∀g:RR. I(x) ⇔ Ibase(x,g) ∨ I*(x↘g)
16. ∀ch:Chains(RS).∀x:DD.∃k:IN.empty?( chi(x) )
17. ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ DC(x,fdc(x))
18. ∀x:DD.∀g:RR. Ibase(x,g) ∧ DC(x,g) ∧ ¬O(x,g) ⇒ O(x,fbase(x,g)) ∧ g6=

RR
fbase(x,g)

19. ∀x:DD.∀g:RR.∀Yr:Seq(RR). I*(x↘g) ∧ DC(x,g) ∧ ¬O(x,g) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr) ⇒
g 6=

RR
frec(x,g,Yr) ∧ Orec(x,g,Yr,frec(x,g,Yr))

20.-21. x:DD, I(x)
` let φ = fix(f,x. let g=fdc(x) in if O(x,g) then g

else if Ibase(x,g) then fbase(x,g)
else frec(x,g,f*(x↘g))

)
in O(x,φ(x))
BY instantiate hypothesis 16 on ch(fdc,↘) and x
22.-23. k:IN, empty?(ch(fdc,↘)k(x))
` let φ = fix(f,x. let g=fdc(x) in if O(x,g) then g

else if Ibase(x,g) then fbase(x,g)
else frec(x,g,f*(x↘g))

)
in O(x,φ(x))

* BY instantiate lemma C.4.2 on all variables introduced hypotheses 1-5, 7-13, on x and k.

2
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Lemma C.4.3
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀DC:PROP(DD×G). ∀t:G×RR→ Bool.
∀primitive:DD→Bool. ∀↘:DD×G→ Seq(DD). ∀Ibase:DD×G→ Bool.
∀Orec:PROP(DD×G×Seq(RR)×RR). ∀fp:(DD|I ∧primitive)→RR. ∀fdc:DD|I ∧¬primitive→G.
∀fbase:(DD×G|Ibase ∧DC)→RR.
∀frec:{〈〈x,g,Yr〉〉:DD×G×Seq(RR)| I*(x↘g) ∧ DC(x,g) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr)}→RR. ∀φ:DD;RR.

∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀Yr:Seq(RR).∀y:RR.
DC(x,g) ∧ t(g,y) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr) ⇒ O(x,y) ⇔ Orec(x,g,Yr,y)

∧ ∀x:DD.∀g:G. ¬primitive(x) ⇒ I(x) ⇔ Ibase(x,g) ∨ I*(x↘g)
∧ fp satisfies specpart(spec,primitive)
∧ fdc satisfies specDC(specpart(spec,¬primitive),G,DC)
∧ fbase satisfies specbase(specpart(spec,¬primitive),G,DC,t,Ibase)
∧ frec satisfies specrec(specpart(spec,¬primitive),G,DC,t,↘,Orec)
∧ φ = fix(f,x. if primitive(x) then fp(x)

else let g=fdc(x) in if Ibase(x,g) then fbase(x,g)
else frec(x,g,f*(x↘g))

) in DD;RR
⇒ ∀k:IN.∀x:DD. I(x) ∧ empty?(ch(fdc,↘)k(x)) ⇒ O(x,φ(x))

Proof: (c.f. the proof of lemma C.4.2))

BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)
6.- 9. spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, G:DOMAINS, DC:PROP(DD×G), t:G×RR→ Bool

10.-13. primitive:DD→Bool, ↘:DD×G→Seq(DD), Ibase:DD×G→Bool, Orec:PROP(DD×G×Seq(RR)×RR)
14.-15. fp:(DD|I ∧primitive)→RR, fdc:DD|I→G,
16. fbase:(DD×G|Ibase ∧DC)→RR
17.-18. frec:{〈〈x,g,Yr〉〉:DD×G×Seq(RR)| I*(x↘g) ∧ DC(x,g) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr)}→RR, φ:DD;RR
19. ∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀Yr:Seq(RR).∀y:RR.

DC(x,g) ∧ t(g,y) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr) ⇒ O(x,y) ⇔ Orec(x,g,Yr,y)
20. ∀x:DD.∀g:G. ¬primitive(x) ⇒ I(x) ⇔ Ibase(x,g) ∨ I*(x↘g)
21. ∀x:DD. I(x) ∧primitive(x) ⇒ O(x,fp(x))
22. ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ DC(x,fdc(x))
23. ∀x:DD.∀g:G. Ibase(x,g) ∧ DC(x,g) ⇒ O(x,fbase(x,g)) ∧ t(g,fbase(x,g))
24. ∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀Yr:Seq(RR).

I*(x↘g) ∧DC(x,g) ∧O*(x↘g,Yr) ⇒ t(g,frec(x,g,Yr)) ∧Orec(x,g,Yr,frec(x,g,Yr))
25. φ = fix(f,x. if primitive(x) then fp(x)

else let g=fdc(x) in if Ibase(x,g) then fbase(x,g)
else frec(x,g,f*(x↘g))

) in DD;RR
` ∀k:IN.∀x:DD. I(x) ∧ empty?(ch(fdc,↘)k(x)) ⇒ O(x,φ(x))

BY Induction over k - repeatedly introducing assumptions

26.-28. x:DD, I(x), empty?(ch(fdc,↘)k(x))
` O(x,φ(x))
* BY hypothesis 26 contradicts lemma C.2.1.1: ch(fdc,↘)0(x) =

Set(DD)
{x}

26.-27. k:IN, ∀x:DD. I(x) ∧ empty?(ch(fdc,↘)k(x)) ⇒ O(x,φ(x))
28.-30. x:DD, I(x), empty?(ch(fdc,↘)k+1(x))
` O(x,φ(x))

BY consider cases: primitive(x), ¬primitive(x) ∧Ibase(x,fdc(x)),
and ¬primitive(x) ∧¬Ibase(x,fdc(x))

31. primitive(x)
` O(x,φ(x))
* BY evaluate φ(x) to fp(x) and instantiate hypothesis 21 on x.

continued on the next page
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31.-32. ¬primitive(x), Ibase(x,fdc(x))
` O(x,φ(x))
* BY evaluate φ(x) to fbase(x,fdc(x) and instantiate hypothesis 23 on x, fdc(x)

using hypothesis 22 to prove the preconditions.

31.-32. ¬primitive(x), ¬Ibase(x,fdc(x))
` O(x,φ(x))

BY evaluate φ(x)=frec(x,fdc(x),φ*(x↘fdc(x))),
claim I*(x↘g), O*(x↘g,φ*(x↘fdc(x))),
and instantiate hypotheses 22 on x and 24 on x, fdc(x), φ*(x↘fdc(x))

` I*(x↘fdc(x))
* BY instantiate hypothesis 16 on x, fdc(x) and use hypotheses 24 and 27.
33. I*(x↘fdc(x))
` O*(x↘fdc(x),φ*(x↘fdc(x)))

BY claim ∀x’∈x↘fdc(x). O(x’,φ(x’))
` ∀x’∈x↘fdc(x). O(x’,φ(x’))

BY introduce assumptions using lemma A.4.7.12
34.-35. x’:DD, x’∈DDx↘fdc(x)
` O(x’,φ(x’))
* BY apply induction hypothesis 22 instantiated on x’

showing I(x’) by hypotheses 33 and 35
and empty?(ch(fdc,↘)k(x’)) via lemma C.2.1.5

34. ∀x’∈x↘fdc(x). O(x’,φ(x’))
` O*(x↘fdc(x),φ*(x↘fdc(x)))
* BY rewrite hypothesis 34 as in the proof of lemma 4.1.17.1

33.-35. I*(x↘g), BARO(x↘g,φ*(x↘fdc(x))) , DC(x,fdc(x))
36. t(fdc(x),frec(x,fdc(x),φ*(x↘fdc(x))))
37. Orec(x,fdc(x),φ*(x↘fdc(x)),frec(x,fdc(x),φ*(x↘fdc(x))))
` O(x,frec(x,fdc(x),φ*(x↘fdc(x))))
* BY rewriting hypothesis 37 via hypothesis 19. 2
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Lemma 4.1.24
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS. ∀G:DOMAINS. ∀DC:PROP(DD×G). ∀t:G×RR→ Bool.
∀primitive:DD→Bool. ∀↘:DD×G→ Seq(DD). ∀Ibase:DD×G→ Bool.
∀Orec:PROP(DD×G×Seq(RR)×RR). ∀fp:(DD|I ∧primitive)→RR. ∀fdc:DD|I ∧¬primitive→G.
∀fbase:(DD×G|Ibase ∧DC)→RR.
∀frec:{〈〈x,g,Yr〉〉:DD×G×Seq(RR)| I*(x↘g) ∧ DC(x,g) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr)}→RR.

∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀Yr:Seq(RR).∀y:RR.
DC(x,g) ∧ t(g,y) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr) ⇒ O(x,y) ⇔ Orec(x,g,Yr,y)

∧ ∀x:DD.∀g:G. ¬primitive(x) ⇒ I(x) ⇔ Ibase(x,g) ∨ I*(x↘g)
∧ 〈〈DD,RR,↘〉〉 is well-founded
∧ fp satisfies specpart(spec,primitive)
∧ fdc satisfies specDC(specpart(spec,¬primitive),G,DC)
∧ fbase satisfies specbase(specpart(spec,¬primitive),G,DC,t,Ibase)
∧ frec satisfies specrec(specpart(spec,¬primitive),G,DC,t,↘,Orec)

⇒ let φ = fix(f,x. if primitive(x) then fp(x)
else let g=fdc(x) in if Ibase(x,g) then fbase(x,g)

else frec(x,g,f*(x↘g))
)

in φ satisfies spec

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)
6.- 9. spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, G:DOMAINS, DC:PROP(DD×G), t:G×RR→ Bool

10.-13. primitive:DD→Bool, ↘:DD×G→Seq(DD), Ibase:DD×G→Bool, Orec:PROP(DD×G×Seq(RR)×RR)
14.-15. fp:(DD|I ∧primitive)→RR, fdc:DD|I→G,
16. fbase:fbase:(DD×G|Ibase ∧DC)→RR
17. frec:{〈〈x,g,Yr〉〉:DD×G×Seq(RR)| I*(x↘g) ∧ DC(x,g) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr)}→RR
18. ∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀Yr:Seq(RR).∀y:RR.

DC(x,g) ∧ t(g,y) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr) ⇒ O(x,y) ⇔ Orec(x,g,Yr,y)
19. ∀x:DD.∀g:G. ¬primitive(x) ⇒ I(x) ⇔ Ibase(x,g) ∨ I*(x↘g)
20. ∀ch:Chains(RS).∀x:DD.∃k:IN.empty?( chi(x) )
21. ∀x:DD. I(x) ∧primitive(x) ⇒ O(x,fp(x))
22. ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ DC(x,fdc(x))
23. ∀x:DD.∀g:G. Ibase(x,g) ∧ DC(x,g) ⇒ O(x,fbase(x,g)) ∧ t(g,fbase(x,g))
24. ∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀Yr:Seq(RR).

I*(x↘g) ∧DC(x,g) ∧O*(x↘g,Yr) ⇒ t(g,frec(x,g,Yr)) ∧Orec(x,g,Yr,frec(x,g,Yr))
25.-26. x:DD, I(x)
` let φ = fix(f,x. if primitive(x) then fp(x)

else let g=fdc(x) in if Ibase(x,g) then fbase(x,g)
else frec(x,g,f*(x↘g))

)
in O(x,φ(x))

* BY instantiate hypothesis 20 on ch(fdc,↘) and x and apply lemma C.4.3 to the result 2
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Theorem 4.1.25
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC.

spec is satisfiable
⇐ ∃DC:PROP(DD×RR). ∃↘:DD×RR→ Seq(DD). ∃Ibase:DD×RR→ Bool. ∃∀Orec:PROP(DD×RR×Seq(RR)×RR).

∀x:DD.∀g,y:RR.∀Yr:Seq(RR).
DC(x,g) ∧¬O(x,g) ∧ g 6=

RR
y ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr) ⇒ O(x,y) ⇔ Orec(x,g,Yr,y)

∧ ∀x:DD.∀g:RR. I(x) ⇔ Ibase(x,g) ∨ I*(x↘g)
∧ 〈〈DD,RR,↘〉〉 is well-founded
∧ specDC(spec,RR,DC) is satisfiable
∧ specbase(spec,RR,λx,g.DC(x,g) ∧¬O(x,g), 6=RR ,Ibase) is satisfiable
∧ specrec(spec,RR,λx,g.DC(x,g) ∧¬O(x,g), 6=RR ,↘,Orec) is satisfiable

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool
6.- 8. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC, DC:PROP(DD×RR), ↘:DD×RR→ Seq(DD)
9.-10. Ibase:DD×RR→ Bool, Orec:PROP(DD×RR×Seq(RR)×RR)

11.-12. fdc:DD|I→RR, fbase:{〈〈x,g〉〉:DD×RR | Ibase(x,g) ∧DC(x,g)}→RR
13. frec:{〈〈x,g,Yr〉〉:DD×RR×Seq(RR)| I*(x↘g) ∧ DC(x,g) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr)}→RR
14. ∀x:DD.∀g,y:RR.∀Yr:Seq(RR).

DC(x,g) ∧¬O(x,g) ∧ g 6=
RR
y ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr) ⇒ O(x,y) ⇔ Orec(x,g,Yr,y)

15. ∀x:DD.∀g:RR. I(x) ⇔ Ibase(x,g) ∨ I*(x↘g)
16. 〈〈DD,RR,↘〉〉 is well-founded
17. fdc satisfies specDC(spec,RR,DC)
18. fbase satisfies specbase(spec,RR,λx,g.DC(x,g) ∧¬O(x,g),6=RR ,Ibase)
19. frec satisfies specrec(spec,RR,λx,g.DC(x,g) ∧¬O(x,g),6=RR ,↘,Orec)
` ∃φ:DD|I→RR. φ satisfies spec
* BY explicitly introduce the solution given in lemma 4.1.22 2
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Theorem 4.1.26
`∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:SPECIFICATIONS.

spec is satisfiable
⇐ ∃G:DOMAINS. ∃DC:PROP(DD×G). ∃t:G×RR→ Bool. ∃primitive:DD→Bool.

∃↘:DD×G→ Seq(DD). ∃Ibase:DD×G→ Bool. ∃Orec:PROP(DD×G×Seq(RR)×RR).
∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀Yr:Seq(RR).∀y:RR.

DC(x,g) ∧ t(g,y) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr) ⇒ O(x,y) ⇔ Orec(x,g,Yr,y)
∧ ∀x:DD.∀g:G. ¬primitive(x) ⇒ I(x) ⇔ Ibase(x,g) ∨ I*(x↘g)
∧ 〈〈DD,RR,↘〉〉 is well-founded
∧ specpart(spec,primitive) is satisfiable
∧ specDC(specpart(spec,¬primitive),G,DC) is satisfiable
∧ specbase(specpart(spec,¬primitive),G,DC,t,Ibase) is satisfiable
∧ specrec(specpart(spec,¬primitive),G,DC,t,↘,Orec) is satisfiable

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:SPECIFICATIONS, DD:DOMAINS, RR:DOMAINS, I:PROP(DD), O:PROP(DD×RR)
6.- 9. spec=〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉 in SPECIFICATIONS, G:DOMAINS, DC:PROP(DD×G), t:G×RR→ Bool

10.-13. primitive:DD→Bool, ↘:DD×G→Seq(DD), Ibase:DD×G→Bool, Orec:PROP(DD×G×Seq(RR)×RR)
14.-15. fp:{x:DD|I(x) ∧primitive(x)}→RR, fdc:DD|I→G,
16. fbase:{x,g:DD×G|Ibase(x,g) ∧DC(x,g)}→RR
17. frec:{〈〈x,g,Yr〉〉:DD×G×Seq(RR)| I*(x↘g) ∧ DC(x,g) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr)}→RR
18. ∀x:DD.∀g:G.∀Yr:Seq(RR).∀y:RR.

DC(x,g) ∧ t(g,y) ∧ O*(x↘g,Yr) ⇒ O(x,y) ⇔ Orec(x,g,Yr,y)
19. ∀x:DD.∀g:G. ¬primitive(x) ⇒ I(x) ⇔ Ibase(x,g) ∨ I*(x↘g)
20. 〈〈DD,RR,↘〉〉 is well-founded
21. fp satisfies specpart(spec,primitive)
22. fdc satisfies specDC(specpart(spec,¬primitive),G,DC)
23. fbase satisfies specbase(specpart(spec,¬primitive),G,DC,t,Ibase)
24. frec satisfies specrec(specpart(spec,¬primitive),G,DC,t,↘,Orec)
` ∃φ:DD|I→RR. φ satisfies spec
* BY explicitly introduce the solution given in lemma 4.1.24 2
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C.5 Synthesis of Global Search Algorithms

Lemma 4.2.3.1
` ∀G:GS.Gproj: G is a GS-theory ⇒ ∀Faux:{x,s:DD×SS | I(x) ∧J(x,s)}→Set(RR).

Faux satisfies
FUNCTION Aux(x,s:DD×SS) WHERE I(x) ∧J(x,s) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)}

⇒ FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)} = Faux(x,s0(x)) is consistent

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 6. G:GS, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool, SS:TYPES
7.-10. J:DD×SS→Bool, s0:DD|I→SS, sat:RR×SS→Bool, split:DD|I×SS→Set(SS), ext:SS→Set(RR)

11. G = 〈〈〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉, SS, J, s0, sat, split, ext〉〉 in GS
12. ax1: ∀x:DD|I. J(x,s0(x))
13. ax2: ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∀t∈split(x,s).J(x,t)
14. ax3: ∀x:DD|I.∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒ sat(z,s0(x))
15. ax4: ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒

sat(z,s) ⇔ ∃k:IN.∃t∈splitk(x,s).z∈RRext(t)
16. Faux:{x,s:DD×SS|I(x) ∧J(x,s)}→Set(RR)
17. Faux satisfies

FUNCTION Aux(x,s:DD×SS) WHERE I(x) ∧J(x,s) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)}
` FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)} = Faux(x,s0(x)) is consistent

BY Unfold definitions 2.4.3 and 2.4.7 in hypothesis 17 and the conclusion
17. ∀x:DD.∀s:SS. I(x) ∧J(x,s) ⇒ Faux(x,s)=̂{z:RR|O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)}
` ∀x:DD. I(x) ⇒ Faux(x,s0(x))=̂{z:RR|O(x,z)}

BY Unfold the definition of =̂ (2.3.6) in hypothesis 17 and the conclusion
and introduce the new assumptions

17. ∀x:DD.∀s:SS. I(x) ∧J(x,s) ⇒ ∀z:RR. z∈RRFaux(x,s) ⇔ O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)
18.-20. x:DD, I(x), z:RR
` z∈RRFaux(x,s0(x)) ⇔ O(x,z)

BY Instantiate ax1 on x, ax3 on x,z, and hypothesis 17 on x,s0(x),z
21.-22. J(x,s0(x)), O(x,z) ⇒ sat(z,s0(x))
23. z∈RRFaux(x,s0(x)) ⇔ O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s0(x))
` z∈RRFaux(x,s0(x)) ⇔ O(x,z)
* BY Standard logical reasoning using hypotheses 22 and 23 2

In the proof of lemma 4.2.3.2, stating the consistency of the program
FUNCTION Faux(x,s:DD×SS) WHERE I(x) ∧J(x,s) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)}

= {z|z∈ext(s) ∧O(x,z)} ∪ ⋃{Faux(x,t)| t∈split(x,s)}
one has to reason inductively about the result of a computation in relation to the number i
of split operations before termination. This result can be described as the collection of all the
solutions directly extractable from descriptors belonging to the sets splitj(x,s), 0≤<i:

⋃{ {z|z∈ext(t) ∧ O(x,z)} | t∈⋃{splitj(x,r)|j∈{0..i-1} } }.
which we abbreviate as

⋃{EXTO,x(t)|t∈split0..i−1(x,s)} to simplify the presentation of the for-
mal proof.
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For this purpose we define the following notations:

Definition C.5.1
EXTO,x(s) ≡ {z|z∈ext(s) ∧ O(x,z)}
spliti..j(x,s) ≡ ⋃{splitk(x,s)|k∈{i..j} }
AUXG ≡ Gproj: fix(Faux,x,s .{z|z∈ext(s) ∧ O(x,z)} ∪ ⋃{Faux(x,t)|t∈split(x,s)})

The following lemma summarizes the most important properties of the iteration of the split
operation. For a more legible presentation we display quantifications common to all sublemmata
at the beginning.

Lemma C.5.2
∀D,S:TYPES.∀split:D×S→ Set(S).∀x:D.∀s:S.
1. split0(x,s) =

Set(S)
{s}

2. ∀i:IN. spliti+1(x,s) =
Set(S)

⋃{spliti(x,t)|t∈split(x,s)}
3. ∀i:IN. spliti+1(x,s) =

Set(S)

⋃{split(x,t)|t∈spliti(x,s)}
4. ∀i,j:IN. i>j ⇒ empty?(spliti..j(x,s))
5. ∀i:IN. spliti..i(x,s) =

Set(S)
spliti(x,s)

6. ∀i,j:IN. spliti+1..j(x,s)∪spliti(x,s) =
Set(S)

spliti..j(x,s)
7. ∀i,j:IN. spliti..j−1(x,s)∪splitj(x,s) =

Set(S)
spliti..j(x,s)

8. ∀i,j:IN. spliti..j(x,s) =
Set(S)

⋃{spliti−1..j−1(x,t)| t∈split(x,s)}
9. ∀i:IN. empty?(spliti(x,s)) ⇒ ∀j:IN.empty?(spliti+j(x,s))

10. ∀i:IN. empty?(spliti+1(x,s)) ⇒ ∀t∈split(x,s).empty?(spliti(x,t))
11. ∀i:IN.∀t:S. empty?(spliti+1(x,s)) ⇒ ∃k:IN. t∈SSsplit

k(x,s) ⇔ t∈SSsplit
0..i(x,s)

12. ∀i:IN.∀D’:TYPES.∀θ:D’→D.∀y:D’. spliti(θ(y),s) =
Set(S)

(λ(z,t.split(θ(z),t))i(y,s)

Proof: 1. and 2. follow immediately from definition 4.2.1; 3. is shown by induction over i using 2

and lemma A.4.17.4; 4.-8. are consequences of lemmata A.4.10, A.4.11, and A.4.17; 9. is shown by
induction over j using 3; 10. follows from 2.; 11. follows from 9.; 12. is shown by induction over i

using 2. 2

Lemma C.5.3
` ∀G:GS.Gproj: G is a GS-theory ⇒ ∀i:IN.∀x:DD.∀s:SS. I(x) ∧ J(x,s) ⇒

empty?(spliti(x,s)) ⇒ AUXG(x,s) =
Set(RR)

⋃{EXTO,x(t)|t∈split0..i−1(x,s)}
Proof:

BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 6. G:GS, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool, SS:TYPES
7.-10. J:DD×SS→Bool, s0:DD|I→SS, sat:RR×SS→Bool, split:DD|I×SS→Set(SS), ext:SS→Set(RR)

11. G = 〈〈〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉, SS, J, s0, sat, split, ext〉〉 in GS
12. ax1: ∀x:DD|I. J(x,s0(x))
13. ax2: ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∀t∈split(x,s).J(x,t)
14. ax3: ∀x:DD|I.∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒ sat(z,s0(x))
15. ax4: ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒

sat(z,s) ⇔ ∃k:IN.∃t∈splitk(x,s).z∈RRext(t)
16. i:IN.
` ∀x:DD.∀s:SS. I(x) ∧ J(x,s) ⇒ empty?(spliti(x,s)) ⇒

AUXG(x,s) =
Set(RR)

⋃{EXTO,x(t)|t∈split0..i−1(x,s)}
continued on the next page
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BY Induction over i - repeatedly introducing assumptions

17.-21. x:DD, s:SS, I(x), J(x,s), empty?(split0(x,s))
` AUXG(x,s) =

Set(RR)

⋃{EXTO,x(t)|t∈split0..0−1(x,s)}
BY substitute split0(x,s) =

Set(S)
{s} in hypothesis 21. via lemma C.5.2.1

21. empty?({s})
` AUXG(x,s) =

Set(RR)

⋃{EXTO,x(t)|t∈split0..0−1(x,s)}
* BY contradiction in hypothesis 21 (lemma A.4.6.5)

17. ∀x:DD.∀s:SS. I(x) ∧ J(x,s) ⇒ empty?(spliti(x,s)) ⇒
AUXG(x,s) =

Set(RR)

⋃{EXTO,x(t)|t∈split0..i−1(x,s)}
18.-22. x:DD, s:SS, I(x), J(x,s), empty?(spliti+1(x,s))
` AUXG(x,s) =

Set(RR)

⋃{EXTO,x(t)|t∈split0..i(x,s)}
BY Unfold the definition of AUXG(x,s)
` EXTO,x(s) ∪ ⋃{AUXG(x,t)|t∈split(x,s)} =

Set(RR)

⋃{EXTO,x(t)|t∈split0..i(x,s)}
BY substitute

⋃{AUXG(x,t)|t∈split(x,s)}
=

Set(RR)

⋃{⋃{EXTO,x(u)|u∈split0..i−1(x,t)} | t∈split(x,s)}
=

Set(RR)

⋃{ EXTO,x(u) | u∈
⋃{split0..i−1(x,t)|t∈split(x,s)} }

=
Set(RR)

⋃{ EXTO,x(t) | t∈split1..i(x,s)}
(results in 4 subgoals corresponding to the 3 equations and the modified main goal)

` ⋃{AUXG(x,t)|t∈split(x,s)}
=

Set(RR)

⋃{⋃{EXTO,x(u)|u∈split0..i−1(x,t)} | t∈split(x,s)}
BY claim: ∀t∈split(x,s).AUXG(x,t) =

Set(RR)

⋃{EXTO,x(u)|u∈split0..i−1(x,t)}
` ∀t∈split(x,s). AUXG(x,t) =

Set(RR)

⋃{EXTO,x(u)|u∈split0..i−1(x,t)}
BY introduction of assumptions using Lemma A.4.7.12
23.-24. t:SS, t∈SSsplit(x,s)
` AUXG(x,t) =

Set(RR)

⋃{EXTO,x(u)|u∈split0..i−1(x,t)}
* BY instantiate induction hypothesis 17. on x,t using ax2 on x,s,t to

show J(x,t) and lemma C.5.2.9 on x,s,t to show empty?(spliti(x,t))
23. ∀t∈split(x,s). AUXG(x,t) =

Set(RR)

⋃{EXTO,x(u)|u∈split0..i−1(x,t)}
` ⋃{AUXG(x,t)|t∈split(x,s)}

=
Set(RR)

⋃{⋃{EXTO,x(u)|u∈split0..i−1(x,t)} | t∈split(x,s)}
* BY substitute the arguments of

⋃
via lemma A.4.11.17 using hypothesis 23.

` ⋃{⋃{EXTO,x(u)|u∈split0..i−1(x,t)} | t∈split(x,s)}
=

Set(RR)

⋃{ EXTO,x(u) | u∈
⋃{split0..i−1(x,t)|t∈split(x,s)} }

* BY on both sides substitute the arguments of
⋃

via lemma A.4.17.8 and 4.

` ⋃{ EXTO,x(u) | u∈
⋃{split0..i−1(x,t)|t∈split(x,s)} }

=
Set(RR)

⋃{EXTO,x(t)|t∈split1..i(x,s)}
* BY substitute

⋃{split0..i−1(x,t)|t∈split(x,s)} =
Set(S)

split1..i(x,s)
(lemma C.5.2.8)

` EXTO,x(s) ∪ ⋃{EXTO,x(t)|t∈split1..i(x,s)} =
Set(RR)

⋃{EXTO,x(t)|t∈split0..i(x,s)}
BY substitute EXTO,x(s) =

Set(RR)

⋃{EXTO,x(t)|t∈split0(x,s)}
(lemmata C.5.2.1, A.4.11.5, A.4.17.3)

` ⋃{EXTO,x(t)|t∈split0(x,s)} ∪ ⋃{EXTO,x(t)|t∈split1..i(x,s)}
=

Set(RR)

⋃{EXTO,x(t)|t∈split0..i(x,s)}
BY apply lemma A.4.14.7 and A.4.11.9
` ⋃{EXTO,x(t)|t∈ (split0(x,s)∪ split1..i(x,s) )}

=
Set(RR)

⋃{EXTO,x(t)|t∈split0..i(x,s)}
* BY substitute split0(x,s)∪ split1..i(x,s) =

Set(S)
split0..i(x,s)

(lemma C.5.2.6) 2
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Lemma C.5.3 and the well-foundedness axiom are sufficient to prove lemma 4.2.3.2. We have
shortened its formulation by folding the definition of AUX

G
.

Lemma 4.2.3.2
`∀G:GS.Gproj: G is a well-founded GS-theory ⇒

FUNCTION Faux(x,s:DD×SS) WHERE I(x) ∧J(x,s)
RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)} = AUXG(x,s)

is consistent

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions, unfolding the definition of (multivalued) consistency

(2.4.3, 2.4.7) and of =̂ (2.3.6) – as in the proof of Lemma 4.2.3.1
1.- 6. G:GS, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool, SS:TYPES
7.-10. J:DD×SS→Bool, s0:DD|I→SS, sat:RR×SS→Bool, split:DD|I×SS→Set(SS), ext:SS→Set(RR)

11. G = 〈〈〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉, SS, J, s0, sat, split, ext〉〉 in GS
12. ax1: ∀x:DD|I. J(x,s0(x))
13. ax2: ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∀t∈split(x,s).J(x,t)
14. ax3: ∀x:DD|I.∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒ sat(z,s0(x))
15. ax4: ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒

sat(z,s) ⇔ ∃k:IN.∃t∈splitk(x,s).z∈RRext(t)
16. ax5: ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∃k:IN.empty?(splitk(x,s))
17.-21. x:DD, s:SS, I(x), J(x,s), z:RR
` z∈RRAUXG(x,s) ⇔ O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)

BY instantiate ax5 on x and s.
22.-23. k:IN, empty?(splitk(x,s))
` z∈RRAUXG(x,s) ⇔ O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)

BY substitute AUXG(x,s) =
Set(RR)

⋃{EXTO,x(t)|t∈split0..k−1(x,s)} (lemma C.5.3)
` z∈RR

⋃{EXTO,x(t)|t∈split0..k−1(x,s)} ⇔ O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)
BY rewrite the left hand side according to lemma A.4.5.9 and A.4.8.12
` ∃t:SS.t∈SSsplit0..k−1(x,s) ∧ z∈RREXTO,x(t) ⇔ O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)

BY rewrite the left hand side according to lemma C.5.2.11, using hypothesis 23.
` ∃t:SS.∃k:IN. t∈SSsplit

k(x,s) ∧z∈RREXTO,x(t) ⇔ O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)
BY rewrite z∈RREXTO,x(t) according to lemma A.4.5.3.

unfolding the definition of EXTO,x(t)
` ∃t:SS.∃k:IN. t∈SSsplit

k(x,s) ∧z∈RRext(t) ∧ O(x,z) ⇔ O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)
BY instantiate ax4 on x,s,z rewriting it according to lemma A.4.8.12
24. O(x,z) ⇒ sat(z,s) ⇔ ∃k:IN.∃t.∃t:SS.t∈SSsplitk(x,s) ∧z∈RRext(t)
` ∃t:SS.∃k:IN. t∈SSsplit

k(x,s) ∧z∈RRext(t) ∧O(x,z) ⇔ O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)
* BY Standard logical reasoning using hypothesis 24. 2
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Theorem 4.2.4 summarizes the individual results of lemma 4.2.3. Again we have shortened its
formulation.

Theorem 4.2.4
` ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC.

satisfiable( FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)} )
⇐ ∃G:GS. G is a well-founded GS-Theory ∧ G extends spec

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool

6. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC
7.- 9. G:GS, G is a well-founded GS-Theory, spec = specG in BOOL-SPEC
` satisfiable( FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)} )

BY unfold the definition of (multivalued) satisfiability 2.4.4, 2.4.7
` ∃body:DD|I→Set(RR).

body satisfies FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)}
BY split G into its components, making use of hypotheses 9 and 6
10.-12. SS:TYPES, J:DD×SS→Bool, s0:DD|I→SS
13.-15. sat:RR×SS→Bool, split:DD|I×SS→Set(SS), ext:SS→Set(RR)
16. G = 〈〈〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉, SS, J, s0, sat, split, ext〉〉 in GS
` ∃body:DD|I→Set(RR).

body satisfies FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)}
BY introduce λx.AUXG(x,s0(x))
` λx.AUXG(x,s0(x)) satisfies

FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)}
BY instantiate lemma 4.2.3.1 on G,AUXG exchanging the notion ‘ satisfies’

by ‘ consistent’ according to definition 2.4.3
` AUXG satisfies FUNCTION Aux(x,s:DD×SS) WHERE I(x) ∧J(x,s)

RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)}
* BY instantiate lemma 4.2.3.2 on G 2

Lemma 4.2.6 shows the effects of substitutions reducing specifications to global search theories.

Lemma 4.2.6.1
` ∀spec:BOOL-SPEC.∀G:GS.∀θ:DOM(spec)→DOM(specG). G(θ,spec) extends spec

Proof: By construction: unfold the definitions of G(θ,sp) and extends 2

Lemma 4.2.6.2
` ∀spec:BOOL-SPEC.∀G:GS.∀θ:DOM(spec)→DOM(specG).

spec¿θspecG ∧ G is a GS-theory ⇒ G(θ,spec) is a GS-Theory

Proof: Subsumed by the one for lemma 4.2.6.3. (see below) 2
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Lemma 4.2.6.3
` ∀spec:BOOL-SPEC.∀G:GS.∀θ:DOM(spec)→DOM(specG).

spec¿θspecG ∧ G is a well-founded GS-theory
⇒ G(θ,spec) is a well-founded GS-Theory

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool

6. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC
7.-12. G:GS, DD’:TYPES, RR’:TYPES, I’:DD’→Bool, O’:DD’×RR’→Bool, SS:TYPES

13.-15. J:DD’×SS→Bool, s0:DD’|I’→SS, sat:RR’×SS→Bool, split:DD’|I’×SS→Set(SS)
16.-17. ext:SS→Set(RR’), G = 〈〈〈〈DD’,RR’,I’,O’〉〉, SS, J, s0, sat, split, ext〉〉 in GS
18. ax1: ∀x:DD’|I’. J(x,s0(x))
19. ax2: ∀x:DD’|I’.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∀t∈split(x,s).J(x,t)
20. ax3: ∀x:DD’|I’.∀z:RR’. O’(x,z) ⇒ sat(z,s0(x))
21. ax4: ∀x:DD’|I’.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∀z:RR’. O’(x,z) ⇒

sat(z,s) ⇔ ∃k:IN.∃t∈splitk(x,s).z∈RR’ext(t)
22. ax5: ∀x:DD’|I’.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∃k:IN.empty?(splitk(x,s))
23.-24. θ:DD|I→DD’|I’, spec¿θ〈〈DD’,RR’,I’,O’〉〉
` G(θ,spec) is a well-founded GS-Theory

BY unfold the definition of ¿θ (3.3.18) in hypothesis 24. and of G(θ,spec)
24.-26. RR⊂RR’, ∀x:DD|I. I’(θ(x)), ∀x:DD|I.∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒ O’(θ(x),z)
` 〈〈 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉, SS,λx,s.J(θ(x),s),λx.s0(θ(x)), sat, λx,s.split(θ(x),s), ext〉〉
is a well-founded GS-Theory
BY unfold the definition of well-founded GS-Theories; introduce all-quantified variables

and assumptions (results in 5 subgoals corresponding to the axioms for G(θ,spec))
27. x:DD|I
` J(θ(x),s0(θ(x)))
* BY instantiate ax1 on θ(x) using hypothesis 25.
27.-29. x:DD|I, s:SS, J(θ(x),s)
` ∀t∈split(θ(x),s).J(θ(x),t)
* BY instantiate ax2 on θ(x),s using hypothesis 25.
27.-29. x:DD|I, z:RR, O(x,z)
` sat(z,s0(θ(x)))
* BY instantiate ax3 on θ(x),z using hypotheses 24.-26.
27.-31. x:DD|I, s:SS, J(θ(x),s), z:RR, O(x,z)
` sat(z,s) ⇔ ∃k:IN.∃t∈splitk(θ(x),s).z∈RRext(t)
* BY instantiate ax4 on θ(x),s,z using hypotheses 24.-26.
27.-29. x:DD|I, s:SS, J(θ(x),s)
` ∃k:IN.empty?(splitk(θ(x),s))
* BY instantiate ax5 on θ(x),s using hypothesis 25. 2
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Corollary 4.2.7.1
` ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC.

satisfiable( FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)} )
⇐ ∃G:GS. G is a well-founded GS-Theory ∧ G generalizes spec

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool

6. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC
7.- 9. G:GS, G is a well-founded GS-Theory, G generalizes spec
` satisfiable( FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)} )

BY instantiate lemma 3.3.19.1 on spec, specG folding definition 4.2.5
10.-11. θ:DD|I→DOM(specG), spec¿θspecG
` satisfiable( FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)} )

BY instantiate lemma 4.2.6.3 and 1.
12.-13. G(θ,spec) is a well-founded GS-Theory, G(θ,spec) extends spec
` satisfiable( FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)} )
* BY Theorem 4.2.4 2

The following lemma states the key argument used in lemma 4.2.10. “If Φ is a necessary feasibility
filter for G then splitk and splitΦ

k behave identical as far as relevant elements (i.e. those
elements of the search space from which a feasible output can be extracted) are concerned”

Lemma C.5.4
` ∀G:GS.Gproj: G is a GS-theory ⇒ ∀Φ:Filters(G).Φ necessary filter for G ⇒ ∀k:IN.

∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒ ∀t:SS. z∈RRext(t) ⇒
t∈SSsplit

k(x,s) ⇔ t∈SSsplitΦ
k(x,s)

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions, unfolding the definition of filters
1.- 6. G:GS, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool, SS:TYPES
7.-10. J:DD×SS→Bool, s0:DD|I→SS, sat:RR×SS→Bool, split:DD|I×SS→Set(SS), ext:SS→Set(RR)

11. G = 〈〈〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉, SS, J, s0, sat, split, ext〉〉 in GS
12. ax1: ∀x:DD|I. J(x,s0(x))
13. ax2: ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∀t∈split(x,s).J(x,t)
14. ax3: ∀x:DD|I.∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒ sat(z,s0(x))
15. ax4: ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒

sat(z,s) ⇔ ∃k:IN.∃t∈splitk(x,s).z∈RRext(t)
16.-18. Φ:Filters(G), ∀x:DD.∀s:SS. Φ(x,s) ⇐ ∃z:RR. sat(z,s) ∧O(x,z), k:IN
` ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒ ∀t:SS. z∈RRext(t) ⇒

t∈SSsplit
k(x,s) ⇔ t∈SSsplitΦ

k(x,s)
BY induction over k - repeatedly introducing assumptions

continued on the next page
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19.-25. x:DD|I, s:SS, J(x,s), z:RR, O(x,z), t:SS, z∈RRext(t)
` t∈SSsplit

0(x,s) ⇔ t∈SSsplitΦ
0(x,s)

* BY substitute split0(x,s) =
Set(S)

{s} =
Set(S)

splitΦ
0(x,s) via lemma C.5.2.1

19. ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒ ∀t:SS. z∈RRext(t) ⇒
t∈SSsplit

k(x,s) ⇔ t∈SSsplitΦ
k(x,s)

20.-26. x:DD|I, s:SS, J(x,s), z:RR, O(x,z), t:SS, z∈RRext(t)
` t∈SSsplit

k+1(x,s) ⇔ t∈SSsplitΦ
k+1(x,s)

BY rewrite both sides according to lemma C.5.2.2
` t∈SS

⋃{splitk(x,r)|r∈split(x,s)} ⇔ t∈SS
⋃{splitΦ

k(x,r)|r∈splitΦ(x,s)}
BY rewrite both sides according to lemma A.4.5.9 and A.4.5.3
` ∃r∈split(x,s). t∈SSsplitk(x,r) ⇔ ∃r∈splitΦ(x,s). t∈SSsplitΦ

k(x,r)
BY prove both implications seperately, repeatedly introducing assumptions

using lemma A.4.5.4

27.-29. r:SS, r∈SSsplit(x,s), t∈SSsplit
k(x,r)

` ∃r:SS. r∈SSsplit(x,s) ∧ Φ(x,r) ∧ t∈SSsplitΦ
k(x,r)

BY introduce r, proving r∈SSsplit(x,s) via hypothesis 28.
` Φ(x,r)

BY modus ponens with hypothesis 17. instantiated on x,r
` ∃z:RR. sat(z,r) ∧O(x,z)

BY introduce z, proving O(x,z) via hypothesis 24.
` sat(z,r)

BY modus ponens with axiom ax4 on x,r,z
– J(x,r) follows from axiom ax2

` ∃k:IN.∃t∈splitk(x,r).z∈RRext(t)
* BY introduce k,t using hypotheses 29.,26 to complete the proof

` t∈SSsplitΦ
k(x,r)

* BY instantiate induction hypothesis 19. on x,r,z,t,
proving J(x,r) via axiom ax2

27.-30. r:SS, r∈SSsplit(x,s), Φ(x,r), t∈SSsplitΦ
k(x,r)

` ∃r:SS. r∈SSsplit(x,s) ∧ t∈SSsplit
k(x,r)

BY introduce r, proving r∈SSsplit(x,s) via hypothesis 28.
` t∈SSsplit

k(x,r)
* BY instantiate induction hypothesis 19. on x,r,z,t,

proving J(x,r) via axiom ax2 2
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Lemma 4.2.10
` ∀G:GS.∀Φ:Filters(G).

G is a GS-Theory ∧ Φ wf-filter for G ∧ Φ necessary filter for G
⇒ GΦ is a well-founded GS-Theory

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions, unfolding the definition of filters
1.- 6. G:GS, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool, SS:TYPES
7.-10. J:DD×SS→Bool, s0:DD|I→SS, sat:RR×SS→Bool, split:DD|I×SS→Set(SS), ext:SS→Set(RR)

11. G = 〈〈〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉, SS, J, s0, sat, split, ext〉〉 in GS
12. ax1: ∀x:DD|I. J(x,s0(x))
13. ax2: ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∀t∈split(x,s).J(x,t)
14. ax3: ∀x:DD|I.∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒ sat(z,s0(x))
15. ax4: ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒

sat(z,s) ⇔ ∃k:IN.∃t∈splitk(x,s).z∈RRext(t)
16.-17. Φ:Filters(G), ∀x:DD.∀s:SS. Φ(x,s) ⇐ ∃z:RR. sat(z,s) ∧O(x,z)
18. ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS.J(x,s) ⇒ ∃k:IN.empty?(splitΦ

k(x,s))
` 〈〈〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉, SS, J, s0, sat, splitΦ, ext〉〉 is a well-founded GS-Theory

BY unfold the definition of well-founded GS-Theories and introduce all-quantified variables
and assumptions (this leads to 5 subgoals corresponding to the axioms for GΦ)

` ∀x:DD|I. J(x,s0(x))
* BY axiom ax1
19.-24. x:DD|I, s:SS, J(x,s), t:SS, t∈SSsplit(x,s), Φ(x,t)
` J(x,t)
* BY axiom ax2
` ∀x:DD|I.∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒ sat(z,s0(x))
* BY axiom ax3
19.-23. x:DD|I, s:SS, J(x,s), z:RR, O(x,z)
` sat(z,s) ⇔ ∃k:IN.∃t∈splitΦ

k(x,s).z∈RRext(t)
BY rewrite sat(z,s) according to axiom ax4 instantiated on x,s,z
` ∃k:IN.∃t∈splitk(x,s).z∈RRext(t) ⇔ ∃k:IN.∃t∈splitΦ

k(x,s).z∈RRext(t)
BY prove both implications seperately, repeatedly introducing assumptions
24.-27. k:IN, t:SS, t∈SSsplit

k(x,s), z∈RRext(t)
` ∃k:IN.∃t∈splitΦ

k(x,s).z∈RRext(t)
* BY introduce k,t proving t∈SSsplitΦ

k(x,s) via lemma C.5.4
24.-27. k:IN, t:SS, t∈SSsplitΦ

k(x,s), z∈RRext(t)
` ∃k:IN.∃t∈splitΦ

k(x,s).z∈RRext(t)
* BY introduce k,t proving t∈SSsplit

k(x,s) via lemma C.5.4
` ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS.J(x,s) ⇒ ∃k:IN.empty?(splitΦ

k(x,s))
* BY hypothesis 18. 2
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Lemma 4.2.12.1
` ∀spec:BOOL-SPEC ∀G:GS. ∀Φ:Filters(G).∀θ:DOM(spec)→DOM(specG).

Φ necessary filter for G ∧ spec¿θspecG
⇒ Φθ necessary filter for G(θ,spec)

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions, unfolding the definitions of GS-Theories, filters and ¿θ

1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool
6. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC

7.-12. G:GS, DD’:TYPES, RR’:TYPES, I’:DD’→Bool, O’:DD’×RR’→Bool, SS:TYPES
13.-15. J:DD’×SS→Bool, s0:DD’|I’→SS, sat:RR’×SS→Bool, split:DD’|I’×SS→Set(SS),
16.-17. ext:SS→Set(RR’), G = 〈〈〈〈DD’,RR’,I’,O’〉〉, SS, J, s0, sat, split, ext〉〉 in GS,
18.-19. Φ:Filters(G), ∀x:DD’.∀s:SS. Φ(x,s) ⇐ ∃z:RR’. sat(z,s) ∧O’(x,z)
20.-23. θ:DD|I→DD’, RR⊂RR’, ∀x:DD|I. I’(θ(x)), ∀x:DD|I.∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒ O’(θ(x),z)
` Φθ necessary filter for G(θ,sp)

BY unfold the definition of necessary filters, Φθ, and G(θ,sp)
` ∀x:DD.∀s:SS. Φ(θ(x),s) ⇐ ∃z:RR. sat(z,s) ∧O(x,z)

BY repeated introduction of assumptions
24.-28. x:DD, s:SS, z:RR, sat(z,s), O(x,z)
` Φ(θ(x),s)
* BY instantiate hypothesis 19. on θ(x),s,z using hypothesis 23. to prove O’(θ(x),z)

2

Lemma 4.2.12.2
` ∀spec:BOOL-SPEC ∀G:GS. ∀Φ:Filters(G).∀θ:DOM(spec)→DOM(specG).

Φ wf-filter for G ∧ spec¿θspecG ⇒ Φθ wf-filter for G(θ,spec)

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions, unfolding the definitions of GS-Theories, filters and ¿θ

1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool
6. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC

7.-12. G:GS, DD’:TYPES, RR’:TYPES, I’:DD’→Bool, O’:DD’×RR’→Bool, SS:TYPES
13.-15. J:DD’×SS→Bool, s0:DD’|I’→SS, sat:RR’×SS→Bool, split:DD’|I’×SS→Set(SS),
16.-17. ext:SS→Set(RR’), G = 〈〈〈〈DD’,RR’,I’,O’〉〉, SS, J, s0, sat, split, ext〉〉 in GS,
18.-19. Φ:Filters(G), ∀x:DD’|I’.∀s:SS.J(x,s) ⇒ ∃k:IN.empty?(splitΦ

k(x,s))
20.-23. θ:DD|I→DD’, RR⊂RR’, ∀x:DD|I. I’(θ(x)), ∀x:DD|I.∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒ O’(θ(x),z)
` Φθ wf-filter for G(θ,sp)

BY unfold the definition of wf-filters, Φθ, and G(θ,sp)
` ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(θ(x),s) ⇒

∃k:IN. empty?( (λx,s.{t|t∈split(θ(x),s) ∧ Φ(θ(x),t)})k(x,s) )
BY repeated introduction of assumptions, folding back the definition of splitΦ

24.-26. x:DD|I, s:SS, J(θ(x),s)
` ∃k:IN. empty?( (λx,s.splitΦ(θ(x),t))k(x,s) )

BY instantiate hypothesis 20. on θ(x),s using hypothesis 22. to prove I’(θ(x))
27.-28. k:IN, empty?(splitΦ

k(θ(x),s))
` ∃k:IN. empty?( (λx,s.splitΦ(θ(x),t))k(x,s) )

BY introduce k.
` empty?( (λx,s.splitΦ(θ(x),t))k(x,s) )
* BY substitute (λx,s.splitΦ(θ(x),t))k(x,s) by splitΦ

k(θ(x),s)
(lemma C.5.2.12) 2
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The following lemma shows the effects of filter reduction on the induced split operation.

Lemma C.5.5
` ∀G:GS.Gproj:∀Φ,Ψ:Filters(G).Ψ¹GΦ ⇒ ∀k:IN.∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. splitΨ

k(x,s)⊆SSsplitΦ
k(x,s)

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 6. G:GS, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool, SS:TYPES
7.-10. J:DD×SS→Bool, s0:DD|I→SS, sat:RR×SS→Bool, split:DD|I×SS→Set(SS), ext:SS→Set(RR)

11. G = 〈〈〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉, SS, J, s0, sat, split, ext〉〉 in GS
12.-14. Φ:Filters(G), Ψ:Filters(G), ∀x:DD.∀s:SS. Ψ(x,s) ⇒ Φ(x,s)
` ∀k:IN.∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. splitΨ

k(x,s)⊆SSsplitΦ
k(x,s)

BY induction on k, introducing assumptions in the subgoals
15.-17. x:DD, I(x), s:SS
` splitΨ

0(x,s)⊆SSsplitΦ
0(x,s)

BY rewrite both terms according to lemma C.5.2.1
` {s}⊆SS{s}
* BY lemma A.4.9.11

15.-18. x:DD, I(x), s:SS, k:IN,
19. ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. splitΨ

k(x,s)⊆SSsplitΦ
k(x,s)

` splitΨ
k+1(x,s)⊆SSsplitΦ

k+1(x,s)
BY rewrite both terms according to lemma C.5.2.2 unfolding the definition of splitΦ

` ⋃{splitΨ
k(x,t)|t∈split(x,s) ∧Ψ(x,t)}⊆SS

⋃{splitΦ
k(x,t)|t∈splitΦ(x,s) ∧Φ(x,t)}

BY unfold the definition of ⊆SS and rewrite according to lemmata A.4.7.12,
A.4.7.5,A.4.5.9, and A.4.8.5.

` ∀t∈split(x,s). Ψ(x,t) ⇒ ∀r∈splitΨ
k(x,t).

∃t∈split(x,s). Φ(x,t) ∧ r∈SSsplitΦ
k(x,t)

BY repeated introduction of assumptions, using lemma A.4.7 and A.4.8
20.-24. t:SS, t∈SSsplit(x,s), Ψ(x,t), r:SS, r∈SSsplitΨ

k(x,t)
` ∃t∈split(x,s). Φ(x,t) ∧r∈SSsplitΦ

k(x,t)
BY introduce t, proving Φ(x,t) via hypothesis 14.
` r∈SSsplitΦ

k(x,t)
* BY instantiating the induction hypothesis 19. on x,t and the definition of ⊆SS

2

Lemma 4.2.14.1
` ∀G:GS.∀Φ,Ψ:Filters(G). Ψ¹GΦ ∧ Φ wf-filter for G ⇒ Ψ wf-filter for G

Proof:
BY introduction of assumptions, unfolding the definitions of GS-Theories, wf-filters, and ¹G

1.- 6. G:GS, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool, SS:TYPES
7.-10. J:DD×SS→Bool, s0:DD|I→SS, sat:RR×SS→Bool, split:DD|I×SS→Set(SS), ext:SS→Set(RR)

11. G = 〈〈〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉, SS, J, s0, sat, split, ext〉〉 in GS
12.-14. Φ:Filters(G), Ψ:Filters(G), ∀x:DD.∀s:SS. Ψ(x,s) ⇒ Φ(x,s)
15. ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∃k:IN. empty?(splitΦ

k(x,s))
` ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∃k:IN. empty?(splitΨ

k(x,s))
BY introducing variables x,s and instantiating hypothesis 15. on these terms
16.-21. x:DD, I(x), s:SS, J(x,s), k:IN, empty?(splitΦ

k(x,s))
` ∃k:IN. empty?(splitΨ

k(x,s))
BY provide the same k as value
` empty?(splitΨ

k(x,s))
BY instantiating A.4.6.3 on splitΨ

k(x,s) and splitΦ
k(x,s)

` splitΨ
k(x,s)⊆SSsplitΦ

k(x,s)
* BY lemma C.5.5 2
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Lemma 4.2.14.2
` ∀G:GS.∀Φ,Ψ:Filters(G).

Ψ¹GΦ ∧ Ψ necessary filter for G ⇒ Φ necessary filter for G

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions, unfolding the definitions of GS-Theories,

necessary filters and ¹G

1.- 6. G:GS, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool, SS:TYPES
7.-10. J:DD×SS→Bool, s0:DD|I→SS, sat:RR×SS→Bool, split:DD|I×SS→Set(SS), ext:SS→Set(RR)

11. G = 〈〈〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉, SS, J, s0, sat, split, ext〉〉 in GS
12.-13. Φ:Filters(G), Ψ:Filters(G)
14. ∀x:DD.∀s:SS. Ψ(x,s) ⇒ Φ(x,s)
15. ∀x:DD.∀s:SS. Ψ(x,s) ⇐ ∃z:RR. sat(z,s) ∧O(x,z)
16.-18. x:DD, s:SS, ∃z:RR. sat(z,s) ∧O(x,z)
` Φ(x,s)
* BY hypotheses 15. and 14. instantiated on x,s 2

Theorem 4.2.15
` ∀spec = 〈〈DD, RR, I, O〉〉:BOOL-SPEC.

satisfiable( FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)} )
⇐
∃G:GS.∃Φ:Filters(G).∃θ:DOM(spec)→DOM(specG).∃Ψ:Filters(G(θ,spec)).
G is a GS-Theory ∧ Φ wf-filter for G ∧ G generalizes spec with θ
∧ Ψ necessary filter for G(θ,spec) ∧ Ψ¹G(θ,spec)Φθ

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 5. spec:BOOL-SPEC, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool

6. spec = 〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉 in BOOL-SPEC
7.-10. G:GS, Φ:Filters(G), θ:DOM(spec)→DOM(specG), Ψ:Filters(G(θ,spec))

11.-13. G is a GS-Theory, Φ wf-filter for G, G generalizes spec with θ
14.-15. Ψ necessary filter for G(θ,spec), Ψ¹G(θ,spec)Φθ

` SAT FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)}
BY instantiate lemma 4.2.12.2 on spec, G, Φ, θ,

instantiate lemma 4.2.6.1,
instantiate lemma 4.2.14.1 on G(θ,spec),Φθ, Ψ,
instantiate lemma 4.2.10 on G(θ,spec), Ψ

16. Φθ wf-filter for G(θ,spec),
17. G(θ,spec) extends spec
18. Ψ wf-filter for G(θ,spec)
19. G(θ,spec)Ψ is a well-founded GS-Theory
` SAT FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)}
* BY Theorem 4.2.4 using specG(θ,spec)Ψ = specG(θ,spec) in GS 2
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Lemma 4.2.16 tells us that we can optimize a gs-solution for a given problem by adding a
necessary filter Φ to the input condition of the auxiliary function. Its proof is based on a slight
modification of the axioms of GS-theories – now including the filter explicitly. Except for the
first one these are identical to those of a GS-theory G where split is replaced by splitΦ and J
by a predicate JΦ defined below. The modified axioms are given in lemma C.5.7.

Definition C.5.6

JΦ ≡ λx,s. J(x,s) ∧Φ(x,s)

Lemma C.5.7 Modification of GS-Theories by filters

` ∀G:GS.Gproj: G is a GS-theory ⇒ ∀Φ:Filters(G). Φ necessary filter for G ⇒
∀x:DD|I. Φ(x,s0(x)) ⇒ JΦ(x,s0(x))

∧ ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. JΦ(x,s) ⇒ ∀t∈splitΦ(x,s).JΦ(x,t)
∧ ∀x:DD|I.∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒ sat(z,s0(x))
∧ ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. JΦ(x,s) ⇒ ∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒ sat(z,s)⇔∃k:IN.∃t∈splitΦ

k(x,s).z∈RRext(t)

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions
1.- 6. G:GS, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool, SS:TYPES
7.-10. J:DD×SS→Bool, s0:DD|I→SS, sat:RR×SS→Bool, split:DD|I×SS→Set(SS), ext:SS→Set(RR)

11. G = 〈〈〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉, SS, J, s0, sat, split, ext〉〉 in GS
12. ax1: ∀x:DD|I. J(x,s0(x))
13. ax2: ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∀t∈split(x,s).J(x,t)
14. ax3: ∀x:DD|I.∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒ sat(z,s0(x))
15. ax4: ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∀z:RR’. O(x,z) ⇒

sat(z,s) ⇔ ∃k:IN.∃t∈splitk(x,s).z∈RRext(t)
16.-17. Φ:Filters(G), ∀x:DD.∀s:SS. Φ(x,s) ⇐ ∃z:RR. sat(z,s) ∧O(x,z),
` ∀x:DD|I. Φ(x,s0(x)) ⇒ JΦ(x,s0(x))

∧ ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. JΦ(x,s) ⇒ ∀t∈splitΦ(x,s).JΦ(x,t)
∧ ∀x:DD|I.∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒ sat(z,s0(x))
∧ ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. JΦ(x,s)⇒ ∀z:RR. O(x,z)⇒ sat(z,s)⇔∃k:IN.∃t∈splitΦ

k(x,s).z∈RRext(t)
BY investigate axioms seperately, introduce further assumptions,

unfold the definition of JΦ, splitΦ

18.-19. x:DD|I, Φ(x,s0(x))
` J(x,s0(x)) ∧ Φ(x,s0(x))
* BY axiom ax1 and hypothesis 19.
18.-23. x:DD|I, s:SS, JΦ(x,s), t:SS, t∈SSsplit(x,s), Φ(x,t)
` J(x,t) ∧ Φ(x,t)
* BY axiom ax2 and hypothesis 23.
` ∀x:DD|I.∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒ sat(z,s0(x))
* BY axiom ax3
` ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. JΦ(x,s) ⇒ ∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒ sat(z,s)⇔∃k:IN.∃t∈splitΦ

k(x,s).z∈RRext(t)
BY introduce assumptions – c.f. the proof of lemma 4.2.10
18.-22. x:DD|I, s:SS, JΦ(x,s), z:RR, O(x,z)
` sat(z,s) ⇔ ∃k:IN.∃t∈splitΦ

k(x,s).z∈RRext(t)
BY rewrite sat(z,s) according to axiom ax4 instantiated on x,s,z
` ∃k:IN.∃t∈splitk(x,s).z∈RRext(t) ⇔ ∃k:IN.∃t∈splitΦ

k(x,s).z∈RRext(t)
BY prove both implications seperately, repeatedly introducing assumptions
23.-26. k:IN, t:SS, t∈SSsplit

k(x,s), z∈RRext(t)
` ∃k:IN.∃t∈splitΦ

k(x,s).z∈RRext(t)
* BY introduce k,t proving t∈SSsplitΦ

k(x,s) via lemma C.5.4
23.-26. k:IN, t:SS, t∈SSsplitΦ

k(x,s), z∈RRext(t)
` ∃k:IN.∃t∈splitΦ

k(x,s).z∈RRext(t)
* BY introduce k,t proving t∈SSsplit

k(x,s) via lemma C.5.4 2
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To prove lemma 4.2.16 we have to repeat the proofs of lemmata 4.2.3.1 and 4.2.3.2. with the
modified axioms. For simplification we have used the definitions of JΦ, splitΦ, and AUX

GΦ
.

Lemma 4.2.16.1
` ∀G:GS.∀Φ:Filters(G).Gproj: G is a GS-theory ∧ Φ necessary filter for G ⇒

∀Faux:{x,s:DD×SS|I(x) ∧JΦ(x,s)}→Set(RR).
Faux satisfies

FUNCTION Aux(x,s:DD×SS) WHERE I(x) ∧JΦ(x,s) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)}
⇒ FUNCTION F(x:DD) WHERE I(x) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z)}

= if Φ(x,s0(x)) then Faux(x,s0(x)) else ∅
is consistent

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions, inserting the axioms of lemma C.5.7 and unfolding the

definitions of necessary filters, consistency, and =̂ as in the proof of Lemma 4.2.3.1
1.- 6. G:GS, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool, SS:TYPES
7.-10. J:DD×SS→Bool, s0:DD|I→SS, sat:RR×SS→Bool, split:DD|I×SS→Set(SS), ext:SS→Set(RR)

11. G = 〈〈〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉, SS, J, s0, sat, split, ext〉〉 in GS
12. ax1: ∀x:DD|I. Φ(x,s0(x)) ⇒ JΦ(x,s0(x))
13. ax2: ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. JΦ(x,s) ⇒ ∀t∈splitΦ(x,s).JΦ(x,t)
14. ax3: ∀x:DD|I.∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒ sat(z,s0(x))
15. ax4: ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. JΦ(x,s) ⇒ ∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒

sat(z,s) ⇔ ∃k:IN.∃t∈splitΦ
k(x,s).z∈RRext(t)

16.-17. Φ:Filters(G), ∀x:DD.∀s:SS. Φ(x,s) ⇐ ∃z:RR. sat(z,s) ∧O(x,z),
18. Faux:{x,s:DD×SS|I(x) ∧JΦ(x,s)}→Set(RR)
19. ∀x:DD.∀s:SS. I(x) ∧JΦ(x,s) ⇒ ∀z:RR. z∈RRFaux(x,s) ⇔ O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)
20.-22. x:DD, I(x), z:RR
` z∈RR(if Φ(x,s0(x)) then Faux(x,s0(x)) else ∅) ⇔ O(x,z)

BY prove both implications seperately, distributing ∈ over if on the left hand (lemma A.3.2)

23. if Φ(x,s0(x)) then z∈RRFaux(x,s0(x)) else z∈RR∅
` O(x,z)

BY case analysis over Φ(x,s0(x)) according to lemma A.3.3, evaluating hypothesis 23.
23.-24. z∈RRFaux(x,s0(x)), Φ(x,s0(x))
` O(x,z)
* BY instantiate hypothesis 19. on x,s0(x),z using axiom ax1 to prove Φ(x,s0(x))
23.-24. z∈RR∅, ¬Φ(x,s0(x))
` O(x,z)
* BY contradiction: hypothesis 23. evaluates to false (lemma 2.3.3.5)

23. O(x,z)
` if Φ(x,s0(x)) then z∈RRFaux(x,s0(x)) else z∈RR∅

BY instantiate axiom ax3 on x,z and then hypothesis 17. on x,s0(x),z
24.-25. sat(z,s0(x)), Φ(x,s0(x))
` if Φ(x,s0(x)) then z∈RRFaux(x,s0(x)) else z∈RR∅

BY evaluate the conclusion using hypothesis 25.
` z∈RRFaux(x,s0(x))
* BY instantiate hypothesis 19. on x,s0(x),z using axiom ax1 to prove JΦ(x,s0(x))2
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For proving the second part of lemma 4.2.16 we again need an inductive statement about the
result of AUX

GΦ

Lemma C.5.8
` ∀G:GS.∀Φ:Filters(G).Gproj:

G is a GS-theory ∧ Φ necessary filter for G ∧ Φ wf-filter for G
⇒ ∀i:IN.∀x:DD.∀s:SS. I(x) ∧ JΦ(x,s) ∧ empty?(splitΦ

i(x,s)) ⇒
AUXGΦ(x,s) =

Set(RR)

⋃{EXTO,x(t)|t∈splitΦ
0..i−1(x,s)}

Proof: Repeat the proof of lemma C.5.3 using the axioms provided by lemma C.5.7 (the first axiom
with the only real modification does not occur in the proof). 2

The rest of the proof is a modified copy of the one for lemma 4.2.3.2 — now using the axioms
provided by lemma C.5.7 and lemma C.5.8 instead of lemma C.5.3.

Lemma 4.2.16.2
` ∀G:GS.∀Φ:Filters(G).Gproj:

G is a GS-theory ∧ Φ necessary filter for G ∧ Φ wf-filter for G ⇒
FUNCTION Faux(x,s:DD×SS) WHERE I(x) ∧JΦ(x,s) RETURNS {z:RR|O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)}
= AUXGΦ(x,s)

is consistent

Proof:
BY repeated introduction of assumptions, inserting the axioms of lemma C.5.7 and unfolding the

definitions of necessary wf-filters, consistency, and =̂ as in the proof of Lemma 4.2.3.2
1.- 6. G:GS, DD:TYPES, RR:TYPES, I:DD→Bool, O:DD×RR→Bool, SS:TYPES
7.-10. J:DD×SS→Bool, s0:DD|I→SS, sat:RR×SS→Bool, split:DD|I×SS→Set(SS), ext:SS→Set(RR)

11. G = 〈〈〈〈DD,RR,I,O〉〉, SS, J, s0, sat, split, ext〉〉 in GS
12. ax1: ∀x:DD|I. Φ(x,s0(x)) ⇒ JΦ(x,s0(x))
13. ax2: ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. JΦ(x,s) ⇒ ∀t∈splitΦ(x,s).JΦ(x,t)
14. ax3: ∀x:DD|I.∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒ sat(z,s0(x))
15. ax4: ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. JΦ(x,s) ⇒ ∀z:RR. O(x,z) ⇒

sat(z,s) ⇔ ∃k:IN.∃t∈splitΦ
k(x,s).z∈RRext(t)

16.-17. Φ:Filters(G), ∀x:DD.∀s:SS. Φ(x,s) ⇐ ∃z:RR. sat(z,s) ∧O(x,z),
18. ∀x:DD|I.∀s:SS. J(x,s) ⇒ ∃k:IN. empty?(splitΦ

k(x,s))
19.-24. x:DD, s:SS, I(x), J(x,s), Φ(x,s), z:RR
` z∈RRAUXGΦ(x,s) ⇔ O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)

BY instantiate hypothesis 18. on x and s,
substitute AUXGΦ(x,s) =

Set(RR)

⋃{EXTO,x(t)|t∈splitΦ
0..k−1(x,s)} (lemma C.5.8)

25.-26. k:IN, empty?(splitΦ
k(x,s))

` z∈RR
⋃{EXTO,x(t)|t∈splitΦ

0..k−1(x,s)} ⇔ O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)
BY rewrite the left hand side according to lemma A.4.5.9, A.4.8.12, and C.5.2.11
` ∃t:SS.∃k:IN. t∈SSsplitΦ

k(x,s) ∧z∈RREXTO,x(t) ⇔ O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)
BY rewrite z∈RREXTO,x(t) according to lemma A.4.5.3. unfolding the definition of EXTO,x(t)
` ∃t:SS.∃k:IN. t∈SSsplitΦ

k(x,s) ∧z∈RRext(t) ∧ O(x,z) ⇔ O(x,z) ∧sat(z,s)
* BY instantiate ax4 on x,s,z and apply standard logical reasoning 2


